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NEWS and VIEWS (itor: Bu; Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
****NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY###« 4, Harry Cook 237/15" 1.53 13! 362.6.

:

:
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New Membefay”°° reese Groundrules’ for future listings: Submit. times with_ Hew sueeees “ibe b tepetes wes FAI measure ofceiling height and your estimate of howROBERT W. GEER, 2922'S, Garfield, Denver, Colo. 80210 high the model actually went. The times willbefudgedGEORGE RIVERS, 3408 BollerAve., Bronx,N.Y. 10469 to 35' (using ceiling height; the estimatedaltitudecan

- RICHARD SIRONEN, 1349 8. W. 174, Seattle, Wash. 98166 be used either for speculation or scaring the competition)THOMAS F. STONE, 6305 Inca Rd., Ft. Worth, Tex. 76116 and posted for the honor (7) and maybe a prizeif there |
DAVID R. THOMSEN, 5432 Haft Ra., Cincinnati, 0. 45239 1s enough interest. Times must be submittedby the firstoe es day of the month to be listedinthat month's issue. Send' Special Action Committee entries to Bob Putman, 507 Darlene, Arlington, Tex. 76012

For those who may have missed opening announcements of
. ce PeanutScale5.A.C., this is an energetic action of NIMAS members who

oo, as vp ecwnnt wun wes eee
seek to aid beginnersinindoorflying (of all ages, but ‘We recently had a requestforacopy of the rules forwith special emphasis on youth) in learning how to build Peanut Scale; Bill Hannan then sent this comment: "Theand fly indoor models. The effort in preparing materials original rules werevery ‘loose’, since PS was always con~for instructors was spearheaded by Phill Lawry and Roger ducted as a sideline ' just for fun' event, and was neverSchroeder, and a total of 20 instructors in various parts taken too seriously at first. What has happened, however,of the country have volunteered to help as needed. The is that a great many modelers have been attracted by themost recent volunteer instructors arelistedbelow, with class «During our recent Flightmaster Annual, severalothers listed in November and December '69 INAV's. fliers entered ONLY Peanut Scale! To top that, a number

—

Carl Nye, RD #1, Cortland, New York
dewuate of the avid R/C boys have even entered into the PS action,Dave Linstrum, 12 Holcomb St., Simsbury, Conn. 06070 which really amazed all of us. Thus, the event has out-Jim Davidson, 1815 Melbourne Ave., N.E«;*Huntsville, frown its original concept, and the Bridgeport, Conn.

Sl halt omar va,
Ala. 35801 Flying Aces", who originated the idea, are hard at workActually, Dave Linstrum was originally listed as an on a new set of rules, which should be ready shortly.instructor in St. Louis, Mo., but he has moved and is re~ Every effort is being made to. preserve the ‘fun' spirit,affirming his willingness to help. en and the Judging will be kept simple.

a . oo .

Telephone Numbers?
° ,

As a sideline to Bill's commentary, I wouldlike to
ae Dee te ep ey note that the PS plans that Bill has for sale are veryThe Nov. '69 INAV noted that some NIMAS members would good. Not only are they well presented, but the structurelike to know the numbers of other NIMAS members so they is well engineered and the models areassembled froman

|
aw can'callasthey travel around, Numerous people have re- absolute minimum of'pleces. This should yield quicklysponded by sending their numbers ~- how about you? built models ~ which sééms to be part of the fun. Send

_
. , eee Bill a card at P. 0. Box A, Escondido, Cal. 92025 and askChange of Address|

ne aes .

him for a catalog.
a, nye oe en aeas‘

Dave Linstrum, Manager of the FF Team Selection Pro- ,

““<" NPFS Design Competition
.gram, has moved; 12 Holcomb St., Simsbury, Conn. 07060, .

. copes ng Tranae The National Free Flight Society and AMA are co-spon=Fudge Factors? “°° So

soring a design competition for a small field rubber pow=
oo, Pee

SET ECR GE ukSE ered model. Entry deadline is April 1, 1970, and anentryOver the years’, NIMAS members have cooperated in their blank and set of rules can be obtained from Annie Gies~-postal meets, to the extent that standard ‘fudge factors" kieng, 1333 S. Franklin St., Denver, Colo. 80210.have been developed to permit competition between teams in
.

ce, we ee — .

.

sites with different ceiling heights. At present, there : Rubber StrippersAvailableare two ways to fudge HLG flights, and one formula for —

.equalizing rubber flights. :

Bob Dunham has offered to open up his production line_oO ae on Bilgri-type strippers once again. These are very nice. HLG's are fudged one of two ways, depending upon the units made from plexiglas, and work very well with eitherqnount of difference between the two ceiling heights. If a single blade or multiple blades (see Jan. ‘67 INAV).the high ceiling 1s over 1.5 times as high as the lower” = ‘The price is $5 per unit, with deadline for ordering setone, there is a graph which is used. For smaller differ- for Jan. 20, 1970. All units will be produced at the sameences, this formula is used:
:

time, according to orders on hand Jan. 20. Send orders to
Fudge = (high ceiling)/(1ow ceiling) Bob Dunham, 4730 8. Yorktown Ave., Tulsa, Okla. 74105 6

, .

oo s,s) INDOOR RULES
. '

The numerical value of the fudge factor is multiplied
eee ae eae aNby the flight times from the lower site; the resulting The following comment was recently received on auto-times are then compared directly with those from the high gyro and ornithopter rules; send your comments and rebut-celling site. For rubber models, the same procedure is tals to Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080 and they will beused, except that the following formula is applied regard- forwardedto the author of the comment:jess of difference in ceiling height;

: vue
ee a pave

aiceistasgggen tore nar wu fieenseten es ~The flapping surfaces on theornithopters have merelyFudge = V(nigh ceiling)/(low ceiling) become replacements for propellers; their fixed wings sup-ply all the lift. “I saw Carl Goldbergfly his ornithopterIt has almost become standard for teams flying postal at the 1946 Nats, and it did well. I woula guess that 85%meets to use the FAI methodof measuring ceiling height, of the wing area was in the flapping portion, with only aas is now being done in the NIMAS Award program. small fixed center section. There was noné of this busi-
ness of a fixed wing separate from the flapping wings.Top Ten Ceiling Dodgers a

oe
Bee

: The autogyro rule should be Changed to eliminate all
|

Last month, a casual mention was made of the concept fixed wing surfaces. Models of this type will fly. Mostof listing flights that didn't touch the ceiling ~ in record-setting 'gyros of recent vintage would fly muchother words, no rafter-banging or ceiling Scrubbing. This better without their rotor assemblies, since the fixed(m really ought to aay more about who has the most efficient wings are’ doing all the lifting and rotors are along formodels? Anyway, four fliers immediately and enthustastic- the ride." weesally sent in times to begin the listing: pe

. boven

7 “

An editorial comment on the above: There have been aTime/ceiling Fudge
1,

Est.
_

Score... few heated argumentson the above topics. From the stand-so joor (t0,35') Altitude point of the CD, it 1s particularly difficulttotellif1. Hal Crane 682/20! 1.32 19) 850.2 an autogyro rotor is really contributing to the lift
or.

2. Hewitt Phillips 428/20
, 1932 - 7

;
564.9 not. One flight in particular was observed where the3. Roger Schroeder 239,5/15'1.53 13-5' 365.9 rotor stopped, then reversed direction withoutvisibly

. .
. sets venting. tial

#
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affecting the flight path! From the standpoint of the The FAI span limitation trains people in handling that

FFCB, oniy a major increase in activity in these events model size while giving a model large enough to fly went
would really justify time spent on new rules - they are in spite of the high wing loading. The limit on ru oca)
almost dead and this is a shame. They are interesting weight lowers the overall weight (giving slower a rapeeeh
events that couldbenefit greatly from modern materials and places emphasison proper application of power -

and techniques, and offer a unique challenge. out requiring super-strong fuselageof near-zero weight.
TOP TEN EASY B Drop a line to Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080, and,

express your feelings about this class.. Has it a place in

Time/ceiling Fudge Score indoor, and do you feel it wouldencourage more fliers to

(to 35') fly? Even though indoor is still growing, much of the

1. Bob Platt 575/20! 1.32 760 inerease is in scale and Easy B, which isn't really going
2. Hal Crane 202 /o3e 1.32 692 to help opoee Vevort to. the pure duration aspect of our
3. Jim Walters 675/37' 0972 656 obsession/hobby/sport.
4, Clarence Mather . 590/30! 1,08

'

637
5, Joe Portecorvo 516/24' 1.21 623 RECORDS? MAYBE!

a.

6. Joe Deady 636/37! 2972 618
FE ss ano

7. Pete Patterson 492/24! 1.21 594 BRAINBUSTERS RECORD TRIALS, Dec. 27-28, 1969, Cat. I

8. Jim Clem 416.5/22.3!' 1.25 _— 520.6 Willis School, Hampton, Va. 20' ceiling.
9. Harry Cook 319/15! 1.52 484 .9 Open Helicopter - 10:36, Hewitt Phillips
10. Howard Haupt 384/25' 1.18 454 (Hewitt also made flights of 8:07, 8:48, which also

. exceeded the existing record.)
Top Juniors i

ee
OAKLAND CLOUD DUSTERS Cat. IImeet, Dec. 13-14, 1969

1. David Sandelius 460/37" 972 447 Cow Palace, San Francisco, Cal. 96' ceiling
2. R. J. Dunham, Jr. 467/41! 92 431 Open AMA Cat. II FAI - 34:57, Jim Richmond

2 RichardSironen oani3s 5! 138° aac Open FAI Cat. III FAI - 34:57, Jim Richmond
° mm em e e e

5. Kim Mather 255/25) 1.18 302 POSTAL CHALLENGE
es its

e Peat nozenre Bo,B02.3" 1°35 B73 Jim Haught, 4004 E. Kemper Rd., Cincinnati, 0. 45241
°

. pee wpa eae oie .

offers both a postal challenge and a fun event: Bulilda.
CONTEST CALENDAR "Denny Easy B" directly on the magazine plans (Oct. '67

ALABAMA Huntsville AA Indoor contest at Madison Co
AM), to the following mules: iis oatie this 2 MINI“BEE)-

fe Me °

Coliseum in Huntsville, Mar. 15, 1970. HLG-Jr & Open; 1. Use the AM plans only, except it 1s permissibleto —

Easy B - Jr.3; Paper Stick, Indoor Stick & Scale - Open. make the tips square instead of slanted.
CD’- E. J. Minter. For info: J. T. Davidson, 1815 Mel- 2. No bracing; solid motor stick and boom, sheet balsa
bourne Ave., NE, Huntsville, Ala. 35801, ph. 539-1509. prop. —— , ~

3. Tissue or condenser paper covering only.
ARIZONA - Phoenix. Indoor sessionsin Arcadia High School 4, Make flights before witness and have witness sign
Gym, 7 pm to 10 pm, the second Tuesday each month. Contact resulta sheet.
Terry Thorkildsen, 3103 W. Willow Ave., Phoenix, Arizona 5. Enter times in one or more of the following celling
85029 for further details. Cat. I site. categories:

_

'Cate A = 10 Cat. D - Over 50
ILLINOIS - Chicago. Cat. I indoor sessions at Girl's Gym Cat. B ~ 30' Cat. E = Outdoors
of Forest View High School, 2121 Goebbert Rd., Arlington Cat. C - 50'
Hts., Ill. Sessions eachSunday, 9 am to 5 pm, except
Feb. 8, 1970. Call Al Sortwell at 312-439-1497 for info Since this makes a 6" span model, it won't take much
and directions to the gym. time to build. He suggests that prop blades be made pea

. dle shaped, and that rubber sizes between .020° and . ty,

MARYLAND ~ Silver Spring. Indoor sessions at JFK High will be about right.
School, 1901 Randolph Rd., Silver Spring. Jan. 16, 303
Feb. 20, 1970. 7 pm to 11 pm. Deadline for entry is March 15, 1970; send your entry

to Jim at the above address.
MASSACHUSETTS ~- M.I.T. Cat. II indoor sessions at MIT
Armory, Mass. Ave. & Vassar St., Cambridge, Mass., 3:30 pm STATEOF THE ART

ve OO son 31, Mar. 7, 1970. Indoor contest April The featured model for the month is one of the top
’ » pm to 8:30 pm. Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow 1 14 desi 1

Rd., Wayland, Mass., ph. 358-4013. ow ce ng designs currently beingflown - Tom Vallee's
9 ’ s Snark Mk II. The plans list three records the model has

NEW YORK - Long Island. Cat. II indoor contest at Cant- set in 1969. In addition, it has placed well in several

fague Park, Hicksville, L. I. May 3, 1970. Site is 190° contests and served as a flying “test bed" for low power

dia, dome, 50' high. HLG, Easy B, Indoor Stick, Paper experiments along the line proposed in INAV in various

Stick, Scale. CD ~ Bill Dunwoody, 985 Ft. Salonga Rd., 1964 issues, Finally, the model was used to compile data

Northport, L. I., N. Y¥. for “Hall Meteorology, Hall Geometry and Low Ceiling Dur-
, , ation", Tom's paper in the NFFS SYMPO 2. If you haven't

TEXAS ~ Ft. Worth/Dallas/Denton. Cat. I indoor meet at read this, now is the time. It has many hints for contest

Ballroom of Texas Woman's Univ., Denton, Texas. Jan. 17,. flying in poor air (typical winter contest air!) and other

1970, 10 am to 5 pm. HLG, Paper Stick and Catapult glider strategic flying hints. The usual CMOS balance chart is

for dr. & Sr-Op.; HLG and AMA Cub for Sub-Jr. Jim Clem, presented below, calculated for Oe If Tom drew his plan
8240 Green Hollow, Dallas 75240, 214-235-4603. o scale (regarding wing location), he flew it at about

+ 1% stability margin, with no trouble from turbulence.

WISCONSIN - Milwaukee. Indoor sessions each Thursday from 10 :

,

7:30 pm to 9:30 pm at Sherman Social Center, North 5ist
St. and W. Locust St. Ken Kraemer, 3945 N. 4ist St., Mil-
waukee, Wisc. 53216, ph. 414-442-5864, 9

POSSIBLE NEW EVENT?
.

°
‘ ,

°

A couple of fliers have suggested, at various times, * 8

that indoor needs an event larger than Easy B (for better 3
relative flight performance), and with less design limit- 2
ations. The most recent suggestion has incorporated these 7

basic features: FAI span (65 em),a minimum weight, and 2
maximum rubber welght to be half the airframe weight. &

,

SNARK. MkII
The disadvantage of the rules is that the indoor CD z 0%

would be requiredto furnish a scale. However, it has 1

been suggested that the airframe weight be made equal to >
5

that of a U. S. nickle (approximately .2 oz.). Thus, a

Simple ratio scale with two hooks and one pan to place ,

the nickle in would suffice. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 "9
OO

The proposed class should have the advantage that the .

X - Nose te CG .

beginner suffers only from lack of experience in building .

and flying, without the psychological handicap of a weight CONTEST RESULTS
problem. Light indoor models seem to be.a necessity in
all but low ceilings; this is the major stumbling block OAKLAND CLOUD DUSTERS Cat. II Contest (Cow Palace) 96' ceiling.
for beginners. If they manage to approach the same weight dr-Sr. HLG Open HIG ;

as experienced builders, they break the model from lack of 1. MartyThomson 1:59.22 l. Steve teraghty 1:39.6
. handling experience. When they build models they can han- 2. Bill Gibbs 1:35.4 2. Dick Schenz

—

1333.0
'

1:33.

dle, they feel the model's weight will beat them. 4. Gerry Seraghty 1:20.2 3. George Foster 1:15.0
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are visible. Compare the grain directions to those
ir-SrPaper Stick Open Paper Stick ilivetrated in the "compass" as en added study aid. Fin-

1. Gerry Geraghty aie 1, Jim Richmond on oe
ally, there are some good color slides of wood types in

2. Terry Buddingh 8:40 2. Bob Randolph 18:01 the Dick Black "wood selection" slide/tape lecture which
3, Chris Miller 4:36 3. Jerry Powell 16:08

will aid in learning wood grain types. :

dr-Sr Indoor Stick
| OpenIndoorStick eee ee

es
:

. __

1. Bill tibbs 16:55 le Carl Rambo 25:49 al The foltowane conteetent taken fromthe Miero-X catoc:..
2. Linda Randolph 12:57 2. Jim Richmond 25:01 OG» Pp one
4+ Terry Buddingh 9:40 2+ Bud Romak 2h 48

A Grain: very easy to bend across the grain or lengthwise.©
i Actually the weakest or most flexible wood per weight. It

Je~Sr Cabin bh
Cre?Gene h 18:06 is best used for spars where sharp bends are necessary1. Bill Gibbs 6 1+ Bob Randolp 13:56 like wing tips, stabs, rudders and prop outlines. Not for

2. “erry teraghty 1:47 20 Jim aichmond 13:20 rolling bodies. (This 1s because much of thestrength of3+ Bob Gibbs 192
a@ motor stick depends upon keeping the cross-section round.

PAL - Jr-Sr-Open and uniformly curved. Stiff wood, like quarter-grain, is
~
Lei’ yim “Richmond” : 34:57 22:00 56:57 sufficiently stiff.)

a

2+ Sud Romk nate B Grain: Sometimes unattractive looking but avery stiffd+ Clarence Mather
es i wood for its weight. It should be used for straight spars—

,

such as wing center sections. Can also be used for ribs

BOEING HAWKS Cat. IIContest (Interlake HighSchool) 37' ceiling. and prop outlines, = a

Necember 19, 1969 ,

:

C Grain (Quarter grain): Looks like mother-of-pearl chips
.

|

8r-Op running crosswise in it. It is very stiff, both acrossSe iner, J 1:01.3 1 see oo 1:12.1 grain and lengthwise. It is best used for rolling motor

as jin einen 18.7 2. Al Borer 1108.4 sticks, and is excellent for ribs. Do not use for spars.

d+ Spencer Nelson tdlel 2+ Joe Deady 1400.4 Regular "Cc" (shown as CB on the compass) is almost as

s a Scal good as quarter grain for the uses mentioned above. If
Rasy 3

«
indoorScale

72 ts you must make a choice, save quarter grain for motor stick1. Joe Deady 10:58 1.- Al Borer +2 Pts. rolling, since this 1s the most critical application in
2. Jim Walters 9:54 2. Woody Kokita 64.5

the whole model , ,

3, Joe Portecorvo 8:24 3. Norm Jacky 61.5 °

4, Rich Sironen (Jr.) 3:81
.

Lest the extra designations on the compass cause some
- }

w roupings can be made by all but
INDOOR CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES che mostfinickyof balidores’ 6 y

:

Part I~ WoodSelection 1. CB &C - use as C grain; except reserve C (quarter-
grain) for motor tubes.Most indoor builders, even beginners, know that wood

:selection 1s a major technique that must be learned before 2. BC, B & BA - use as B grain where very stiff spars are
they can build ultra-light indoor models that will hold up needed with B in most critical places., under the rigors of ground handling. (Bill Bigge once did ,

i.
calculations to show that, once launched, an indoor model 3, AB & A - Use as A grain.could be much lighter without collapsing than it mist be ,

to hold together during winding and launch.) After wood has been sorted into grain types and uses,
each sheet should be checked for stretch breaks and uni-If we assume that our wood is of uniform thickness and form density along the entire length (no soft places in

——uniform quality across the entire sheet, we can study the the sheet). Stretch breaks are caused when a_log falls “ =

grain structure variations in order to make proper appli- across another log, causing the whole log to bend sharply
cation of each sheet of wood. Before we goon to that, a at one place. The result is tiny cracks in a sheet, and
word about our assumptions: Balsa is highly variable as small stretch breaks cannot be seen. They show up in this
it grows, depending upon outside factors. Thus, a small test: cut a piece with uniform cross-section, as nearlyblock of balsa may weigh (average) such that it would be square as possible. Hold the ends of the strip; bend 1t
graded as 4.5#/cubic ft; yet it might be 4.2# wood on one in a curve approximating a semi-circle. Stretch breaks
side of the block and 4.87% wood on the other. Both our will cause the strip to fail, usually with a clean break.
balsa processors (MicroDyne and Micro-X) are conscientious a

t ts in thein their wood grading, both before and after cutting. It This same procedure locates possible sof Ss oith n

is still possible for them to produce sheets not perfectly sheet; instead of breaking, the strip will bend “ore a ituniform, in that detection of minor variations would take different radius at soft spots (or hard spots). en,
a prohibitive amount of time. Similarly, minor variations is possible to salvage most of a sheet if thechange ionin thickness are difficult to prevent during cutting and density or strength occurs at one end - just trim off the

also hard to detect without taking 20 or more micrometer soft part or mark it with marker pen.
measurements. Even so, our wood supplies are quite good
in both respects, especially when you consider that soft, Athin balsa must be sawed to size. It cannot be sanded by AB AB
machine without warping.

3
. \ t / A

:
A fBasic wood grading by grain structure gives four dis-

, \
tinct grades of wood: "A" grain, "B" grain, "Cc" grain and

Bquarter grain. Quarter grain wood is really extra high a -
grade C grain, as will be seen in a moment; pure forms of Cc B A B cA grain and B grain are more distinct gradations.

7 , oa j BC
The illustration below, "The Balsa Compass," is an Be~ \ fp \a / |Wa "

attempt to show the relative relationships of each type of ] i lrgrain structure. It is supposed to show the end view of a 1 il
balsa log, with a block outlined Just above the center CB) iP ih ‘i 7 CB
of the log. Certain portions of the block have been cut _ | Hl \ i / MWinto sheets, viewed from the end, and the block has been ut aul aa Quarter-
divided into zones according to grain types. Herein lies: WN Ze Grain
the difficulty, because the "C" shown on the ends is not

—

c~ —C
true C grain. Pure C grain, also called qiiarter-grain, is Icut so the sheet is parallel to the annular rings of the
log. This produces very large speckles in the surface ap-~
pearance, where the saw has cut across individual rings.
A grain is just the opposite; the sheét is cut perpendic-
ular to the annular rings. This produces the appearance
of long, straight lines the length of the sheet. B grain '

sheets, viewed from the end, would have thé rings running
through the sheet at an angle, as illustrated. "B" wood A
has a mottled, unattractive appearance, but is actually an

‘

.

excellent choice for several purposes,
/

The descriptions given above for the various types. of
wood grain are a bit difficult to keep track of, unless a ,

sample of each type is available for comparison. It is
easier to study wood grain types if you have samples of oe

1/4" sheet with various grain types. Cut smoothly across The Balsa Compass
the end of each piece with a razor blade so the annular
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itor: ‘Box 045:Richardson, Texas-75080NEWS and VIEWS 6£ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas-75080
#WHHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY####

New Members! Terry Thorkildsen, 3103 W. Willow Ave., Phoenix, Arizona,
ee Fe 85029 for further details. Cat. I site.THEODORE KATSANIA,48 Whitehall Dr., Berea, 0. 44107

KEN KRAEMER, 3945 N. 41st St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53216 CALIFORNIA - Edwards AFB. Cat. II Record Trials scheduledEUGENE C. LARR, 2906 Lone Jack Rd., Encinitas, Cal. 92024 for Feb. 15 and Mar. 15, 1970 at Edwards AFB. Contact BobBASIL TURI, 38015 Vine St., Willoughby, 0. 44094 Randolph, 25145 Lawton Ave., Loma Linda, Cal. 92354 for
details and possible need for clearance,NIMAS Members Honored

a

ILLINOIS - Chicago. Cat. I contest by Chicago Aeronuts,
|As is their custom, the Chicago Aeronuts held their Feb. 15, 1970; 9 am to 4 pm, Forest View High School Gym,annual awards banquet in January. This event is one of Arlington Heights, 111. HLG & Pennyplaneevent (rules inthe outstanding "social" activities held py the Aeronuts, this issue); Juniors - 15 and under; Open - 16 and over,and seems like a good idea for more clubs to take up. Pete Sotich, 3851 West 62nd Place, Chicago, Ill. 60629

ph. 312-RE 5-1353 after 6 pm. Also: Flying sessions eachJim Richmond received a "recognition award" plaque Sunday through Mar. 29, 1970. Call Al Sortweli at 312-(donated by Pete Sotich) for 1968-69, for winning first at 439-1497 for directions to site.the 1968 Indoor World Championships, and for setting so
many AMA records in the two year period. Jim also was INDIANA- West Lafayette. Purdue Aeromodelers Indoor Con-given a special "60 minute" stopwatch by the Aeronuts - is test, Old Purdue Fieldhouse in W. Lafayette. Easy B, HLG,this a way of suggesting that Jim should win at the 1970 Indoor Scale; all ages combined. Trophies through 3rd in aWorld Champs with a 60 minute flight? each event. Chris Matsuido, Box 617, Cary Hall, W. Lafay-

ette, Ind. 47906, ph. 495-2867. Mar. 8, 1970, 9 am-4 pm.Charlie Sotich won the Rauol T. Hoffman High Point
Trophy for 1968-69, by amassing the highest number of club KANSAS - Olathe. Indoor contest, Olathe Jr. High, 1 pm topoints. Points are awarded by the Aeronuts for placing at 5 pm, Feb. 21, 1970. AMA Cub, Sub-Jr. (all ages thru 13}.contests, working at contests and performing other club HLG + Sub. Jr.; Ages 14 & over; Indoor Scale - Jr. & Open;membership functions. Easy B - all ages combined. Harry Cook, 6319 Marty, Over-

. . . Land Park, Kan. 913-HE 2-5523 or Roger Schroeder, Atit W.
Peanut ScaleRules 98th St., Overland Park, Kan. 913-648-4265.

The following rules, drawn up by the Bridgeport Flying MARYLAND - Silver Spring. Indoor session at JFK HighAces Club and furnished by Bill Hannan, are offered in School, 1901 Randolph Rd., Silver Spring. Feb. 20, 1970,om response to a question raised recently. Any questions on 7 pm to 11 pm.these rules should be cleared up by contacting Cpt. Dave
Stott, Flying Aces Club General Headquarters, 66 Bankside MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. Cat. II indoor session at MIT Ar-Street, Bridgeport, Conn. 06606.

mory, Mass. Ave. & Vassar St., Cambridge, Mass., 3:30 pm
to 6:30 pm, Mar. 7, 1970. Indoor contest April 11, 1970,: 1. Open to any scale model of no more than 13" wingspan.

_ 1:30 pm to 8:30 pm. Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow Rd.,2. Total of three flights, hand launched, to be used in Wayland, Mass., ph. 358-4013.addition to Construction and Workmanship points, to
determine winner, Flyoff to break ties. MISSOURI - St. Louis Area. Indoor contestsatDuchesne3. Unlimited attempts to gain three official flights. Any High School, St. Charles, Mo., Mar. 15 and Mar. 22, 1970,flight of 5 seconds or more is automatically official, 11 am to 4 pm. Indoor Scale, Delta Dart, Easy B, Indoor4, Constructionpoints-General aoe ce Stick, HLG. Special rules for Open Delta Dart, Scale,A. Use of condenser paper instead of Jap tissue - Easy B; contact Jim Bennett, 324 Helfenstein, Webster

-. .
. .

minus 10 groves, Mo. 63119 or Lou Merlotti, 9214 Mackinan, Affton,B. No microfilm allowed.
Mo. 63123 for rules and entry blank.Flight Surfaces

.

:

A. All or partial sheet ~ minus 5 NEW YORK - Long Island. Cat. II indoor contest at Cant-B. Built up, tissue covered, top or bottom only -

fague Park, Hicksville, L. I. May 3, 1970. Site is 190!minus 5 dia. dome, 50' high. HLG, Easy B, Indoor Stick, PaperC. If proof can be shown that the real ship was Stick, Scale. CD - Bill Dunwoody, 985 Ft. Salonga Rd.,covered one side only and model is so - zero Northport L.I., N. YeD. Built up with top & bottom covered - plus 3 ’ ,

OHIO ~ Wright-Patterson AFB. Indoor meet on Mar. 8, 1970,forkmanshippoints effort to use tissue and/or AMA Delta Dart, AMA Scale and Peanut Scale. Marty Rich-

dope to simulate realistic coloring for type ardson, 7130 Claybeck Dr., Dayton, 0. 45424,
modeled -~ plus 3 TEXAS - Ft. Worth/Dallas Denton. The Jan. 17 meet haB. Marking ~ Civil registration & striping or be cancelled at a lace paneens will be fecgoheduled whenmarkiocs insignia, serial numbers, Squadron 5 5 poptee If you did not receive a notice in January and

C. Details - Struts, cowls, cylinders, pilot
a your nameto Box 545, Rickeracs Te beso sencerigeing, armament, windshields, steps and’ y

, on, Tex. 75080.
|control surface outlines plus any unmentioned WISCONSIN - Milwaukee.outstanding details for the type modeled shall 7:30 pm to 9230 pm at Sherman Sociel Geneon North BeeBe seored thus?+ t St. and W. Locust St. Ken Kraemer, 3945 N. 41st St., Mil-ot Lax zero 3 waukee, Wisc, 53216, ph. 414-440-5864,

3. Good plus 3
YB4. Great! plus 6 TOE _TEN EAS

D. Planes that had retractible landin ear may be
s

,built with the gear represented in’ the up position. Time/ceiling (too35!) “sore

spe ee ees De Bob Platt 575/20! 1.32 760ot _
SONTESTCALENDAR oe

2. Dick Hardcastle 602/23! 1623 743,\:
al Cra '‘

.

ALABAMA - Huntsville. AA Indoor contest at Madison Co, i dim Walters are ao a eeeColiseum in Huntsville, Mar. 15, 1970, HLG - Jr & Open; 5 Clarence Mather
. 590/30! 1.08 637Easy B ~ Jr.3 Paper Stick, Indoor Stick & Scale - Open, 6. Joe Portecorvo 516/24! 1.21 623CD -E.d. Minter. For info: J. 7, Davidson, 1815 Mele Te Joe Deady 636/37! 2972 618bourne Ave., NE, Huntsville, Ala. 35801, ph. 539-1509, 8. Pete Patterson 492/24) 1.21 594

e Jim Cl 'ARIZONA - Phoenix. Indoor sessions in Arcadia High School 10; Harry Cook sayee 1153 nas”Gym, 7 pm to 10 pm, the second Tuesday each month, Contact
,

° "9
.

.
ene - sopRB wanBaden  omanncrsesetcymesog boos : ao

a a



.
of having a hangar to ourselves for a full day seemed to

.Top Juniors be worth the possible inconvenience of late notification1. Richard Sironen 517/37! 972 503 of the finalists - especially since just one day was in-2. David Sandelius 460/37! .972 447 volved. Through the efforts of Chester Wrzos and C. V.3. Robert Dunham II 467/41" 92 4s] Russo permission was received to use the hangar, and Ches~4, Jimmy Clem 254/22" 1.25 318 ter volunteered to CD the Finals - much to my relief! He5. Kim Mather 255/25! 1618 302 did an excellent job and deserves many thanks,
_.

6. Neal Rozelle 287/35! 1.00 287 —

Te Paul Brown 222/22.3' 1.25 277 In general I felt the program went well and I would
not reverse any of the major decisions if it was to be :

TOP TEN CEILING DODGERS done over, The total number of entrants was down, and ICO ————— doubt there. was any one reason. There seems to be moreTime/ceilin
°

indoor flying than ever around the country; hopefully more
/ & (oe$5" Attitude of these fliers will try FAI. The 65 em model is easy to .t. Tom Vallee 810/20! 1.32 19! 1068.2 build, transport and fly in small sites. Some suggested2. Hal Crane 682/20! 1632 19! 850.2 the lack of high sites caused the decline in entries, but3. Dick Hardcastle 602/23! 1.23 23,5! 7h3 San Francisco and Chicago had good sites regularly avail-~A. Hewitt Phillips 428/20! 1.32 7 564.9 able and had only a handful of entries.5+ Richard Sironen 408/37! 2972 33! 396.66. Roger Schroeder 239.5/15' 1.53 13.5! 365.9 There were a few suggested changes for the program.

.
A couple of fliers recommended eliminating the Quarter-THE 1970 FAI INDOOR TEAM SELECTION PROGRAM Finals; but I believe the extra step gets fliers out andaaaaaa improves the quality of the flying. If fliers are stayingby Clarence Mather out because of too many steps perhaps they should be re-duced. One group recommended having no area flying at allMany modelers are interested in the program and sup- ~ just a one~shot team selection contest. I feel this isport it in various ways. Some actively seek a team posi- & bad move that would lower flying quality, reduce localtion, others enter area trials with no intention of going flying and reduce the number of entries. Another recom=to the Finals, and others assist at contests. Each one mendation was to keep the program as is except to advancemakes an important contribution and this report is meant all quarter-finalists who make 80% of the top time atto provide details on how a program develops. their Quarter-Finals.

The team is selected during the year preceding the Now is the time to suggest changes in the program andWorld Championship to allow the team some months of prep- Present them to INAV so they can be thought over and actedaration, so the program to select the 1970 Team began Jan. upon by a large number of fliers, Also, now is the time1, 1969. By August, 1968, AMA had taken no action, so Bud to think about who will be the next program administratorTenny and Bob Champine got the program under way. The and area coordinators,
program administrator is not allowed to fly in area trials

,

80 Bud and Bob looked for someone to fill that role. I STATEOFTHEARTvolunteered because someone was needed and I felt that the
' '1968 team experience would be helpful. Also, I felt that This month's feature model 1s John Triolo's recordthose of us who had benefitted so much from others' work autogyro; it held the record just prior to Fred Weitzel'sshould "take a turn", 8:27 (set at Lakehurst June 11, 1967). The model is also

noted for the minor furor it caused - John had to write aBy October, 1968, the program format and schedule were brief justifying the design and the FFCB upheld his inter-generally set up. Usually the Administrator decides on pretation of the rules (regarding the distribution of wingtype of program, dates and locations. For his assistance and rotor avea vs. stab area). Ironically enough, thethere are Area Coordinators; Joe Bilgri; Bob Champine, record was set with the model wound somewhat less thanDick Ganslen and Jim Richmond served in 1968; I added Bua full turns; a handling accident prevented another flight. onTenny to form a committee of six, .

POSSIBLE NEW EVENT?
“OS

In November, 1968, the first memo went out suggesting tgoals for the program’and giving sone views on the Finals. ,,q,i#6,Jane,'70INAV reported @proposal to create « newCommittee members and a number of other indoor fliers re- beginners, The su ested features were: FAI y e in-sponded with their opinions, so very quickly I had a good tmom weight equal gé aU. 8. nickle (approx 2oz.) and° e o e/9
idea of the general feelings on the program.

rubber weight limited to half the airframe weight.
The time for the Finals was easily decided since near-

ly everyone favored Nats time so both events could be en- > rom paitee ppposed she event andsaid that Easy B cantered during one vacation period. The Finals site was a : 45° bo ue aa ow ost and thet tr make 1 maximum anglemuch bigger problem. Ideally, the site should approximate used it should be 68 on. Nc ale 5

a ea est vers t ithe World Champs site, be centrally located, and be avail-
rubber weight I countered that oresont Easy he ct onoable at the proper time. Preliminary reports indicated
not pr hibit bracine: we ad Pp ine th

Sy eo es doPoland would host the 1970 World Champs in a large hall, ov pro NG; are discussing the rest.

put this site was too drafty and another site was selected
Hal Crane suggested that the maximum weight is a bitaver.

too high, that perhaps .1 oz. (approx. a penny) would be
.

adequate. Frank Ehling approved the minimum weight con-
scun inFs Worth, owas, SoniaSe Soeeaned RoeerS SOLA, Sept with the notation hee tae. even eteRE Cone,
That was good news because the Coliseum is a good medium-

_ moder that can be built to a minimum weight using outdoor
height, centrally located site. Some fliers suggested Supp diem tee a a. peehe ane rtandard motor and fixed
holding the Finals at Lakehurst since the Polish hall was prop aittie 7 to check i mh ast two eeees tions wouldvery high and many of the participants planned to attend Nour". robleme ie local availabilityof ies. a tertelthe Nats anyhow. I contacted AMA to see if Lakehurst was Frank’ last point is also valid - vntrante in ir at Beavailable was advised it was not, unless the Finals were events ehouid not enter more advanced events

n eginner
flown during the Nats or at night following Nats events. .

tIn April it was announced that the World Champs would
, ootesn ng od acs 8 waeas & bit, outdoor wood comes

be held in a Romanian salt mine. I then recommended that th cer 1 n aT 8 enoulaene ess of the wood density.
the Finals be held at Lakehurst. AMA and some of the com- pent repel c sa. shou aenen be such that a model built
mittee felt that the qualifiers should be polled because

pers
ou skilie. , 1a nos at 6 tt compatible with

Lakehurst was not a central site. This was a good idea, es ast. 8 ann Linge n= about the specified weightexcept that time was getting short. The poll was under- peers feela limit er hal: ney oriptea ee Pease cptable,taken, with twenty-five favoring Lakehurst, seventeen
would hel revent high speed hard-toctrig moiete &

choosing Ft. Worth and six picking West Baden, Indiana, PP gn speed, els.
site of the 1968 Team Finals. There were strong comments In regard to using the Easy B event, two difficultiesin favor of each site, as could be expected. Surprisingly, arise: using outdoor wood and beginner-skill wood sizes,: West Baden was mentioned as a central site, even though the Tenny Easy B (Oct. '67 AM) weighed exactly .08 oz. Itit is far from central U.S, and most Western fliers prefer was a “lead sled" (thanks to Jim Clem for the name!) andthe small additional travel to have the use of Lakehurst. definitely suffered in the performance department. If theHowever, each opinion was the voice of a serious indoor model had been .2 oz, and FAI size, the wing loading would atiflier and received careful consideration, have been about the same and performance would have beenmuch better, even with rubber weight limits.Finally AMA approved Lakehurst and the committee mem-
bers were notified in a May 12 memo. We then expected to Meanwhile, the Chicago Aeronuts are trying a minimumhold the Finals in the evenings after the Nats events, but weight event at their Feb. contest (see Contest Calendar).Julius Rudy notified me that the eastern fliers were able It is called the Pennyplane event and the rules are:to use a different hangar on Sundays and that we might be
able to do the same. This was good news, because the 1. Model must weight as much as a new copper penny.night time visibility in the hangars was reported to be “2. Must not exceed 18" in length (including propeller) ormarginal. I decided to try for a Sunday, as the advantage wing span,
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3. Motor stick must not exceed 10" in length (from front bang or be steered, and if your handling skill is enoughof thrust bearing to rear hook). to avoid collapsing parts as you handle it.4, Single rubber motor and propeller (no gears).
2 Motor must not be enclosed in body or motor stick. The 4.5# spar will be brittle (a very occasional sheet
6. Model must be weighed prior to each official flight. of light wood will not be brittle), so that flight or han-
7. (Comments on scale design; omitted to save spaces. dling damage will result in complete spar collapse. The
8. Five official flights are allowed. Highest single 6.5% spar may fail, but it 1s far more likely to break

—.flight is used to score.
;

without a clean fracture. This leaves a few wood fibers ,

9. Timing stops when model touches any object, except in to bridge the break and make repairs easier. However, the
,

case of mid-air collision with another model. Both 6.5# spar will usually deflect much farther before break-
contestants may then elect to take the flight over or ing; thus it 1s a better choice for models which must take
accept the time as of the impact. (This rule may be repeated abuse.
modified according to local conditions.)

10. Any type of covering material or construction may be The motor stick is a different case. The stick must
used. Configuration (number of wings, pusher, low be as stiff as possible, since any deflection under full
wing, etc.) is the free choice of the builder. winds only increases the "leverage" the motor has, which

in turn further loads the stick. Thus, the very stiffest
INDOOR CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

, wood must be chosen, and the density must be as low as

possible, consistent with high quality. In general, the
. Accuracy Is Our Policy stiffness of the stick increases in proportion to the

.

diameter of the tube. For a given length and wood density,
And we sometimes achieve it - but not last month! At the stick weight increases in proportion to the diameter.

least five people wrote in to point out that the position Thus, the stick blank must be as thin as possible to give
of "A" grain and "c" grain cuts were reversed in the 11- a large diameter, lightweight stick. With the extremely
lustration "Balsa Compass", This change affects also the thin wall, it is easy to see why stiff wood must be used.
comments in paragraph #4; substitute "A" for "Cc" in that Stiffer wood holds the circular cross section and retains
paragraph. the stiffness. Later, it will be shown how to further in-

crease the stiffness with internal braces,
In addition to the well documented comments which told ,

me how I had goofed, Bill Bigge offered these comments: Ribs are another case where stiff, light wood must be
used. With wide chords prevalent in current FAI practice,"Once upon a time - about twenty years ago - I believ- the ribs become miniature "spars" which simply must be

ed I could see annular rings in sheet balsa, and for a stiff to hold their shape ~ essentially no bracing is pos-
time made the mistake of identifying the speckles in quar-~ sible except for compression ribs.
ter-grain balsa with the annular rings. As you have prob-

,
,

ably been informed by now, the grain adirectiens in the Moisture absorption is another factor in choice of
drawing "The Balsa Compass" are in error by 90 degrees. wood, and the remarks to follow may leave me out on a limb
The speckles are medullary rays - in effect plates of den- for someone to saw off! I believe that low density
ser cells that grow in a radial direction. When you con- wood absorbs more moisture per unit volume,| Since larger
sider that the tree is at most ten years old, you see that cross sections must be used for “equivalent" spars, it is
there cannot be many annular rings to be seen. A hard likely that models built from low density wood will gain
streak running the length of a sheet is part of an annular More weight in high humidity than models built from higherring. density wood. Thus it may be advisable to build models

with small cross section spars from higher density wood if
Of two sheets of wood the same density and quality, they will be exposed to high humidity,

the quarter-grain sheet is stiffer both across the grain
and lengthwise. I infer that it has less resistance to Very little wood we buy is graded for density, and
crushing in the direction of the thickness of the sheet each builder should grade his own when he begins to get
than a tangent-cut sheet.("B" grain - Ed.) Probably the serious about light weight models. The formula for densi-

LO
crossgrain tensile and shear strength is greater in the ty, furnished by Dan Domina is:
radial than in the circumferential direction. But whereas

D tty (4/ ft.) =

Weight in oz. x 108the crossgrain stiffness may be several times as great for ensity CUe oe = Tength xwidth<-thickness—quarter-grain, the lengthwise stiffness 1s about 3% to 6% Dan programmed a computer to calculate the weight ofgreater for a square spar loaded in the circumferential
direction than for the same spar loaded in the radial di- Wood sheets of different densities, using the above for-
rection. Comparison between different sheets would be mula. A sample of the data thus created is shown below:
meaningless for detecting this effect - sheets that are #/ou.ft. Oz. #/cu.ft, Oz. #H/ousft. Oz.
otherwise indistinguishable may differ by more than 20% in tt t ttstiffness. (Ed. Note - this is why wood density and spar 18 x_.010"x1.1875" (Sheet Size)
dimension notes on indoor plans are relatively meaningless
to anyone except the man who made them - he is the only 326 0071 3 8 +0073 4.0 20079
one who has that particular sheet of wood!) I have just 442 0083 44 0087 4.6 20091
finished testing a 6.5# 3/8 x 3/8 and a 5# .042 x .044, to 468 20095 50 «0099 52 00103
get the above numbers. The difference is noticeable when

"
sanding a round prop spar to get uniform stiffness in all 18"x0156x1.1875
directions - it needs to be out of round. No, I don't lo-
cate wing posts to get quarter-grain on the sides ~ never p28 00111 3 8 sO117 4.0 20124
thought of it!" 2 00130 4.4 20136 4.6 20142

4,8 20148 5.0 20155 5.2 20161
That should clear up last month's goofs - let's start tt

with a clean slate this month! 18"x 2020x1.1875

_
3.6 20142 3.8 00150 4.0 20158Part II Wood Density 422 0166 a4 70174 426 *o180

Balsa wood density varies from less that four pounds/ 4.8 0190 5 0 0198 302 0206
cubic foot to over sixteen pounds/cubic foot. Indoor mod- gh 0 8elers use the entire range up to 6.5 #/cu. ft., with wide 18 x.0313x1.1875
divergence of opinions regarding which density should be
used for any given purpose. Much of the difference in ne 20254 44 20273 4.6 +0285
opinion is caused by the wide variations in quality among ° 20297 300 20310 Dee 00522
sheets of a given density - as reflected in Bigge's state- +4 20335 546 00347 58 20359
ment on stiffness above. In general, it 1s possible to tt tt "compute "equivalent" spar cross sections to be cut from 18" x2125"x3.0"

, si asheets oo et density, if you ignore the variations
3.6 2250 3.8 £2375 4.0 62500
4,2 22625 4A 22750 4.6 22875

For example, suppose you had two pieces of "B" stock 4.8 +3000 320 03125 52 23250
for wing spars - one of 4.5# density and one of 6.5# den- tt i "sity. Your past experience tells you that .022" x .030" 18" x2250"x3.0"
spars from the 6.5# wood are adequate for your level of

-handling experience. What size should spars from the 4.5# Z28 01500 an ples ae +5000
a,

wood be? Multiply width x depth x density for the known 7° 2 2 : "23 0
. 05750

spar (22 x 30 x 6.5 = 4300) and divide by the density of . +6000 30 06250 302 +6500
the other sheet (4300/4.5 = 950). By trial we find that gM 250" 4 ot
a spar .026" x .037" gives an equivalent cross section ,

to" x250"x460°
(26 x 37 = 950), so this can be considered an "equivalent
spar. However, there will be differences! The following 208 Oop pee 0333 aoe eencomparisons are valid in the general sense: The 4.54 spar 4B °8000 5.0 8333 5.2 °8667 .will be much stiffer; enough so that the cross section can

° ° ° ° .

be reduced considerably if the model never has to rafter-
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**#*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#*«# oo, | CONTESTCALENDAR
dison CoeNew ALABAMA ~ Huntsville. AA Indoor contest at Ma 1

COsMembers!
Oo

Coliseum in Huntsville, Mar. 15, 1970. HLG - Jr & Opens
WALTER GODLESKI, 315 Walnut St., Homestead, Pa. 15120 Easy B - Jr.; Paper Stick, Indoor. Stick &Beare eo Mele
IRVING HOPKINS, 859 Longmeadow St., Longmeadow, Mass.01106 CD - E. J. Minter. Poronfotvs De ovineon1509.DENNIS M. JAECKS, 61 S. Ringold St., Janesville, Wis.53545 ourne Ave., NE, Huntsville, . y Pie vee”

DAVID SANDELIUS, 17204 Sylvester Rd., SW, Seattle, Wash ARIZONA - Phoenix. Indoor sessions in Arcadia High School
981

Gym, 7 pm to 10 pm, the second Tuesday each month. Contact

Honorary Members terry Thorkildsen, 3103 W. Willow Ave., Phoenix, Arizona,
85029 for further details. Cat. I site.

ALBERTO A. BARILARI, Castro 1169, Buenos Aires, Argentina CALIFORNIA - Edwards AFB. Cat. II Record Trials scheduled
for #erhe==t5 and Mar. 15, 1970 at Edwards AFB. Contact BoFamilyMemberships
Randolph, 25145 Lawton Aves, Loma Linda, Cal. 92354 for

:

DIANNA L. DAVIDSON
,

details and possible need for clearance.

JAMIE L. DAVIDSON 1815 Melbourne Ave., NE, Huntsville
SUSAN L. DAVIDSON

? , ,

Ala. 35801 ILLINOIS ~ Chicago. Indoor sessions at Forest View High
School Gym, Arlington Hts., Ill., each Sunday through Mar.

Change of Address 29, 1970. Call Al Sortwell at 312-439-1497 for directions
to site.

EDDIE CAPOGRECO, 1423 Andrews Dr., Cahokia, Ill. 62206
INDIANA=West Lafayette. Purdue Aeromodelers Indoor Con-

Back Issues? test, Old Purdue Fieldhouse in W, Lafayette. Easy B, HLG,
— Indoor Scale; all ages combined. ginophies through ore ranCary Ha « Latay~-In years past there have been plenty of back issues each event. Chris Matsuido, Box 617,

amebut the total number of copies in print dwindled as mem— ette, Ind. 47906, ph, 495-2447. Mar. 8, 1970, 9 am-4 pm.

bership got closer to the number of copies printed each
~

month. Recently, the number printed was increased to 400, MASSACTUSETTS > Menon Cate TT aneoer sessren are, .

which means that 18 months from now there will be lots of mory, Mass. Ave. onan nd * test A ril 11. 1970back issues available again. Meanwhile, there is a "loan- %0_6230 pm, Mar. 7, 1970. ot 4SHa Hollow Ra ,

er" set which 1s complete back to Dec. 61, if you have 1330 pm to 8330 x Seb ADT “wn peywe 7

access to a copier. It costs about $1 to mail and insure Wayland, Mass., ph. 355-4015,
this package, and it is loaned on a first-come-first-serv~ }

e . da basis. MISSOURI - St. Louis Area. Indoor contests at Duchesne jmameon the waiting List? copy these back issues, get your High School, St. Charles, Mo., Mar. 15 and Mar. 22, 1970, x
: 11 am to 4 pm. Indoor Scale, Delta Dart, Easy B, Indoor

Stick, HLG. Special rules for Open Delta Dart, Scale,Correct it,Please kasy B; contact Jim Bennett, 324 Helfenstein, Webster

Last month, I goofed on the date in the masthead for Groves, Mo. 63119 orLou Merlotti, 9214 Mackinan, Affton,
the Feb. '70 issue. Hal Crane remarked that since I miss- Mo. 63123 for rules and entry blank.
ed an issue last year, I must be making up for it by send-
ing out two in one month! So, please scratch out Jan. and NEW YORK - Long Island. Cat. II indoor contest at Cant~ .

write Feb. at the top of the second Jan. '70 issue. That lague Park, Hicksville, L,I. May 5, 1970. Site ts 190

way, you won't panic sometime next year and decide you dia, dome, 50' high. HLG, Easy B, Indoor Stick, Paper
have two Jan. '70 issues and no Feb. '70! Stick, Scale. CD - Bill Dunwoody, 985 Ft. Salonga Rd.,

Northport, L.I., N. Y¥.

Lost Issues? OHIO - Wright-Patterson AFB. Indoor meet on Mar. 8, 1970,
If you move, or miss an issue, please drop us a line AMA Delta Dart, AMA Scale and Peanut Scale. Marty Rich-

immediately, so that the error can be corrected. Labels ardson, 7130 Claybeck Dr., Dayton, 0. 45424,
are typed with an original and two carbonminute. under a lot oF pressure, Each Reot ae thus dup- TENNESSEE - Manchester. Cat. II indoor contest in Man-
iticated twice more; if one issue goes astray, the next two Chester Central High School Gym, Manchester, Tenn., 8 am
will also! We use first class postage so that most of the to 5 pm, April 5, 1970. Easy B (Jr. only), Paper Stick,
errors "bounce", but this usually results in about two Microfilm, HL, Seale, Contact Lee Webster, 1000 Sycamore,
weeks delay before you get the issue. If you know some- Manchester, Tenn. 37255 for more details.
one who just joined and missed the issue with his name in
it, get him 2 notify me. The chances are that his file WISCONSIN - Milwaukee. Indoor sessions each Thursday from
card has an error, and I can't tell where to send the 7330 pm to 9:30 pm at Sherman Social Center, North 51st
issue after it comes back! Assume that you have been mis-~ St. and W. Locust St. Ken Kraemer, 3945 N. 41st St., Mil-
sed if you don't have the newsletter by the 20th of the waukee, Wisc. 55216, ph. 414-442-5864,

|

month. TOP TEN EASY BO

Site Survey Time/ceiling fades ') Score
to 35

.
Herman Adams, P. 0. Box 491, Rome » Ga. 30161, is tak- 1. Bob Platt 575/20! 132 760

ing over the site survey since I wasn't getting it done. 2. Dick Hardcastle 602/23! 1223 TASIf you received a form and haven't sent it in, send it to id 448 ' 64
m ’ 3. Jim Davidson /13 1. 735

Herman. If you haven't received a form, you should acon 4. Hal Crane 551.5/20' 1.32 728
get one. Please fili it out and returm it promptly. 3° Jim Walters Sree 3G 656

« Clarence Mather 590/30 1.0 637Certificate of Permanent Record 7. Joe Portecorvo 516/24" 1.21 623
Bob Meuser has proposed an idea which he would like to 8. oe eee reon B2e/2ke 20 ourhave comments on. Suppose that whenever a record is drop- 10. Jim Clem 417/22,3' 1.25 521oom ped from the record books due to a rules change, that the ° . °

/

person holding that record be awarded a special "“certifi- Top Juniors
eate of permanent record" to denote that his record stood 1. Richard Sironen 517/37' 2972 503until removed by legislative action. Does this seem to be 2. David Sandelius 460/37' 972 AAT
a suitable and appropriate action? 3. Robert Dunham II 467/41! 92 A™1

If you buy that one, how about this: periodically drop 4. Jimmy Clem 254/22! 1.25 318
all the records that have stood for some specific length 5 Kim Mather 255/25! 1.18 302
of time, such as three years, and award the certificate 6. Neal Rozelle 287/35! 1.00 287

- mentioned above? 7. Paul Brown 222/22.3! 1.25 OTe

sla pint ancaR opCanam ree eepear ich LAS eNNRtiC ami ORC: eet



I STAL MEET
,

TOP TEN CEILING DODGERS NIMASPOSTALMEET oO
The 5th Annual NIMAS Postal will be held during March oe

Time/ceilling Fudge
|

Est. Score and April, with entries to be postmarked by Apr. 30, 1970. -
(to 35 Altitude o

Ye Tom Vallee 810/20! 1.32 19) 1068.2 Events; Easy B, paper covered only, solid motor stick and =

é. Hal Crane 682/20 1.32 19 850.2 boom, with unbraced surfaces.

P Dick Hardcastle SORBO 1.23 22.5! 743 ,

- Hewitt Phillips 428/20 1.32 7° 564.9 HLG ~- AMA Rules exce- pt two ceiling classes - rr

5. Jim Davidson 280/13! 1.64 g! 459 Clasa I - 18° to 25's Class II - 25! to 35! : .

6. Richard Sironen 408/37'
'

0972 33! 396.6
7» Roger Schroeder 239.5/15' 1.53 13.5' 365.9 Indoor Stick - AMA Rules except use FAI ceiling

STATE OF THE ART measure to compute fudge factor.

This month we feature the top two models from the FAI GeneralRules: Entry fee 15¢ per event, stamps preferred.
Team Selecti Final 1 Separate events may be flown at different sessions, but
cam wetect.on nals, held at Lakehurst in July, 1969. all flights for a given event must be flown at one sessionoe
The three-view is of Pete Andrews” second place model, and pigage note ceiling height with each entry, as it will be
then there is a drawing below to show the moments of Jim used to figure fudge factors, using standard NIMAS fudge
Richmond's 41:45 model. The usual CMOS charts appear be- factors. Separate class for Juniors in all events, with
low also; both were computed at 0% stability margin. Jim awards for high placing Seniors. Separate class for Sub-
flew his model at +6% margin, and Pete's model flew at Junior (age 12 and under) in HLG. Open entry to all, no
very nearly 0%. Note the second balance line on the CMOS need to be NIMAS member! Send entries to Bob Putman, 507
chart for Richmond's model, computed for +6%. (See the Darlene, Arlington, Tex. 760126 :

Nov. '68 INAV for a three-view of Richmond's model.) , ,

NOTE: Present Top Ten Easy B listing will be cancelled
Pete had the following comments about his model and

as of April 30, 1970, with Easy B winners from the Annual
flying strategy at the Finals: The ship is a cut-down becoming the new Top Ten Easy B.
version of my 30 minute 'C' of 20 years ago and it seems
to fly as well as my old ship. The prop as usual is 75% HINTS AND KINKS
of the secret of high time. For the type of flying we

were doing in Lakehurst, we needed a low pitch prop with One of the handiest accesories we use on the flying
high flare that would use up all the turns at a higher al- field is the run-down stand. Most of them Just serve to

titude than normal without overloading the plane with a hold the model between flights - and to let the motor un-

heavy motor." wind if we don't use an unwinding stooge. The one shown

below, designed and drawn by Bill Hulbert, is an extra-

"tn the eliminations I was using .042 pirelli (17" special run-down stand in that it helds the model finely
loop) and 1700 to 1800 turns for 34 to 35 minute flights. without crushing the fuselage. The drawing is mostly
At the Finals my best plane was lost in the third round self-explanatory, except for the notation “soft styro-J ’
and I used my remaining plane - badly warped surfaces and foam". The material Bill used is usually referred to as

all ~- with .045 pirelli to fly rounds 4, 5 and 6." foam rubber, and is much softer that styrofoam.
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OPTIMUM TUNE FOR LOW-CEILING FLIGHT A complete description of the theory and its applica-
tion would be too long -- and perhaps too long-haired --

by Bob Meuser to go into at present. However the assumptions or approx-
imations used in developing the theory should be stated.

When flying under a limited ceiling should you use a A theory is only as good as the assumptions behind it, and

heavy motor partially wound? ~~ or a light motor fully all theories require some simplifying assumptions or ap-
wound? -- and should the model land just as the motor un- proximations. So here they are: i.

winds or should it land completely unwound?
.1. The angle of climb 1s small (but even a 30 degree

When Hacklinger's paper, published in the Journal of climb will result in only 1% or 2% error.) -

The Royal Aeronautical Society, first came to my attention
I became intrigued with the idea of extending his method 2. The same values of Cy, and Cp are used for all con-
of analysis to cover the limited-ceiling condition in or- ditions.
der tc answer those questions. Over the past winter, when
I should have been building models, I did just that. 3. The prop has constant efficiency all thru the flight.

The graphs show the results, and here is how you would 4. The energy that can be released from a fully wound

use them. First you decide, from experience, guesswork, motor divided by the weight of the motor is independ-
measurement or a crystal ball, just how high your super ent of the dimensions of the motor.
Class D Stick would climb if it were set up to give maxi-

mum duration in a hall having an unlimited ceiling height 5+ The shape of the torque vs. turns graph is independent
-- say, 250 feet. You divide your ceiling height -- say. of the dimensions and weight of the motor. A partic-
90 feet -- by that number getting 250/90 = 0.36. This is ular graph is used in the calculations, and it is es-

your "relative ceiling height", Go to Fig. 1, find the sentially the same as the one appearing in the Hack-~

©.%6 point along the bottom, and read the following three linger paper.
quantities from the curves:

6. The prop speed decreases throughout the flight accord-
Relative motor weight = 0.67 ing to the following recipe:
Relative turns let out = 0.07
Relative turns remaining = 0.12 RPM/RPM fully wound = (torque/torque fully wound )0«17

This means that the motor should weigh about 67% as This gives a burst/cruise RPM ration of 1.2. (Hack-
much as the one you would use in a hall having an unlim- linger used a constant RPM.)
{ted ceiling, and the motor tube and prop could be a lit-
tle lighter with the lighter motor. Then you should back 7. Ceiling-bouncing does not occur.
off 7% of the turns from the fully wound motor, or only
wind 93% of the maximum turns in the first place. Finally 8. The structural weight varies with the motor weight in
the model should be tuned to touch down with 12% of the such a way as to make the optimum value of motor
maximum possible turns remaining in the motor (NOT 12% of weight to airframe weight equal to 1.0 for the unlim-
the 93%). ited-ceiling condition. (Motor weight/total weight =

0.5)(See my article, “Optimum Rubber Weight..." itn the
Now all you have to do is work out the prop-motor com- March 1968 Free Flight Digest.)

bination that will accomplish all of that. That's your
problem! The graphs show you what to do ~- it is up to Except for the no-ceiling-bouncing condition, which

you to figure out how to do it. is an entirely separate case, I think the assumptions are

quite reasonable, Perhaps the burst/cruise RPM ratio is a

How long will it fly? First you decide how long your little low, but I don't think the final results would be
model would fly when tuned for unlimited ceiling height -- greatly affected,
say 50 minutes. (Dreamer!) Then from Fig. 2, again for a “ =

“relative ceiling height" of 0.36, you find a "relative Bear in mind that all three of the conditions shown
.

duration" of 0.67, 80 in the 90 foot hall you would get Fig. 1 must be met for the tune to be optimum. For exam-

:

0.67 x 50 = 33.5 minutes. Congratulations ~-- you have ple, the curve of optimum turns let out and optimum motor
just broken the Class D Stick, Cat. II record by a cool weight might be quite different if you impose the condi-
four minutes! tion that the model touch down with zero turns remaining,

instead of touchdown with optimum turns remaining.
I
2 20

. ‘Like most optimizations, the various curves--duration
=

-
"

ves. turns let out for example; are quite broad near the
zZ optimum condition, so you don't have to worry if you are

u) a 15
OPTIMUM TURNS not exactly on the optimum point.

2 s P| AT TOUCHDOWN There are many fine points that I didn't feel it would
K 10 Pe be appropriate to discuss at this time. If sufficient in-
aAn- | . terest is shown I would be glad to go into them later, I
+ :

, could consider the condition where ceiling bouncing does
WY os |

—— occur, for example.
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'NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75080
Indoor scale presants particular problems to the INAV

####NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY###«
format, since full size plans seem to be the most usefulinfo needed by scale buffs. Due to the overseas mailinNew Members! requirement, three sheets of paper igour limit; thiswillnot support full size plans. aFRED R. HARLOW, 9724 Royerton Dr., Richmond, Va. 23228 cale fliers?JAMES ILLBECK,'1415 Hamilton Ave., Janesville, Wis. 53545  Stve to scale

ROBERT W. PARKS, 290 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139 Manny Radoff Speakst
2 2CHARLES J. STILES, IRC Co., Div. TRW, 6th Floor R & D ,

401 N. Broad S8t., Philadelphia, Pa. 19108 Dear Bud;

Family Memberships ay I say "I told you so?" The Easy B is not a begin-
ner event anymore. The experts are beating the kids andBILLY COOK, 6319 Marty, Overland Park, Kan. 66202 ' the newcomers, so we need a new event. The “Pennyplane
is as good a name as any and is representative of the min-~

Honorary Members imum weight idea. Pray tell me: Who is going to win this
one? Experts, again! I say again, drop the “event” idea.

LAURIE BARR, 4 Hastings Close, Bray, Berks, England Pick up the "beginner" idea. Run the newcomer event for
modelers who have never placed in a contest before. Set

Correction, Please the limit for "placed" as never having won 1st, 2nd or 3rd
pefore, or wherever it is needed to keep them coming.

Last month we introduced Theodore Katsania, but his With apologies to Gertrude Stein: a novice is a novice, is
name really is Katsanis. Our apologies, Theodore! a novices an expert “ an expert, vRntest). Ityou wantthe twain shall meet (apologies to m too!).

Change of Address to give the novice a chance, a push onward, a thrill, a

hope, let him compete in his own class against nov-~Bill Haught has moved from Ohio to texas, his new ad- love.nat expertadress is 1600 Tyler, Arlington, Tex. 76010. ’ °

. However, if the same one wins more than twice, defineSpecial Action Committee him as an expert and move him up to another class. Keep
.

this up until you run out of novices, then recruit more!Here is an up-to-date listing of 5.A.C. instructors:
But a weight event? Who needs it? .

Cy Baucke, 2225 Loma Alta Dr., Fullerton, Cal. 92633 apr:Le ™.-Harry Cook, 6319 Marty, Overland Park, Kan. 66202 Indoor Book Reprinte
oOJim Davidson, 1815 Melbourne Ave. NE, Huntevitiessoe Lew Gitlow has added a section on indoor scale to his

indoor handbook and reprintedit. The price is $2, and itSohn bowltgh, 4053 cea, ota trees mee Okla is available from P.O. Box 2338, Leucadia, Cal. 92024.
’ ’ ’ °

Vern & Dale Hacker, 25100 Euclid Ave., Euclid, Ohio CONTEST CALENDARBob Hanford, 3838 South 88th E. Ave., Tulsa, Okla. 74145 —

Carl Jaeger, Dixon, Mo. 65459 ARIZONA ~ Phoenix. Indoor sessions in Arcadia High SchoolPhill Lawry, 221 Auburn St., Auburndale, Mass. 02166 Gym, 7 pm to 10 pm, the second Tuesday each month. ContactDave Linstrum, 12 Holcomb St., Simsbury, Conn. 06070 Terry Thorkildsen, 3103 W. Willow Ave., Phoenix, ArizonaJim Noonan, Tt Thurston Cir., Milwaukee, Wis. 53218 85029 for further details. Cat. I site.Carl Nye, R. D. #1, Cortland, N. Y. 13045
Jim Richmond, 131 Pamela Dr., Bensenville, Ill. 60106 ILLINOIS - Chicago. Indoor Scale Contest, April 26, 1970Roger W. Schroeder, P. 0. Box 95, Holbrook, Neb. 68948 at Forest View High School, Arlington Hts., Ill., 9 am toJess Shepherd, 5312 Odessa, Ft. Worth, Tex. 76133 4 pm. Event 1s not sanctioned, but uses AMA rules. ‘TwoCharlie Sotich, 3851 W. 62nd Place, Chicago, Ill. 60629 age groups; Junior - thru 15 years; Open - 16 and over.Orval Stewart, c/o Falls College, 128 8th Ave. 8S, CD: Pete Sotich, 3851 W. 62nd Place, Chicago, Ill. 60629
Donald $ 1429 Grelle, Lewi ton, aa, 83601” 57209 Pe S12-RE 571353.

ona UMP, relle, Lewiston, a.
Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080 MARYLAND ~- Silver Spring. Indoor sessions at JFK HighJohn Thornhill, R. D. #1, Mt. Airy, Md. 21771 School, 1901 Randolph Rd. April 10, 24; May 8, 22; JuneRobert Underwood, 4109 Coneord Oaks Dr., St. Louis, Mo. 5, 1970, 7 am to 11 pm.

3128
Tom Vallee, 444 Henryton So., Laurel, Md. 20810 MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. Cat. II contest, April 11, 1970 atLee & Brian Webster, 1000 Sycamore, Manchester, Tenn. MIT Armory, Mass. Ave. & Vassar St., Cambridge, Mass.,37355 1230 pm to 8:30 pm. Indoor Stick - Jr.-Sr. & Open; HLG -Dale Re Wilson, 2626 Clement, Flint, Mich. 48504 Jr.-Sr. & Open; Delta Dart - Jr, Ray Harlan, 15 HappyChester Wrzos, Rt. 3, Box 517, Madison Hts., Mich, 24572 Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass. ph. 358-4013,

NIMASAwards
MICHIGAN - Detroit, Michigan State Meet, May 16-17, 1970

_ os Cook at Michigan State Fair Coliseum. May 16 ~ youth events:Silver Cat. I HLG Award - 0:29.5, Harry Coo Aut Cub, HLG, Pre~Fab; 3 age groups below 16, 10 am to
~ 0:31. ok pm. May 17 - AMA events: HLG - Jr. & Sr.-Open; PaperGold Cat. I HLG Award ~ 0:31.0, Harry Co Btick oF & Sr.-Open; Indoor Stick ~ Jr.-Sr.-Open

ndoor Scale ~ Jr. & Sr.-Open. CD - Walter Hartung, 14759Junior NIMAS Awards | con Kilbourne, Detroit, ph. LA 7-7620, ,

Silver Cat. I HLG Award - 0:22.4, Billy Cook
NEW YORK - Long Island. Cat. II indoor contest at Cant-

Help Wanted! iague Park, Hicksville, L. I. May 3, 1970. Site is 190!aenp_meantec: a dia. dome, 50' high. HLG, Easy B, Indoor Stick, Paper
The NIMAS renewal slip includes a request for sugges- Stick, Scale. CD - Bill Dunwoody, 985 Ft. Salonga Rd.,a“ tions for topics to be covered in future issues of INAV. Northport, L. I., N. ¥.

Two recurring requests are for material on indoor scale,
is on Peanut Scale, and for HLG material, WISCONSIN - Milwaukee. Indoor sessions each Thursday fromwith emphasis ,

$20 pa ‘eo 9:30 pm at Sherman Social Center, North 51st
HLG material, particularly in State Of TheArt,has + and W. Locust St. Ken Kraemer, 3945 N. 41st St., Mil-

always been presented as received. There simply tan't as waukee, Wisc. 53216, ph. 414-442.5864,
much HLG material made available as there is of rubber

.topics - and it isn't cricket to make it up! So, all you VIRGINIA - Hampton. Cat. I Indoor contest, Apr. 25-26 at
HLG fliers have an opportunity to make yourselves heard, Naneee Bere 33569 ceiling. Hal Crane, 4002 Buchanan Dr.

ampton, Va. .

OLCLOLCL A LL OL CO A NTL NCL LCTACACICLTLE TNA TNROeNNCaanmeee atenanitiliheen ati iNidelteeritititeitieette esoanantaesin ananninemiciinnmieateitapebentinttti cininnahiasimtinisemmtpatatnsteannrnaitiiSatta



INDOOR RULES TOPTENCEILINGDODGERS
Ornithopter/Autogyro Commentary Time/ceiling Fudge Est. Score

(to 35") Altitude
The Jan. '70 INAV published some comments for reader 1. Tom Vallee 810/20! 1032 19! 1068.2

reaction; these comments pointed out that indoor gyros and 2. Hal Crane 682/20! 1.32 19! 850.2
ornithopter flown by Goldberg and other old-timers didn't 3e Dick Hardcastle 602/23! 1.23 22,5' 743
have and didn't need large fixed wings. In essence, why 4, Howard Haupt 456/22' = 1.26 15! _

575 o—

do present day models have them? One excellent comment 5. Hewitt Phillips 428/20' 1.32 7 564.9
came from Bill Hannan: 6. Harry Cook 471/26! 1.16 24! 546.5

7. Jim Davidson 280/13! 1264 9! 459
"I'll confine my comments to autogyros, although in my 8. Richard Sironen 308/37" “972 33! 39606

opinion the semi-ornithopters are just as guilty of ‘bend- 9. Roger Schroeder 239.5/15' 1.53 13.5 365.9
ing! the rules.

TOP TEN EASY B
In commenting on any rules, it must always be remem-

bered that some participants delight in the form of games- The Top Ten Easy B listing is suspended annually, as
manship known as ‘bending the rules', ‘beating the rap', the winners of the Easy B section of the NIMAS Postal are
‘finding the loopholes', etc. And, no doubt, this may enthroned as the new Top Ten after the postal.
offer just as much satisfaction to the proponents as play-
ing the game 'straight'." (Editorial note: In reality,. NIMAS POSTAL MEET
the original commentary dealt with current record holders,
all of which came under FFCB scrutiny and were approved as Remember that all entries in the NIMAS Postal must be
meeting the letter of the existing rules. Several people postmarked by April 30, 1970. Send them to Bob Putman,
have commented on the "intent" of the rules; the intent was 507 Darlene, Arlington, Tex. 76012, See the Mar. '70 INAV
never recorded for benefit of the FFCB and their discus- for complete rules listing.
sions were necessarily limited to what the rules say.) RECORDS? MAYBE!

“However, when it comes to autogyros, any craft, model BRAINBUSTER RECORD CHALLENGE MEET, Mar. 7, 1970, Cat. I
or full-size that REQUIRES (as distinct from features) Willis School, Hampton, Va. 20' ceiling.fixed wings is a clinogyre, not an autogyro. Perhaps one Open FAI Cat. I FAI ~ 1921302, Hal Crane
of the chief reasons that participation in the autogyro Open AMA Cat. I FAI - 19:58.0, Hal Crane
class is limited, is that so few people have ever seen a
true gyro in action. INDOOR ELSEWHERE

Actually, very few model builders understand the basic In recent weeks we have received results from the
principles of autorotation. Witness the fact that some national indoor contests of three countries. The 1969
model gyro plans have been published which feature rotor Nats of Argentina were held last April, with the 1970
blades mounted at a positive angle of incidence. Had Nats scheduled for March. The New Zealand Nats were held
these models not featured large fixed wings, they would in Jan. '70, and the Romanian Nats in February.
have been unable to fly, since their rotors actually re-
sisted flight. Even some of the designers who didn't make Argentina Nats; 65 cm models, 33' ceiling.
this particular error still relied upon large area fixed
wings, with rotors adding little except visual interest. Contestant Best 2 of 6 (sec.)

Nereo Beggiatto 1467
Louis Garami, one of the most versatile model aircraft Julio C. Martinez 1274

designers of all time, pointed out in the 1946 AIR TRAILS Alberto Barilari 1262
ANNUAL that the majority of model autogyros would fly with Hector Beggiatto 1108

_

the rotors removed, but not with the wings absent! Alberto Collazzo 1107 oo,

Miguel A. Leone 665
Admittedly, making a true model gyro fly well ‘ain't Eduardo Grippo 356

easy', but it can and has been done, and therein lies the Domingo Saaaone 227
challenge. There is little point in adding an anemometer
to a conventional model and calling it an autogyro. Let's Argentine fliers are enthusiastic, but are limited by
get a few more people interested in true autogyros. As a lack of good materials, especially balsa. Indoor flying
pleasant change of pace and a real spectator pleaser, was added to their Nats schedule in 1960. The activity
they have few equals. has grown slowly each year, until 1969 activity had grown

STATE OF THE ART to five contests with good entry in each.

. t
Hal Crane was the first U.S. flier to break 20 minutes New Zealand Nats; 28' max. ceiling with cluttered ceiling.

in Cat. I, and he has made two official flights over 20
with the model of the month. Both flights were under FAI astrin er 27.5 >.Panan 7:27 weonaeein 8:32sanction, and were filed on as possible world records. .. Mente 26.2 TT. Martin 5:15 P. Lagan 7333The record stood briefly, only to be recaptured by Jirt PLL 25.2 M. Stringer 4:48 8B Keegan 6:09Kalina. Hal's top mark was 20:21.8, and Jiri boosted it + Legen ° ° g ; ° °

' R. Magill 24.8 R. Magill 4:09 M. Stringer 4:09to 21:06. Both Hal's 20 minute flights were ceiling~ . :
i M. Bundock 24,3 W. Clemens 3354 Ro. Magill 3352serubbing flights (as was Kalina's), and the model is one G. Burrows 23.8 A. Graves 3337 Be. Roots 3345of a long line of models Hal has developed especially for ° Pu ° ° ° °

this type of flight. The prop is also quite stiff; unlike with entries. was hotly contested. The single
most Cat. I props, it does not flare appreciably under the best of eis rights decides the winner, and the cinttercd
low values of launch torque used in Cat. I, Stiff wing ceiling bothered everyone but Stringer, whose very lighttips have proved to be important in the Willis site, where 16" Sweepette did its time under 24', Paul Lagan's model
models often drift into the wall. Stiff tips greatly im- resembled a Stompette, and did 31.4 after the meet for a
prove wall recovery, besides aiding steering so often

new national record. The Easy B event's 15 entries wereneeded in small sites like Willis. permitted to use microfilm, so some of these models also
14 turned up in Open Spar (indoor stick). Trevor Martin's

7 Spar winner was FAI size, while other entries varied con-

/ siderably in size.
°

7 RomanianNats;65cmmodels,Slanicsaltmine.
-
4 +8.5% 0° Aurel Popa 33216 34:00 67:16
Q| 12 ad ”e

Otto Hints 30330 343209 64216
x

/ Aurel Moraru 23:32 23345 AT317
qin 7 Ferencz Bolont 22352 23317 46:09

/
Vasile Nicoara 22:28 22:50 45318

- 10) / This contest drew 33 contestants from 11 towns, who
” enjoyed several improvements in the site made in prepar-~

/
.

ation for the World Champs. The team from Turgu-Mures eré 9 / Crane D-5 won the championship for the 17th year in a row, with 18
> year old Aurel Popa leading the way. Results have not
/ peen received from an international meet held in Slanic

in March, but teams from Hungary, Czechoslovakia and
7 8 9 10 11 2. +~»©°13 14 Germany were expected to attend.
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AERONUTS PENNYPLANE MEET QUESTIONSANDANSWERS.

The Pennyplane meet, first sponsored by the Chicago 41. How is the CMOS balance chart used to locate the wing
Aeronuts (rules in Feb. '70 INAV) produced the following on (1) a model built from INAV three-view; (2) a new model

results from an entry list of 14 fliers: (AMA scoring) or new design?
Open (18 and overa Chek Markos 4217.8 In either case, you must decide what margin of stabil-

2. Jim Richmond 4310.2 ity to use. General practice on top-notch models seems to

258.2 average about 0% margin, with a few models even set up for -~.36 Charlie Sotich 335 o

4, Gordon Wisniewski 3350.0 -10% or -20%. It seems unlikely that more than -5% margin
5. Jim Noonan 3247.5 is useful for any but very good conditions, but special
° record attempt models can gain marginally in efficiency by
Juniors using a more sensitive adjustment.
1. Robby Lyons 1 obo If we assume that 0% margin is satisfactory (as shown
2. Scott Wisniewski 1.08.0
3 Tim Noonan 0:36.2 in INAV), balance the model, complete with prop, motor and
° tail surfaces, just as always. Measure from this balance

LOW CEILING TUNE ~ FOLLOW-UP point to the thrust bearing; this is the distance "x" on

the CMOS chart. Extend "X%" upward to the balance line and
Not long after Bob Meuser sent his "Optimum Tune For then project this intersection point horizontally to the

Low Ceiling Flight", Jim Richmond sent a graph of flights ‘vl ordinate and read the "Y" value. Locate the rear wing
made with his models over a couple of years. This graph post “"y" tnehes from the thrust bearing and the front post
is in Fig. 1 below, with some of the data points identi- to fit wing width. The model's basic characteristics are
fied according to site and date or time. Note also that now established, and final trim is all that remains.
the points are marked according to whether the models
weighed about .020 oz. or .024 oz. Of the graph Jim says, On a new design, the CMOS chart must be drawn. This
I just got the idea that a chart of my best flights might procedure is detailed in the Jan. '69 INAV, and a packet

be of interest, but the points proved to be so uniform of instructions is available on request from Box 545,
that I believe a fairly accurate performance curve has Richardson, Tex. 75080.
been generated. Perhaps this kind of curve is typical for
indoor models? None of the flights were aided by rafter- If other than 0% margin is used, the new balance line
banging and the altitudes shown are flight altitudes and will be parallel to the 0% line, but displaced to the

not ceiling heights. (Ed. note - the flight identified as side. For example, if the model's average wing chord is
Wash. Pk. II Red.” did hit obstructions, but these were 4" a balance line corresponding to +10% would be .4" to
collisions with lights, ete., which caused the model to the left of the 0% line; -10% would be .4" to the right.
lose altitude. Thus this flight might have fallen on the i

curve instead of below if the lights hadn't been there.) 13} ’

"One interesting observation is that the .020 oz. ert
planes don't really show a clear-cut advantage over the o 12
-024 oz. planes anywhere except perhaps at the 145' level. a

poeeeeNi
This is definitely inconclusive though, due to the lack of ax i
testing done at heights over 100’," <a ‘

mM '

Fig. 2 is snuggled into the corner of Fig. 1, and was Ol '
the work of Bob Meuser in response to Richmond's graph. He e

104 ) “4
normalized Jim's data for a maximum altitude of 200' and a '

250', after setting the Richmond curve equal to his Fig. 2 ° '
at h/hmax = 0.4. The two normalized Richmond curves are 2 PY ’

' ,
coincident at low values of h and spread at high h, as can > i Pete Andrews FAI —~

he seen in Fig. 2.
, 0%

It is interesting to see such good agreement between
—

7 8 9 eg
theory and practice, and also interesting to have such a

nett documented flight performance curve! X-NOSETOC.G.
5

J. Richmond FAI Flight Performance a
O - .020 Oz. Model a
@- 024 Oz. Model

;

O”
41:45 LKHST

40

e
e

36:18 ROME
35

@
33:47 W. BADEN@®~ wash. PK Ii RCD

°
1.0

6
30 aO Fig. 2

$ DETROIT 67

8
Z
2-700 } Max. Alt., feet , .

or
“25 °

2 aa |

5 }

2 5
= w 4
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545-Richardson, Texas: 75080

OFFICIAL RESULTS = 1970 INDOOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP , So ,

_

1. Jiri Kalina Czechoslovakia37:52 = 34313 15:55 36325 26:44 34:58 ThS17

2. Jim Richmond U. Se Ae 5334 32:04 31:54 32310 00:14 00:27
.

64344

3, Aurel Popa Romania
|
25316 21340 32:50 00:07 30:23 21:58 63313 ‘

4, Andras Ree Hungary 28:21 313128 21:08 00:11 00:08 18327 59:49

5. Vilim Kmoch Yugoslavia 24:36 29:04 27321 27:55 20230 11307 56359

6. Clarence Mather U. 8. A. 24:13 27810 = 22345 27812 «= BB 28 15:53 55:40
- 7. Eduard Chlubny Czechoslovakia25:55 00:00 08:11 28:20 19:02 22308 54215
8, Karol Rybecky Czechoslovakia00:00 00:21 25344 27:42 OOs11 21329 53:26

9. Gyorgy Buzadt Hungary 18:10 24325 25:55 00:58 25:54 22:47 51249

10. Esko Hamalainen Finland 23:47 27:48 02:12 18354 06:55 11352 51335

11. Carlo Cotugno- Italy 24318 23345 00:34 26321 20:57 13337 50:39

12. Pete Andrews. U. Se. Ae 27:52 22:11 17:03 13341 16:41 18:32 50:03

13. Nieu Bezman Romania 22:43 27317 18324 19:57 00:16 00:32 50:00

14, Pentti Nore Finland 00:13 13336 00:38 23:20 24:48 07:43 48:08

15 Otto Hints Romania 20:22 21:16 23350 213240 east. 13310 48:01

on, 16. Antal Egri Hungary 12:57 23301 19321 24:07 22358 00:09 47:08
ae

17. Werner Wetzel Germany 23304 20:22 20309 13255 23204 00:38 46:08

18. Kurt Vogel Germany 10:48 00:08 21:41 00:09 19:27 17:33 41:08

19. Gabriel Leopold Yugoslavia 20:43 19352 07:25 07:22 19353 14:28 40:36

20. Germano Masciullo Italy 00:45 00:26 15:00 16:42 12325 22323 39:05

21. Stefan Bombol Poland 13323 17355 00:18 18326 18:06 17232 36326

22. Edward Ciapala Poland 18:19 15:06 09:23 13:59 18:06 00:27 36325

23. Guy Cognet France 11301 02333 15236 12325 19234 04358 35310

24, Hans Beck Germany 18339 00:30 01:09 16207 13:53 00:00 34346

25. Ryszard Czechowski Poland (ABT 09343 00:58 21302 00316 00317 34319

26, «<Bgizio Corazza Italy 10:00 16:47 03:17 16319 o7:42 11336 33:06
27. Teodor Strasberger Yugoslavia 07:17 ~00:50 19:19 11:06

=

07:09 12353 32312
28, Jean C. Souvetou France 05:39 09:01 09:43 10315 11335 15:10 26245

29. Harri Raulio Finland 00:20 09:54 10:26 08 302 12:35 11358 24333

30. Daniel Degaugue France 00:00 00300 00300 00:00 00:00 00:00 00:00

. TEAM STANDINGS
,

1. Czechoslovakia T4317 = 54:15 53326 181:58
.

2. U. S.A. 64:14 50:03 55340 169357

|

3. Romania 48:01 63:13 50:00 161314
.

4. Hungary 59:49= 51349 47308 158346

5. Yugoslavia 56:59 32312 40236 129347

“nm - 6, Finland 51235 48:08 «= 24333 124316
|

|

7. Italy 33:06 = 50:39 39:05 122350 |

8. Germany 34:46 41:08 46308 122302
|

9. Poland 36 326 36325 34319 107310

;

10. France 35310 26245 00:00 61255

nanan sees teas __—~—~»-+-wennesnrerinannansniamsmanaenneaiaaeesatearatmaamsaaananl!



THE 1970 INDOOR WORLD CHAMPS .

I had two flights get all the way upe The first was a
I would like to dedicate this issue to the Romanian teat flight which went "dead-stick" while still half-way

Aero Club and all the many others in Romania who made such down for about 37 minutes. The second was an official
a dedicated effort to make the Championship a meaningful with more turns which lost about 35' sliding down the ta-
and memorable experience for all who attended. Outstand- pered top wall section; it finally hung on the wall about
ing hospitality and careful attention to detail were the 35' up. This was my fourth round flight which still man-
order of the day, according to all who attended. aged 32310, put I felt it would have cleared 40 minutes on

if it hadn't had problems on the way down (Kalina thought
My thanks to Jim Richmond and Clarence Mather for the Bo too).

two reports below, and to Erwin Rodemsky for the pictures.
Erwin has a report in the Aug.'70 AAM, but these pictures This site is probably excellent ordinarily, but it was
had to be specially developed and were delayed beyond the filled with convection currents, drafts and what seemed to
deadline of the magazine. be temperature inversion layers after all the people, .

lights and electric heaters were introduced. The carnage
Report by Clarence Mather: The 1970 Indoor Interna- of planes lost and wrecked on the walls was much worse

tionals involved a long, arduous journey and the most than anything I had seen before. The U. S. team members
challenging of flying conditions. Yet I found both ex-. were all down to their last planes (pieced together from
tremely interesting and I had a great time. I'm very ap-~ whatever was left) in the last round.
preciative of the opportunity to go. The living and work-
ing conditions of many European peoples should be seen by It is a shame that one of my last two attempts didn't
every American. make it, I had the right prop-motor combination with

plenty of turns (2200), but there was no way to test the
There was great competitive spirit at the contest, yet flying capability of such laced-up machines as no testing

I found the contestants to be friendly and helpful without was permitted between rounds. My Round 5 flight tucked
exceptions under and came down and the 6th round flight climbed too

steeply, got over on its back and collapsed the wing.
The officials organized the contest and the personnel Both planes destroyed themselves. The ist round model was

arrangements very well so that everything went smoothly. adjusted well, but got into the wall at about 100° and
We were housed in a small hotel which made 1t possible to came to rest on a ledge. It will spend eternity there in
visit and confer with other contestants by merely taking a good company with one of Chlubny's models.
few steps down the hall. The mine entrance was within
walking distance of the hotel. The hotel people worked No balloons were used during the meet, but most planes
diligently to make our stay pleasant. were dislodged from the wall with long poles or with puffs

of air from a blanket. Most of the retrieved models were

Flying conditions were most difficult. We had been damaged to some degree in the process.
warned of the cold and so we tried to prepare. I built
very thin wings and lower pitch, stiffer props. Together My third round flight had a good start but was in a

with my faithful helper, Fudo Takagi, I test flew in the down-draft and just flew around with the nose up, trying
chill early-dawn hours at our small site. to climb. It got no more than 2/3 of the way up. Kalina

made some excellent flights from the same spot, but he
I used two-inch motors together with a carefully seemed to have the air under control. It behaved for him

weighted stick to simulate a full-length motor. The mod- instead of killing his climb as it did for me.
els would easily out-climb the twenty-two foot ceiling on
200 winds - less than full turns. The models were test Oh well. We had our problems, but we did manage to
loaded at full winds on oversize motors to be certain make a fair showing. The salt mine is a fantastic place

,
of their strength. with its gigantic underground chambers. The ride up and

down was an adventure we will never forget. The elevator
In the mine the models climbed about 100 feet and came was an unlighted steel box hung on a single cable and it _

down in about twenty-five minutes. The models that were was operated, it seemed, with wild abandon. The thing
, *

doing well were rocketing up the first 100' in two minutes went up and down like a shot and was guided by banging
or so! All models seemed to stop climbing in five or six against the walls of the shaft.
minutes. We built new props (from old ones) right at the
hotel - mainly lower pitch and with more area behind the We were treated like royalty in Slanic and the whole
spar. Such a prop got my models up well, but now they un- town was decorated with posters, banners and flags. I
wound and dead-sticked some 80-90 feet up in just over 30 think it must have been the biggest event in the country.
minutes. We also used larger rubber, and after some test- We were on TV and radio, and movies were made of us.
ing we decided that Pete had the best. He generously
shared it with us. During the opening ceremony, we were all lined up be-

hind our respective flags with the team managers in front.
: I modified a second prop and it tested somewhat better Girls brought flowers to each manager and gave him a kiss.

than the others, but the model drifted into a wall and Our time in the cold mine had already made Joe Bilgri a
still hangs there in the mine! A prop that would flare little sick, and he was in bed for two days afterward. We
into slightly lewer piteh for the initial climb then go to all had our problems with illness of one kind or another,
higher pitch for the cruise and descent was needed. It and the Romanians were about frantic with concern for our
was difficulttoget it just right. health.

The real disappointment was the drift. The extra. None of us will forget this visit to a far corner of
lights and additional people really stirred up the air and the Earth. Traveling behind the Iron Curtain was quite a
we had up-drafts, down-drafts and drift resulting in hung unique and memorable experience. I wish certain segments
models. Pete's models hit the wall several times and of our population could make the same trip. I'm sure most
wrecked at least one wing. One of Jim's models still is of them would count their blessings all the way home and
on the wall, and he damaged at least one other model on would have a new respect for our fine way of life.
the wall. I hung three models on the wall and left two
of them there. But all in all, international travel is a AdditionalDetaiis
fine experience and I heartily recommend it!

Kalina's model was reportedly similar to previous mod-
els he has flown, with his usual excellent craftsmanship.

Report from Jim Richmond: I wish we could say "we won The prop was 17 x 32 with narrow, symmetrical blades, and

it", but such is not the case this time. The salt mine the very light weight of the model (.017 to .019 oz} per-
proved to be a terribly difficult flying site, especially mitted relatively small cross section rubber to be used
for us because of our lack of experience there. The con- for high number of turns. Even so, the model would dead-~
ditions were much different from any we had ever encoun- stick from about 50 feet.
tered before. I have made good flights in cold air, but Even though extra lighting was furnished, several of
this experience didn't help st all. All of us found it the fliers had helpers with head-mounted lights (coal mine
necessary to use much more power than we had ever used be- style) which they aimed at the model's rear hook area to
fore to get the planes up. Our props were also found to aid in motor hookup.
be inadequate, and we resorted to building new ones and to
bracing and twisting lower pitch into the ones we had. In Informal FAI meetings yielded a majority consensus to
order to get good time, it was necessary to get all the require international class models to weigh a minimum of ss

way up (and all the way back down), but few people were one gram, and to power them with a maximum of one gram of
able to do this successfully. Kalina and Aurel Popa (an rubber. This was prompted both by the extreme loss of .

amazingly capable 18 year old competitor) were the only models and by the general unavailability of balsa suitable
°

ones showing any degree of consistent high altitude capa- for ultra-light weight construction. The one gram weight
bility. Planes that got only 1/2 or 2/3 of the way up is about right to permit craftsmen of all nations to com-
were lucky to get 30 minutes or to get down at all without pete on the basis of building and flying skill, without
drifting into the wall and hanging on the salt crystals. handicapping those who have no access to superior balsa,
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*eONATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRP BOC wine Senate Post Office And Civil Service Committee :

U. 8. Senate
;HonoraryMembers Washington, D. C.

H. HALMSHAW, 57 Stockdale Rd. Traralgon, Victoria, House Post Office And Civil Service Committee
nm neni,

Australia 35844 U. 8. House of RepresentativesMARBER A. MARTINEZ SPOSITO, calle Pernas 2490, Apto. 102 Washington, D. C.Montevideo, Uruguay ’ som
Postmaster General'70 Nate - $200 Pennsylvania Ave, N.W.

The indoor portion of the 1970 Nats will be held at
_ Washington, D. C.

the Washington Park Armory, 5200 8S. Cottage Grove Ave. in CONTEST CALENDAR
Chicago. Indoor rubber powered events (Indoor Stick, : os

Paper Stick and Indoor Cabin) will be flown 9 am to 9 pm, ARIZONA ~ Phoenix. Indoor sessions in Arcadia High School
Monday, July 27, 1970; Indoor HLG and Flying Scale will be Gym, 7 pm to 10 pm, the second Tuesday each month. Contact
held the same hours on Tuesday, July 28, 1970. Some sort Terry Thorkildsen, 3103 W. Willow Ave., Phoenix, Arizonaof time split will be made for HLG and Secale, but this has 85029 for further details. Cat. I site.
not been announced. An end view elevation of the Armory
is shown below, and the June and July issues will carry MARYLAND « Silver Spring. Indoor sessions at JFK Highdirections for reaching the Armory from Glenview NAS. All School, 1901 Randolph Rd. May 22, June 5, 1970, 7 am-11 pm.
registration must be done at Glenview NAS; registration
can be completed at Glenview NAS on Sunday, July 26, 1970. MICHIGAN = Detroit. Michigan State Meet, May 16-17, 1970

,

at Michigan State Fair Coliseum. May 16 - youth events:A0FT. ony208 A2FT. AMA Cub, HLG, Pre-Feb; 3 age groups below 16, 10 am to
3 pm. May 17~ AMA events: HLG - Jr. & Sr.-Open; Paper
Stick - Jr. & Sr.-Open; Indoor Stick - Jr, & Sr.-Open;

;

Indoor Scale ~ Jr. & Sr.-Open. CD - Walter Hartung, 14759
Kilbourne, Detroit, ph. LA 7-7620.

TEXAS ~- Wichita Falls. Class AAA meet with FF, Combat and
LIGHTS Rat Race PLUS Paper Stick, Indoor Stick, HLG and Seale,

July 3,4,5, 1970. The indoor events are to be held in the
evening on July 3 and July 4 in a new 76' domed coliseum

. ik which appears to be an excellent site. Contact Sam Casey,
L
Fg t 3900 Gayle, Apt. B, Wichita Falls, Tex. 76301.
ci}SSOFEET LONGnlaaPEETWIDE 8 T

WASHINGTON - Seattle. Model Aeronautics Scholarship Con=(DOES Nov INCLUDE PARKED test. with FF, Rocket (NAR not AMA), U/C, RC and Indoor.VEHICLES, HOWTZERS, ETC) Indoor events ~ HLG and Easy B. Sponsored by Boeing Man-, °

agement Association, Boeing Aircraft, P. 0. Box 3999,CONCRETE FLOOR Seattle, Wash. 98124, For details of indoor site: Jim
Walters, 240 SW 184, Seattle, Wash. 98166. June 20~21,'70.

"Extra"Nats Events WISCONSIN - Milwaukee, Indoor sessions each Thursday from —
7:30 pm to 9:30 pm at Sherman Social Center, North 5SistThe Cloud Busters Club of Detroit is sponsoring the Ste and We Looust St. Ken Kraemer, 3945 N. 41st 8t., Mil-Peanut Scale event at the Nats; 1t will be flown at the waukee, Wisc. 53216, ph. 414-442-5864,same time as the regular scale models. These rules will ,

ootbe used: NIMAS POSTAL MEET

1. Model can be to any scale; contestant must furnish The entry was exceptionally light this year, as can beproof of scale for rare or unusual subjects, but mag~ seen below. In particular, there are no entries from theazine or other published plans are OK. South; Tulsa activity has been low and loss of the Dallas-2. Flight points = one point/second of flight for a three Ft. Worth site stopped activity entirely. Don't put allflight total. So your site “eggs" in one basket!
3. Unlimited attempts for 3 official flights.
4, Five seconds constitutes an official flight. OPEN EASYB Time/ceiling Fudge Adj. Time5. No microfilm allowed. 1» Bob Platt 558.8/20' 1.323 739.26. Bonus points awarded for the following: 2. Clarence Mather 556/22,3' 1.26 696.6R.O.G. (1 allowed) 5 points 3, Joe Portecorvo 485/17675' 14404 681Workmanship Up to 5 points 4, Hal Crane 511/1.25' 1.32 675.9Scale Documentation Up to 5 points 5. Harry Cook 538/26! 1.16 624.2

6. Jim Walters 382/17.75' 1.404 536.4The Chicago Aeronuts will sponsor a PennyPlane event To Fudo Takagi 356/21! 1.29 459.6at the 1970 Nats, to be flown concurrently with IHLG and 8. Howard Haupt 312/21! 1.29 402.8 1st Sr.Indoor Scale at the Washington Park Armory. The rules
to be used are: JUNIOR EASYB .

1. Dave Sandelius 449/17.75' 14404 630.51. Model must weigh (leas motor) at least as much as a 2. Rick Sironen 331/17e75' 12404 464.8
new copper penny.

2. Model must not exceed 18" in length (including prop) Class I Open HLG
or wingspan. Te Don Teeples 58/20! 1.25 72.53e Motor stick (from front of thrust bearing to rear 2. Jim Walters 59.4/25' 1.0 59.4hook) must not exceed 10" 3, Joe Deady 54/25! 1.0 54.04, Single rubber motor and prop (no gears). \

5. Motor must not be enclosed in body or motor stick. OPEN INDOOR STICK
;6. AMA scoring (best single flight of five). T. Bob Piatt 1266/20! 1.323 167467

2. Howard Haupt 465/2a1' 1429. 600.3 ist Sr.
Attention, Teachers! .

: —— _

THE PICTURE STORY iPat McDonald, 3539 B Street, Oxnard, Cal. 93030, has
received permission and backing to begin a model building Upper Left: Clarence Mather launches, Bilgri in back-
program for his sixth grade youngsters. He would like to ground. Note warm clothing.
correspond with others who now have a similar situation,
or have had such in the past. So, drop him a line and.

.

Genter Left: Hans Beck, 1966 World Champion.both you and he stand to learn a lot! -

Lower Left: Excellent box design by Eduard Chlubny. NotePostalRates that it opens in three sections, giving access to all
It seems likely that postal rates will soon be raised had builtein lightingBoston! design by Vilim Kmoch “—

33 1/3% on First Class mail, Although this directly in-
creases cost per issue of INAV by 16%, it will not be re- . -

flected in subscription rates at this time. However, each vPPOEites ‘Notethesize of thepecote tn tower tientof us continues to receive numerous Third Class or "funk foreground. This 1s entire official areamail! items each week, and the cost of this service 6?) ° °

may be a luxury we can no longer afford. Perhaps a dra- .

. .

;

matic protest would be in order! How about saving all Cont indien stoseen Corazza; he used a camera tripod Tor
of your junk mail, and sending each week's receipts to
one of the following addresses: (Use First Class postage Lower Right: Jiri Kalina and championship model.80 you can include a note explaining your feelings.)

.

RAE SIIEC TET LETI TIENTMERENSCH TOEENTNSEC IBNTR SIECAI TEIN ON ME TEAerarrears
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NEWS and VIEWS £ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
****NATIONALINDOORMODELAIRPLANESOCIETY####" “"° “" 1, Model must weigh (less motor) at least as much as a

new copper penny. a ay tG88e as meen ee

New Members! 2. Model must not exceed 18" in length (including prop)
- re or wingspan.STEVE BANDT, 4 N. Wisconsin St., Janesville, Wis. 53545 3. Motor stick (from front of thrust bearing to rear

hook) must not exceed 10"
Honorary Members! 4, Single rubber motor and prop (no gears).

. ;

5« Motor must not be enclosed in body or motor stick.RON DRAPER, 15 Court leet, Binley Woods, Coventry CV3-20Q, 6. AMA scoring (best single flight of five).
England Proxy--Fly PennyPlane Ly

Special ActionCommittee The latest news about the Nats PennyPlane event (see :

Ada the following namé to your list of instructors who above), is that you can have your model proxy-flown. The be
will help people to learn to build and fly indoor models: entry ee srosular coneee ontry to Erwin’Rodeusie gan cs

t

LW, y
RICHARD MILLER, JR., P.O. Box 877, San Leandro, Ca. 94557 Frances Lane, Barrington, Ill. 60010,

.

Nats Info - SPECIAL NOTE Other NateInfo “
. aut 1970 Indoor Nats events will be held in the Washineton ]Last month's announcement that Indoor registration Park Armory in Chicago. Immediately below is a cross-sec- fecould be done at Glenview NAS on Sunday was in error = no tion view of the site, and below that is a map of Chicago acontestant access to the base will be permitted until Mon- and areas north to Gleriview NAS, with a description cf the .day, June 27, 1970. Therefore read the following memo best route to followsupplied by AMA HQ carefully: ° ‘

The event schedule is as follows: Indoor rubb powe ”Special arrangements have been made to permit advance en- = oa events (Indoor Stick Indoor Cabin and Paper Stiok). ee
trants (those who Fema esS Nats entry forms to AMA HQ no will be flown July 27 1970 from 9 am to 9 pm Indoor i

later than June 22) to register and have certain problems HLG and Indoor Scale wild be flown Tuesda Tul 23. for
wee

taken care of at the Indoor site as follows: —

the same hours.
BOY, J ’

-

1. Monday, July 27, 9 am to noon. 42FT.—— SOFT2 AB 2

a, Natsregistration (officially check in, obtain [ | ,

Nats identification and contestant information kit).
|(em This is necessary before any official flying takes ~

place. ‘

{

be Housing Priority. If your copy of the entry form -

C
-

|
indicates you have such priority, you may claim it. LIGHTS

c. Navy Meals, Tickets for same may be purchased. bEi Ede Add Events. These may be entered and paid for. E 8 8 5
APPROXIMATE FLOOR SPACE | PS

e. EntryDiscrepancies. Any money or entry form SSOPEETLONG xi44FEET WILE 8

problems, indicated by “report to desk P"” notation on QDOES Nov INCLUDE PARKED
entry form. VEHICLES,HOWITZERS,ETC.)

2. Tuesday, July 28, 9 am to noon, CONCRETEFLOOR ,

a. Nats Registration only, as above. No housing,
meals, or event problems can be taken care of at the
indoor site on Tuesday. WILLOW
b. Entry discrepancies, as above.

ew st,
Note: Noon is the cutoff time on both Monday and Tuesday. NAS. NHQ workers who will provide these services must be at f 7Glenview NAS by 2 pm each day.

1 " LAKE AVE,"Extra" Nats Events

The Cloud Busters Club of Detroit is sponsoring the
Peanut Scale event at the Nats; it will be flown at the

| ™

same time as the regular scale models. These rules will.
/

be used:

Co

.

KENNED
1. Model can be to any scale; contestant must furnish

proof of scale for rare or unusual subjects, but mag- &
azine or other published plans are OK. oN :

2. Flight points = one point/second of flight for a three a wflight total. , z
3. Unlimited attempts for 3 official flights. EISENHOWER EXPWY wi4, Five seconds constitutes an official flight. 2
5. No microfilm allowed.°° ~

ju6. Bonus points awarded for the following: i erent
R.0.G. (1 allowed) 5 points rc of> BYon Workmanship Up to 5 points Y) xen svST.
Seale Documentation Up to 5 points fe oN z= <f

The Chicago Aeronuts will sponsor a PennyPlane event zg E
at the 1970 Nats, to be flown concurrently with IHLG and " Az
Indoor Scale at the Washington Park Armory. The rules i

to be used are: MeePARK

. .

.

. a
ae

ssbieatonai setitenmint cee

.



You must enter the Armory at the North end of the I have mixed feelings on the matter.
building. It is 28.3 miles from the main gate of Glen- i a I

view NAS to the Armory. The Armory is located on the 1. Esthetics: Some of the grace and beauty and much of
|southeast side of Chicago and is readily accessible from the total performance potential would be lost by achange

the Dan Ryan Expressway. Probably the most direct route to a one gram model, as was the case in changing to 65 cm.
by automobile from the main gate of Glenview NAS is: ,

‘ oe : ‘ - :

a
1. Proceed to stop sign at Greenwood Avenue.

i 2. Practicality: The one gram model is far more practi-
2. Turn left and drive south to stop light at Lake Ave. cal and travel-worthy than any unlimited model, Also, the
3. Turn left and drive east to Edens expressway (1-94). availability of suitable wood for unlimited models is be~

You may enter expressway by making a right turn Just coming less and less; thus the new rule will allow a less
beyond stoplight. stringent choice of material.

4,. Edens expressway runs into John F. Kennedy expressway ,

which in turn becomes the Dan Ryan expressway. Route is 3- Challenge: Contrary to some opinions, the challenge
now I-90 & I-94, of the proposed model will be considerably greater, and a
5. Remain on Dan Ryan expressway and stay in the “express truly champion competitor will be an excellent craftsman
lanes" at about 26th Street. and a very clever designer. Further, he will spend twice
6. As expressway heads southerly at about 31st Street, as much building time per model and perhaps 100 times as
stay to right hand lanes where you will notice a sign much time in study of rubber and choice of suitable rubber
stating that the next exit is 5ist Street. (loop length and cross section will be far more critical).
7e Exit expressway at 5Sist Street. Stay in left hand Within two years, detailed flight profiles and performance

Lanes when exiting. Turn Left (easterly direction). analysis will become necessary.
- Travel approximately 14 miles to Cottage Grove Ave.
(800 east). You will see the Armory on your right (south) 4. Officiating: As a CD, I see little technical problem
about one block. Turn right. You may park your car along in processing all models each round - essentially negli-~
the east side of the building. Please lock your cars and gible in comparison to other FAI events.

alua °Courtesy ofPete Sotieh) exposed to view. (The above by
5. As a competitor, I don't object to rules that everyone
must fly under, but I tend to dislike the concept of any

FAI INDOOR REPORT processing. The need for checking my work somehow seems
to reflect on my honesty. However, adoption of maximum

One Gram Model?
' rubber weight will effectively remove me from any serious
competitive effort, due to present commitments on my time.

The reports from the 1970 Indoor World Championship REMINDER: Send_yourvotes(seeabove)immediately!
have all contained comments relating the possibility that
specifications for the 65 em international class model :

:
: CONTEST CALENDAR

might be changed. Although it doesn't work that way, it
is possible that the specifications could be changed at NEW YORK - Long Island. Cat. II indoor contest at Cant-
the Fall CIAM meeting. The first step toward this goal jague Park, Hicksville, L. I., Sept. 27, 1970. Site is
has been taken; two proposals were circulated recently to 190' dia. dome, 50' high. HLG, Easy B, Indoor Stick,
the FF Subcommittee for comment. One was a Romanian pro~ Paper Stick, Scale. CD - Bill Dunwoody, 985 Ft. Salonga
posal to limit rubber weight to one gram and require the Rd., Northport, L. I., N. Ye
model to weigh at least one gram. A second proposal came
from Italy, suggesting that the rubber could weigh no more fEXAS - Wichita Falls. Class AAA meet with FF, Combat and
than the model. ne a Rat Race PLUS Paper Stick, Indoor Stick, HLG and Scale,

July 3,4,5, 1970. The indoor events are to be held in the
The news about the proposals came too late to permit evening on July 3 and July 4 in a new 76' domed coliseum

an investigation about their status, but my "educated which appears to be an excellent site. Contact Sam Casey,
guess" is that only that proposal considered most favor- 3900 Gayle, Apt. B, Wichita Falls, Tex. 76301.
able by members of the Subcommittee will actually make it

:

iia
to the agenda. Final vote would then come at the CIAM WASHINGTON - Seattle. Model Aeronautics Scholarship Con-
meeting, and a favorable vote could be implemented one of test with FF, Rocket (NAR not AMA), u/c, RC and Indoor.
two ways: immediate adoption and applying to the 1972 Indoor events - HLG and Easy B. Sponsored byBoeing Man-~
World Champs, or some form of delayed adoption. agement Association, Boeing Aircraft, P. 9. Box 3999,

Seattle, Wash. 98124, For details of indoor site: Jim
Meanwhile, there has been considerable discussion of Walters, 240 SW 184, Seattle, Wash. 98166 June 20-21, '70.

the one g model/one g rubber concept here in the U. S.,
and INAV will be open for pro and con comments on this RECORDS? MAYBE}!
matter. However, all interested fliers should immediately
send their views to Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080. The The following records should have been listed in the
"votes" will be tabulated and passed on to Dave Linstrun, May '70 issue, and have already been homologated; they
the U. S. Subcommittee member. were set in Willis School (20°) in Hampton, Vae:

To lead off the discussion, Jim Richmond makes these Open FAI Cat. I FAI ~ 20:37, Bob Platt
comments against the proposal: Open Indoor Stick - 21:06.2, Bob Platt

1. I like the basic pure simplicity of FAI Indoor flying RECORD CHALLENGE CONTEST, May 30-31, 1970, Cat. I (20')
as it exists, and the freedom to strive for ultimate per-~ Open FAI Cat. I FAI - 20:49.6, Tom Vallee
formance. Open AMA Cat. I FAI - 20:35.8, Tom Vallee

2. I am basically opposed to any unnecessary rules or TOP TEN CEILING DODGERS
complications. I think this tends to discourage people
who might be interested in participating and it certainly Time/ceiling Fudge Est. Score
complicates the job of processing during competition. (to 35') Altitude

1. Stan Chilton 1115/35! 1.00 33! 1115
3. I question the ability of a one gram weight rule to 2. Tom Vallee 810/20! 1632 19! 1068.2
help Europeans with their wood problems. It might help 3, Hal Crane 682/20! 1032 19! 850.2
initially, but the excess weight would soon be used for 4. Dick Hardcastle 602/23' 1623 22,5' TA3
the addition of technical devices to enhance performance 5. Hewitt Phillips 528.2/20' 1,32 15! 698.7
(I have a few in mind already). That could be interesting 6. Howard Haupt 456/22! 1.26 15! 575
put the wood problem wouldn't go away. Te Harry Cook 471/26! 1.16 24t 546.5

8, dim Davidson 280/13' 1.64 9! 459
4, Instead of changing rules why not help the wood prob- 9, Richard Sironen 308/37' 972 33! 396.6
lem with a direct solution? Two NIMAS members (names have 10, Roger Schroeder 239.5/15' 1.53 13.5! 36509
been omitted, since there was not time to check with them
about release of this information) have a program under STATE OF THE ART
way to make good wood available to those who need it. The —————

only real wood problem is availability of eatin lumber, Instead of a formal plan for State Of The Art, this
and this approach would seem to be ideal. (Editorial com- month we have specific information about low ceiling HLG.
ment: My understanding of the balsa wood supply situation John Thornhill responded to a recent INAV plea for more
is that it is a complex problem, and Jim's approach may be HLG information by interviewing Dan Belieff; the result is
overly simplified. This 41s an avenue to explore!) the presentation on page 3. Thanks to both Dan and John!

—_

5. I see no purpose in having any restriction in rubber HINTS AND KINKS
weight. rs vom

Condenser Paper Hint .

Some other fliers were invited to comment on the pro- : : .

posal, but none have yet responded. This space is open to Numerous methods have been advanced to avoid warps in
further comments — please keep them reasonably short and models covered with condenser paper, and JimWalters adds

.
to the point. Meanwhile, the remarks below will show that another: “After drying the paper in the oven at 150-200
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for 5-10 minutes, iron it (medium heat) between the foldsof a heavy-duty Scott paper towel. This gives a uniform PropCovering Hintwaffle texture which seems to provide good expansion under
weedry-hot conditions. Indoor props remain the hardest component to cover, ~

'
because competitive weight props are flexible and easily

‘ a 8 hint 1s perhaps the simplest to implement, and distorted, and because microfilm is basically a planar
8 probably as effective as any other method to allow for surface like paper. Therefore, it is ideal to have theToderate variations in humidity. However, condenser paper prop on the building block or Jig while it is covered andwary ruitaee eed le sateto say trae eg toward the une until the covering has "set", or until the prop is dry.

° ondenser paper islikely to warp your models unless it is applied hile 4t A simple framework with flexible ends, sketched below,is less humid than it will ever be again. To this end, I enables this to be done easily. The side pieces of balsa
have had good luck by covering inside a "hot box’ set up are held joined by narrow pieces of tin can stock (Jim
for that purpose. First, I place a heating pad on the | Clem, from years of experience building speed model tanks,work area, covered by a single sheet of cardboard, The says that Budweiser cans have the thinnest metal of any

york ares aeaenen covered by a box with one end open, but available cans) whitchare bent around the end and held by
Ww a plastic curtain closing the gap. A heat lamp and epoxy or numerous coats of glue.
thermometer/hygrometer combination monitors the conditions ”

in the box, and both the surface to be covered and the
, Ba TyPIcAc |paper cut to approximate size is placed inside the box. | :

:After 20 or 30 minutes, the box will reach about 110° and iE5% to 10% humidity, and the part can be covered by liftingthe edge of the curtain 508 tami For some reason, our 2 12
house seldom gets below 50% humidity, but this method has z % .

Ye" ‘¢

never failed me yet. This box is a mall price to pay s
008% Ye Ti Eup STRIPS; Jo 30 51DES -

for the results gained! ~ :.
" ,w

:
.ee|

Top View

Pp fen sie

COD
END STRIP WRAPPED

' AROUND 4 GeveDdLLLLVLLLLLD
| EndViEWby 7

To cover a prop, the gadget is first covered with film
by using rubber cement to attach the film. Then the prop

:

*" is laid on the building jig and spoteglued at the tip to ,

The plastic can be from any source ~ for example, the hold it steady. Moisten the outline and the ribs using a

bag used by dry cleaners to protect clothes is good, if tree rush. an the tower edge OF ne gadget see eeeit is used single thickness. It is flexible enough that e trailing edge of the prop as shown below, then lay the

ou can work behind it easily upper edge of the gadget against the prop and pin it down.y ° Blow on the film to insure it touches the blade outline
_

and ribs every place it should, and let the blade dry for —.,Simple Scale at least an hour. There will be fine wrinkles in the cov-.
; ,ering, but these can be minimized with heat from a small

Jim Richmond submitted the scale design shown below, soldering iron if you wish. If you do this, do it while “es

which was patterned after ones used by the Czech team at the blade is still on the jig.
,

the 1968 World Champs in Rome. Although this is not a
~

new idea, it bears repeating. This type of scale is as
SPAR Lo ‘A

accurate as you make it (typical with most indoor scales) re
and indefinitely repeatable to that same accuracy. It is a
also capable of being packed in small spaces and rugged )
enough to be dependable in the flying site - which can't {Ispe said of most scale designs. Note that this design has

HI TS )
a "mirror scale" similar to precision laboratory meters; OR j TRS )this is done by using metallized mylar tape adjacent to Q | AS A

the scale. In practice, you align youreye sothe pointer Va SA Q
appears to cover its reflection in the "mirror", and thus Ip NY } NY uf
6rrors due to parallax are eliminated. If you are really Pp Of AY a
finicky about weights, make a second spring for the other S f/ w/ YP

side of the scale, using smaller wire. For example, .008 Ip Ny Of }diameter wire would be about 4 times as sensitive (full NY D‘geale deflection of .3 grams), and would permit greater yy Of 4

accuracy in weighing lighter parts. &; iff SpVISEJf>

= 1/32" SHeeT ALUMINUM PY
.006 WIRE . SQ | ,

.
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Los OIS Music WIRE
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5 METALLIZED MYLAR TAPE o™
-

6
ay,

- PAPER FOR CALIBRATION WIRE SOLDERED IN SCREW SLOT

1 (GRAM SCALE SHOWN)
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Ihe National Free rls, =Society Presents
_

,The SYMPO ‘70 Report «
MINIMIZE YOUR RATE OF SINK NEES

co rs |

By correlating test results on 21 Nordics, Peter Allnutt and Ken Kaczanowski have developed
a relationship between basic airfoil parameters, aspect ratio, and rate of sink, Use it to get
the best wing design for your next model. -- John Krouse helps by presenting the effect of
undercamber on endurance. -- Hank Cole rounds if out by determining the effects of Reynolds
Number on rate of sink and presenting a simple test for determining whether your aspect ratio
is the optimum one for your Reynolds Number. ~~ Finally, Hewitt Phillips discusses experimental
methods for determining the L/D of models and presents some test results obtained with radio
controlled gliders and with free flight models.

MAXIMIZEYOURRATEOFCLIMB
|

- Bob Meuser presents a paper on choosing the best Wakefield propeller that is a classic. It
answers virtually all of the questions you've had on P/D, diameter, no. strands motor run,
etc. -- Dave Mendel's paper makes it easy to find the best prop for your power model, be it
FAI Power or R/C (e.g. 8,000 rpm). All you have to do is to use his graphs with their illus-
trated examples. He also shows how much altitude suffers if your climb path is not vertical.

Peter Soule shows what happens to your rate of sink as a function of bank angle in a coordinated
furn and fells you how to minimize your altitude loss during a turn when you are heading the

co wrong way and have run out of altitude. ~~ Bill Bogart correlates the vertical tail volumes and
r dihedral of Nordics; Wakefields, and FAI Power models, shows how to use the data for designs,

and explains what happens to a model in a steady state turn and why.

WINGSTRENGTHANDSTABILITYIN PITCH
|

What's the best structure: D-Box, sheet on bottom, multi~spar? What happens to torsional |

and bending stiffness as wood size and type of structure on a Wakefield wing is varied?

Don Goldberg has the answers for you. -~ Hal Crane comes up with an even simpler approach
(fhan the one in Sympo '69) for locating the neutral point and fixing your c.g.

a

THEOPTIMUMINDOORMODEL

Walter Erbach uses a computer to evaluate the effects of tail size, wing position, and c.g.
position on power required, There is an optimum c.g. position for each tail size. -- Bob Platt

developed an equation for the power required as a function of average chord, and using it, he
calculated the optimum chord for an FAI indoor model. His latest model, based on these resulis,
has already broken two low ceiling records.

|

Order yours today. It contains twelve outstanding papers plus the Ten Free Flight Models of
the Year as selected by NFFS, including three~views and background data.

Detach this coupon, fill in and mail to Annie Detach this coupon, fill in and mail to Annie
|

om Gieskieng, NFFS, 1333 So. Franklin St., Gieskieng, NFFS, 1333 So. Franklin St.,
Denver, Colorado 80210. Check or money , Denver, Colorado 80210, Check or money
order should be payable to NFFS. Price: i order should be payable to NFFS. Price:

.

$3.50-NFFS, AMA member, $4.50 normmember.! $3.50-NFFS, AMAmember, $4.50 non-member.
$6 .00-'69 and '70 reports ,$8.00-'68,'69,'70.. ; $6,00-'69,'70 reports, $8.00-'68, '69, ‘70.
Name “ft Name

_

Address
arene ee

Address |
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« 8 aNEWSand VIEWS £ditor: Bud Tenny: Box 545+ Richardson, Texas- 75080
****NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY#### “~- to win. No proponent of the new rule has said this, and

the idea is quite mistaken. The only way to "legislate"
New Members! newcomers into the winner's cirele is to prevent more ex~

.
perienced fliers from flying against them! What has been

H. LEWIS MERTON,P.0. Box 703, Ft. Rucker, Ala. 36360
|= advanced is that more newcomers are expected to be drawn

_.. into the event. Although this may seem Like splitting—
Change Of Address hairs, the distinction is not all that subtle. The reason

. .

- more newcomers are expectedis thata one @ model is more
STEPHEN FAUBLE, 714 N. Jefferson Ave., Dixon, Ill. 61021 believable" for those who are attracted to indoor models

but are unwilling to operate for several years at a 2:1 or
Nats Info - SPECIAL NOTE worse weight disadvantage. They are also reluctant to buy

substantial amounts of specialized supplieseven if they
The announcement in May '70 INAV that indoor regis- feel competent to build the lighter models; this reluct-

tration could be done at GlenviewNASonSunday, Jul. 26, ance tends to disappear as they get more experience.
1970, was in error. No contestant access to the base is

. eo
possible before Monday, July 27, 1970. Therefore,” please © The comments will begin with one byAndras Ree, of

.

read the following memo supplied by AMA HQcarefully: Budapest, Hungary, and currently the leading flier from
- country:

Special arrangements have been made to permit advance en-~
trants (those who postmarked Nats entry forms to AMA HQ no "During the W/Ch we spoke very much about the necess-
later than June 22) to register and have certain problems ity and possibilityof new FAI Indoor rules. Fliers from
taken care of at the Indoor site as follows; 4 or 5 countries spoke about the problems and their sug-

gestions. I'll try to summarize the main problems as I
1o Monday, July 27, 9 am to noon, see them:

;

a. Nats registration (officially check in, obtain 1. There are no good young fliers (about 20 years old).
Nats identificationand contestant information kit). The way to the top is very long and the number of new-

,

This is necessary before any official flying takes ©

comers is very low.
place. ‘ , 2.o There is a great distance between a few top fliers and

others in most of the countries,
b. HousingPriority. If your copy of the entry form 3. Good materials (balsa and rubber) are not equallyindicates you have such priority, you may claim it. available, or are not availableat all.

os
- 4, The models are too breakable under 0.7 g.

c. Navy Meals, Tickets for same may be purchased, 5. Transportationof very light models is dangerous, and
-—_— So, FaeR ta alads Bes veoh eo os 6 or 8 models requires a very big box. mo

.

: ad. Add Events, These may be entered and paid for. ' 6. Flight times are too long. This causes problems for
the organizer, and we have much chance to hit the wall.

ee Entry Discrepancies. Any money or entry form Te To get good sites is very difficult.
—

problems, indicated by “report to desk P" notation on
entry form. I think the aims of possible new rules must be:

2. Tuesday, July 28, 9 am to noon, 1. Middle class balsa must be suitable, to equalize pos-~
;

sibilities of supply for all fliers.
—

&. Nats Registration only, as above. No housing, 2. To get more newcomers.
meals, or event problems can be taken care of at the 3. To make stronger models with less transport hazard.
indoor site on Tuesday. 4, To reduce the flight times considerably.

5. The models must remain "indoor" models.
bd. Entry discrepancies, as above. 6. The rules must be as simple as possible, and process-

ing must be easy.
Note: Noon is the cutoff time on both Monday and Tuesday.
HQ workers who will provide these services must be at I think these objectives would make indoor more pop-~
Glenview NAS by 2 pm each day. ular. There werea lot of suggestions to realize these

Indoor Scale aims. One was 65 em span, one g minimum weight of model,
——— and one g maximum model weight. Another was 50 cm span,

The June '60 MAN had plans for a direct redding indoor %°7 & minimum model weight, maximum rubber weight 0.7 g.
scale which was sensitive to about .0001 oz, with .05 oz

.

. oo.
full scale reading. Fred Harlow, 9724 Royerton Dr., Rich- My opinion is that we must not limit rubber weight!
mond, Va. 23228, will construct and calibrate these scales peace Peder: ne enenoee in rubber Wie on worse les and’

’ . . ooseto order for $10 each. This sounds like @ good price! from what we can get, so the direct rubber limitation is ao
FAI INDOOR REPORT big advantage to those who can get good rubber. So, my own————e—e—e suggestion is: 50 cm span model, 0.75 g minimum weight,
One Gram Model? 20 cm maximum distance between motor hooks, maximum prop

a diameter 35 em, and no gears or double motor permitted.
Last month we began this topic with a recap of what ,

had been reported on the possibility of FAI Indoor models The 0.75 g (50 cm) model needsonly middleclass balsa,
being required to weigh one gram, coupled with a maximum while the other points limit the rubber only indirectly.
of one gram of rubber. Comments by Jim Richmond followed, The models would be stronger, the boxes smaller, and four

_

along with my own comments. Readers were invited to send models would suffice for a big contest. Smaller models,
their comments also. At this point, certain observations lower flight altitude and shorter flights would make the
can be made: sites relatively larger and more suitable." (Ed. note -

= Pete Andrews and C. V. Russo flewone g models at a recent
1. Many, but not all fliers agree that scarcity of wood Lakehurst session. Times approached 30 minutes on aday
usable for .5 g@ to .6 @ models (the present competitive when Pete's top time with a standard FAI was 36 minutes.
standard) is very great. It is easily demonstrated that These results tend to discount the possibility of greatly
this wood is scarce, and the proportionof top-notch wood reduced flight times with heavier 65 cm models!)
to lesser wood in any shipment is very low. This is not ae

/ -

“o™ surprising, because the final distinction between good In addition to the above, Boyd Felstead (Australia) 1s
wood and almost good wood only turns up after you build not in favor of the new proposal, primarily because ofan
the motor stick (the most critical part) and itbreaks on increase intime required to process the models. And from

|

less than full turns. The one gram limit would relieve Austria, Manfred Koller indicated that he would expect an
this pressure on supplier and builder alike. increase in indoor activity with such a rule. (Austria

,

did not have a representative at the '70 W/Ch since Man-
2. Some comments took the stand that the one g rule was fred was unable to go and Walter Hach was unwilling to go
surely intended to make it easier for inexperienced fliers alone.) It is interesting to note that Boyd Felstead can :



be considere :
Lo, .he sungentedAtdn thepone ag ton OF the 65 em model, 88 through, though I would not object to a further decrease

: ° in span. (Though even that must stop somewhere!)
Other comments hav :e been received from U. 8. fliers: Finally, Hal Crane offers an alternate proposal, with

Tom Vallee: With régard to weight rules (for FAI), I'm progressive approach to the final formula (coded by year)
100% against them, for these reasons:

,
. a,

1. I like the freedom, the wide variety of approaches now
Te aor oe maxigune ene One GF rubber uniin-

available to reach ultimate indoor performance under the ted or 1.5 6 maximum.
present rules, 1974 - Model unchanged from 1972; rubber to weigh no more
2. Only too often, rules meant to aid th than model.
(like the 65 em span), only confound and Siscourseethese 1976 ~ Model unchanged from 1972; rubber equal to or less

average fliers and increase the gap between him and top
than one 6.

challengeond wee posed,weight rules represent a real Manny Radoff also suggested an alternate proposal:
—

to the sport. (Ei. a

@ gap.
, This would be harmful Limit the total rubber weight to 1/2 g, with no other re-

ot
port. « note: Felstead's original comments strictions on the event,

Pleat eset transportation, smaller sites required, less
lence ane to oeeise didn't prove out!, and a bigger chal- Last month we requested that all comments be sent to

adootin 65 ¢ a va wing area. Whatever the reasons for INAV, 80 the above remarks could be extracted before they
AB oO Presson ron oy mace ne mention of average fliers were forwarded to Dave Linstrum, the US member of the FF

3 I nares 100%withRies 5 om models!) Subcommittee of the CIAM. Please forward any further com-

our noone race ante Richmond that there is no logical ments directly to Dave at 12 Holcomb St., Simsbury, Conn.
P estricting rubber weight. 06070. Dave will soon formulate an official US position,4. Poor wood supplies in Europe is the only logical looking toward a final vote in late Fall

reason for a model weight rule. Even so, the lightest
°

models at the '70 W/Ch were European models. POSSIBLE WORLD RECORD!
5. Rodemsky's outstanding performance with very heavymodels suggests it is possible to be competitive with a Andras Ree made a contest flight in Budapest, in aheavier model. 14.9 m site. The flight conformed in all respects to FAI

heavy think destructionnt theW/o eects to reactionto World Record procedures, 80 the 27:58 flight has been sent
° models e °have been in as much troublein the salt mine, especially Record is heldbyJird Kalina, andwas setwitha 90 en

tated insufficient power to punch through low level model during the time that FAI cee ns categories were on
° rovisional sta summer 6).

7. If we must have weight rules, why not adopt a 1.5 g,
° onal statue (summer of 1999)

75 cm model with a limited motor stick length and ban mul- INTERNATIONAL CONTESTS
.

tiple motors and gears. This model would be easier for
as

newcomers to fly, if there were no rubber restrictions, CZECHOSLOVAKIA - Brno. Third Brno International Contest,
Pete Andrews: I personally will go along with any rule vavilion. gateoF thoCeock Noten’ big international

with the idea that the ability and experience of good
P , ° 8 OZeen NEES.

bullders will put them consistently on top. However, any HUNGARY ~ Debrecen. The second Hadju-Cup International
restrictions on model and rubber weight will not solve ex- Contest will be held Aug. 16-19, 1970 at the 98' social
contest processtae. will create a few, particularly in hall at Kossuth University. :

CONTEST CALENDAR
,

Lew Gitlow: The only change in the FAI rules that I would
OO

favor is to require a minimum rubber weight of .035 oz. NEW YORK - Long Island. Cat. II indoor contest at Cant-
This would encourage one to build a little heavier, with- lague Park, Hicksville, L. I., Sept. 27, 1970. Site is

out eoing to extremes : ns agree with all the reasons in
=

190! dia. dome, 50' high. HIG, Easy B, Indoor Stick,
“_

une I against change. The above would be at bes Paper Stick, Scale. CD ~ Bill Dunwood 85 Ft. Sal
& compromise. If the change is made, the processing of Rae, Northport, Le Ie, Nw Y.

Ys 985 onee
both rubber and model, probably both before and after each

flight, would be enough to discourage me from competition. STATE OF THE ART

I feel that modelers will always want the best avail- The model for this month is by Clarence Mather; the
able balsa to work with, whatever the wing loading. The model which he used to qualify for the 1970 W/Ch. It is
availability of good bales Tee/e admittedly be made oasier modified from his earlier design (Sept. '67 INAV), and is
by working with 5.5 to 6.5 lb.fcu. ft. balsa. But it is described in his remarks below:
questionable that modelers would use the heavier wood even
if the wing loading was increased! "I went to the curved wing outline when straight spars

;

bowed in during covering. I tried motor sticks up to 16"
In my opinion, there is much more to be lost than to long, but could detect no performance advantage and went

be gained by change, and I would hate to see change occur back to 12",
without a popular majority vote, after the pros and cons

are brought to the attention of all concerned, and after Originally the CG was at 80% and the models flew, but
at least 2 years of discussion and experimentation. Let's they were touchy - a little more power and they would
not ram-rod change! stall repeatedly. With the CG at 70% they seem much more

stable. (Ed. notes with CG as drawn, the model is flying
George Honda: If the rules go to size and werent just to at ~12% margin, so quite tikely the model is quite close
make it easier - I think it is the wrong way to go. to maximum trim sensitivity.
did no good in either FAI Gas or Wakefield! You will just
kill the event as it is and make it like slot cars or I had a lot of problems at Lakehurst finding the right
model railroad. Just to justify more contestants, you get combination - on my longest flights the model dead~<sticked
mediocrity, not skill. at some altitude so I feel it is capable of considerably

more time. A longer motor (18") of the same rubber broke,
Curtis Janke: Don't be too cheerful about the difficulty and it was the last I had of that size and batch."
of processing by weight. There are always drafts, so some

sort of box would probably be required, with the attendant 1
dangers of damage. 1

Other problems: great difficulty in getting Just the 13
/

right amount of weight of rubber and lube in the right 7
length of loop. Good rubber is at a premium, and should - f
not be wasted by such experimenting. Also, the emphasis 3 1 7
on good rubber would be increased, until it is likely that
rubber supply would be an even greater problem than the 4
present wood supply. It seems unlikely that Europeans can ’ 4
get good rubber any easier than good wood! ‘

0%/ /'-12%
r

Besides that, I doubt that the woodquality is that -
1

’ 4
important anyway. Reasonably good wood, if properly used, 4 —~

results in a good ship and the extra weight doesn't show 7
up that glaringly on the watch anyway. I can remember < / Mather 69 FAI
Carl Goldberg beating me and everyone else repeatedly, > ,| well into WWII, with a heavy and aging airplane he built

} in 1935! Remember how well the fellows with reed sticks :

‘ and booms did at the early Cardington meets? I for one 7 : > 10 Ti 12 13 ia .

; probably would drop all FAI interest if such a rule went
.

oo, X-NOSETOCG _
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ADJUSTABLE POSTS . :

. Ve" WARD BALSA
.

. i e

y de REIN ING:
USE SWIMS FORWASHIN—WASHOUT bo HeiANeLs<SZ{ FASTEN TO BASE

S (Ys ITH 4-40 BOLTS

We!» Ve SPRUCE
ADJUSTABLE POST DETAIL

Ve’ » Ve spRUCE
Y

VBx Ya" SPACER .

VS" SQUARE. SPACER SEY GY
SSSLST

4-40 BOLTS a
- ne NOTE: THIS JiG WAS MADE For

1a" TIP DIHEDRAL WINGS, IT WOULD BE
SIMPLE TO MODIFY FOX V-WINGS
OC POLYHEDRAL.

THE VARIABLE DIHEDRAL - CHORD - WASHIN - VASHOUT
a _

BY PAT PERCIVAL - LAKE ERIE MODEL CLUB
. .

HINTS AND KINKS
.

height reached, turns in and backed off, rubber dimensions
Good Records Are Useful! and weight, and reasonably detailed comments about flightSS SE

adjustments, general performance, and flying conditions,
An interesting keynote of many of the most successful | Absent from the records he furnished was torque info; he

‘

indoor fliers is their system of record-keeping. It has commented that for Cat. III you wind it up all the way!been noted that lightweight construction depends heavily
upon detailed records of the weight of each part of our | Adjustable Wing Jig
models; when you manage to build a part so light it breaks
in routine handling, you have then discovered your own The sketch above is a wing bracing jig design by Patbuilding and handling limitations. The record of weight Percival. The sketch is largely self-explanatory, and canfor that part is then the guide to building one just about fit a large number of different model designs.
right next time!

INDOOR ELSEWHERE
.Detailed flight records are also essential to consist-

ent model performance. Hal Crane is perhaps the one most Englandconsistent Cat. I flier, while Jim Richmond has things his
own way in Cat. II and Cat. III. Since their style of Cardington has been opened for monthly sessions, and

,

flying 1s entirely different, it 1s interesting to note the first session found Laurie Barr leading the pack (65which items of model performance they each find important em fliers) with 23:55. Several other fliers also turneato make note of. out, including Ron Draper. ‘Ron had his 40 minute model(still in good shape from the '62 W/Ch), which he had toHal flies heavier than usual models that ceiling~serub b&lloon after 25 minutes to keep it out of the top.during much of the flight. Besides noting which prop is
used on which model for a particular flight, he also keeps Hungary :the following information: Loop length and cross-section

:
/ [of rubber, rubber weight, model weight, turns and torque The Hungarian National Championship was organized at

,

at launch (including how many turns were put in and how an earlier date than usual, and bad weather outside messed
,

.

many turns were backed off), turns left at landing and the up flying conditions for the first 4 rounds. Two flighttorque level at landing. Finally, flight time, number of totals for the winners were: (Kossuth Univ., Debrecen)times model was steered, and average RPM are recorded. .
, 7 .

.

te <A. Ree 53:57 4. I. Soltesz 31:56
On the other hand, Jim Richmond's models rarely touch 2. A. Egri 46:18 5. G. Varszegi 31:51 :

anything in flight; infact, some of us privately wondered 3e Gye Buzady 33343 6. Ze Ocsody 29:44
if his very lightweight models would hold together if they
did hit anything. All doubt was removed when he set the A new challenge cup contest was organized in Budapest,

' 33:20.5 record in Chicago's Washington Park Armory. This in the 14.9 m hall at the Politechnical University, and
was one of his lighter models; it seemingly tried to the conditions were better. The winners: —.

remove every light in the place and continued to fly with ‘

a large hole in the wingtip. Nonetheless, this isn't the 1e Ae Ree 53:48 4. Gy. Buzady 30:37
way he usually does it, so he records the following:for 2. As Egri 44301 5. G. Varszegi 26:39
Cat. III flying: Model and prop, flight time, maximum 3e K. Biro 42:01 66 2. Reti 19:04
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NEWS and VIEWS 6ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
Indoor Stick Paper Stick Indoor Cabin Indoor HLG

Junior Junior Junior Junior
1. Tom Sova 18:26.1 1. Barry Pailet = 1033761 1. Tom Sova — 11:23.4 1. Marty Thompson 118.22. William Schlarb 11:05.0 2. Tom Sova — 10326,.8 2. Michael Kuehne 7:41.86

|

2, John Lorbiecki 100.2 ,

3. Bruce Pailet 10:47.0 3 William Sechlard 9:47.8 3. Barry Pailet 5:03.0 3. Jim Haught 59.64. Michael Kuehne 10:43.1 4. Michael Kuehne 9:06.5 4, Bruce Pailet - 4355.0 4, Michael Taibi 85.35+ Barry Pallet 9234.0 5. Steve Bandt
|

8:57.0 5, William Schlarb 4:33.8 5. Michnel Keuhne 85.2
©. Michael Parykaza 9:19.4 6. Kim Mather 8:08.6 6. Brian Pardue 82 .3

7. Bruce Pailet 7316.0, 7. Carl Johnson 80.8
_8. Timothy Noonan  7:09,.4 8. Rod Wilson 75 0

pe “9, Jason Tryon
©

4344.0 9. Bruce Pailet 54.710. Ronnie Stransky ~~ 3:37.6 10. Robert Sylvia 65.6

- Senior Senior Senior
. .

Senior

1. Jan Serviates 14:45 .0 1. Jan Servaites 16:45.6 1. Ronnie Ganser 13:51.7 1. Richard Hixon 116.0@. Ronnie Ganser 14:09.8 2. Jeffrey Annis 11:47.9 2. Dan Domina 13:4%,2 2. Paul Andrade’ 108.63. Terry Kuehne 13:19.6 3. Richard Hixon 11:30.1 3. Terry Keuhne 7350.2 3, George Pharr’ JOS.7 7°4. Jeffrey Annis 12:27.0 4, Susan Weisenbach 11:29.2 4. Dale Hacker 7248.5 4, Paul Tobie’ 104.95 Susan Weisenbach 12325.0 5. Dale Hacker 10:32.2 5. Susan Weisenbach 5:24.2 5. Dan Domina 191.36, Dale Hacker 10:58.0 6. Dan Domina
_ ,10320.7 6. Jan Serviates 4333.0 6. Jan Serviates 99.47. Dan Domina 3:36.7 7. Ronnie Ganser 10:02.5 7. Bobby Hanford G6 «18. Richard Hixon 8:18.3 &) George Pharr 8:00.0 oe 8. Terry Kuehne 92.8

9. Terry Kuehne
©

7224.0 -
So

9. Gary Price Bo.5
, 10, Susan Weisenbach 387.2

Open Open Open Cren

1. Jim Richmond 34:33.8 1. Jim Richmond 21:34,2 1. Jim Richmond 20:25.2 1. Dennis Bronco 125.62. Clarence Mather 30:44,0 2, Al Rohrbaugh ———-2032063 += 2, Bucky Serviates 19:16.2 2. Rovert Watson 123.63 Ron Plotzke- 28:14.2 3, Clarénce Mather 18:50.6 3, Ron Ganser 17:29.2 3. Bucky Serviates 121.4
oo 4, Dan Belieff 26:55.6 4, Ed Stoll 18:24,.0 4, Charlie Sotich 17:19.4 4, Ron Higgs 112.8

5. Manny Andrade 25:08.0 5. Joseph Sova 16:44.7 5. Al Rohrbaugh 16:36.2 5S. Rudy Kluiber 114.06. Ron Ganser 23:09.7 6. Charlie Sotich 16:44,6 6, Wayne Zink °14:14.6 6. Dan Belieff 110.07. Ed Stoll 22:51.0 7. Bob Clemens 16:33.1 7. Ve. Cumnyngham,Jr.107.98, Paul Tryon 22:35.4 8. Dan Belieff  —§__16:09.0__. 8, John Sites
—

107.79. Al Rohrbdaugh 22:37.5 “9. Ron Ganser “14323,2 9. Ed Franklin 105.3 ot

10. Wayne Zink 22:16.4 10. Larry Cailliau 12335.3 :

10. Joseph Macay 104,28
The 1970 Indoor Nats was held in the Washington Park worked for eight hours with only a fifteen minute break to”

Armory in Chicago, and was blessed with good entry, very complete the judging of 56 AMA Scale models, and all the
good conditions, and excellent performances. A Higher Scale fliers owe them a special vote of thanks. George
proportion cf Junior and Senior entrants made flights than Pickel and John Hatch assisted with score posting at HIG,in previous years, while many Open entrants never made it providing a welcome relief. Thanks to all who helped!to the meet,

_, —— oo
Two or three "happenings" stick in the mind from the

The meet format was the same as for 1969, with rubber day of Indoor Rubber. Jim Richmond put his Paper ship urevents on Monday and HLG and Indoor Scale flying half a on its second flight, and it threaded its way through ali.day apeice., Scale models were judged during the HLG fly- the lights and stuff, hardly touching at all to rack up aing, and the scale flying began promptly at 3 pm. Peanut fair margin of victory. However, when nis FAI was up onScale and Navy Scale were again "extra" events, sponsored its flight, the timer counted 15 contacts, with one orby the Cloud Busters club of Detroit, and Erwin Rodemsky more tailslides as it drifted half the length of the site.
ran PennyPiane under the sponsorship of the Chicago Aero- In sharp contrast, Erwin Rodemsky put up five officials,nuts. An excellent crew of Navy timers was on hand both all of which hung. Then there was the Navy timer who camedays, eliminating the need for volunteer timers used at back from a timing stint convinced he was a jinx. Ke nadboth the '68 and '69 Nats. These timers worked hard and timed three members of the same family; each model had
in a very conscientious manner, and were quite interested hung on a light fixture, and twoof them on the same one!in doing a good job. Several contestants took time to say his meet also confirmed a suspicion about the light fixehow pleased they were, and this word was passed on to the tures; I had been convinced each one had teeth up there.
proper Navy officials. It was discovered that the lights could belowered and the

models lifted off, so I examined one of the fixtures while
This year the Indoor events had a new award - Indoor it was down. Sure enough, there were several sharp verti-

Category Champion. The specifications for the award make ¢al protrusions well suited to "eating" models!
it similar to Grand National Champion, in that the winner

;

must have the highest championship points from indoor ©

On HLG day the fliers were there very early, beforeevents (only) of any Indoor entrant, regardless of age. '

7 am. By starting time many fliérs were zeroed in, but
/

Each contestant must declare intent to compete for this times didn't really start to climb until about 11 am.award, and may choose any three events to be scored in. Dennis Broneo had good times early, and was essentially in
(Actually, Category Champs are allowed to compete in half a leading position most of the day. However, the rest of
as many events as are flown in that category; Indoor has the places changed several times during the day. In the
only five events in the Nats so three is the maximum nun- Junior division, Marty Thompson posted two good ones in
ber an Indoor Champ can declare.) Jim Richmond became the seven tries early, but wasn't able to help his score in
first Indoor Champion by winning first in each ofhis de- later attempts. Luckily, no one came close and he held
clared events. It was noted that Jim cheated himself - his lead long enough.

oe

his entry fee covered five flights in each event, but he
oo |— used only four of the fifteen flights to get three first Indoor Scale held few surprisés, but a few of theplaces! models were a departure from the expected entry. A Ford

.
:

- Tri-motor, with the outboard motors geared to motors inBesides the Navy crew, meet administration was handled the wings had its problems butfinally made its flights,by Bud Tenny and Jim Perdue, with Ralph Kuenz as CD for ~ ©

the model was very well done, and it was the opinion ofthe Scale events, The Seale Judges were Al Burezycki, Al several bystanders that the model was simply too small.Koehler and Robert Mosher, all of the Cloud Busters. They Ron Martelet's Pilatus Porter was obviously a model built



to fit the existing rules exactly - it was peautifull os yPlé port - a't1ona :

constructed, but ultra-light and flew very well. The con= Zenn Peane Re ort. 1970 Netionals — cpr mestruction was perhaps.typical to lightweight indoor scale, — ee “By Bob Clemensbut the model was covered with Microlite which had been
~

ee pee seo ge wee eetinked to show all hatches, movable surfaces, etc. on the Can an indoorevent be highly competitive, give Se
real airplane, The resultwasgreater than usualscale reasonably good performance, use easy-to-build models, and -

markings with no weight penalty. Charlie Sotich and Jim.—be downright fun in the bargain?” If the°unofficial Pénny- seRichmond had similar approaches, with Pilatus Porter and” Plane event heldat the 1970 Nationals is anyindication,Turbo Porter models. Thus the flying part of the rules the answer would seem. to be a resounding Yes!. .

,

were emphasized, to the detriment of many models with more Mere gy Te , }scale features. It is possible that this will result in Making its Nationals debut, PennyPlane saw 28 contese
.rules proposals to more nearly equalize the concepts of tants - nine Juniors and 19 Sr.<-Open - turn in a total of ,

flying vs. scale; at least this is being considered. _| 11% official flights. The Chicago Aeronuts sponsored the
~

.

eo

oo

co Ee ae eo, event,’ with Erwin Rodemsky serving as CD and Mrs. RodemskyVery little mention has been made of Navy Scale, and sitting in as recorder, Entry fee was ~ that's right -

perhaps more should be said. The event is Judged by AMA one penny!rules, but must be a model of a Navy aircraft. The trophy
for this event was donated by the Cloud Busters, in order Rules were purposely kept simple. The chief stipula-to insure continuation of the event. tions were that the models had to weigh, less rubber, at

. least as much as a new copper penny; (this is .1 oz.$ wingOther trophies for the extra ovents were donated as span or total length could not exceed 18"; the motor stickfollows: PennyPlane (very nice desk pen sets) - Erwin could not exceed 10 inches..
Rodemsky; The Golden Peanut (First in Peanut Scale) - 7Flying Aces GHQ; Craftsmanship (Peanut) - Bill Hannan; Five minutes would have seemed good duration for such
High Point Junior (Peanut) ~ Long Island Association of a model, but it didn't take many flights to show that aModel Airplane Clubs. well-trimmed PennyPlane could do much better than that.

Erwin Rodemsky set the early pace with a 6:43 flight on
Indoor Scale his first official. His ship was convential, and covered

aa with white tissue. Clarence Mather, flying a ship with
Junior very short.wing posts and a large diameter prop, then took
~~

: the lead with 7:14. These two models, as did many others,
1. Michael Kuehne Pietenpol 105 a

took advantage of the lack of restriction on wing chord to
2. Bruce Pailet ‘Pilatus Turbo 83 use wings roughly four inches or more in width.

Porter
Le ge Lo

D ,
¢

.

‘ oo Duration kept improving through the second and thirda Marty Thompeon Preto. Porter Tore
_

vounds of official flights, as the contestants got the
5. Barry Pailet Helio Courier 72.5

7 feel of their models, most of which had not been flown un-

6. Ronnie Stransky Nesmith Cougar 61.5 der high ceiling conditions before. Air conditions were

7. Robert Sylvia Piper Pawnee 47.5
: very favorable, with only light drift. However, light

° y P °
: * cords and beams began claiming some victims as more modelsSenior reached the vicinity of the 90" Washington Park Armory

ceiling. Most trapped ships were ballooned down without
1. Dan Domina 115.5 incident or serious damage.2. Terry Kuehne Pietenpol 103.5
3. Brian Webster Eindecker 103

. Rodemsky's third official flight climbed right to the4. Bobby Hanford PT-19 102 roof, avoided getting hung up, and came down at 8:16. This
Open gave him the lead over Mather, who had upped his best time

to 7:27. Al Rohrbaugh made 6:24 for third place, while
1. Ronald Martelet Pilatus Porter 172.5

- ‘

Dave Linstrum's model, proxy flown by Hardy Brodersen, did
2. Earl Thompson 1911 Cessna 160.3

:

' 6:05 for fourth, followed by Bob Clemens with 6:04, aT;

3. Jim Richmond Pilatus Porter 154.7
4, Charlie Sotich Pilatus Turbo 151

, : The final official flights of Mather and Clemens told
Porter — ,

‘ the story of the top three places. Clarence put up a
5 Bucky Servaites 1911 Cessna 141.7 splendid 8:28 effort to win Open; Rodemsky's 8:16 gave him
6. Frederick Stark DeHavilland 29 141 second; Bob Clemens turned 6:48 to nose out Al Rohrbaugh
7. Ken Jchnson Piper Vagabond 135 1/2 for third places
5: Williem Petton SecA Super seer ees In the Junior division, Tim Noonan put up a terrific

10. Tom Peadon Vickers Bleriot 116 1/2 . 6:32 flight on his first official and.was never in danger77° r
oo. after that; Chris Clemens took second at 3:57 and Michael

Parykaza finished third at 3:26.
|

:

Navy Scale :

,

Trophies ~- beautiful desk pen sets made by Rodemsky -1. Joseph Macay Curtis Seagull 151 2/3 were presented to the top three finishers in each division
Peanut Scale Results and PennyPlane had made a successful showing at the Nats.

1. Clarence Mather Wittman Buster 214
,

*#HENATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY ####
2. F. T. Stark 1640
3. Don Garofalow Nesmith Cougar 140

;
New Members!

High Point Junior
|

,

oe,

_

BUDD CHANDLER, 46701 Frances Lane, Utica, Mich. 48087
a

me

CAPT, JOE CHANDLER, CMR 2459 603 DASS, APO San Francisco
Kim Mather 134

,

96570
ARTHUR MANSFIELD, 621 Glendale Pl., Tullahoma, Tenn. 37388

Best Craftsmanship
; 4

Honorary Members
Bob Clemens Demosielle

URS SCHALLER, Glaserbergerstr. 74, 4056 Basel, Switzerland —

‘PennyPlane Results
,

cs
Recent Publications

Junior Open “sympo 70", the third NFFS Symposium Report, contains
,

three papers of direct interest to indoor fliers, besides
1. Tim Noonan 6:32.2 1, Clarence Mather

|
8:28.0 several other papers of interest to most FF'ers. ‘These

2. Chris Clemens 3:57.0 2. Erwin Rodemsky 8:16.0 three indoor papers are:
3. Michael Parykaza 3:26.0 3. Bob Clemens 6348.0 ce a

4, Jack Tisinai 2:55.0 4, Al Rohrbaugh 6324.0 '

"Optimum Chord For FAI Indoor Models", by Bob Platt.
Qe Stephen Robbins 1:59.0 5. Fudo Takagi (1) 6321.0 This paper explains various aerodynamic factors involved
6. Giff Gaynor 1:38.0 6. Dave Linstrum (2) 6:05.3 ‘in choice of wing chord for FAI Indoor models, and con-

;
7. Kim Mather 1316.0 7. Charlie Sotich 5358.8 cludes that a substantial increase in chord over preset
8. Tom Gaynor — 0:16.0 8. Charles Markos  5t16.5 values would be beneficial. ,

,

9. Wayne Zink ~ 5304.0
;Proxy Open Fliers 10, Donald Wright =§ 5:03.0 "A Simplified Method For Estimating The Neutral Point

_

11. Jim Richmond
.

435520 Of New Designs", by Hal Crane. This paper is Hal's second
(1) Ed Lidgard 12, Dave Linstrum (3) 4338.0 commentary on the importance of proper location of neutral
(2) Hardy Brodersen 13. Patty Thornhill 4:35.0 point, and compares results obtained with the explained
(3) Ron Plotzke 14. John Thornhill 4328.0 method, the method outlined in Sympo 2, and the Cole
(4) Bill Bigge 15. Bill Hannan (4) 4325.0 method (Jan. '69 INAV). The gain from a few minutes of
(5) Jim Jones, Jr. 16. Gene Simpson -°~ 4:16.0 computation is explained: The flight efficiency of an en-

- “17. Dave Linstrum (5) 2:42.0  durance model airplane can be made optimum by using an ad-
18, James Noonan 0:52.0° equate but not excessive margin of stability. As
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om "Computer Evaluated Aerodynamic Design Criteria For Meanwhile, a couple of new viewpoints have been ex-Indoor Models", by Walter Erbach. This paper details how. pressed. Hewitt Phillips suggested that the basic model& computer was used to "fly" a typical indoor model at not be changed, but that it be required to carry a stipuedifferent trim settings and with different amounts of lated weight. This would tend to minimize the differencestabilizer area, while solving for lowest power required in model weight due to inconsistent wood supply, and wouldfor level flight. One implication of the results is that greatly simplify processing difficulties.smaller stabilizers than usual provide a more efficient
airplane, The conclusions include an indication that var- - Paul and Nan Tryon brought up the valid point that adations in indoor airfoils have essentially no effect upon change in model specs late this year (the pertinent CIAMpower required for level flight, and that the computer meeting is in December) would greatly handicap all whosimulation is a valid approach. would try out for the team, in that there would be verylittle time to develop models before competition begins.Where can you get a copy of Sympo 70? Send $3.50 to
Annie Gieskleng, 1333 So. Franklin St., Denver, Colorado Because of the very late CIAM meeting, AMA HQ will80210. To get previous Symposium reports, send $6 to get help disseminate news about the results, All interestedboth '69 and '70 or $8 for three - '68, '69 ana '70. fliers should send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to

AMA HQ in the middle of November. As soon as the meetingPen Pal Wanted 1s over, the pertinent information will be sent out to all
' who request it in this fashion.

Rudolf Drnec, Krasneho 4, Brno, Czechoslovakia, is in-
terested in free flight scale models and would like to ex- THE PIOTURE STORYchange correspondence with U. 8S. fliers on the topic. A
copy of Czech rules is available from INAV by sending a

:stamped, self-addressed envelope with the request. ooaumns unless otherwisenosed? Pottom, Pictures by Bob

CONTEST CALENDAR Page 3 = Left Column
MARYLAND - College Park. Second Annual Eastern Indoor 1. Jim Richmond's Paper Stick, touchi a aftChampionships, Sunday, Aug. 30, 1970, 8 230 am to 4240 pm. flight. P

, m6 cown after winning
Site 1s Cole Field House at Univ. of Maryland; 98' ceiling 2. Susan Weisenbach launches her Cabin joband usually has good conditions, HLG, Scale, Paper Stick,

. Very neat t
;

Indoor Stick, Easy B, Unorthodox Aircraft, Peanut Scale.
2 ‘Rey Bienenstets meter, designed by Paul Crowley and

For other details, and special rules on Peanut, Easy B and 4, Cla
°

!Unorthodox Aircraft, contact Bill Bigge, 5131 Mass. Ave.NW rence and Kim Mather wind Kim's Paper Stick.
Washington, D. C. 20016, ph. 202-OL 2-5606,

Right Column
NEW YORK - Long Island. Cat. II indoor contest at Cant- 1. Jim and Bill Hlague Park, Hicksville, L. I., Sept. 27, 1970. Site is 2. An unidentified othe meee ey fo tty2mike eniPe
190' dia, dome, 50' high. HLG, Easy B, Indoor Stick, 3. Some of the AMA Scale entries.Feeene ee toy, Bit Dunwoody, 985 Ft. Salonga 4. Kim Mather's Nesmith Cougar (1.) and Clarence Mather'sRd., Northport, L. I., N. ¥. Buster. First in Peanut and high Junior in Peanut,

.

~ vee: : RECORDS? MAYBE!
oo.

.

Page 4 - Left Column 7p :

~
. Spi

py te6 gutanngane ul
At

.

1970NATS, July27> 4270» Cate (907ceiling) 1. Bill Bigge and his dirigible, after it lost some helium.ashington Par Ys Go, ° It flew around with motor stick and prop suspendedOpen Indoor Cabin ~- 20:25.2, Jim Richmond
below the gas bag.

2. Ford Trimotor model. Outboard props driven by angleFAI INDOORREPORT drive from motors in wings. (Chris Clemens photo)
3. Charlie Sotich checks his Paper Stick,OneGramModel? 4. Ron Plotzke repairs his mike ship.

‘Anyone wishing to express an opinion pro or con about Right Column
a proposal before the CIAM should send these comments to
Dave Linstrum, 12 Holcomb St., Simsbury, Conn. 07060. The 4. More AMA Scale entries. Richmond's Pilatus Porter inproposal would require the FAI model to weigh a minimum of lower right hand corner.
one gram and permit the motor to weigh no more than one 2. Clarence Mather and his Paper Stick.gram. Numerous comments pro and con have been aired here 3. AMA Scale entries: PT-19 at top, Helio Courter next,in the June and July issues of INAV, and copies of these Stormovik by Mather, Waterman Racer by Bob Clemens.will be furnished on request. 4, Peanut Scale entries, Demoiselle in top center by Bob

Clemens; winner of Best Craftsmanship trophy.
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
####NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY###« °°

, suggestionwas to require contestantstoadvanceafter
winning a certain event. However, this would place us in

New Members! oo a position of creating a new indoor event to attract new
a fliers, then making the successful ones junk their models

EDWARD CATTEY, 39 Pequot Rd., Wallingford, Ct. 06492 “and putad neeones just a8 soon as they get the old models
MELBURNE C. OICKLE, 119 Martha Rd., Glen Burnie, Ma. to fly decently

21061
,

4" Since so many people favor the concept of a weightEDMUND AL WINTER, 1AGe Lonmacddog Sty Longmendon” Mess limit AMA event, the next logical step would be to set up
an ’ “3 01106 ° trial events at local contests and see what the partici-

coe pation would be. Perhaps PennyPlane will fill this needHonoraryMembers or perhaps PennyPlane would fill the novice event slot.
,

JOWN BLOUND, 3 Cromwell Hi21, Luton, Beda, Bhglend rent suchas Tintresuetony"events afteralk. the parGORDON BURFORD, 51 Jetty St., Oranges wtselie soo2”” pose of the event ia to provide a competitive event which
JULIO H. FERREYRA, Ateneo Popular de Versailles,

| emphasizes design and flying skill in place of choice wood
Aeromodelismo, Roma 950, Buenos Aires, Argentina and handling skill required for "full house" indoor. Any

’ ’ ’ advancement to lightweight classes should be made by the
:

Snowed Under!! fliers themselves, and true novices would have to be sep-
neat arated from more experienced fliers to give them a chance,

said a t how wonderful th Cub aAlthough several things appear to have been forgotten, pee progran te oon veainmersy oan you taagine Gub/Delt
we prefer to believe certain matters have merely been a like Easy B the event would become with experts flying 1t?bit delayed! That is, if you have NIMAS Award certifi-
cates coming, or if you won a place in the NIMAS postal ~

1

any of several things which must be "spare time" projects FALBenefit Neet
here - be assured that they will be completed reasonably The conce tang : oartlpt "FAI Benefit Meet" was developed by Clar-Soon. However, due to an acute lack of time~ membership ence Mather, and 1s this: a model contest is held whichand subscription renewals are not being acknowledged offers low cost prizes. Excess entry fees are donatedunless they contain some message which requires an answer, to the FAI Inboard Travel Fund (fund maintained largely by

FAI program fees and donations). Themeet can befor anySite Survey Continues type of model, and a couple of outdoor FF meets held in
1969 donated their "take" to the Indoor Fund! The pointHomer Adams, Box 491, Rome Ga. 30161, is still sending .

any

out site survey forms. If you received one and haven't is this: the Program can use the help, and these small
fr ~~ meets can be funreturned it, or if a get one soon, please return it 80 ,

he can complete the initial survey. For those who haven't
heard of this effort, the end result will be a pamphlet or RecentPublications :

book which lists all the sites in use around the country " ,4 we

i ’

.
site characteristics, and a contact man. If you're moving the 1070 thdeor woeil Chanpionehipe tt de well ween.
tL pavesing,you can visit these sites and maybe join a and interesting, and covers points not told in other ar-yong : ticles on the subject. It appears in the Oct. '70 Model

A Survey Airplane News.

NIMAS Awards
Beginning in March, those who recelved renewal notices

os ee oe

also received a questionaire which outlineda new event The NIMAS Awards program was proposed in its final
concept. This questionaire was worded thus: form in Dec, '64 INAY. The concept is that NIMAS Awards

would be “an incentive award for performance which did not
What would be your reaction to the following concept: exceed the existing record but was better than average

ae flying.” Since then, 128 fliershave received Awards, and
1. Novice event- 3 or 4 gram minimum weight. 17 of these have received all three awards in a given cat-

. egory to become NIMAS Aces. The program offers an award
2. Intermediate or regular competition event= 1 gram for three levels of performance (Silver, Gold and Diamond)

minimum weight. : in both HLG and rubber flying, for each AMA ceiling cate-
gory for a total of 18 Awards. The Awards are certifi-:

3. Expert or Records class= no minimum weight. cates suitable for framing or for keeping in a scrapbook.
A parallel system with lower qualifying times is set upAll models to be 65 em span and flown in accord with for Juniors. For more details, send to Box 545, Richard-standard AMA rules except, that eraers would be poral tted son, Texas 75080 for application blanks. The latest flier

o enter only one o e three events, thus declaring him-~ ain awa is Dan Domina; Crane is a Cat. I Ace
self to be novice, intermediateor expert and taking his

to 6 wards D ; °

lumps as they come. Also, what would be your reaction to SILVER CAT, III GLIDER AWARD - 0:58.0, Dan Domina
disqualifying flights which rafter-bang.or ceiling scrub? =e Ae ° ,

The intent of this concept is to relieve the pressure to GOLD CAT, II GLIDER AWARD- 0:57.0, Dan Domina
have super-good wood, and to increase the useful life of

.

“

the models and to make competition more fun and less GOLD CAT, II RUBBER AWARD - 26:56, Hal Cranepressure.
FAI INDOOR REPORT SO

In stark contrast to the questionaire circulated by ae
Clarence Mather (see FAI Indoor Report), this sampling of Advance Information
the NIMAS membership yielded the following results from a eetotal of 54 responses: There has been considerable concern over possible

changes in the specifications for FAI Indoor models. IfAgainst the concept - 14 votes (26%). any changes are made, this will be accomplished at the
beh

. CIAM meeting in December. Since this is a very late startom For’ some part or all - 40 votes (74%). toward building models for the Team Selection Program next .

year, special arrangements are being made by AMA HQ to get
|

For (with reservations) ~- 15 out of the 40 above, or the word out. If you want information of rules changes by —

38% of total For vote. the CIAM, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to AMA
HQ with equest.

13 of those with reservations would permit ceiling
8 your reques

scrubbing, especially for Novice and Intermediate classes, :

PAI QuestionaireOther suggestions were to have only one extra class, and _

it was suggested that either 1 gram or 2 grams be the top Last spring AMA HQ distributed a questionaire fromweight. 75 cm max span was also suggested. Finally, one Clarence Mather; the questionaire covered both the specs -

.

:
a. . oo canine si " anim — en tsetse as vitae SOLER LTEALENT



for the model and the Team Selection Program. Below are times will be corrected t '

risted the results of this questionaire, in abbreviated in order as below. ote © 25° cedling height and listed
. Orme

/

.

. mo Top Ten Easy1. 46 fliers approved the 1969 Team Selection Program,
Easy 2

| and 11 suggested changes. ; OPEN... ...... Thme/ceiling Fudge Adj. Time
| 2. Weight rules for FAI Indoor models were voted down, - te Bob Platt 558 .8/20' 1.32 739.2
: by the margin of 40-14, 2. Clarence Mather 556/22.3' 1.26 696.6 —

3. Given the assumption that some form of weight rules 3.. Joe Portecorvo 485/17.75' 12404 «681
must be adopted, the vote was: 4. Hal Orane 511/20'  =—s-

1432 675.9
a. one g min. model/one g max. rubber ~ 8,

,
5 Harry Cook 538/26' 1.16 624.2

be. one @ min, model weight only restriction ~ 36. | 6. Jim Walters 382/17.75' 1.404
|

536.44, Choice of model size if min. weight rule not adopted: 7. Fudo Takagi
|

365/et' . 1.29 459.6
a. 50 cm - 4, 8. Howard Haupt 312/21! 1.29 402.8
be. 65 cm ~ 35. (present size)
ce. 75 em = 17. TOP JUNIORS

,
1. Dave Sandelius 449/17.75' 1.404 630.5CD's Needed! 2. Rick Sironen 331/17-75" 146404 464 8

It 1s quite likely that the next Team Selection Proe# Top Ten Ceiling Dodgers
gram will closely parallel the 1969 program mamaged by
Clarence Mather, in view of the good acceptance of the Time/ceiling Fudge Est. Score1969 program as outlined above. It will be necessary to (to 35') Altitude
have many CD's to help run the program, and all who are 1e Stan Chilton 1115/35! 1.0 33! 1115interested in helping are requested to drop a line to Box 2. Tom Vallee B1070) 1.32 19! 1068.2545, Richardson, Texas 75080. 3. Hal Crane 682/20! 1.32 19° 850.2

4. Dick Hardcastle 602/23! 1.23 22.5' TA3
CONTEST CALENDAR 5. Hewitt Phillips 528 .2/20' 132 15' 698.7

6. Howard Haupt 456/22! 1.26 15') 575
Only one listing has come in to firm out the schedule Te Harry Cook 471/26! 1.16 24' 546.5for this season, so let's get them int Flying sessions, 8. Jim Davidson 280/13! 1.64 g' 459

contests, club meetings and special programs are all good . 9. Richard Sironen 308/37! 972 33" 396.6
things to list here. Please be sure to send information 10. Roger Schroeder 239,5/15' 1.53 13.5' 365.9to Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080, by the 5th of any par-
ticular month to assure listing in that month. To submit times for listing in either Top Ten, send

the time, ceiling height and estimated altitude to Bob
VIRGINIA - Hampton. Record trials at Willis School, Oct. Putman, 507 Darlene, Arlington, Tex. 76012 by the first
17-18, 1970. Hal Crane, 4002 Buchanan Dr., Hampton 23369. of the month that the listing is intended for.

STATE OF THEART 0 INDOOR ELSEWHERE

The model of the month is Jim Richmond's Cabin model, Indoor activity 1s growing in South America, and is
which currently holds the Open Cat. II Cabin mark at 20:25 centered primarily in Argentina and Uruguay. The Argen-and won both the 1969 and 1970 Nats. Jim describes the tine Indoor Nationals took place on March 27, 1970 in a
model in this way: 15 m site.

;

The plane is a conglomeration of parts from other 1. Heotor A. Beggiatto 778 851 1629
designs and therefore qualifies for the kind of name* that 2. Eduardo A. Grippo 880* 742 1622
Manfred Koller hangs on his ships except that it has 3. Alberto A. Barilari 732 867 1529 —

proven itself to be deserving of something better. Maybe 4, Nereo Beggiatto 772 719 1494
;

I should call it "Lo FAI" or something since it uses a 5. Domingo A. Sassone 703 773 1476
heavy old Bienenstein "Lo Down" fuselage with modified 6. Alberto C. Collazzo 517 552 1069
gear and tail assembly, and an FAI wing and prop. It is a 7+ Luis M. Coronel 372 372 74h
good thing that the fuselage is so strong, because I blew 8. Hector M. Ferreyra 210 245 455
a motor in it prior to my Nats flight and was able to re-

: pair it (after a few hours of desperate work and a few *New Argentina national record,
. yards of patching film). Lesson: "don't ever try to
. attach a motor to a rusty hook." I sanded it smooth and

coated it with cement before the next try. The plane went CONTEST RESULTS
off with about 1620 turns on the record flight and climb-
ed to about 67 feet. Two fliers, Bob Clemens and Hal Crane, made partial

reports of the activity at the Maxecutors! 2nd Annual
*Koller claims to copy other models, and names the result Eastern Indoor Championships. The attendance was somewhatBastard"): low, but the competition was tough in the good conditions

which prevailed in an excellent site.
RECORDS? MAYBE!

Open HLG Jr. Easy B
CAT. III RECORD TRIALS, Aug. 2, 1970, 180' ceiling 1. Stitts 92 1. Fisher 5351

Santa Ana Hangar, Santa Ana MCAS, Calif. 2. Thornhill 89 2. Chris Clemens 4:29.5
Senior AMA Cat, III FAI ~ 23:58.6, Bill Gibbs 3e Ronnie Ganser 4:25

: 2nd ANNUAL EASTERN INDOOR CHAMPS, Aug. 30, 1970 Cat. II Open Easy B Paper Stick
Cole Field House, Univ. of Maryland, 98' ceiling 1- Bob Clemens 11:01.1 1. Bob Clemens 16:11
Open Cat. II Helicopter - 7:01, Tom Vallee

_

2. Bob Platt 10:58.8 2. Tom Vallee 15354
3. Tom Vallee 10:49 3e Bob Platt 15343

THE "TOP TEN" LISTINGS
ee Indoor Stick

The Top Ten Easy B listings began in September '69 and 1. Bill Hulbert 27:06.2.
.

are based on the winning flights from the Annual NIMAS 2. Hal Crane 26:56.4
Postal Meet, which is held during March and April each 3. Bob Platt 25338
year. After the Postal, fliers can submit new times to

bump" their way higher in the listings. Fliers who did
not enter the Postal can submit times to make it into the
listing. ‘

The Top Ten Celling Dodgers came into being in Jan. oe
'70, and 18 set up to encourage experimentation on model 4

design and trim. The idea is to get the highest time pos-
sible in a given site, without letting the model touch the
ceiling. “~~

sam
Any model which will meet AMA rules for any indoor

TRY AT WITH LESS UPS,
event will qualify for the Ceiling Dodgers. The basic /

‘ Easy B rules in the AMA Rule Book define the size of the a

; Easy B, and the models must have solid motor stick and PATi tail boom, have unbraced surfaces and be covered with tf iS :| paper. Ground rules for both listings are that flights . . cy" i
are to be made according to AMA rules. Submit the times an iY :

t and measure the ceiling height of your site according to
.

4 FAI measure (see Rule Book). Also submit your estimate of t
3 how high the model went (for Ceiling Dodgers only). The :
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Last month we had a photo of Bill Bigge's model diri- be covered on the film, where it sticks by adhesion. To
gible which actually flew. In response to my query for remove the overlapping parts of the film, use the fine
details of this model, Bill sent the following: prush dipped in glue and guide the brush around the out-

_

d4dne one or two cm away from the edge of the model. The
—,The airship weighs .175 oz. covered, .097 bare without film will melt immediately to the edge of the model and we

ms

fins or accessories. The frame is all .040" sq. medium can remove it from the hoop.
soft balsa with dacron bracing. The center of gravity of
the aerostat is well behind the CG of the displaced air, Though the technique sounds relatively simple, a cer-
Consequently no attempt was made to save weight in the

|

tain amount of experience and practice is necessary. This
power unit slung under the nose, ' ds especially true when removing the film from the water;

it tears very easily and the work should be done very
Speed is about 2 feet per second on just over one row carefuliy. It one has a few failures it is not too bad,

of knots in a loop of .041 pirelli. The prop is an old because ons bottle of UHU-microfilm lasts for 10 or 20
15" x 37"! modelse,

_

Gross lift is about .5 oz. on methane, and roughly 1.0 INKS
oz. on helium. The Microlite weighs about 200006074/846 ,

HINTS AND K

in., so the surface is about 1300 sq. in. Polyethylene
dropcloths are available as light as .00013 oz./sq. in. = INAV, but itiestilt© good ideetoons. from an early
that's getting pretty close to condenser paper. The stuff °

has pretty good immediate or slightly delayed (seconds) An Indoor Light Box
elastic recovery of stretch. It can be shrunk with heat
and patched like microfilm. I have been using it for I don't think I've built a single HLG wing or stab in

' gmall airplane-like kites and it looks promising for the last few years but what I thought how nice it would be
indoor/outdoor models similar to PennyPlanes. It gives to work over a piece of glass which was illuminated from
less strain on framework than mylar and has no moisture below and thus be able to watch the sanding as it progres-
absorption. Also it holds gas pretty well. sed. The idea finally caught up with me and I went off to

the neighborhood glass shop and got the fixin's, stopped
| It should be quite feasible to make a sturdier alir- at the local lingerie shop for some gift wrapping paper
: ship covered with polyethylene for about 0.4 oz. It would and picked up a GE bulb FG (for gliders?)#1048-AX which is

probably be worthwhile to taper the stringers and use a tubular frosted bulb about five inches long. An hour
smaller cross-section members for the rear rings. after getting home I had used this assortment of odds and

.

ends to make a stabilizer and was very excited about the
A LOOK AT YESTERYEAR results.

Microfilm ~ 1941 Style .

The first place that the under-lighting came in handy
was in placing the template on the sheet of balsa. Grain

The commentary below is a translation by Manfred doesn't always run parallel to the edges - why should the

Koller, from a 1941 German model supplies catalog. surface cut from the plank? After some preparatory plan-
; ing the stab-to-be was placed on the glass for the major-

General items on indoor models; . ity of the sanding. Not only waa it possible to work much
rr

more quickly by this method but the fine graduations of

Building and flying indoor models has been done as a light which showed through the wood permitted a degree of
sport since 1937. Since it is a principle not to use for- control in sanding the surface that I had never before
eign materials (at that time WWII forced the Germans to experienced. —~

1 limit expenditures of pounds and dollars for war imports),
: we have not reached the standard of the other countries The technique need not be limited to the HLG however.

which also fly indoor models. It should prove just as handy on motor stick and tail boom
blanks for mike and paper ships as well as on tapered

Nevertheless, the performance of German models, still sheets from which spars are cut. Of course, if anyone is

using some foreign materials (they mean balsa), is so high 8till carving wooden props the application is obvious.
that every modeler who tries this kind of modeling gets
most enthusiastic about ite The pieces of glass I got from the glazier measured 6"

,

x 24", one frosted and one clear, and were taped together.
The development of these models depends upon keeping The use of frosted glass (like the back plate on a camera)

the whole model light. Even the covering material plays was todiffuse the light. I got the gift wrapping paper
an important role. Thus high performance indoor models in case the diffusion provided by the glass wasn't ade-
are covered with microfilm, which has been available in quate - and it wasn't, so one layer of the paper was sand-

Germany since 1937. wiched between the two layers of glass. The bulb was
frosted for the same reason and was laid end-wise under

The technique of covering indoor models with microfilm. the glass-paper-glass sandwich which itself was supported
| on a couple of cans.

Before starting you must have the following: |

11. A large basin of lukewarm water; the basin must be Although the glass didn't cost much - $2.50 for the

thoroughly cleaned before filling. two pleces - I think you can do better. I looked for, but
2. A hoop consisting of a frame of wires with two bows. could not find, ordinary glass shelving. These standard
3. A small bottle of UHU-microfilm. (comment by Manfred: glass shelves have several advantages, not the least being

This solution was sold by a big firm which produced a that they are manufacturered in the long thin shapes we

glue called UHU-hard. The solution was still avail- want. Secondly they usually have rounded edges which the
able in the late 1950's. I tried one bottle, getting glazier's glass doesn't - thus the tape. Finally they are
film with red, green, blue and silver, but it was a

_

designed to be supported at their ends with a load between.
thick film which seemed heavier than condenser paper.) If vharring were a problem you might try some of the as-

4. A small brush, and the wings and stabilizers of the bestos or glass cloth used by photographers to diffuse
model. spots or floodlights. Otherwise two such shelves, with

opaque paper between them might be better. And the ideal ,

Firat, place the wire frame of the hoop on the bottom solution to the light source might be fluoroscent bulbs
of the water basin and pour (they say drip or trickle) which give off a diffused light and come in a variety of
four or five drops on the surface of the water. See that lengths,
the drops are placed in a line, so the film is gets large
enough to cover the hoop. Do not drip all drops at the QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

. same place on the waters If you do not use colored micro- a
film (red, green, yellow or blue), you can see the film 42. Ifa paper stick and a microfilm model of the same

only by looking on the water from the side, thus seeing design are balanced to the same margin of stability, will
the film in all colors of the rainbow. Two minutes later they fly alike?

.

you lift the hoop to the surface of the water. When you
are sure the hoop is covered on all parts with film and it Two models of the same design, balanced to the same

_

is overlapping the hoop all around, pull the frame up very margin of stability, and adjusted the same (including turn
' carefully since by moving fast there is danger of tearing radius, wing warps and thrust line), should fly in similar

the film. Hold the hoop vertically for a few seconds so fashion. That is, recovery from ceiling scrubbing and

the water can drip back into the basin. collisions, flight attitude and power handling capability
should be the same. However, the paper ship will be about

Then the covering begins. (There were no remarks 70% heavier and thus will have significantly lower flight
about drying or storing the film for days or even hours - times in virtually all circumstances. In other words, if
Manfred) Wet the frame with saliva and place the part to the models weighed the same they should fly the same.

4
°
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NEWS and VIEWS £ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545: Richardson, Texas- 75080

ate ae
RWMODEL ATRPLANE Sotreview O° B. Proposal from the 8/C, after the Indoor World Champi- “NATIONAL INDOOR MODELAIRPLANE SOCIETY #**«

onship in Romania. The proposal ie:
HonoraryMembers Add to par. 3.4.2 - The weight of the model without :

|
FRIOLI ADALBERTO, Via Gambalunga 10, 47037 Rimini (Forli) Tubber shall not be less than 1 gram,

|

Italy Reasons: .

Family Memberships
Models are easier to build and this should attract

- more people in agreement with the CIAM policy as discussed :BRENDA McDOWELL, 205 N. 4th St., Champaign, Ill. 61820
during the 1970 Bureau Meeting.

Change of Address
Models are stronger (the percentage of crashed models

DAVE LINDSTRUM,972 Plum Grove Circle, Buffalo Grove, Ill. in Blanic Prahova was over 50h) «
. .60090 Performance is reduced, making it easier to organize a .

World Championship should the number of entrants further .AMAElection - increase, as hoped.
a

"3
By the time you read this, you doubtless will have an

— _ ,

re Z
AMA ballot to participate in the election of an AMA pres- IndoorWorldRecords
ident to replace John Patton who declined a nomination for

3:

,

another term. Also at stake this year are District elec-~ The record 1isting below Got ee ono. by AMA HQ, and °

tive offices for even munbered AMA Districts. Of course, W48 current to approximately Oct. 1, 1970.
the other District offices (Contest Board members, Contest

;

Coordinators and Associate VP's)areindirectly involved Cat. I 21206 9/13/69 Jiri Kalina Czech. vesince each VP candidate submits a slate of his appointive Cat. II 27:28 6/7/70 Andras Ree Hungary 7officers at the time he accepts the nomination.
#30307 8/26/70 Jiri Kalina Czech.

.

Thus, you can help assure proper functioning of your
.

“

District by informing yourself of the capabilities of the Cat. III 33:07 8/3/70 Jim Richmond U. 5. A.
candidates and his appointees, supporting the best slate
of officers and encouraging fellow AMA members to vote for Cat. IV 45 240 9/22/62 K. H. Riecke W. Germ.

mo them also.
oe,

a So ee ‘*Tentative record; will supercede 27:28 mark if it is— us
Two regular nominees are on the ballot for President, omologated.

and Cliff Piper (Dist. I VP) is running on a write-in cam-
;paign. The other two candidates are John Clemens, known INDOOR ELSEWHERE

:

far and wide for his Nats publicity work, and John Pond, ~

cs

an old-time FF flier and most recently known for his work
.

Last 1970 Cardington Session
is establishing the Old Timer FF activity at its present
popularity. It has been shamefully traditional for less While reporting these results, Bruce Edwards said, "Onthan 20% of the AMA membership to participate in these Sept. 27 we had our last meeting for the year at Carding-

.elections, Is it possible that we might muster a few more ton and our first competition, so this really could bevoters this year? labelled our 1970 Nats. Conditions were perfect, and I do
-

.mean perfect. Once into pattern the models stayed center-~First Come, First Served ed. To all us newcomers we suddenly found out what indoor:
is all about."

.Joe B. Barkley, 1308 Koblan Dr., Hixson, Tenn, 37343,
has a copy of Ron Warring's "Indoor Flying Models" in fair

_

1. Reg Parham 29355 *33313 63:08condition with all pages intact. He will sell it for $1 2. Stan Wade 26:17 27:48 64:05postpaid to the first applicant. The book was published 3. Laurie Barr 26:16 25:48 52:05in 1946, and is quite interesting as a source of histor-= 4, John Blount 25321 23:48 48:41teal information. 5. Mike Fantham 17324 18:02 35:26
6. Martin Shepherd 17:40 16:58 34338

FAI INDOORREPORT . 7. Bruce Edwards 13:40 16338 30318

Team Selection Chairman And Committee Chosen
E we" British record and first 30+ 65 cm flight in
ngland.

Bud Tenny has been chosen as Chairman of the 1971 In-
Doedoor Team Selection Program. The following fliers have CONTEST RESULTS

agreed to act as members of the Indoor Committee. Theywill assist with final decisions about the program and LIAMAC Indoor Meet, Sept, 27, 1970, Cantiague Park, Hicks-
help coordinate the program in their area. All fliers who ville, New York. 50' ceiling.
are interested in the program are urged assist their near- :

est coordinator in lining up CD's and sites for the qual- Jr.HLG  Sr./Op. HLG
—ification trials. Bob Dujat 62.8 Don Edson 75.2

,

Ron Stransky Ed Franklin
Bob Gibbs Bob Dunham

,

Barry Pailet Art Slater
5005 Halifax Circle P. 0. Box 7151
Cypress, Cal. 90630 Tulsa, Okla. 74105 EasyBJre EasyBSr./Op.

Chris Clemens 5:45 Bob Clemens 9:04.8
Paul Crowley Hal Crane Barry Pailet

/

Frank Haynes32604 Tecla 4002 Buchanan Dr. Bob Dujat Bob Nelsonhn, Warren, Mich. 48093 Hampton, Va. 23369
Seale J Scale Sr./Ocale Jr, ScaleSre/Ope

+1 aad se
~ ‘BarryPailet— 106 Don Edson 155CIAM AgendaSettled ' Bruce Pailet Don Garofalow

The text below came from a report to Dave Lindsatrum Gerald Jones T. Quermann
from Luigi Bovo, Chairman of FF Subcommittee. It was ab-
stracted from the complete report by Mr. Bovo to the Sub- Indoor Stick Paper Stick
committee; presumably this is the only proposal on the Don Garofalow 9:58 Bob Clemens 9332.4
agenda affecting Indoor, since this is the only one men-

Joe Nusrer
.

Frank Haynes oo

tioned in the report. Jean Pailet Ed Franklin
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302/Or Fount ine eaetl t Simply put, 0% margin means that the model would have

Mest r Pod t "ed bet Ba ad Pailet
neutral stability; that is, there would be zero restoring

oint ~ tie between barry ean raile force to right the model after an upset. "Would have" is
the correct statement, since we are using a stabilitySpecsat wrens te ren a acer Social club for chart designed for A-2 gliders. Indoor models have dif-

continued sponsorship 0 8 ‘ ferent constants, but the method and chart remains valid
for comparison if not for absolute measurements. If the

PAPER STICK PERFORMANCE SURVEY proper chart yielded a negative value of stability margin, —~

the model would tend to diverge farther after an upset.
Recently a question came up about who might be rated A positive margin would indicate that the model will tend

-

as “top paper stick flier", This is a difficult question to right itself.
to answer, since such a rating might be established by any

,

of severa] methods of evaluation. However, information The exact amount of error in the NIMAS C.M.0.5. chart
necessary to make such a choice is presented in the chart has been estimated to be between 15% and 40%. For our
below. Names were presented essentially in the order they purposes we simply say that 0% to perhaps -8% margin (as
were taken from back issues of INAV; all flight times were computed on the NIMAS chart which appears in Jan, '69
converted to Nats Championship points, since these points INAV) is about ideal for most indoor models in average to
express performance based on top time. For example, poor conditions. We may be able to use ~15% for ideal
for a top time of 20 minutes, winner gets 100 points and conditions for record attempts, but the charts in INAV
a time of 15 minutes would get 75 points, regardless of will continue to be computed for 0% for simplicity.
numerical contest placing. All the scores below are from
Nats Paper Stick results for the year heading the column. STATEOFTHEART

' ' ' ' ' 16 168 '6 70 The model of the month is Tom Vallee's late Cat. I62 163
|
64 2 ee OT

“og 33 19 cabin model "Snarf", It twice broke the record, and wasKlintworth 100 100 9 Nt tt

Rigge QA 62 an excellent approach to "tailoring" a model to a specific

Gough 89 site (JFK Jr. High, 20' ceiling). Part of the design con-

Stoll 86 99 78 100 79 «685 cept was short-coupled fuselage and low pitch prop to in-

Atwood 100 89 87 sure reliable flights in small low ceiling sites.

Sotich 82 96 = 8:1 TO 80 90 68 78
Mumper 99 89 77 99 ALOOKATYESTERYEAR
Kopecky 100

Cummings 95 One of the problems which has always been with indoor

Hindes 90 modelers has been where to get information on models and
Richmond 87 76 75 100 100 flying. In the early 1930's, Philadelphia was a major
Randolph 94 100 100 62 center of indoor activity, largely due to the assistance

Powell 95 of the "Philadelphia Evening Bulletin" newspaper. This
Gitlow 91 paper published a model plan and building instructions
Belieff 99 67 75 every Saturday, thereby helping the activity. One such

Rohrbaugh 75 7 75 95 plan, furnished by Bill Lindsay and enlarged by Harry
Keshishian, is shown here. A question: Who was the first

UESTIONS AND ANSWERS designer to use the present-day cabin model layout, witha separate motor pod and fixed wing location? (Stokes used
436 on 2 or e068. chart, what is the meaning of the 0% fixed wing incidence and moved the wing fore and aft to

notation? change trim, as was done on stick models of the same era.!
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Cementing the seam of the rolled tube can add a lot of
_ ENDOOR CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

i
INDOOR CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

unnecessary weight if it is not carefully done. Cement is
This particular series was started in Jan. '70 INAV needed only in the seam - not all over the surrounding

and Part re Wood Density appeared in Feb. '70 INAV. Due wood. In order to get the cement into the right place, I
to a press of time upon your editor and on some of the in- &%PPly_it with a Jeweler's fountain oiler, which is simply
vited contributors, the series had to be delayed. We now a small glass tube with a small hypodermic needle-like

_have two more "parts" on hand, and hopefully other parts metal tube in one end. The business end is carefully
will come in as these are presented, Jim Richmond agreed rounded to prevent scratching the wood. A magnifying eye  —~_
to comment on motor sticks, since his sticks are both Loupe is filled by sccking senent op sete te rhe pounteinlonger and lighter than most others now being built. n ’

blown out and washed with thinner immediately after use.
Part III - The Motor Stick

The rolled tube should be carefully examined for any
by Jim Richmond weak spots or areas. Any weak areas in the tubular shape

(detected by careful squeezing) can be strengthened by
In order to build light motor sticks, it is necessary running a piece of 1/64 sq. balsa through the tube and

to utilize light, yet strong materials in such a way that cementing it at both ends. I like to use the strongest
a minimum quantity does the job. The motor stick blank is end of the tube for the front of the motor stick due to
ordinarily heavier than the bare wing frame and two or reece ating abuseexpected pnere. I glue 3 eee adsx 3/4

° eavi nner bottom surface o o ubesinglecomponent. tye wotoe erie pecowtenthemejor ret ends, This aids in preventing buckling and serves the
fluencing factor in total model weight. Because of this, same purpose as the vertical web used by others, but it is
I have made extensive efforts to minimize motor stick aeiressibenbee The Position of the glued sean doesn tseenweight. » bu e on top better since

any weak spots are less likely to cause trouble there. It
I have tried a single solid stick braced with wires ie seeereelte ter te tube te ee rownvard prior to bracing

for both torsional and bending stresses. Also, built-up order for the tube to have tight wires, e desired
structures were tried. In addition to excess drag, the bow can be induced by slipping the tube over a pre-~bowed
major problem with these approaches is that they are hardwood dowel and baking it at about 200° F (be careful).
utterly dependent on each and every stick and glue joint.
The failure of any one results in instant destruction of The double prop bearing and rear hook that I use are
the entire model, as I learned the hard way. The rolled both made from .012 music wire. The double prop bearing
tube has proved to be just as light as any other structure is bent in an inverted V shape with a closed loop on one
for this application, and it is much more forgiving and end and a pig-tail loop on the other (see sketch). Thedependable. closed loop is the front bearing, and it 1s ground flat on

the front to provide a surface for the washer. The pigtailSelection of good wood for the motor stick blank is of loop provides positive control of thrust angle and still
paramount importance. Above all, it must be light, pref- makes it possible to attach and remove the prop. These
erably 4 lb/cu. ft. density. It must also be "C" grain, loops are made by worrying them into shape with pliers.
free of defects and exhibit a reasonable degree of stiff- Sometimes it helps to insert a .013 wire through the
ness. Stiffness can be checked in a relative manner by roughly formed loops and then squeeze them into shape -

holding the ends of two sheets side by side on the edge of this prevents the loops from closing too much and helps to
the work bench to see which one bends the least under the make them round. The openings can be enlarged and rounded
influence of its own weight. The size of the wood depends with a careful application of a .013 drill. Both
on its application, but my current recommendation for FAI the front bearing and the rear hook extend all the way
models is .012 x .750 x 14, which weighs about .005 oz. through the motor stick to provide attachment points for
Thicknesses from .010 to .0135 and widths from .675 to the bracing. The combined weight of both bearing and rear
875 have been used successfully in the past. Tapered hook 18 only .0008 oz., but if you are really fussy (asI
blanks have been tried but are not recommended: strong am sometimes) you can make them out of aluminum or titan- ~——

ends are just as important as the center area, ium and reduce the weight even more. The complete motor
8tick with everything on it should weigh between .007 and

Double wire bracing is a necessity for a motor stick -008 oz.made from the above blank. I use a different bracing
method on each new stick, butI like the current one which One last word - a sheet of wood that is a bit on the
simply consists of a balsa “V" mounted on each paper wing thick side or one that has thick areas can be corrected bymount tube with .001 nichrome strung over the ends of the careful sanding with a block on a large piece of glass. IV's and attached at each end of the stick, A motor stick suspect that sanding can weaken the wood, so use fine gritwithout bracing must be larger and heavier to withstand paper and take it easy. Also, you will probably find thatthe bending stresses, so bracing is used as an expedient the center area of a freshly sanded sheet is thicker than
to permit the use of lighter material. the edges, so trim off both edges ~ straight, please.

Good Luck!

O12 DIA.
MUSIC WIRE
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NEWSand VIEWS: ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
WHH#NATIONAL INDOOR MODELAIRPLANESOCIETY##i## . Club mailings. Most likely these publications will have

the same thing, but the official versionwill be as pub-
, New Members! toened by AMA 1069" bet is ae tenure ty quite similar

° at use n 1969, but various inputs (Indoor Committee
DAVID BEASLEY, MAG 32, VMA 324 Avionics, MCAS Beaufort, and Clarence Mather's questionaire) indicated concern with

S.C. 29902 +the extremely tight schedule of qualification meets and
GARY BRUNO, 1825 Holloway Rd., Holland, 0. 43528 excessive long distance travel. It is hoped that these
JOHN W. GREGA, 355 Grand Blvd., Bedford, 0. 44146 problems have been alleviated to some extent in the new

THOMAS MAHURIN, 6409 Brookside Rd., Kansas City, Mo. 64113 program, but the general nature of indoor flying prevents
HARRY STUNE, 637 Maye St., Westfield,N.J.07090 effectiveteamselection unless a unified Finals is held.

Honorary Members 1971 Program Details

RAY MONKS, 232 Westwood Rd., Sutton Coldfield, Program Entrants: The Indoor Team SelectionProgram is—
Warwickshire, England open to all indoor fliers who have a 1971 AMALicenseand

OVE PETTERSSON, Ganglaten 25, 421-46 Vastra-Frolunda, an FAI Stamp. Fliers chosen for the Team must be at least

Sweden 14 years old by the time of the 1972 Indoor World Cham-
STAN WADE, 39 Beacon Dr., Loughborough, England ptonship.

Program Structure: There are three levels ofqualifica-
Financial Report Tier:LocalGualification Trials, open to all program en-

trants; Semi-Final Trials, open to Local qualifiers and to
With this issue NIMAS begins its tenth year, and it is certain others (see Qualification Requirements below); and

still growing, though not as fast as the last two years. Team Selection Finals, open only to Semi-Final Qualifiers.
The average circulation for 1970 (Nov. '69 thru Oct. '70)
was 289 - a 3% increase. However, the average for Sept. Program Entry: The program may be entered two ways.
and Oct. '70 was 298, and the member listing above shows First, fliers may send the proper fees to AMA HQ; each

that circulation is rising again. Income for the year was will be issued a program entry form which entitles him to

$845.30, and expenses totalled $825.46. The expenses are unlimited attempts to qualify for the Semi-Final Trials,
as follows: up to the Local Qualification deadline. Second, he may

enter the program by paying the same fees to the CD of a

Producing INAV $353.06 Local Qualification Trial. All who qualify at any Trials

INAV.Postage 235.88 will be issuedaNotice of Qualification, while those whe

o—~ . Correspondence postage 103.52 enter at a Local Trials and fail to qualify will receive
!

- Supplies & other expenses 102.98 & program entry form entitling them to continue to try to

Special Action Committee 30.02 qualify.
to. 25.

CDEntry: CD's of Local Qualification Trials and Semi-
Each issue requires about 65hoursofeffort, counting Final Trials may fly in those events provided that two

- the help of family members on mailing nights, and all help contestants or other officials time the CD's flights. The
donated by draftemen and other contributors. This doesn't CD of the Finals may not compete in that meet.
include time spent in correspondence, which totalled 706
pieces incoming, and 1046 pieces outgoing. . Qualification Reguirements

Junior NIMAS Awards
=

, Local Qualification Trials: Entry Fee - $2 for Juniors,
ote ett sss

Sh for all others. 75% of the entrants in each Local
SILVER CAT. Ii RUBBER AWARD-16:26.1, Tom Sova Trials will qualify for the Semi-Final Trials; also any

, flier whose score is 75% of the winning time for that

SPECIAL INTERNATIONAL ISSUE
,

Trials will qualify for the Semi-Finals. Program entrants

;

:
:

°
who enter via AMA HQ may also qualify by entering a reg-

This issue is dedicated to those “honorary members" of ular sanctioned AMAindoor contest. In this case, quali-
NIMAS who reside away from the North American continent. fication is achieved by scoring 75% of the winning time in

These fellows now total 37 fliersin19countries, and a regular contest event. The flier must use a model which
most of them are faithful in reporting their activity. We qualifies for FAI Indoor*, and qualification score is com-

appreciate these letters, and reader comments indicate a puted from the contestant's regular contest flights.
strong interest in international indoor activity. Thanks Special Note: Program entrants who would have to travel

_

to all my friends overseas! ~~"— .

200 miles or more to enter either a Local Trials or an AMA

_ oe
«ss

indoor meet may bypass the Local Trial level and enter the
FAI INDOOR REPORT ~~

Semi-Final Trials by paying the entry fee. However, this
action must be cleared through the Program Administrator,

FAI Rule Change? and the flier must have made entry via AMAHQ beforethe
Local Trials deadline.

The CIAM will meet early in December, and will spell .

out rules for the models to be flownat the 1972 Indoor Semi-Final Trials: Entry fee - $2 for Juniors, $8 for all
World Championship. These rules willbe in effect during others. Two-thirdsof the Semi-Final entrants plusall
the U. S. team selection effort, so all who plan to fly fliers who have 80% of the winning time for that Trials
will need to know. AMA HQ has arranged to send a copy of will qualify for the Team Selection Finals.
the CIAM meeting results to all who furnish a stamped,
self-addressed envelope. If you want advance notice of Team Selection Finals: The top three entrants in the
the new rules, send the envelope to HQ right now! Every Finals will represent the U. S. at the 1972 Indoor World

possible effort wet be made to send the Dec. IVAV out Championships. Entry fee - $10 for all entrants.
shortly alter wor 8 received. However, our house is *Specifications of the FAI Indoor model to be used in the
newly remodeled and still torn up, so no promise is made} 1972 Championships will be spelled out at the December,

In recent weeks, the Hungarians have decided that the 1970 meeting of theCLAM.|In S6n8ra)» noses Ee retnese
one gram rule should be "i1roned out" as provisional rules models meet any other rules for FAI Indoor (For example

~~ to be sure it will have the effect expected, and will make Easy B models vad Paper Stick models usuall ualit > ’

guen a proposal at the CIAM meeting. If this happens, the 8y F ya ve

amps w ely use the same rules as now are in effect
for International competition. QualificationTrials Schedules ,

LocalQualificationTrials: An unlimitednumber of localTeamSelectionProgram @pials may be held in the U. S. between Jan. 1 and May 15,
he 1971. Each Trials must be sanctioned through normal chan-

wn eeetT eedguNEgamete’ toAAHG forpublication pele ae for AMA contests and nave a minimum of four on
, trants as defined above. Each program entrant may enter

~ ‘
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any or all the lé¢al Trials he’wishes, until he qualifies, ong GOWERING WITH MTCROLITE™Si" SG? qe OCs 7Each Local Trials may be flown under ahyceiling height, eS ee ee eo abut must use full FAI“rules except that rounds need not be Microlite is thenew Tightweight’ covering. material oe :

flown. In thé’case of AMA*contests used for qualification, sold by Micro=x, 5200Seven PinesDr,, Lérain;” 0.044053. PeAMA Rules shall apply and the qualification scores must be Historically, thematerialis @relative of.Condenser cs:computed from the regular contest resilts. Note: Program paper whichmostof‘usarefamiliarwith.” That1a) cone”:entry for purposes of qualifying via AMA contests must be denser paper has been used foryearsas“an insulater’ in”

accomplished before the contest; the entry fee must be electronic components knownascondensers or capacitors; -..postmarked to HQ not later than midnight of the day before Microliteisaspace-age material which does the ‘same: job”:tthe gontest. 3 ,frogram entry does ‘not constitute entry into’ better. “Microlite ‘ts a plastic ‘film,“identirfedinthe® .-
‘ahidiiGonteste 2) ow pe kutse wee Wek OTee “electronics trade as polycarbonate film, and is somewhat

nop ne Lf kv @BR EAP T LUO Aamo, Vides Sages . gandaian ugis lighter than thebest grade of condenser paper. SinceSetii-Final” Triaist’’ AY deast’ fourBemi-Final trials will both material® are used as insulators, they are requiredbe“held;one on’ the’West Coast, one on the East Coast, and to be continuous sheets (no holes,rot even tiny ones!)twoin the CentralU.'S."Inaddition, any area at least |
ccc tpeeee cage wavs450'miles froma schéduled Semi-Finals may apply fora ... Charlie Sotich offers ‘the followitig advantagdés‘and “*"

Semi-Final’meet’through the Program Administrator, pro-,.. digadvantages of Microlite:
cus mine wangvided this’bredhasa minimof five qualifiers wno wilt

7 © onc laglh .
BS vawailok e261 oMUHH ZAabentéP'sucha Semi-Finals.

Semi-Finalsmust be completed Advantages 0 isscued ., ov fad feats ect .ADSHO .W HHOL
byJuly’15,"1971,andmay be flown under any ceiling

_

..
de dt is lighter than condenserpaper; ‘weighing’ aboutheight.’ ‘Full FAI Ruleswillbeused, including the use of  .006 to .007 0z./100 sq. ine. ...4% svah “42 ,aWUTe YHHAN

rounds.” Eachqualifier mayenter only one Semi-Finals, 2. It is not affected dimensionally by humidity, and
but he can enter any Semi-Finalin the country. in fact 1s waterproof, 77s werruton

SO 3. It is strong and not easily punctured. 9,Team, Selection,.Finals:: Al] reasonableeffort.will be made 4, It can be marked using waterproof inks, and’ can’ be
to,.schedule the.Finals. reasonably. close intimetothe3go “washed off", with ‘thinner on a cotton sWabe ogy guiNationals,,.-but, the program! §-need..for.an, adequate, Bite: and Bho lord add aay SR RSA 8 setesinngd ,MOSRNATT Sy dVO

sufficient: flying. time;must.overrideother considerations. Disadvantages
- . ac set DE ata HATSA two-day Finals is planned in order to adequately: accom-; 1. It ‘tearsveastly orice'started, SOOeGh LC pwoAe Male

odate the,anticipated: increase,in.Finals, entry... FAI. Rules 2. Special techniques must be used to get good cover-
wil] be, strictly observed, and;contest, managéeméntwill.bé ing jobs, since wrinkles!’v&tihot: be’ Yemoved by shrinking.
patterned.aften,World. Championship: practice:so,far agsy.cxry 3. Standard adhesives don't work very effectively.
possiblebay etecmeiiucs® eotisotifiacg soa} avedzo sfatues sl J 40 Microlite’ does hot’ come” tn'é! vablety of colors, 80

‘

SETTS: ‘eM ctl Ind bgt’ SOSBEONS CEM Tm Sl enopyeret ,: Ron Martelet*won Indoor Scale at* the Nats with &largecornerofWass AvecaaVanuarSte imCauUridge Nays Pilatus Turbo Porter’ covered withMcrclite. Scale aarke”
Jans9, Feb'.!-20, Mar's 20,°19715:3!30 pm ‘to 6430 "pm." Core’ ‘Anes: were: drawn’on,’ and the overall effectwas impressive,
test ADFLL 10,7497, 1 parcto 8 "pa: Ray Harral’, 15Happy’ Ron: relates: the: following ‘step-by-step system forcovering
Hollow Ra.Wayland,Mags’01778 “pH. 358-401341 ead oo “ay and finishing with Microlite: ee Rs EB

8 Yo Go sad of Beet Sree ant aoiyeg yo @aruony oc MESTG me qm "! “L dboana” thax’NEW:JERSEY: -/-Lakehurst. - ‘PreViminary’arrargénéntisave04 1. Build balsa frame i" larger all around ‘than the
ean ee ee ain’ Bualtmoatiaon lite structure to be covered (1/4" x 1/4" 18 adequate) 4%:been made’ to obtain. Hangdr #5:"for Team Qualifricatidn Jiiv he woauy equate)

Trials: Voluntéer ‘to. CD or StHerwise help bycontacting”? e- Coat the frame with full’ strength rubber’ cement. —™.
C.° Vy: Russo,'143 Willow Way,’ Clark, Nod. 07066, wetacis si 3. Unroll’ the’ Microlite ona” flat surface’and "stiooth, , , ,

,eriienuy out as many wrinkles as possible’? ‘emo aorgoaA feioeye
TEXAS - Mesquite. Indoor contest at Florence Community 4. Press. the ‘Coated side of the frame onto the film
Center,” commer’ of Linhaven'‘and Oates’ Drives ‘‘Bportséredby? 9nd cut out, leaving 1° border all around.

=Mesquite’ Mad Modelers; events: PaperSticks-Indoo¥Scale,’ ui" 50.7 The film may’now be tightened on. the’ frame by”
HLG, Matchbox mana 30° Minute HLGc: ‘ Rules: “Poy Matehbox Rel Mts‘i a ifting~ and : pulling. /Work: fromthe twiddle towardboth amodel ready to::fly (including prop if model’ te“poWered) (2 endp. CAUTION! The“ fil can” be*made drum tight ‘on’ the © :
must fit inside standard kitchen matchbox. 30 Minute HLG fraite, but it will'warp" light’ structures fter’transfers
- each contestant receives one pieceof paltea 2". x:6" pau 6. If graphics: are ‘to’ be"applied to" the” film™ (AMA’?E<

1/32" and one piece 1/16" x 1/8" x 6", Model must be air- number, club emblem, etc.), lay out the art work on paper.
worthy’ 30. minutes la'tér » anid no ‘othex materials: except” 38d Place the framed film 6verthé"papetandtrace the art

adhesive:.may' be added,“"even for balance! "The Mad Modelers work with "Pentel" waterproof pens. (Ed. note - Ron used ..strike apaint’ . Contest’ time’ :30 ‘to 6:30 pm;‘bee!6,1070. photostatsofairttart details, “enlarged”to the ‘propér' ="

aul Cardwell 2-633" Geeeniaha. Mesaiite. tes? verac’ “hick  seale to 8 model.)
| ah eu ta lglgtBTOLORIEmaaan633, Greenland, Mesquite, Tex. T3149 MePhe 7. Coat the striiéturéd‘to pbe'dovered:. with: thinned rub-

“Sey Bo guitarne wil yviilauvp op.ls yea Gl AMA av tatne onw pep cement. Use two coats of cement thinned to be jonly
wife .888o Bind STATE’ OF THE ART £ aMA fossitseas saly slightly ‘itor visdsu's than water.

|
Lay theStructure, “on, 8 4

sh eals mateniw ond to #2° sostoues ya bevrelcoa si. mot ack! flat ‘surfade, “oY 6thérwisé ‘aifport it ‘sd “the area, eH) be.
io iiThhs, month. we offer top’ models from thres’countries, “ covered is ‘accessible, | “iRisk 1. ibrae Won Sassaos Naotand. two of the, three: flew. inthe. 1970 World: Championship. °* 8.4--Liné up ‘the fil “over the ‘structure’bnd’Press tie®Eduard. Ghiubny,: from: Czechoslovakia and: Germahd Masciullo, frame @own lightly:° ‘Burnish the film down along the give ~from,Jtaly,. were participants: at the Champs, while Alberto lines with a smoothly rounded balsa stick. ooeenBarilari. hailsfrom: Argentina. Full size propoutlines.~ 9. Cut the film close to thé ‘structure“with! arazor °”

for their models.appear.on'p. 3, and three-views on ps 4. blade and burnish down any loose edges. Use a new single-~A,composite.Stability,Margin diagram appeara’ below} as’ "* edge blade for best results (ssh sas

usual the:chart is.for:0% stability. ‘Chlubny's model’ was”
a, tstrimmed..9t.0%,"Masciullo.flew hisat +18%, and Barilari —

Midicnw Fbhwa J ahd
trimmed his to +25%.
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas: 75080
eH

6 MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY###* _-~"- World Championship. Those who have followed FAI Indoor
,

NATIONAL INDOORMODEL AIRPLANE SOCTETY for that long will rememberthat the '64 Champs had to be 7
| New Members! cancelled for lack of entry (Cardington was the proposed

as site). If any World Champs is cancelled twice in succes-

ELWOOD HEIVLY, 7 Overbrook Ave., Mystic, Conn. 06355 a sion, that event will be removed from the Champs schedule.
LARRY RENGER, 910 Greenwood Ave., Canon City, Colo. 81212
ROALD TWEET, Dept. of English, Augustana Gol rege, INTERNATIONALCONTESTS

Rock Island, Ill. 61201
,

2ND Hadju-Cup International Contest - Aug. 17-19, 1970
Honorary Members.

.

Kossuth University, Debrecen, Hungary (98' ceiling)
JEAN GANIER, Delegue General, Federation Francaise D'Aero- 1. E. Chlubny Czech. 31346 32334 64320

Modelisme, 52 rue Gailee, Paris 8, France e. Re Czechowski Foland 32103 ante ont
. Andras Ree ungary 3 3 :

Recent Publications 4, J. Zolcer Czech. 29:40 28:45 58:25
5. E. Ciapala Poland 28:10 29:37 57:47

A three-part article on an intermediate indoor model, 6. V. Nicoara Romania 25:58 26:47 52:45
written by Tom Vallee, begins in the Jan. '71 AMERICAN Te 8S. Bombol Poland 27:17 25:02 52319
AIRCRAFT MODELER. The subject model is slightly larger 8. Z. Ocsody Hungary 25:52 . 26:10 52:02
than Easy B size, but uses advanced construction methods. 9. Otto Hints Romania 24:44 26:45 51:29

10. A. Moraru Romania 26:02 25:25 51:27
NIMAS Awards

. .

.
oo -

This meet had no team competition, but two national
SILVER CAT. I RUBBER AWARD - 11:06, Ned Smith Cat. III records were set: Ree's 31:43 is a new Hungarian

record, and Czechowski's 42:05 is a new Polish record.
AMA Election

.Caampionship of Budapest- Sept. 13, 1970
|

The recent AMA election is over, with a startling Politechnical University, Budapest, Hungary (14.9m)
response = 20% of the AMA membership voted this time, a

/ . Seg

healthy increase over previous elections. Also, for the 1. Andras Ree apie 27339 ae
wo. first time in years, the winning presidential candidate 2. Antol Egri

| weiae 22319 a
: received a majority of the vote. This is partly due to 3. Jd. Garzo 16:31 19:31 30:

nominations being limited to two this year, but there was
.

/ .
oo Cee

also a write-in candidate to help divide the vote. The CONTEST CALENDAR
. etnies areat tade JO en de ae oe om ae ILLINOIS Chicago Indoor sessions will be held each: o his utmost to do a good job. seems certain e So= .

l
each

firmly intends to be responsive to the membership, which Sunday between Dec. 6, 1970 and April 25, 1971, with the
is a quality which has been lacking in this office for houre9am toSen Benoareecine te theForest View Hiensever ears,

ore .

;

y
School Gym, 2121 Goebbert Rd., Arlington Hts., Ill.

:

Indoor contest, same site and time, Jan. 10, 1971. HIGFAL INDOORREPORTAI INDOOR REPORT
and PennyPlane events, CD - Pete Sotich, 3851 W. 62nd Pl.

One Gram Rule Passed Chicago ’ Ill. 60629 ph - RE 5-1253.

h 11 :
MASSACHUSETTS ~ M.I.T. Indoor sessions at M.I.T. ArmoryThe following report was received from AMA HQ
corner of Mass. Ave. and Vassar St. in Cambridge, Mass.

,

1971 FAI INDOOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP RULES Jan 9, Feb.20,Mar.20, 1971; 3:30 pm to 6:30 pm. Con-test April 10, 1971, 1 pm to 8 pm. Ray Harlan, 15 Happy
The just-completed mee rae oe FAI's Committee for In- Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass. O1778 ph. 358-4013,

ternational Aeromodeling (CIAM) voted that the "weight of . ,
egg

.
to . . Lo

model without rubber shall not be less than one gram". a JERSEY - Lakenurst. Fontative dates for hangar #5 or

Otherwise, the specifications will continue as per the #6 ~ May 2, June 6, July 3-4, 1971. Contact C. V. Russo,
present rules. 143 Willow Way, Clark, N. J. 07066

' . OHIO ~ Cleveland. Usual Great Lakes meet cancelled due to
AMA HQ) indieetes thet the one orem mele pence teen vice increase in rental cf hall. AMA sanctioned Record Trials
of 10 for, 5 against, and 8 abstentions. He indicates for all ages, held concurrently with Cleveland record
that the U. S. tried to overturn the vote bychallenging trevioue orene rormes youth Van 17 108s one beesherd at
lack of a majority vote "for" (13 votes not "for"), but Gontact Chuck Tracy, c/o CLEVELAND pins d0 Lak ta avethis was not accepted during the meeting. Cleveland, 0. 44114 for more information. ene EVE

» e °
;

Th i - ,

the PAL BirsctorGeneralwill check therecord torprece. OHIO - Painesville. Indoor sessions each Wednesday night
dents concerning this point of challenge. The check is ato dace eee National Guard Emory» Contact Dick Smola,
expected to be made and announced in the minutes of the 650 Hoyt St., Painesville, 0. 44077 ph. 261-354~8260,

only a slimhope." Joba saver” January 1, 1971, "It's
TEXAS - Abilene. Cat. I Indoor contest planned late Feb.

, °

or early March in 25' site. Tentative events - Paper
.

- Stick, Easy B, HLG, Scale, Peanut Scale and (for Jr. only)England Bids For World Championships AMA Cub. Contact Eddie Thomas, 5349 Harwood, Abilene,
The following information has reached us second-hand:

| Texas 79605 ph. 915-692-5456.
oe ,

England was the only country to bid to hold the 1972
te

'
. a. oe

' whe
_¥9 TEXAS - ll

. .
: seer norid championenhip. Tf thie proves to be official, of ballroom ae ronae Nomen 8 Gent eeDeedes tea for use .

Cardington (site of '61 and '62 World Champs) will be the Jan. 31, Feb. 28, Mar. 28, and Apr. 28, 1971. Contestssite of the 72 Champs. At least two things could happen will be held, pending receipt of permission. Possibleto change this; either England could withdraw the invita- events: HLG, Paper Stick, Easy B or PennyPlane, AMA Cub
. tion, or another country could present a bid at the next Bud Tenny or Jim Clem, 8240 Green Hollow Dallas, TexasCIAM meeting. In the event of two conflicting bids, past 75240 ph. 235-4603.

, , ,

practice has beentoaccept that bid which, according to
results of an informal survey, would attract the largest VIRGINIA - H 26%

407%:

entry. The total entry is a crucial item, since a minimum t Willi ampton. Cat. I Record Trials, Jan. 2-3, 1971
of five countri t t t 14 *

a 8 School. Hal Crane, 4002 Buchanan Dr., Hampton,o es must enter to qualify the contest as a Va. 23369 ph. 703-723-0861.

pnbenimateinnnnnisecsctibontaicaaio lepine nenee nen iereens asl aeadetaaanebanneninemineensiamamenmmetatntetininanenmnnnpntenerntin MPR renee in LOOSE nga ng inntnnrententieranemaermaaeemennnnensnanmensteit



when it was still half-way up. Reverse flare props wereDESIGN FOOTNOTES built and tried. Clarence had good luck with his. I used
mine on my first official flight and the prop was doingThe One Gram Model fine. The only trouble was that the plane flew into a
cave about 100 feet up the side of a wall and that was theThis is being written before results of the CIAM meet- end of it. :

ing are known; it will therefore serve either as a source —s,of ideas to design your own one gram models or as a report Some real brain-twisting was requiredto come up with ~

on previously constructed one gram models. the braced symmetrical prop shown. The answer to this one
became an absolute necessity when the other two props ‘

To begin with, there are many possibilities inherent in shown were destroyed and lost on the wall. I had no morethe basic concept of a model weighing a minimum of one g00d wood to build more props or time to do it, so I had
gram. Normal indoor models are built to have the absolute to find a way to make the ones I had do the job. Testingminimum weight consistent with adequate strength for fly- had proven one thing for sure: the diameter had to be 17ing stresses and ground handling stresses, but optimum one (as Kalina already knew and was kind enough to tell us the
gram design will shift the emphasis, The average competi- first day). The braced prop was originally 18" diametertive model will have to be be about 60% heavier, so the but was cut down and the spar spliced as shown. The off-rubber weight will have to increase in similar ratio. A set was used in an effort to encourage some reverse flarelarger motor will call for a slightly heavier prop with effect. ‘The spar was strong enough and the bracing reallyperhaps slightly larger diameter to handle the extra power added torsional strength. This prop was used on my last
output. Due to the higher model weight, larger wing area four official flights and I have no complaints - about thewill give lower wing loadings to minimize the higher speed prop anyway. It proved capable of both high climb and
8 beavermodel wit need. The tail surfaces will thus be long cruise; getting both these in one flight was my prob-slightly larger and stronger. lem - with no help from the drift or the walls.

To this point, natural design tendencies will have One thing was impressed upon me during our efforts in“used up" perhaps 25% of the extra weight required. Since the mine - something about the set-ups we used was verythe larger motor 1s required, a stronger (and probably right. In spite of the unusually bad air (and bad luck),longer) motor stick will yield both extra weisht und some it was obvious that 40 minutes was well within reach. If
extra margin of strength. At this point, 1t would be well that was so, how much time could you do in a "normal" site
to consider any possible aerodynamic improvements which with the right combination? Food for thought!

These props are really only of academic interest nowadd weight but may increase flight efficiency. Some unless another meet is held in a mine similar to the onedesigners will include gadgetry such as gears, but they in Slanic. Positive flare is the only way to go in a nor-should be sure that such additions do not decrease the new mal site unless you happen to have a plane that just won't
reliability inherent in the properly designed one gram get up.
model.

The following remarks tie into the above from the factThe plan page shows three models now flying which are that they were made by Jim shortly after his return fromat least one gram in weight. The first model is by Bill Romania,
Gibbs, and he used it to set the current Sr. AMA Cat. III

record at 25:586 As a one gram model, it would actually The following are design changes I would utilize if we
e overweight! ever fly at Slanic again;

The second model, by Hal Crane, is also heavier than
one gram. It has been flown extensively in the 20' site 3! ree oats wachin to about S78" braced symmetrical prop,
(Willis School) in Hampton, Vae, spending the ma jority of 3. Use atronger wing bracing wire ~ «0007 karna insteadeach flight in ceiling scrubbing. The best time under of .0005 nichrome. —.,
these conditions has been 19:58, while the average time 4, Make stronger motor sticks, stabs and wing posts.of 13 consecutive flights one weekend was 18:00. If 658 5. Shift the CG forward to about 65%.has been flown in higher sites, this is not reflected in 6. Shorten the wing posts about 1/4",the records Hal furnished. 7. Use more left thrust and down thrust.

e a .Bob Platt constructed the third model of the series,
8 Ofte uhioh barcened covet trick during tent fying. which has been an outstanding performer in Willis School. 3

it "
The first three flights on the model averaged over 20 min

9 Hold stab tilt to between 1/2" and 5/8", since some

utes, and it holds the Open Cat. I Stick record (21:06.2), problems occurred with too much and too little tilt.
set at Willis School in April, 1970. I plan to incorporate some of the above in future mod-

Very little prop data were furnished on these models aeens “ney wee re able to handle a power purst without
but Crane's prop was believed to be 17.5 x 30, and Platt Setting into trouble.

used an 18" prop.
CHANGE OF PACE

Certain other developments and ideas have come to
/light in recent weeks. For example, Richmond is reported A recent missive from Bob Meuser contained the follow-

to be trying a 10" chord, and Rodemsky has settled on 8" ing tidbit:
chord with fairly blunt, rounded tips. Rodemsky also
feels that wide chord indoor wings may have an optimum You were probably Just a wee tad at the time and don't
thickness, unrelated to the actual % thickness. Crane is remember, but us old guys used to fly Towline Gliders in
building a 7.5" chord wing of 3/16" maximum thickness, or the Gud Auld Dayes under the Junior Birdmen. There is one
only 2.5% thickness. Previous results with wide chord, by Duke Fox in an old Zaic Yearbook. Every onceinawhile
thicker airfoils led him to feel a lower thickness would someone mentions the old event and we decided to give it
be beneficial; each rib is also slightly stiffer, due to a go.. Unfortunately, because of a conflict of schedules,the reduced camber. not many showed up and only three actually flew.

PROP FORUM We flew in the Cow Palace. The portable seats and a

toeeedaes were all in place and the rafters were fes-
Salt Mine Props by Jim Richmond ooned w rapes which hung down 15 feet or so, and guywires supporting the PA speakers ran the width of the hall

The Salt Mine in Slanic, Romania is like no othe at low altitude. We had to do sort of a Limbo Dance with
indoor site in the world, and the props required to func- cur gliders to get under the wire, then run up one aisle,
tion well there have a most unusual and challenging job to %CFo8s the end and out under the balcony. The rules pro-
do. They must haul the plane up 170 feet within 5 or 6 hibited models larger than 300 sq. in. (it might as well
minutes before the motor's initial burst torque lets up,

have been an acre) and also prohibited aicrofilm (who
then run slowly enough during the next 35 minutes to keep needed it?). Bud Romak and George Foster built superlight
from spinning off the rest of the turns. How do you make  ™0dels especially for the event ~ around 230 sq. in. I
a prop that will do that? How do you determine the best made some hasty repairs to a marginally stable and quite

_

size? How do you match it with the best motor? Howdo heavy paper stick model which had turned a cool 12 minutes
you solve these problems in a site that eats your planes using @ .008 oz. balsa prop 30 years old. I had to add a

aoefaster than you can come up with the answers? few braces, but then I could tow quite fast and feel a
.good tug on the nylon-monofilament-sewing-thread towline

Such were the trials faced by your determined team
~ poor thing must have been pulling 20 G's - and also I

last April. In addition to illness and midnight repair added an adjustable offset towhook, The towhook was too
sessions, sleepless nights were spent wrestling with the far back and I was disinclined to move it. So I'd go up“Problem of the Prop". Very little was known previously do one loop, up again, and release. I suppose I got to 80
about the kind of performance to expect from a reverse

feet. Bud and George's models usually collapsed, but theyflare prop, but now it seemed that this was the only kind OMly had to get half as high as mine to beat me. George
that could do what we wanted. We needed low pitch for the finally got enough altitude to do the trick, but couldn't
rocket-like climb and high pitch for a low RPM cruise. get the model off the line. I turned in half a dozen
The symmetrical prop did a fair job once (37 minutes) with flights around 24 minutes to win the Oakland Cloud Dusters
a short loop. Climb altitude was OK, but it dead-sticked Leonardo Perpetual Trophy.

_
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NEWS and VIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny: Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080 =
#HHUNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY##+# hs

New Members! - QneGramModel .
HAL BLUBAUGH, 555 Moline 8t., Aurora, Colo. 80010 At the time of this writing, all FAI Indoor models to oa
JERRY M. BRICKEY, 109 Pennsylvania Ave. Apt. 6, be flown in U. &. Team Selections must weigh one gram less “

Loves Park, Ill. 61111 motor, and have wingspan equal to or less than 65 ecm. It i
R. W. CARLISLE, 706 Beacon St., Newton Centre, Mass. 02159 remains unlikely that the U. S. appeal of a less-than- ort

JAMES R. FIORELLO, P. 0. Box 143, Barre, Mass. 91005 majority vote will cancel the one gram ruling. (It was o
TED GONZOPH, 12996 East 2nd Ave., Aurora, Colo. 80010 reported in Dec. '70 INAV that the vote adopting one gram -
RAYMOND E. MORRIS, 4431 Marvin Dr., Ft. Wayne, Ind. 46806 was 10 "for", 5 "against" and 8 abstentions. Thus the

aR. W. OBARSKI, 3353 Charring Cross Dr., Stow, 0. 44224 "for" yotes were a majority of those voting, but not of
FRANK J. PARYKAZA, P. 0. Box 43, Willingford, N. J. 08046 those present, and the ruling was appealed.)
S/Sgt. F. E. SMITH 444 Ralph St., Apt. 323, Ft. Worth

Texas 76108 Team Selection Trials Schedule
a‘ ANDREW TOMASCH, 15641 Baintree Way, Mishewaka, Ind. 46544

DON WEINS, 19732 Bixby Dr., Cupertino, Cal. 95014 CALIFORNIA - Los Angeles. Local Qualif. Trials, Feb. 14,
1971, Santa Ana Hangar. Bob Randolph, 25145 Lawton

Help Wanted! Ave., Loma Linda, Cal. 92354, ph. 714-796-9706. All
fliers who plan to attend must notify Randolph in ad-

Several readers have written to request more infor- vance due to security provisions at Santa Ana MCAS.
;

nation on indoor HLG flying. That includes plans, hints,
comments, flying strategy, etc. Sure, the Sweepette is RECORDS? MAYBE!
still winning, but other gliders are being flown and are

:

winning. How about some plans? A considerable number of AMA indoor records are now
"up for grabs", since the adoption of the one gram rule

/

NIMAS Awards
/

and revision of AMA age groups. Specifically, the Junior
age group now includes only those who will not reach age

SILVER CAT. I RUBBER AWARD ~ 11:04, Fred Harlow 15 by July 1, 1971, and Seniors are those who will not be
GOLD CAT. I RUSBER AWARD - 12:56, Fred Harlow 19 by July 1, 1971. Thus, all Junior and Senior records

are open, and all U. S. FAI class records are open. Thus,
Scale Goodies! the Brainbuster's Record Trials was timely:

Bill Hannan has announced that his new catalog "Plans BRAINBUSTER'S CAT. I. RECORD TRIALS - Jan. 2-3, 1971
-

& Things" is available for 25¢. This booklet is 4 fasci- Willis School, Hampton, Va, 20' ceiling.
‘nating collection of illustrations, showing a wide collec- Open FAI Cat. I FAI - 19.28.6, Bob Platt
tion of fun models, Peanut Scale models, Obscure Aircraft, Open AMA Cat. I FAT ~- 18:41.4, Hal Crane
and scale drawings of a wide variety of aircraft.

The above flights were made with one gram models, and
New Supplier thus qualify for the 1971 record listings.

While aiding a local club in getting low cost indoor CONTEST CALENDAR
/beginner kits, Jim Noonan bought materials in volume. He

now has assembled a price listing of indoor parts, outdoor CALIFORNIA - Los Angeles. Cat. III Indoor Record Trials
parts, and oldtimer items. Send a stamped, self-addressed at Santa Ana hangar. Jan. 24, 1971. CD - Bob Randolph,
envelope to Oldtimer Models, 7454 W. Thurston Cir., Mil- 25145 Lawton Ave., Loma Linda, Cal. 92354 714=796~97N6,
wauxee, Wis. 53218 to get a copy of the listing.

COLORADO ~- Denver area, Cat. I Indoor contests on Jan,
Postal Contests! 24, Feb. 21 and Mar. 21, 1971. For more info contactSC George Batiuk, 2945 S. Teller St., Aurora, Colo. 80227 orAt one time, NIMAS members conducted a large number of D. McGhee, 1260 Elm, Denver, Colo. 80220.

postal meets, and the activity was coordinated thru NIMAS,
Briefly, two clubs (or individuals) with similar sites ILLINOIS - Chicago... Indoor sessions most Sundays between ,

would challenge each other to contests in specific events Dec. 6, 1970 and Apr. 25, 1970, 9 am to 5 pm, at Forest,
and exchange the results by mail. NIMAS Fudge Factors View High School Gym, 2121 Goebbert Rd., Arlington Hts.,
were then developed to give fairly equitable comparison Ill. Contact Pete Sotich, 3851 W. 62nd Place, Chicago,
between dissimilar sites, but not allowing for differences I11. 60629, ph. RE 5-1353.
in flying conditions on specific days. This activity was

. |
. ,responsible for many clubs having more fun with their in- MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. Indoor sessions at M.I.T. Armory,

door sessions, and getting to know club members in some corner of mass, Ave, and Vassar St, in Cambridge, Mass.
other state (or country). It is interesting to note that Febe 20, Mar. 20, 1971 3:30 pm to 6:30 pm. Contest April
recent postal activity has been nil (or unmentioned in .

10, 1971, 1 pm to 8 pm, Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow Rd,
letters to NIMAS), so what happened? Even the NIMAS An- Wayland, Mass. 01778 ph. 358-4013.
nual Postal meet participation fell off last year - are

we too serious with our nodels and forgetting how to have NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst. Tentative dates for hangar #5 or
fun at our sessions? #6 - May 2, June 6, July 3-4, 1971. Contact C. V. Russo,

.
143 Willow Way, Clark, N. Jv 07066.

FAI_INDOORREPORT OHIO - Painesville. Indoor sessions each Wednesday night
Team Selection Program at Painesville National Guard Armory. Contact Dick Smola,

:
: 650 Hoyt St., Painesville, 0. 44077 ph. 261-354-8260,

1 a lection Program which will name the 1972
Ue 3. tndeor reaw opened on Jan. 1, 1971. A full text of TEXAS - Abilene. Contest announced as tentative has been
the rules governing the Team Selection was printed in the postponed indefinitely.

é “Nov. '70 INAV, the Nov. '70 Competition News, and Feb. '71
;

;AAM. A very important provision of those rules is aimed TEXAS - Dallas/Ft. Worth. Contests planned tentatively
at those fliers not located in an area where FAI Indoor for Jan. 31, Feb, 28, Mar. 28 and Apr. 25, 1971, pending

. activity is high. Those fliers can enter the program by availability of site. Sanction request for Jan. conteat
sending the proper fees (including $1.25 for FAI Stamp if listed Paper Stick, HLG, Catapult Glider and AMA Cub.
you don't have one) to AMA HQ. In fact, this is a good Ail events have separate class for Juniors. Special rules
idea anyway - occasionally, a late-scheduled qualification for Catapult Glider: 4" maximum projected span, catapult
trials will be unavoidably cancelled. Those who. counted furnished. For Sr-Op. AMA Cub: Must use standard Cub
on entering the program at that event may be left out in prop, and standard airframe shape and dimensions. Wood.
the cold. sizes and materials optional.

Some Speman meter NettARR RE nS ET Atte TARA TETNNT ROT HER PO ERD:RIIMOEN RSNETNOTESENT, aTETIER IRONY ARRAN AMETAR TPCT OT ere imitatesims lNAlimeetth nt eea perp eySante tne ntsesetrtenanerenatnhimsbtnenrumn-stetthaneymaeannnmnnerURsneRetenia



DESIGN FOOTNOTES Be sure that your house has an EL-shaped living-dining
room or the equivalent, not too cluttered with furniture.

Qne Gram Follow-up It is a great advantage to fly and adjust the model at
home. I usually make a first attempt to trim by glide

The Dec. '70 INAV presented a summary of reported one testing without the prop. Use clay ballast equal to the
gram model activity, but neglected one important facet of weight of prop and rubber and locate it slightly forward —_

, the problems involved. of the normal CG of the rubber motor. (With prop on and
no rubber,a fairly well trimmed model will tend to mush

As might be expected, props and rubber choice will be rather than glide.) Start powered tests with about half
very important. Primarily, our present prop design trends winds on a motor of adequate size cross section. For
are pretty good, but a new balance of strength vs. flare scrubbing at Willis (20' ceiling) the motor will be short-
will have to be settled by trial and error (as usual). er than for Cat. II or Cat. III flying. For Willis, the

length will be about 1.1 or 1.2 times the hook span, be-
Of more importance will be rubber choice. The serious fore breakin. The weight of the rubber should be equal to

flier in tough competition must have the best rubber he or larger than the airframe weight.
can obtain, and be proficient in stripping a multitude of .

‘ sizes. Several prominent fliers have done well in the Launch the model and check for a slight climb. If the
past by using only standard available sizes of indoor rub- wing has 1/8" or 3/16" incidence, adjust negative stabil-
ber, but it 1s likely that this sort of flying will now zer incidence as needed (be sure that it is negative; that
serve only to find the right "ballpark". After the proper is, trailing edge up).
range of cross section is found, the proper loop length
for a given site, temperature and conditions must be found If the model looks OK for a normal launch, launch the
by trial and error. It begins to be obvious that complete model in a stall or near stall to check the recovery.
flight records will be helpful, since these records aid in Then launch slightly nose down to check recovery and then

judging just where to start under given conditions. more nose down. If recovery is slow from a dive, increase
negative stabilizer incidence. Checking trim at home

Locating good rubber will entail extensive testing. seems to be a very quick method of getting a good adjust-
Some rubber tests have been printed in INAV in the past, ment.
and these will be repeated in future issues. Meanwhile,
anyone who has a test that works well for them is invited Now repeat the tests at higher power. For example,
to share it. Part of the test machinery that will be wind fully and back off 200 turns, or use your torque
indispensable for meaningful testing (and flying) is a meter to get a better measure of what you have done (the
torque meter. One of the best designs for winding and torque meter permits good repeatability of test values).
testing is the design by Paul Crowley and Bob Bienenstein,
which appears on page 38 of the Jan. '71 American Aircraft If the model cannot be trimmed to recover from both a

Modeler, stall and a dive, the wing should be moved backward per-
!

STATE T A haps half an inch to increase stability. Of course, a
STATE

OF THEART neutral point calculation would be desirable to increase

Jim Richmond's "Paper Tiger" 1s the model of the
the chances of getting the wing location right the first

: § t time. (Ed. Note - see "Constant Margin of Stability, Jan.
:

month. It has won both the '69 and '70 Nats, and holds '69 INAV a st d 1 f CMOS packet Alboth the Cat. II and Cat.III Paper Stick records with .; or send Stamped onvevope 1or peeke re Ai SOs
.

Hal published an improved neutral point method in the 197021:55.6 and 26:56.0 respectively. The model is similar NFFS Symposium report.).in the fa and trim to Jim's FAI models, which were chosen ymP P °

as the #1 design in the NFFS Top Ten Models. So far, we have been talking about pitch trim. The
at model should be adjusted simultaneously for circling.In cur opinion, the model's success is due both to Willis is less than 60' x 60' so the circle must be less

geod design and Jim's careful attention to detail, both in than 20' in diameter Stabilizer tilt should be used to
—

flight trim and choice cf rubber motor. The CMOS diagram nel ~ ee)SE) Veood Steven?

,

p maintain the circle under full power and preventbelow shows both 0% margin and the +28% margin which Jim talid by f 1 the tail a Ad te di
.

flew the model with. This model is heartily recommended eee eee eee ee ee eda te Sk

y mence hedral, some wing offset and twist all help to maintain
for beginner and expert alike - the design is excellent. ,

’trim under high power. One limit we frequently approach

13 +28%_, ~ 0% at Willis is caused by the model skidding into a large
? turn under high power. A 50' turn can be a nuisance in a

~ ,” 60' site! Perhaps the best fix for skidding out of the
ol

12 7 turn would be increased dihedral on the outboard wing tip.9 ,- A last ditch remedy is to incréase the size of the rudder.

7< 7 The trim technique described lets you arrive at the

w nN y* contest ready to make a fairly good flight. However, the

oO 7 . nose may not be trimmed high enough to slow the model down
- 7 for maximum duration. At Willis the model will then tend

w 190) 7 , to speed up when flying near the ceiling and hit the
°

,
7 lights harder than necessary. Worse yet, the model will

2
7 .

also probably not recover if it touches a wall.
s| 9 7 Paper Tiger

Nose high, or slow flight trim becomes even more es-
sential at Willis, because besides increasing the possible

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 duration, the slower flying model is more likely to sur-
vive long periods of scrubbing, and bumping. Even more in-

X-NOSETOC.G- portant, the model will tend to stall away from the walls.
Drift toward a wall can then be tolerated with little or

LOW CEILING FORUM no need for steering.

To get better nose high, slow flight, trim, I would
Quick TrimTechnique

use moderate wing incidence and more negative stabilizer

by Hal Cc incidence. Under high power there will be more tendency
Yo nas srane to stall which can be relieved by using a slacx bracing

i on the motor stick. This permits the rubber tension tc.
the Ce of the complete modes in the normal way by locating reduce the negative stabilizer incidence and provide some
k plete model without the wing. Locate the

/
alee

wing so the CG falls at the proper place with regard to downthrust. If trimming becomes difficult, it should aise

the wing chord. For higher aspect ratio wings (6:1), use
help to move thewing back perhaps half an inch to in-

80% CG, but for dower A/R (4st) the CG may have to be as
crease the stability.

far forward as 50%. Install the wing sockets temporarily I ¢This home-test procedure may sound complicated and
on top the stick, using a diagonal brace: time-consuming. However, 4t should be possible to do a

IN good Job in about an hour unless the wing has to be re-

O located. This hour can be very precious at the flying
site or contest. Be sure to handle the model and rubber

—.

n
It is possible to trim and adjust the model alone, at carefully during the testing!

ome. Several tools and gadgets will be helpful includin ‘
:

a winding stooge with the rapid unwind feature, a torque
6 perere “s aoreere Be teT OU ae atetheta inthe.

meter, and a scale for weighing. Wire O rings or safetied treme stick. ort is also helpful to mark the proper set-figure 8hooks will ease the handling, at least for test- ings of incidence on the wing posts with a felt marker.° ,

Then you should be set to blast off, right out of the box,

COO when the time comes. For the first flight, be a littleOC chicken and back off a few turns to make it a safe one!

. . _— -
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Artificial Aging of Rubber - ~
:

‘oe

‘ Quite some time ago (early in 1969) an ambitious pro- O ”
-

.

8
gram of rubber testing was initiated with the help of ‘ =

other fliers around the country. Some of the rubbersam- “
neples broke under testing, a few of the tests never got > 0

:

. started, and some of them were finished properly. To the ”

dismay of the testing personnel, the laboriously gener-
ated data vanished into the NIMAS archives while waiting Q

.

for more to come in. Out of sight-out of mind! Upon
proper prodding, the missing data have been exhumed and ,

part of it has presently been computer analyzed by Bob ,

R

Meuser, and the plots below have been traced from computer
,

generated plots. Each plot is the average of identical
tests performed on each of three motors from the same :

patch, with identical handling and break-in procedures.
. In this case, the test was to examine change in character-

istics of pirelli after storage at elevated temperatures. ° 3
Four complete sets of motors were prepared, and coded ‘

in groups of three. Set #1 was held as a control, while -

sets #2, 3 and 4 were subjected to storage at 120° F. for
48 hours, 96 hours and 144 hours respectively. Comparison
of 12 graphs (for the third windup on each motor) showed °

the most interesting change to have occurred with set #3 3
(96 hours exposure), and this graph is compared to the a

graph of set #1 (control) below. .
. 2

Bob Meuser analyzed the results thus: "It appears that
aging and prewinding both increase the energy storage for 9

the same maximum torque. But if aging and prewinding de-
crease the torque that the motor can stand without break-
ing then the energy may not be increased. It would have d 8
been very interesting to continue the testing for several

;

w"

more wind-ups, ultimately winding to deliberate destruc-
tion as a measure of ultimate energy storage." d

A_LOOK AT YESTERYEAR

‘Way back in 1938, Model Airplane News ran several
features dedicated to explaining the differences between ,

models for blimp hangars and for lower ceiling sites such 0

as the various armory-type buildings then in occasional \
use around the country. Wilbur Tyler presented the two \\
HLG models shown below as part of that series. At the end

,

Q

of the article, he concludes "A correctly constructed °

giider is good for about one second of flight time for
1

—

every foot of effective flying height up to about 40 or 45 i” + ~ a i
°

' feet. Above 45 feet a glider is out of the low ceiling . . * : . °
'

class and requires heavier wing construction.” ‘ZO HONI 4! 3NDYOL
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NEWS and VIEWS £ditor: Bud Tenny- Box 545+ Richardson, Texas- 75080
####NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY####

=

FAI INDOOR REPORT

|

|

New Members?
—

,

Wetghing OfFATModelg
i ee

DANNY AGGERS, 50 Pueblo Ct., Sayville, N. Y. 11782 The following memo was made available to members of
DONALD F. BALKE, 191 Elm Rd., Inwood, N. Y. 11696 the FAI Indoor Committee and to AMA HQ for distribution to
R. D. COONEY, 1381 N. E. Arrington, Hillsboro, Ore. 97123 CD's of Team Selection Trials:
ROBERT DULIS S70 Devteene? Norwalk, Conn. 06850 1 Weighing of all models at Local Qual. Trials can beROBERT DURIS, 27 Dayton Ra., Trumbull, Cte o0et) érrormed ae the discretion of CD's Wei hing of allCHUCK ERIKSEN, 14731 Lull St. Unit 3, Van Nuys, Cal. 91405 P tft del t

°

‘
& &

MIKE FEDOR, 1926 Ballaway, Grand Prairie, Tex. 75050 at nt er ae els re be performed, e rer before the
MEON J. FRIEDMAN, (12 Heatherstone Rd., Anheret, Mags. 1s becausewehave no weighingexperienceand no gulael ine
TIBOR GALL, 7650 Hwy 90W, San Antonio, Tex. 78211

.

for the best and safest (for the model) procedures. Bob
HOWARD E. HEMINGER, 102 W. Montana, Glen Ellen, I11. 60137 Gibbs is planning to check a couple of types of scale and
NAMIER Be Be ROMER, 7509 Coronet Avesy Pls Worth, tex+ Suggestions,pleasesendthen to ues Neanunliesat the
GLENN R. O'ROAK, JR., Palmer Rd., Plympton, Mass. 02364 Santa Ana RT on Jano 24, Bob weighed several models on a
REX RECTOR, 707 Highwood, Greencastle, Ind. 46135 simple spring scale and said there was no difficulty.
THOMAS K. SMYLY, 2490 Rosemary St., simi, Cal. 93065 There was no ground turbulence to complicate matters, and
HOWARD M. THOMAS, 275 Belmont Ct. W., N. Tonawanda, N. Y. if there 1s such turbulence, we may have to devise a.

14120 screen to shield the weighing area.
LARRY VINCEK, 1911 East 34th St., Lorain, 0. 44055, , ,

: 2. All models shall be weighed before the flight at Semi-
Change of Address Finals and Finals. By that time we should have enough ex-

—_ , perience to be able to recommend the proper type of scale :
Wayne Zink moved some time ago and wants his new ad- and the proper safeguards for the models.

dress announced: R.R. #2, Woodburn, Ind. 46797., ,

3. If ballast is needed, it must be attached in a manner
As a reminder: any NIMAS member who moves and would = clearly intended to be permanent. Both AMA and FAI Rules wdlike to have his new address published should note this on 4re specific on this.

the change~of-address notice. We are happy to make these
announcements, but they must be requested. Team Selection Trials Schedule

_ NIMAS Founder Honored CALIFORNIA-Los Angeles. Local Qual. Trials, Feb. 14, owed
1971, Santa Ana Hangar. Bob Randolph, 25145 Lawton .

4
Pete Sotich, one of the seven co-founders of NIMAS, Ave., Loma Linda, Cal. 92354, ph. 714-796-9706. All

was honored last month by the Chicago Aeronuts Club at fliers who plan to attend must notify Randolph in ad- *

their annual banquet heldJan. 24, 1971. In a surprise vance due to security provisions at Santa Ana MCAS.
ceremony, Pete was presented with an autographed sketch
of himself and an engraved "Tissot" Automatic Calendar VIRGINIA - Hampton. Local Qual. Trials, Apr. 17-18, 1971
wristwatch. Pete was surprised and overwhelmed by the subject to site availability. Hal Crane, 4002 Buch-
award - but it was well deserved. Pete's service to both anan Dr., Hampton 23369, ph. 703-723-0861.
the Aeronuts and to modeling in general is legendary. We

4.

.

L

join the Aeronuts in honoring Pete! RegisterNow

Prop Blocks? All fliers who plan to compete in the Team Selection oo
—

. Program are reminded that it costs no more to enter via :
Herman Adams, P. 0. Box 491, Rome, Ga. 30161, has in- AMA HQ, and this is insurance of being able to participate .,

vestigated the possibility of machine-carved indoor prop in the program regardless of site loss or other natural
blocks, material to be soft pine. Anyone who would be in- Catastrophe! Simply send $5 to HQ ($2 for Juniors) and
terested should contact Herman; prices would depend upon ask for @ program entry form. If you don't have the FAI
the number produced. Coordination of orders for each spe- Stamp on your license, you'll need to buy that also,
cific pitch would be necessary.

CONTEST CALENDAR
Hannan Address : °

COLORADO - Denver area. Cat. I Indoor contests on Feb.
oeLast month we announced that Bill Hannan had new cata- 21 and Mar. 21, 1971. For more info contact George Batiuk

log sheets available, but listed no address! So: Bill 2945 8. Teller St., Aurora, Colo. 80227 or D. McGhee, 1260
Hannan, P. ©. Box A, Escondido, Cal. 92025, Elm, Denver, Colo, 80220.

New Supplier
;

ILLINOIS - Chicago. Indoor sessions most Sundays through :
. April 25, 1971, 9 am to 5 pm, at Forest View High SchoolNeed @ torque meter, bracing wire, stainless steel Gym, 2121 Goebbert Rd., Arlington Hts., Ill. Contests oncre a fonof’ the deems owboing produced’oy Rosriotenee’ obs 262 Hara 28 and Apr. 25, 1971. "Ror more info contact

7
"

’ te Sotich 1 W. 62nd Place, Chi Ne ~1353.Jim Jones and Erwin Rodemsky. Their main item will be Fe @ Sotich, 385 nd Place, cago, ph. RE 5-125%
select balsa wood, with each sheet guaranteed usable on MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T Indoor sessions at M.I.T. Armor

.
. e e . e s : yvmrpetition indoor models. Saw marks, hard streaks, thick. corner of Mass. Ave. and Vassar St. in Cambridge, Mass.

,
.

or thin spots, or cracks will be reason enough for refund Feb. 20, Mar. 20, 1971 3:30 pm to 6:30 pm. Contest April
or replacement. For a price list, send a stamped, self- 10, 1971, 1 pm to 8 pm. Contest events: Indoor Stick -addressed oe ee eroteke JSO; Delta Dart - Jr. only, HLG - JS & 0; Indoor Scale -

e 1 °. e36659 Ledgestone
seo

JSO Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass
,

Mt. Clemens, Mich. 48043 MASSACHUSETTS - Amherst. Indoor sessions each Sunday am~~ Phone 313-791-9486 at ballroom of University of Mass. Contact Leon Friedman, :
112 Heatherstone Rd., Amherst, Mass. 01002.Nats Dates

/

MISSOURI - Kansas City area. Indoor contest sponsored byThe U. 5S. Navy has confirmed the dates of July 26 to the Winged Motors of Kansas City and Midland Airfoilers ofAug. 1, 1971 for the 1971 Nats, to be held at Glenview NAS Olathe, Kansas, Meet is Feb. 20, 1971, 1 pm to 5 pm, at
.

just north of Chicago, Illinois. No announcement has been Olathe Jr. High School. Jr. Rubber, HLG, PennyPlane, Easymade oF ene indoor erte Féaay but, the ‘ndoor events B, Indoor Scale. For more info, contact Roger Schroeder,most likely w @ July20 and/or July 27, 19716 4111 W. 98 St., Overland Park, Kan. ph. 913-648-4265,
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THE LAB
.

RUBBER STRIPPERS

.

Does Rubber Get "Tired"? The drawing below was reprinted from an earlier INAV,
.

'
and shows a stripper designed by Erwin Rodemsky. As with :

After hearing comments about "tired rubber" which all pull-type strippers, its application should be to
seemed to conflict with his own experience, Bob Platt ran make an approximate 50-50 split in-whatever width of strip
a test which is summarized in the curves shown below. Bob you have (there 1s a minimum width of strip which can be
makes these remarks about the test: cut, depending upon operator skill and luck). In later

/

versions, the paper "shoe" shown below has been made from —

"This 1s pretty similar to the tests I ran about three old movie film. The purpose of the "shoe" is to prevent
years ago where I measured torque curves for repeated the rubber from pulling down into the blade clamping chan-

winding of the same motor. These new data are taken nel and distorting the cut. The top part of the sketch

for 11 winds with no rest between winds. There was no shows how the guides should be adjusted closer together
preak-in before the first wind. past the blade. This is important, since the rubber pulls

out to a narrow strip past the blade, and the tapered cut-~

The torque curves are for two different motors, one ting channel helps maintain even cutting.
from rather stiff, old rubber and the other from new and
softer rubber of not particularly good quality. This plot
is a comparison of the third and eleventh winds of each

.
LG a '-

motor. All runs were wound to the same maximum torque. Guide

As I see it, there is no real tiring of the rubber, ———rr --—-~—~~--4
for the area under the torque curve is greater for the

a,
_

eleventh winding than for the third winding in each case. Guive BLADE RusBER

.

There is a little change in the shape of the curve, giving
a little lower torque for climb and cruise and more turns

: to compensate for this. This could be corrected by using
a slightly lower pitch prop with a much-used motor, or Bcave
more simply, by shortening the motor a little.

_

Note that the curves indicate that a motor is never | |
completely broken-in; the number of turns it will take in- eH weaa13 ETT
creases with each wind. This will complicate testing if
you are trying to find the effect of some variable such as <-> Guiwes Aosusrasie+>
slack. .

Max forve PAPER SHoe:
48 = 0.65 in-oz (3 XS CARD STocH)

.
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NEWS and VIEWS: itor: Bud Tenny- Box 545+ Richardson, Texas- 75080
*###NATIONAL INDOOR MODE AIRPLANE SOCTETY*wwe

-

test, enter a model which weighs at least one gram and has
"

LAl e
less than 65 cm span in @ regular contest event. Make the

New Members! usual contest flights; if your score is at least 75% of
ne the winningtimeforthat event, you have qualified! Now:

CHARLES H. ADAMS, 244 E, AMA HQ has no mechanism for sorting your flight out of the
, Sunset Rd., SanAntonio, Tex. contest results, so the following steps are your responsi- .

SRY ae toscne Wheeler , Apt. 232, Dallas, Texas 75209 bility:
. L 10857 Larson Dr., Denver, Colo, 802 as .

;

J. JAMES DAVIS, c/o Great Northern Container, Box 948 *° |. Be sure that the CD checks your model for weight
Appleton, Wis. 54911" and wingspan limitations.

RICK FISHER, 165 King St., Weston, Ontario, Canada
.

oo,
og

JOHN P. KUKON, 14 Brandon ’Rd., Trenton, N. J. 08638 2. AMA HQ must be notified of your flight. This can

JAMES I. MILLER, 827 Yorkhaven Rd., Cincinnati, 0. 45240 be done by being sure the CD includes a separate note

ARTHUR A. SLATER, 10 Broadview Dr., Commack, N. Y. 11725 with his contest report, or you can get an affidavit
CHRIS WEIR, 209 Coral Ave., Balboa Is., Cal. 92662 from the CD and serd it in yourself.

Address Correction .

' Several people have written me to inquire about their
.

qualification status, citing the fact that they won such-~
In the Jan. '71 issue, Frank Parykaza's address was

and-such an event, without hearing from HQ. To repeat:
listed incorrectly; it is P. 0. Box 43, Willingboro, New the above mentioned documentation must be completed before
Jersey 08046. Sorry! AMA HQ knows that you specifically intended that flight as

a qualification effort. Even though the contest is over

Change of Address and done, and the contest report has been filed without
; the documentation being made, you can still get an affi-

Gerald Knoblauch has requested that his new address be davit from the CD and clarify your status. If any ques-
announced, it is: 121 Hoskins Rd., Simsbury, Ct. 06070. tions remain, drop a note to Box 545, Richardson, Texas

75080 and state your problem.
Chuck Broadhurst ,

. oone
. One Gram Balance

ek .

On Feb. 28, 1971, Chuck Broadhurst passed away in his
sleep. Chuck was a NIMAS member, the Executive Director The sketch below shows a one gram balance designed by
of NFFS, and AMA VP of Dist. X. In addition,he was a

Bob Gibbs to process FAI models. It 1s perhaps the sim-~

Specialty Correspondent (FF Power) for AAM. We will all plest and safest approach, and works well. Models are

vm miss Chuck and his most energetic support of many phases § ung on the hook, and tip the balance if they are heavy
our our activity. enough. Bob's version used the single hook shown, but a

. os
double hook which straddles the prop shaft might besafer.

FAI FF Qualification Trials Limit the amount of travel by varying the height of the
. block marked "A", Construct the balance from medium balsa

FF Team Program Director Dave Linstrumhasannounced and apply several coats of dope to waterproof it. Dimen-
that first-round qualification meets for the 1973FALFF sions are not critical, but calibration is. The senaitiv-
World Champs will begin April 4, 1971 and can continue ity of the balance is such that .0352 oz. will not tip it,
through Aug. 1, 1971. Most other aspects of the prelimi- but 20354 oz. will (after proper calibration). Place the
nary qualification sequence are identical to past programs balance on a smooth, level surface with "A" near the edge.
with details of semi-finals and finals to be announced. This gives about 44" overhang, which seems adequate. In
In other words, get the sanctions set up! If you have any case the accuracy changes slightly due to humidity, stick
questions, contact Dave at 972 Plum Grove Circle, Buffalo a straight pin in one side of the beam to correct the
Grove, Ill, 60090, error,

New Catalog From Micro-X I ~

a | 4———-
Micro-X Products, 5200 Seven Pines Dr., Lorain, Ohio ne

44053, Just issued their new catalog. Drop them a 6¢ stamp 1 fr OIS WIRE
with your request - the catalog 1s mailed w/o envelope. th. 7 “7
This catalog lists several new items - silver microlite, = hd
Gitlow's indoor book, 16:1 winders and .0006 nichrome. | _— { (2) axe Bacsa

Rubber Strippers Available
a

4g x t2 Busan

oo. . . oon
Limit TraveL

Bob Dunham's rubber stripper assembly line 1s starting
:

oe
eee OFup again. He sells Bilgri-type strippers which really eee

TTT
‘5work well, with a price of $5.50 postpaid in the U. 8. -—-—-—> ~~

~~
%

The deadline for ordering them is April 15, 1971; Bob's A
—

SS LLL
address is P. 0. Box 7151, Tulsa, Okla. 74105.. RaA2zoR BLADE PIVOT. 2 |

.

: NAILS FoR | SNew Product Want
: COUNTERWEIGHT

6 %
It would be very nice if calibrated spacers were made Team Selection Trials Schedule

available for Bob Dunham's strippers! Such spacers should
,

be rectangular and large enough to support most of the CALIFORNIA - Los Angeles. Local Qual. Trials, Apr. 4,
area of the blades. A set of 7 or 8 spacers would permit 1971, Santa Ana Hangar. Bob Gibbs, 5005 Halifax Cir.,
sufficient variety of settings for anyone, and would make Cypress, Cal. 90630, ph. 714-527-0251. All fliers
possible easy repeat cuts. Bob doesn't have facilities to intendingto fly should notify Gibbs in advance due to
make spacers but surely some NIMAS member does!

,

security provisions at Santa Ana MCAF.

_.
FAI_INDOOR REPORT . VIRGINIA ~ Hampton. Local Qual. Trials, Apr. 17-18, 1971,

: . ee ; ..
subject to site availability. Hal Crane, 4002 Buch-

on.
/

ualification Via AMA Contests
.

anan Dr., Hampton, Va. 23369, ph. 703-723-0861.

Some questions have arisen about qualifying for entry
, Qualification Trial Results a

in the Semi-Finals by flying in AMA contests. Basically,
the procedure is simple: you must enter the Program by SANTA ANA LOCAL QUAL. TRIAL, Feb. 14, 1971, 155' ceiling
sending the proper fees ($1.25 for FAI Stamp if you don't Eight entrants, six qualifiers
have one; $2 for Juniors or $5 for all others) to AMA HQ. Lew Gitlow 29346

©

29235 59:21
The entry (not return credentials) must be postmarked by Clarence Mather 28:22 27:07 55329
midnight of the evening before the contest. At the con- Paul Allen 28313 26350 55303



Bud Romak 25:57 27:57 53:54 STATEOFTHEART
Bob Gibbs 263 : 3
Bob Randolph 26348 5450 3aiy) The model of the month is John Triolo's FAI, which

° earned him 4th in the 1969 Team Finals and 3rd at the '69
COW PALACE LOCAL QUAL.

.
' * Nats, flying against larger models. John's Nats flight

Six entrante, five aualitions 21, 1971, 98' cetling of 37:56.6 proved that he had found the combination of
_

Jerry Powell —

12357 14317 27214 rubber and prop which he had needed the day before when
Charles Baccus 13309 12239 25348 his 6th round flight of 35:00 left him only 44 seconds
Joe Bilgri 10:43 13:08 23351 short of a team slot, Although this late presentation cm

Larry Parsons 14312 7318 20:40 was caused by lack of volunteer help at a crucial time, it
Cari Rambo 10:21 10:41 20132 can serve well as a contrast to one gram models coming up.

Certainly this model showed championship potential and was
*The Cow Palace has 98' AMA ceiling, with some space one of the best. A study of the CMOS chart below and of

taken for girders, For this meet, large plastic sheets other recent high performance models shows one thing in
hung from all the girders, greatly reducing available common - John flew his model at +5.4%, or very close to
ceiling height. In additions, conditions were poor. the recommended 0% balance line. Compare that with these-

65 cm models: Chlubny ~ 0%, Andrews - 0%, Richmond - +6%,
CONTEST CALENDAR Champine - +5.5%, and Mather - -12%. Mather's comments onSARE Se Nee .

os his model indicated that he had some problem with the -12%
COLORADO = Denverarea. Cat. I Indoor contests on Feb. balance point, giving further evidence of the accuracy of
2+-and Mar. 21, 1971. For more info contact George Batiuk 2 0% setting for most models.
2945 S. Teller St., Aurora, Colo. 80227 or D. McGhee, 1260 14
Elm, Denver, Colo. 80220. Vf
ILLINOIS - Chicago. Indoor sessions most Sundays through 13 4

April 25, 1971, 9 am to 5 pm, at Forest View High School 4

Gym, 2121 Goebbert Rd., Arlington Hts., Ill]. Contests on & 4

Feb,28, Mar. 28 and Apr. 25, 1971. For more info contact o| 12 +5.4%7/ 0%
Pete Sotich, 3851 W. 62nd Place, Chicago, ph. RE 5-1353. o 4

. ae, 4
MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. Indoor sessions at M.I.T. Armory, gon Z
corner of Mass. Ave. and Vassar St. in Cambridge, Mass. *

/Feb.<0, Mar. 20, 1971 3:30 pm to 6:30 pm. Contest April o Z10, 1971, 1 pm to 8 pm. Contest events: Indoor Stick -

|

1C
J50; Delta Dart - Jr. only, HLG - JS & 03; Indoor Scale -

4
Triolo FAIJSO. Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass. 9 4 riolo

| g
.

MASSACHUSETTS -Amherst. Indoor flying sessions at Univ. > 4
of Mass. Student Union Ballroom; Mar. 14, Mar. 28, and

/Apr. 18, 1971, 10 am to 5 pm. Contact Charles Learoyd, rl cero seen eer focaccia eabenenc raed

5 Fairfield St., Amherst, Mass. 01002, ph. 549-1150 (A.C. 7 89 OU MN 120 134

413). X-NOSE TO C. G.
MISSOURI - St. Louis area, Indoor session Mar. 21, 1971 RECORDS? MAYBE!
at Ft. Zumwalt High School, O'Fallon, Mo. Contest Mar. .

28, 1971 at E. St. Louis Armory, 2931 State St., East St. Some question has been raised about recent listings
Louis, 11 am to 5 pm; site opens at 9 am. Events: HLG, showing two record applications with one flight, in view
PennyPlane, Indoor Stick, Peanut Scale, Delta Dart. Con- of the 1970 FFCB interpretation on a similar topic. The
tact Jim Bennett, 324 Helfenstein, St. Louis, Mo. 63119 interpretation was "An official flight can only be record-
ph. 962-5271 for flying schedule, event breakdown by age, ed in one event; the event must be declared when the con-
and rules for PennyPlane and Peanut Scale. testant requests an official flight." It 1s my personal ee

.

interpretation that this ruling has no bearing on the 1969ten JERSEY ~ Lakehurst. Tentative dates for hangar #5 or interpretation requiring the contestant to claim either or#6 ~ May 2, June 6, July 3-4, 1971. Contact C. V. Russo, both records in case'a model and flight should meet the143 Willow Way, Clark, N. J. 07066. requirements of more than one record. At least, this was
the intent of the FFCB as revealed during discussion ofNEW work - Hauppauge »

Indoor sessions at Hauppauge Middle these issues. In effect, the 1969 ruling placed full re-School Auditorium, 6:30 pm to 10 pm, Mar. 11, Mar. 25, sponsibility for claiming records upon the contestant and
Apr. 1, Apr. 22, May 6, May 20, June 10, June 24, 1971. the CD; the 1970 ruling was intended to prevent a singleContact Bob Sylvia, 28 Holiday Park Dr., Hauppauge, N. Y. contest flight from applying to two events (such as A Gas
NEW YORK - Hicksville. LIAMAC Indoormeet, May 2, 1971, and FAI Power), during the contest. That is, a contestant
at Cantiague Park Skating Rink, Hicksville, L. I., N. Y. ‘entered in those two events has to makea minimum of eight
Paper Stick, Indoor Stick, Easy B, HLG, Indoor Scale. flights to complete both events with the same model. As

_

Contact J. G, Pailet, 30 Emerson Rd., Brookville, Glen stressed above, this is Bud Tenny's personal interpreta-
Head, N. Y. 11545. tion; an official differentiation would have to come from

the Contest Board. ,

OHIO - Painesville. Indoor sessions each Wednesday night
at Painesville National Guard Armory. Contact Dick Smola, SANTA ANA FAI LOCAL QUAL. TRIAL, Feb. 14, 1971 155!
650 Hoyt St., Paineaville, 0. 44077 ph. 261-354-8260. Santa Ana Hangar, FAI Cat. IV, AMA Cat. III

AMA Cat. III FAI - 29:35.0, Lew Gitlow
OKLAHOMA - Tulsa. Cat. II Record Trials Mar. 14, 1971. FAI Cat. IV FAI ~ 29:46.0, Lew Gitlow
CD Bob Dunham, P. 0. Box 7151, Tulsa, Okla. 74105, ph.
918-RI 33-5424, TULSA GLUE DOBBERS RECORD TRIALS - Feb. 19, 1971, 21'

Senior Cat. I Cabin - 3:50, Robert Dunham II
TENNESSEE ~ Manchester. Indoor contest Mar, 21, 1971, Man- Senior Cat. I HLG ~ 0:47.5, Bobby Hanford
chester High School Gym, Manchester, Tenn. Paper Stick, Senior Cat. I Helicopter - 1:15.0, Bobby Hanford
Indoor Stick, HLG, Indoor Scale and Peanut Scale. Contact
Ben Cleveland, 708 County Club Dr., Tullahoma, Tenn, 37388 COW PALACE FAI LOCAL QUAL. TRIAL, Feb. 21, 1971 98!

Jr. Cat. II Paper Stick ~ 9:04.4, Gerry Geraghty
TEXAS - Ft. Worth/Dallas. Indoor contest Mar. 14, 1971, Jr. Cat. II Indoor Stick ~ 7:28.35, Gerry Geraghty
3 pm to 9 pm, Arlington Rec. Center, Arlington, Tex. HIG, Jr. AMA Cat. II FAI ~ 7:04, Gerry Geraghty
Indoor Stick, Easy B, AMA Cub. Bud Tenny, Box 545, Rich- Jr, Cat. II HLG - 1:37.4, Gerry Geraghty
ardson, Tex. 75080 ph. 235-4035. Cat. I site. RUBBER STRIPPERS
VIRGINIA - Hampton. FAI Warmup session, Mar. 6-7, 1971. ———

Willis School, Cat. I. Hal Crane, 4002 Buchanan Dr., After having had opportunity to use numerous types of
Hampton, Va. 23369. rubber strippers, including each type of rotary shear, the

Bilgri-style stripper shown below is my favorite to use
VIRGINIA - Richmond. Flying sessions two Fridays each most of the time. The accuracy of most rotary units is
month in small Cat. I site. Contact Fred Harlow, 9724 usually superior, but these are precision machines which
Royerton Dr., Richmond 23228, ph. 701-262-9112 for info must be carefully "tuned" before they work properly. If
on place and time. they are set for the sizes you need, it is a snap to cut

ber as you need - otherwise, the task is for-
WASHINGTON = Seattle area. Indoor meets Feb. 27 and Mar. as much rub

:

.

meme

27, 1971, 6:45 pm to 9:45 pm. HLG, Indoor Scale, Easy B. midable and not suited to flying field conditions

Contact Bob Stalick, 1120 Shady Lane, Albany, Ore. 97321 The sketch below shows three views of the basic Bilgrifor site info. stripper, which is constructed from plexiglas.’ Dimensions
WASHINGTON - Seattle area. Easy B and Indoor HLG events are not critical, but the edgesof the "rubber channel"
held as part of the Boeing Management Association Model must be smooth and the joint “X" must be closed to prevent i

Aeronautics Scholarship Contest, June 19-20, 1971. Con= rubber from squeezing in. The balsa wedge shown in the
'

tact Herman Klegg, m/s 85-48, P. 0. Box 3999, Seattle, front view was originally recommended by Bilgri, but isn't

Wash. 98124 for entry blank and details.
_ _.., necessary in most cases.

;
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2. It is temperature sensitive, but all rubber tests are
The stripping method consists of adjusting the width likely to have this characteristic until enough can be

of the rubber channel to fit the rubber being cut, and learned about the rubber toapply a correction factor.

sebeing theDiade atari Press tne tip of the plage 3. The test will be elightiy sensitive to rate ofunwindnto e roug e rubber. u @ rubber w in unless torque is allowe o sta ze at fu
Blow, even force and move back from the stripper about winds and 50% winds «

;

eight feet. This allows tensions tn the two cut strips to 4, The test takes a lot.of time. Jim winds a motor once,
even out and minimize variations in width of cut. A basic

-

and computes the rating. If this ratingis high, he —

aimostSon of this type of etripper is that cuts must be winds it twice more and accepts the rating from thealmos oO ew of the basic strip. third windup. (The rating increases with each wind,

It 4 aaible’ t k 1 cute at tt ith eince, “maximum turns’ increases with each use - see
8 poss e to make several cuts at one time w Feb. '71 INAV

differing widths of cut, by using three or four blades at
°

onetime as shown by the sketch titled "multi-blade strip- LOW CEILING FORUM
per’. This mode of operation yields excellent uniformity a
from the center strips, but the two outside stripa may be Fall Off Launch Pattern
fairly non-uniform and have to be scrapped. So it is best

as

/to set the blades so the outer strips are narrow, thus by Frank Perkins
minimizing the waste. .

,
The "fall off" launch pattern is quite successful for

rx“ x Yu low and moderate ceiling indoor HLG. I've been working on

{2 x t—-BLADES this pattern recently, (with a good deal of coaching and
PLEXIGEAS >

Mh — RueBeER advice from Don Chancey and Dick Mathis) and I've finally
eR? A gotten a little feel for what 1s going on. Here is a

yo? wer WT short discussion of this launch pattern (refer also to tne

me nan PF sketch and accompanying comments):

ene For low ceiling HLG the "fall off" pattern has two ad-
+A Mucti-Bearoé SraiPPER vantages over the “S" pattern: the glider is subject topos” tht TA

less stress in the launch, and it is easier to thread this
pattern through obstructions near the ceiling of typical
indoor sites... The glider is set up with a touch of left

.

‘ rudder and a fair amount of washin in the left wing tip.
The glide circle is fine tuned with stab tilt after the.
launch is adjusted. If the model slides backon its tail
repeatedly, move the CG forward or bank the launch more to
the left. Note: these comments are for left-left pattern.

% Note: Shown for right32 zgat got @
handed persons,

® ot

;

. 25' typical
” CG. x V4

;

.

3 ye
:

3 ¥ ;Fall off ®
Pee Xx1Gbas °

Launch Pattern :

WASHERS ”

— BALSA :
WEOGE :ae)

EEE |

RuBBER [--4-40 BOLTS T% release

FRont VIEW Ewo' View
% 1

THE LAB flyer's reach

Richmond Rubber Test
_ .

|
Jim Richmond spent a lot of time developing and prov- ey. ° :

ing this rubber test, and it currently is more effective () Guager is Launchedataoe re aaa eeeen aenedel de
in evaluating indoor rubber than any test we have heard of released “Complete extension ofarnandsmooth follow throuch

teat ats test is based on a rating system, using the
important, The glider is thrown somewhat. Like ‘a dart in that it

onnowing sormuss* must point in the direction of flight all through the launch.

Rating = Torque at 20k turns x Maximum Turns
;elght of Loop (2) Glider climss away with wings still banked a bit to the left,

gi ays: "In my testing of rubber, I wind to a pre
Nose pitches up slightly. Glider is drifting slightly to the left.

ns 3 mM ’
-

determined torque - found to be the safe maximum torque ) at apex of launch glider enters mild turning stall. Glider

for that fizeof rubber, and tre “pakofr tuene to 50% tots into left wing, yawing rapidly left about 90°,
urns is ‘maximum turns. en

of the maximum and take the torque reading. The back-off (4) The left wing recovers, and the left wing tip and nose "pop"
4s done rather slowly (not at any set speed), while the

up into glide attitude -

distance between the hooksis maintained at 14" (or what- P & °

ever it will be on the model). This method doesn't tell
-

. (8) Glider decends to floor in smooth left circles,
you anything about the shape of the torque curve, but it + -

does provide a pretty accurate evaluation of the loop at
the midpoint which can be compared with any other loop." LASTMINUTEBULLETIN -

the effestivencssofJin's rubber testismost likely ,,, Mme SanteAneRecord,Mrisle,ofMen.7,127)veeiged‘ due to its close relationship to the actual use. It has
Bud Romak'’s last flight had to be steered, but clocked .

tortie accuracy, Eneseshortcomingsayer |) “") 33242;neappliedfor the FaI Cat. IV FAT mark. Clarence
_

° . Mather's biplane turned in 32:43 toward the AMA Cat. III

1. "Maximum torque" is rather subjective, depending upon
FAI record.

Jim's backlog of experience.

ST RT CC LC I LT TE ALLLLOLLLLLLL LLLLLLOCLC OLL LEE A LRLE NANENENIC attenen ttantmettreenrerre—ertttnRteAntLn eR arene rattnemenettiantttrtintatannntnnseeerm
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Contacts Wanted
NewMembers!

.
.

. .. ..Jim Miller, 827 Yorkhaven Rd., Cincinnati, 0. 45240,R. L. ANDERSON, JR., 2020 Winchester Rd., Toledo, 0. 43613 is beginning modeling classes for youngsters. He wouldCHARLES V. DUNCAN III, 7303 Hirsch Dr. SE, Albuquerque, welcome correspondence from others holding similar classes
N. Mex. 87116 and hopes eventually to schedule postal meets.GILBERT G. GRAUNKE, 15260 W. Heather Hill Dr., Brookfield,
Wis. 53005 Postal ChallengersROBERT E. HENDRICKS, 4644 Joanna Ct., Fremont, Cal. 94536

;OSCAR KUMMER, 26 Lakeridge Dr., Matawan, N. J. O7747 FredHarlow, 9724 Royerton Dr., Richmond, Va. 23228,CHARLES H. LEAROYD, 119 WashingtonSt., Marblehead, is looking for postal competition in Easy B. He has a
Mass. 01945 small Cat. I site which he uses regularly.KENNETH H. MARK, 45 Evelyn Ave., Toronto, Ontario, Canada

ROBERT A. O'NEIL, 20 Forest Rd., Welland, Ontario, Canada New Publications
WILLIAM H. WEAVER, P. 0. Box 1387, Frederick, Md. 21701

.

On page 120 of the April '71 Esquire is an article
- NIMAS Postal Meet calied "Flip, Flop The Ornithop". It features Ken John-

_8on's ornithopter along with some excellent action andThe 6th Annual NIMAS Postal Meet was supposed to have color photography and interesting patter. Mention wasbeen announced in the March issue! Because of the late made of INAV, whichyleldedmany inquiries. In fact, ifannouncement, flights made between March 1 and May 17 will you're expecting a letter from here, it has been delayedbe eligible for entry in the Postal. That will allowany by responses to those inquiries!March flights made in anticipation of thePostaltocount.
7 eee

Zz

Therefore, the entries to the 1971 NIMASPostal meet must oe FAI INDOOR REPORTbe postmarked not later than May 17, 1971. eee So
: .

TeamSelectionTrialsScheduleEvents: Easy B, paper covered only, solid motor stick and
boom, with unbraced surfaces, CALIFORNIA - Los Angeles. Local Qual. Trials, April 11, a‘

. ce. ae . 1971 (changed from Apr. 4), Santa Ana Hangar. BobHLG ~ AMA Rules except two ceiling classes- Gibbs, 5005 Halifax Cir., Cypress, Cal. 90530, ph.Class I - 18' to 25'; Class II - 25' to 35 714-527-0251, All fliers intending to fly should
we a ae notify Gibbs in advance due to security provisions at :Indoor Stick ~- AMA Rules except FAI ceiling Santa Ana MCAF. ,

on™ measure to compute fudge factor.
; ee . ee

oS

wseee eee — ,

ILLINOIS-Chicago. Local Qual. Trials, May 2, 1971 atGeneralRules; Entry fee 15¢ per event, stamps preferred. Elk Grove Jr. High, Ridge Ave. & Elk Grove Blvd, ElkSeparate events may be flown at different sessions, but Grove Village, Ill, 12 noon to 5 pm, 25' ceiling.
.

all flights for a given event must be flown atone session, Pete Sotich, 3851 West 62nd Place, Chicago 60629, ph.Please note ceiling height for each entry, as it will be- 312=-RE 5-1353. meused to compute fudge factors to equalize ceiling heights.
ooSeparate class for Juniors in each event, with awards for OHIO ~ Akron. Local Qual. Trials, April 18, 1971, 9am tohigh placing Seniors. Separate class for Sub-Junior (age 5 pm, Wingfoot Hangar. Participants must notify Bill12 and under) in HLG. Anyone can enter; send entries to Hulbert in advance due to security problems. ContactNIMAS, Box 545, Richardson, Texas 75080.

,
Bill at 174 Castle Blvd, Akron, O. ph. 216-864-8030,

,

Special events: PennyPlane and Ceiling Dodger will be OKLAHOMA - Tulsa. Local Qual. Trials, April 17, 1971, atheld if five entries are made in these events. Use any Reed Park Gym in Tulsa; 1 pm to 4 pm. Bob Dunhammodel for Ceiling Dodger; count highest time attained on
—

Box 7151, Tulsa, Okla. 74105 ph.918-747-0720.”flights which do not touch ceiling. Use Chicago Aeronuts , , .

PennyPlane rules. NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst. Local Qual.TrialeApr. 25, 1971,
at Hangar #5. (C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark,The IndoorNats New Jersey 07066.

According to a memo from Pete Sotich, IHLG and Indoor TEXAS ~ Dallas/Ft. Worth. Any flier in this area who
Scale will be held on July 26, 1971, and the regular In- wishes to qualify should enter the Program via AMA HQdoor Rubber events on July 27. Some mention has been made immediately and also notify Bud Tenny by Apr. 20, 1971
of flying Indoor Scale (regular event) and Peanut and Navy 80 proper planning can be done. Another AMAcontest
Seale ("extra" events) at some site other than where IHLG will be held to give prospective qualifiers a chance
and Rubber are flown. Whatever the outcome of that point, to fly. Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080,two sites are presently under consideration ($966 N Rubber ph. 214-235-4035.
and HLG events: International Amphitheatre (19 Nats

/site) and the Brig. Gen. Richard L. Jones Armory (formerly WASHINGTON D. C./BALTIMORE AREA. Local Qual. Trial, April
the Washington Park Armory and site of the 1970 Nats). It 24, 1971, at South Post Gym, Ft. Myers Vas, 8:50 am to
seems that either may be available, and the decision will 12 noon, 36' ceiling. Tom Vallee, 444 Henryton So.,
be announced as soon as possible. PennyPlane will algo be Laurel, Md. 20810
sponsored again by the Chicago Aeronuts, and w e ownat a site and time to be announced. QualifiersViaContests

Time Top Time %NIMASAces
George Batiuk 8156 10201 . 39Fred Harlow posted a Cat. I flight of 17:03 at the Hal Blubaugh 12329 1532 1

March 6 Willis School session. This qualifies him for the Bob Champine 18:28 18328
-
100

Diamond Cat. I Rubber Award; with his previous flights of § Jim Clem 3214.5 6:27 82
11:04 and 12:56 it qualifies him for NIMAS Ace. Fred is Ted Gonzoph 7317 7317 100
the thirteenth NIMAS member to become Ace in a rubber Ed Collins 8352 4 1950 4

85
class, and has made large strides in his personal "state Kristi Tenny Bti6e8 13 100

an, of the art" in just over 12 months! Paul Tryon (THO68 78106 100

Clubs? CONTESTCALENDAR
Robert O'Ne2, Welland, Canada (see New Monberst) ie TLLINOIS,=Chtego..Indoor contest aprii 25, 1971atsonnelowen.(Honsten endtonto anCondeee Boras Hts., Ill. HLG, Indoor Scale, Gone Goose. Pete Sotich,eneral area (Hamilton and Toronto in Canada and Bu °

. ~eet Niagara Falls, New York), 3851 W. 62nd Place, Chicago, I11. 60629 ph. 312-RE 5-1353.

7 _
ge aSaeemehenitnenenetiatetentnaeeencumnndiene eiateeeeneemaemetmnaeneenine inaedaemnemetaneaananine nensemmendeebiiiiinsa siencatnpan oreo cnsesceeanminriamaamaenmuntiercercccccccrcrcgrerOUT Teeteen OCOD



MARYLAND - Silver Spring. Indoor sessions at JFK HighSchool, 1901 Randolph Rd., Silver Spring, April 23, Hay 7, STATE OFTHEART

So., toured 1a eye e 1971. Tom Vallee, 444 Henryton Bob Randolph's TOM CAT was the high time model at the
’ . ores yo Banta Ana session on Jan. 24, 1971. The time

MCT we oe se . ° $ was se n cold weather from catwalk height, soCoe USETTS . Met. Indoor contest at M.I.T. Armory, the design has more potential. More important, the model
8. Ave. and Vassar St. in Cambridge, Masa. should be an excellApril 10, 1971, 1 vm 8 ent transitional design for those whoHla Indor 3021 Pp ate: pm. Indoor Stick, Delta Dart, may not want to go all the way to 74" or 8" chord (see a

land, Mass,
@- Ray Harlan, 15 Happy Hollow Rd., Way- Dec. '70 INAV) models for the new one gram rules. The

oraean soe oar wascompletely meen sgHee thenext meet ‘

.
8 e following changes; 134" stick, 13" tailMASSACHUSETTS Battnece ap toge fogsionat vaave of Mass. boom, 17 x 35 reverse flare prop, 4" x 15" elliptical stab

Contact Charles Learoyd, 5 Fairfield &t., Amherst Piaes Delance deteyes at ae earn Bob didn't give any
:

. ’ .
’ 8s usua e enar -01002, oh. 413-549-1150. ed for O%margin.

* below 1s comput

NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst. Confirmed dates for Hangar #5 at
Lakehurst NAS - Apr. 25, May 16, June 13, July 3-4, 1971.
C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, N. J. 07066. 13

NEW YORK - Hauppauge. Indoor sessions at Hauppauge Middle et 0%School Auditorium, 6:30 pm to 10 pm, Apr. 22, May 6, May 3 1
20, June 10, June 24, 1971. Bob Sylvia, 28 Holiday Park ou

Dr., Hauppauge, N. Y.
,

a

Sou Bob Randolph's
NEW YORK - Hicksville. LIAMAC Indoor meet, May 2, 1971, ae TOM CATat Cantiague Park Skating Rink, Hicksville, L. I., N. Y. oO}
Paper Stick, Indoor Stick, Easy B, HLG, Indoor Scale. o 1
Contact J. G, Pallet, 30 Emerson Rd., Brookville, Glen a

Head, N.Y. 11545, S
| 9

OHIO ~ Painesville. Indoor sessions each Wednesday night ~
at Painesville National Guard Armory. Contact Dick Smola,
650 Hoyt St., Painesville, 0. 44077 ph. 261-354-8260,

,

:

7 8 9 10 N 12 13 14
TEXAS - Dallas/Ft. Worth. Possible contest middle or late X-NOSE TO C. G.
April, Cat. II site. Contact Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richard- a

son, Texas 75080 ph. 214-235-4035 for place and time. RECORDS? MAYBE!

VIRGINIA - Richmond. Flying sessions two Fridays each D. ©. MAXECUTORS RECORD TRIALS, Mar. 27, 1971 36' ceiling
month in small Cat. I site. Contact Fred Harlow, 9724 Open Cat. II Helicopter - 7:31.8, Tom Vallee
Royerton Dr., Richmond, 23228, ph. 701-262-9112 for info
on place and time.

.
LIAMAC RECORD TRIALS, March 26, 1971, 33' ceiling

Junior Cat. I HLG - 0:45.0, Bruce Pailet
WASHINGTON - Seattle area. Easy B and Indoor HLG events Junior Cat. I Paper Stick, 5:56.6, Barry Pailet
held as part of the Boeing Management Association Model
Aeronautics Scholarship Contest, June 19-20, 1971. Con- TULSA GLUE DOBBERS RECORD TRIALS, 37' ceiling
tact Herman Klegg, m/s 85-48, P. 0. Box 3999, Seattle, Senior Cat. II Indoor Stick - 11:06, Robert Dunham II
Wash. 98124 for entry blank and details. Senior AMA Cat. II FAI - 11:06, Robert Dunham II

FAI Cat. II FAI - 11:06, Robert Dunham II
HINTS ANDKINKS —

CONTEST RESULTS “

Paper Covering Hint
.

;

Lo

CHICAGO AERONUTS INDOOR CONTEST, Feb. 28, 1971 °° ae

Bob Randolphis now covering paper ships by coating Class A IHLG ~ Junior 4 entries Open (7 entries)
the framework with rubber cement and allowing it to dry. 1. Keith Gordey 40.5 1. Charlie Sotich 56.9
Then the paper is attached by placing it in place against 2. Mark Kummerow 34.8 2. Chuck Markos 52.6
the frame and moistening the area with thinner. This way, 3. Scott Wisniewski 34,2 3. Mark Heller 51.3
the covering can be done slowly enough to work out the- 4, Tim Stone 31.2 4, Sam Winters 45.6
wrinkles as you go. . 5. Ge. Wisniewski 45.1

In addition, Bob's paper ship stabs have been covered Junior PennyPlane 10 entries Open PennyPlane 15 entries
on the bottom side of the rib. Whether or not this has 1, Scott Wisniewski 4:24.8 1. Charlie Sotich 4:11.0
any aerodynamic advantage, the stabs tend to stay flat for 2, Tim Noonan 4300.3 2. ChuckMarkos’ 3353.5
longer periods of time. 3. Mark Kummerow 3:01.6 3. Ken Kraemer 3328.4

4. Jeff Wickland 2:52.6 4, Dave Linstrum 3325.4
Rundown Stand 5. Fritz Curth 2:16.0 5. John Rossi 3213.0

The sketch below shows Richard Hardcastie's rundown NEWS FROMAROUNDTHEWORLD
stand. It is constructed simply by cutting the form out

ARGENTINAof foam rubber and then cutting a slit and inner channel.
The 1971 Argentina Nats was held at Parana, quite a

distance from Buenos Aires where mostof the indoor fliers
,

live. As a result, attendance was poor at the indoor Nats
and the site was also small. The results: =. on

Nereo Beggiatto 776 708 1474
Luis M. Coronel 600 768 1369
Julio H. Ferreyra 311 483 794
Mrs. Coronel 336 279 615

The Argentine aero club has permission to send an in-

door flier to the next South American Championship to help
introduce indoor flying. Nereo Beggiatto was chosen to
make the trip; his excellent models should make a good
{mpression!

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Adjustable TailTilt The Czech team selection will be accomplished from the

results of three meets scheduled in June, July and October,
Tom Sova has a neat way to adjust model circle diam~ all flown in the Z Hall in Brno. These three meets are the

eter; the tail boom is two-piece. The rear portion slips first Czech meets this year, but many fliers plan to try
over the front stub about 3/4", and holds by friction. out their one gram models at Slanic (salt mine) May 7-9.
The fin is glued on at enough of an angle to give a 25!
circle, and alignment marks are made on the two halves of ENGLAND
the boom. At the site, it is easy to twist the boom to English fliers gave strong support to a series of in- oe,
a new angie of tilt for the proper turn. door sessions at the RAF Brize Norton hangar, which gave

4mpetus to the movement which got under way at Cardington
——— sessions last fall. Now there are 12 1971 Cardington
CET sessions planned, beginning with April 18, 1971. Center

0) y for all this activity is Laurie Barr, 4 Hastings Close,
a Bray, Berkshire. Besides organizing the activity, Laurie

,

has stocked indoor supplies as a service to local fliers.
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insufficient rudder area to counteract the torque. (Hd.
ADJUSTING INDOOR RUBBER POWERED MODELS note: high torque can also twist the motor stick so the

stab tilt is minimized or reversed - causing loss of turn
by Charlie Sotich until the burst dies down.) If the rudder is replaced by

a larger one, the model will tend to hold its turn during
(Ed. Notes: This has been reprinted from the Feb. '62 the initial phase of the climb.

IMAC News, edited for years by Pete Sotich.)
Newcomers to indoor often have difficulty getting

The real trick in getting the most time out of an in- their models to climb. This usually can be overcome by ono

door model is finding the best combination of propeller changing the prop design. Most articles on indoor models
t

and rubber motor. The only way to find this combination cover very light models, and the props shown are unsuite
.

.

is through a lot of test flying. If you intend to do any able for heavier models constructed from the plana by the
contest flying, don't wait until the day of the contest to average beginner. These heavier models must fly faster to
try out a new model. It will probably be too late then! stay airborne, and thus require larger rubber and smaller
You can have the lightest and best model at the meet, but diameter, lower pitch props. It 1s a good idea to have
4f you don't have the right prop and rubber to match it, extra props of various sizes and compare the model's per-
the model can't give its best performance. formance with each to determine the best prop size. It

may seem strange to consider a faster prop for an indoor
The basic steps to adjusting the flight trim are: model, but the duration can increase due to these factors:

1. Locate the CG in the correct position relative to the 1. With a faster prop, the model should climb higher.
wing with the motor in place. (Adding weight to the 2@e Many of the turns formerly left in the motor will be

nose of the model may be necessary.) used up descending from the higher altitude,
2. Set the wing incidence (it should be adjustable). 3, A longer motor may then be used to further increase

3. Set the fin for left turn (build it into the model), the potential duration.
4. Have wash-in in the left wing (build it in).
5. Make a teat flight with the motor wound to about 1/2 DESIGN FOOTNOTES

of maximum turns to check wing incidence and fin set-
: ‘

tings. This column is set aside to report on design philoso-~
;

phy, proven or speculative, and ways to implement these
After you launch the model, walk slowly behind it on ideas, This offering is speculative, intended to spark

the inside of its circle. By staying close to the model curiousity about possible aerodynamic innovations in one

you will be in position to catch it if it should start to gram model design.
dive or stall. Observethemodel as you follow it to see

what adjustments are necessary to improve it. Reduce the A considerable amount of flight testing by Stan Chil-

wing incidence if it stalls, give it more left rudder if ton and myself has apparently demonstrated impreved cruise
the turn is too wide, etc. performance with models having between 6% and 8% airfoil

thickness. As is well known to blimp hangar filters, these

Some models may seem very sensitive to a slight change same models are difficult to use for high ceiling flying.
in wing incidence. (A very slight increase causes the Considerable thought has yielded a possible explanation in

plane to stall, while a slight decrease results in a dive). addition to the obvious one of excess drag. Indoor models
Add some weight to the nose to move the CG forward; when have a high wing location which moves the center of drag
you build the next model keep the tail lighter or mount well above the thrust line. This causer a nose-up momént

. the wing farther back. which reinforces the normal zoom associated with increased

;

thrust and velocity during the power burst, and is common

As you make successive flights, keep increasing the to all indoor models. By trial and error the high celling
number of turns by 100 or 200 each flight. The best fliers have adopted thin airfoils to speed up the clirb,
flights are usually made when the model climbs to the max- possibly to the detriment of the cruise.
imum possible altitude and has only about 10% of the turns -

.

left at landing.
— Another possible result of the nose-up moment 1s dis-

tortion of the wing structure, ribs and covering which
If the model will not climb high enough and increases the wing camber, along with effective lift and ~

(a) has many turns left - shorten the motor and/or use a drag. Thin airfoils can distort somewhat without large
larger size rubber. increases in drag, but thicker airfoils obviously have

(bo) has very few turns left - lengthen the motor and use & more than their share of increased drag. If the nose-up

larger size rubber. moment can be eliminated or minimized, is it possible that
thicker wings would climb fast enough to permit their use

If the model climbs to the ceiling and in high ceilings? If so, the improved cruise, which is

(a) has many turns left - shorten the motor and use a proportionately a larger part of the flight than for low

smaller size rubber. ceiling flights, ‘should boost flight times considerably.
= en the or or use a

.
'(>) nas very vise tune left, Tengthen moto Since the high wing location is the theoretical cul-

: prit, put it next to the motor stick! This may be done by
The rate of climb and the altitude reached can be con- several methods, but Max Chernoff designed a special wing

,

trolled to some extent by the winding procedure. By un- bracing system which 1s shown below. the wing posts are
winding some turns (50 to 100) when you finish winding, shortened to lower the wing to within an inch or iess of

you can eliminate some of the power burst at the start of the motor stick, and the cabane becomes four-leggedto
the flight. .Since the initial torque of the motor is sev- pass the wing loads to the first rib location outboard of

eral times greater than the eruising torque, packing off the wing center. Short vertical posts below the ends of

turns will cut down the altitude gained and reduce the the cabane furnish leverage against uploads on the wing;
stress on the model at the start of the flight. Using these loads are normally carried by the wing posts. ‘Tip
this procedure allows you to’ fly on larger rubber than pracing has been omitted in the sketch, but would remain

necessary if the correct size is not available. Similar to present practice. As usual, compression ribs
. yo: oe. * are needed at the dihedral breaks, and the center rib can

The size of a model's flight circle depends upon these be a tension rib. In addition, the ribs at the bottom of

factors: . the cabane must be compression ribs (compression and ten-

1. The size of the building and available floor space, sion ribs are marked with "c" and "t" respectively).
2. Drift due to air currents. w. POST

:

3, The shape of the building near the ceiling and the — >

Location of obstructions such as lights, girders, etc. JSS
From a performance standpoint, a model probably loses Ie f\/ ISS Sa .

some efficiency as the flight circle is reduced. With the
K f a

smallercircle, however, it is less likely to be seriously VA 4
affected by changes in flight direction after hitting an f f fie Y
ovstruction or stalling, ete. Obviously a model flying in

j ) iL
the largest possible circle will be in trouble if any ae y~\ //
change in flight path occurs. A model with a small circle | f
can safely wander over a larger area than one with a large post SN
circle. A small circle will usually increase possible we Leeneee ne ne .

flight time in drafty puildings before the model hits an
-

obstruction. During test flying, observe drift patterns
s0 you can launch from the best location, and always check
to see if drift is the same at all levels and at all loca- _ _

tions on the floor. —
.

Some models tend to lose their normal left turn under

.
full turns, and fly straight ahead. This is caused by - a .
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NEWS and VIEWS: Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545: Richardson, Texas- 75080
****NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY##HH™ ~~ = quedsay, July 27,9am to noon So

ae Nats Registration only, as "a" above. No housing,
New Members!

a meals or event additions can be taken care of at the In-
j a  celean oe door site on Tuesday.JEFFREY ANNIS, 5689 W. Betty Lane, Brown Deer, Wis, 53223 be. Event discrepancies, as "e" above.

LARRY DE CARLO, 842 Lincoln Ave., Baldwin, L. I., N. Ye
11510

|
Nats Event ScheduleBRUCE CLARK, 813 S. Washington, St., Medina, 0. 44256

LARRY HERRICK, 849 Hardesty Blvd., Akron, 0. 44230
_ Monday, July 26 - Indoor HLG, Indoor Scale, PénnyPlane.ARTHUR J. HOLTZMAN, 327 June Place, W. Hempstead, N. Y. Schedule for presenting scale models will be publishedig. 11552 as soon as it is known; it will be early due to the

I. J. WRIGHT, 63 Molimo Dr., San Francisco, Cal. 94127 need for proper judging.ROBERT J. ZAHRADNIK
’ P.O. Box 161

»
Mars

’ Pa. 16046 Tuesday ’ July 27 - All indoor rubber events.
Note: Nate Entry Blanks are available from AMA HQ; sendHonorary Members_ a stamped, self-addressed envelope with your request.

KEITH W. BULLOCK, 33 Belmont St., Rainbow Hil1, ,

a
o

, Worcester WR38NN, England FAi_INDOORREPORTIAN KAYNES, 11 Parkside Rd., Summingdale, MBcoty oortena Entry Deadline

Chang Address The deadline for entry into the FAI TeamSelection ~~

ge of Rese o Program now in progress is May 15, 1971. Entry may be
Maj. Gen. Franklin Davis, U. 5. Army WarCollege,

_ accomplished by entering at a Local Qualification TrialsJ , Canlicls Barracks, Pa. 17013 or by here) the appropriate fee ($2 for Juniors, $5 for
Erwin Rodemsky, 1624 St. David .

oy e. Cal all others) to AMA HQ. In the latter case, the entry mustrwin Rodemsky, 1 St. David Dr., Danville, Cal. 94526
be postmarked before May 15, 1971.

Sponsored Junior Memberships
= =§ ,

Fen. a2 Member
oe .

If you want to enter the program and have not entered
WALTER LOUNSBERG, 715 Russell Rd., Kansas City, Mo. 64116 by tne ime voan to enter(? mewesotters yousnouid do 80KEVIN WEHNER, 712 RussellRd., Kansas City, Mo. 64116 nifty

lan

to @ or example Detroit Loc»7 " , Yy, Mo '
Qual. Trials, which is scheduled for May 9, 1971. If, for

oa. Walter and Kevin were nominated by Roger Schroeder Some unavoidable reason, the site 1s unavailable on that
after he had worked and counselled with tron during his date, those who were entered by the deadline will still be
work on the Special Action Committee. The boys are close i” the program. Enter now if you're gonna!7" 7.

,
neighbors, and work together most enthusiastically Resi ation From Program

:

They began modeling during the summer of 1970, flying
.

gas models. They later were able to gain access to a gym By now we have a substantial number of qualifiers in
and started indoor flying with Sleek Streake, After their ‘he Team Selection Program. Those who have qualified have
school opened, they sponsored some Delta Dart activity in ‘the obligation to appear in the Semi-Final of their choice.
their science club. With this background, they began to th to rernetlyresignfrom the Program. This "Cuae. tried: en enables the first runner-up from the same Qual. Triafly indoor in earnest with coaching from Roger. to advance to the Semi-Finals. Resignation can be done by

NIMAS Aces making this declaration to AMA HQ, or to Bud Tenny, Box
a 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080. If possible, the runner-up

Ned Smith's flights in the Hamot Local 1. i) should also be notified as soon as you make the decision.
and 15:02, moved him into the Aceranks. Ned had iittie. I 811 fairness to the runner-up, please do not delay once
chance to fly seriously while at school, but his perfor- you determine you will not be able to continue in the Pro-
mance has climbed steadily since he moved to Hampton and gram!
has access to a good site. Congratulations, Ned!

Team SelectionTrials Schedule =
'

SSS eeeeee eeeeeees

LiHats MICHIGAN - Detroit. Local qual. Trials, May9,1971, at
The following information appeared in the Mid-April Michigan State Fair Coliseum. Paul Crowley, 32604

Competition Newse PP ° P
Tecla, Warren, Mich. 48093 ph. 313-294-0266.

|

.

TEXAS - Dallas/Ft. Worth. Indoor contest Cat. II siteindoor Events May 9, 1971 Qualify via contest; entry must be made
2 tmark) not later than May 8. Bud Tenny, Box 545The International Amphitheatre (4300 S. Halstead Sst. Pos

Soaet

,

Chicago) has been approved asthe sitefor Indoor Events Richardson, Texas 75080 phe 214-235-40354
of the 1971 Nats -- Monday and Tuesday as per the schedule

.

‘wat. emia
published in the March CN. The facility is a Cat. IT NEW sone 13 venehuret. Eastern Sent Final, Lakehurst NAS

, e e e ’ ’ $site, 87' ceiling. The floor area is 283' x 123', New Jersey 07066.
Special arrangements have been made to permit advance .

,

Co
entrants (those who postmarked Nats entry forms to AMA HQ Qualification Trial Results

a .

no later than June 21) to register and have certain prob-
'lems taken care of at the International Amphitheatre, as SANTA ANA LOCAL QUAL. TRIAL, Apr. 11, 1971, 155° ceiling

follows. Late entries may only be madeatGlenview NAS
~ Four entrants, three qualifiers

and on Monday only.
a

Larry Cailliau 26:07 27:18
.

53325
. Linda Randolph 24:54 24:40 49:34

Monday, July 26, 9am to noon
|

Co

Warren Williams 19349 21:22 4tet
ov, "a, Nats Registration (officially checkin,obtain

SeNats identification and contestant information kit). This CEDAR KNOLLS SCHOOL LOCAL QUAL., Apr. 14, 1971
is necessary before any official flying takes place. Six entrants, five qualifiers

a
C. V. Russo 4:57 4341 92388

b. Housing Priority. For thosé who have such prior- Sal Canizzo 4:53 3352 8345
ity, 1t may be claimed. Ed Franklin 3353 4:08 8301

John Triolo 3344 4:07 7:51
c. Navy Meals. Tickets for same may be purchased, Don Garofalow 3:40 3322 T2041
d. Add Events. These may be entered and paid for.

oe .
Lo .

e. Entry Discrepancies. Any money or entry form ‘TULSA, OKLAHOMA LOCAL QUAL. TRIALS, Apr. 17, 1971
problems, indicatedby "report to desk P" notation on

_

Four entrants, four qualifiers
entry form. R. J. Dunhan 9:37 10:16 19:53

~
. pctethersAS SES etnnemernanenitnmimmeiprcnr atin Danes 5S a et mnt marsmem nee ptnannneremnnnstetagenepmnntntmnnets
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John English 9:43 9:56 19339 Besides that model, Hal Crane and Warren Williams flew bi-
Robert Dunham II 7341 7:46 15:27 planes which helped inspire Clarence Mather's efforts, It
Dick Ganslen 7334 T:44 15315 is characteristic of Clarence that his models fly well,

S

and the model of the month is no exception. Clarence made
HAMPTON, VA. LOCAL QUAL. TRIALS, Apr. 18, 1971, 20' ceil. these remarks about the model:

Six entrants, five qualifiers
Bob Platt» 18:24 18315 36:39 I decided a biplane would give a large wing area with-
Hal Crane 16335 18:30 35305 out the low aspect ratio required by a monoplane. I don't ——
Fred Harlow 16323 17:30 33 353 know what penalty ia paid due to airflow interference,
Tom Vallee 15321 16:52 32213 but I know the wings should be kept as far apart as possi-
Ned Smith 15:02 14329 29331 ble. I decided to use slightly over one chord distance so

that bracing wires and wood sizes could be of modest nun-
WINGFOOT HANGAR LOCAL QUAL. TRIALS, Apr. 18, 1971 ber. The wing has roughly the amount of wood bracingthat

Eight entrants, six qualifiers a picket fence wing has, and the bracing system produced a
Ron Ganser 19305 18:38 37243 strong, rigid wing set which has been steered several
Tom Sova 18:27 17:59 36226 times without wing trouble. The 90 cm models of 1966 had
Bill Hulbert 17318 18:33 35351 about 200 sq. in. area for one gram, so this was my goal.

_

Dale Hacker 14309 13330 27339
Vern Hacker 12:06 12310 24:16 It all adds up to a lot of airplane to drag around, 80
Rol Anderson 10349 9:50 20:39 I used a large prop and a big piece of rubber. The model

checks out nicely and shows good potential, but I'm not
LAKEHURST LOCAL QUAL. TRIALS, Apr. 25, 1971 sure it can keep up with conventional models or to geared

Five entrants, five qualifiers models or other developments that surely will appear.
Dan Domina 5:00 5:02 10302
John Kukon 5:00 5:02 10302 The first model had rounded tips on wing andataband
Ernie Kopecky 5:00 5301 10301 was slightly underweight, so I felt I could be more sporty
Manny Radoff

_ 5:00 4359 9:59 with the second. I have flown the two alternately with
Frank Parykaza 3347 4:02 7:49 the same prop and rubber in an effort to determine the

better; about all I have concluded is that the raked tips
Qualifiers Via Contests are a better conversation piece. Icall the tips "Baxter

. Tips since Dick Baxter suggested them. Fudo Takagi noted
Time Top Time % that raked tips were declared most efficient for models

Richard Hardcastle 7:23 7:23 100 by Joe Ott. Joe's book was copyrighted 1931! ~ 7

' Editorial Note: Clarence's choice of biplane config-RECORDS?MAYBE! uration yielded 216 sq. in. with 25.4" projected span, or
. an apparent aspect ratio of 3:1. Biplanes are figured aWINGROOT angan sot taco romBowa 18, 1971 bit differently, depending upon the gap between the wings.
FAL Cat IIt FAI - 18:27. Tom Sova Hal Crane helped out here, by furnishing a reference from

° “" "Elements of Practical Aerodynamics"; Bradley Jones. The
‘cet book's reference on Equivalent Monoplane Aspect Ratio, or

NrGat. HIDHLStick ~ 2475425, Landa fandciph”— ‘BMAR, gives datawhichindicate Clarence’s sotel nes an
~ e oFeatls

-Sr. AMA Cat. IIT FAL 24:54.3, Linda Randolph
over a 65 cm monoplane with the same area. This EMAR was

TULSA LOCAL QUAL. TRIALS - Apr. 17, 1971 used to compute the CMOS diagram below; Clarence flew his

Sr. Cat. I HL Stick - 7:46, Robert Dunham II model at -7.7% margin (dashed line).
Sr. AMA Cat. I FAI ~ 7:46, Robert Dunham II

14

,

HAMPTON FAI LOCAL QUAL. TRIALS, Apr. 18, 1971 20!
7

4

Open AMA Cat. I FAI - 19:12, Hal Crane
7

FAI Cat. I FAI - 20:45, Hal Crane 13
7o% -7.7%

CONTEST CALENDAR a 7

Oo} 12 7

ALABAMA - Huntsville. Cat. II contest May 16, 1971, Mad-
* /

ison County Coliseum. HLG - Jr. & Sr.-Op; Easy B - Jr.; a 7

Paper Stick, HL Stick and Peanut Scale - all ages comb. w Yn /
Jim Davidson, 1815 Melbourne Ave. NE, Huntsville, Ala. o 7
35801 ph. 205-539-1509.

—

-

10 ?
tae

CALIFORNIA - Los Angeles. Cat. III Record Trials at Santa o ‘

Ana Hangar, May 16, 1971; also PennyPlane. Sponsored by z M th "s "Ei. Fi”San Diego Orbiteers; Clarence Mather, 3860 Ecochee Ave., | ? ¢ arhers i- Ft

San Diego, Cal. 92117. /

7
MARYLAND - Silver Spring. Indoor sessions at JFK High 7 8 > 10 7 12 iSchool, 1901 Randolph Rd., Silver Spring, May 14, May 21, 3 4

May 28, 1971. Tom Vallee, 444 Henryton So., Laurel, Md. X-NOSE TOC. G.

MICHIGAN - Detroit. AnnualState Meet, May 15-16, 1971
at Michigan State Fair Coliseum (65' ceiling). Youth con~

DESIGN FOOTNOTES
test w/HLG, AMA Cub and Pre-Fab on May 15; regular events Low Wing Follow-Up
on May 16 - HLG, Paper Stick, HL Stick, Scale. Walter
Hartung, 14759 Kilbourne, Detroit ph. 527-7620. The April '71 issue contained speculative comments on

pene ges gee pyee ee ee possible benefits from lowering the wing of indoor models.
NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst. Indoor sessions/contests at In the comments below, Hal Crane presents a& certain nega-
Hangar #5, May 16, June 13, July 3-4, 1971. C. V. Russo, tive aspect of lowering the wing, while Dick Kowalski has
143 Willow Way, Clark, N. J. 07066. comments which argue against the reasons stated for trying

— Cn , .

lower wing locations.
NEW YORK - Hauppauge. Indoor sessions at Hauppauge Middle
School Auditorium, 6:30 pm to 10 pm, May 20, June 10, June Hal Crane

.

24, 1971. Bob Sylvia, 28 Holiday Park Dr., Hauppauge,
New York. I've made a very convincing demonstration of the sta-

bility increase due to raising the wing. Using my old bi-
TEXAS - Dallas/Ft. Worth. Cat. II Indoor contest, May 9, plane EZB and flying with one wing at a time, the flights
1971, 13:30 pm to 6:30 pm. HLG, Indoor Stick, Easy B. with bottom wing only stalled endlessly. By using the up-
Contact Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, Tex. 75080 ph. per wing (longer wing posts) the flights smoothed out.
214-235-4035 for site and directions.

According to the text books, raising the wing with —

VIRGINIA = Richmond. Flying sessions two Fridays each respect to the CG increases the static margin; that is,
‘

month in small Cat. I site. Contact Fred Harlow, 9724 raising it 3" increases the static margin about 5%. That
Royerton Dr., Richmond, 23228, ph. 701-262-9112 for info doesn't say it is easier to trim with a high wing if you
on place and time.

| ; have a large power burst; "soft" bracing to permit motor
stick bracing will be more necessary with a higherwing.

STATE OF THE ART
_ DickKowalski

Clarence Mather's biplane is only the third contest~-
'

type biplane we've heard about in recent years. A member The April '71 column about wing section thickness is
of the Grumman Engineering Model Society (Karl Birkel, if apparently based on a faulty assumptionthat thin wing pro-
memory serves correctly) had a small sport indoor biplane. files inherently climb faster than thicker sections. The
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idea presented was that thicker sections appear to give (nose up) pitching moment inherent with 7% sections: (com-
improved cruise performance, presumably because the model pared with 4% sections) for a given configuration. The
will fly slower or at a lower level flight RPM. This same Correction to this problem should be an increase in stab
section appears to have an inability to climb fast enough incidence rather than shortening the wing posts. I've
(or high enough) to reach maximum duration potential. not looked at lower wing locations in detail, but it does
Aside from the theory and rationalizations presented, I'm occur to me that as the post height changes, the vertical
not convinced there is much difference if both types of CG also changes; the return on the investment may be very
aircraft are properly trimmed with prop matched to the small although I'm not sure. —

model and flights are made with the objective "hit the
roof", MORE ON TRIMMING

From experience I can see how the idea got started. by Hal Crane
Meanwhile, I've had a number of hangar models using 7%
and 4% sections that would climb like homesick angels; (Ed. Note - this can be considered a supplement to
others with similar range of sections would hardly climb Hal's comments in the Jan. '71 INAV.)
higher than my head. The reason can be understood by
looking at typical performance curves from full size For Cat, I with cluttered ceilings the launch torque
powered airplanes, where engine RPM is plotted against air must be reduced by backing off more turns - start with 50%
speed. Basically, it is important to understand that a as much 48 would be used at Willis. The climb of a model
powered aircraft can be flown at any angle of attack from adjusted to scrub on the 20' ceiling at Willis would be
negative (perhaps -2°) to very high angles around 20° - about 100' in unlimited ceilings.
up to the full stall angle. This must be qualified by

;

saying "providing enough horsepower is available to main- It 1s my impression that you can get about the same
tain flight". It is also important to understand that results in a 20° site with at least two approaches, each
there 1s only one point on that performance curve where of which 1s a compromise situation. First, you can use
the aircraft is flying at minimum sinking speed or

" min- rubber weight about 1.4 times the model weight (as applied
imum power required" to maintain level flight. If we by Bob Platt). Or, you can use a shorter motor stick and
move in either direction on the curve we are less “effi- shorter, lighter rubber as I used two years ago on 655.
cient" even though we may be flying faster or slower. Bob Champine and Tom Vallee have done well using this com-
This point on the performance curve is usually just below Dination. 655 used rubber wt. of .9 W/A, while Champine's
the stall angle (where indoor models are usually trimmed model (Sept. '69 INAV) used .75 W/A.
to fly). If the aircraft is trimmed to fly slower than
this "maximum efficiency" speed it will soon stall unless Both 655 and Platt's model (Dec. '70 INAV) weighed one
more power is applied. With more power it will keep on gram, and both set new Cat. I records. Comparison of the
flying. times favors Platt's model, but now we have better props

and larger wings than used on the other models. I guess
Such a process can be continued until the airplane is the point that I'm trying to make 1s that you can do very

at full throttle; it will then stall at full power if we well and have less breakage (in Cat. I) when using shorter
slow it up any more. (All the above does not apply to motor aticks and lighter loops of rubber. The optimun
VTOL aircraft which have power in excess of any needed for motor for Cat. III would be between these two extremes in .

vertical flight.) cross section, but would be wound to and launched at full
torque. For example, launch torque on my models would be

In similar fashion we can decrease the angle of attack «3 in, oz. at Willis, .2 in. oz. for 35' maximum climb in
and the airplane will fly faster at a given throttle set- unlimited ceiling, and .6 in. oz. at Lakehurst for a one
ting. This does not mean the new setting is more effi- gram FAI model. These launch torques can be increased if
cient; we are simply operating at a lower C1/Cq relation- a flaring prop is used.
ship and using the power to provide speed instead of lift.
This applies to level flight primarily, but can also be Of course, a motor stick that seems plenty strong in

—
applied to climbing flight. In practice we can continue Cat. I may prove to be woefully weak in Cat. III - as Bob
to lower the angle of attack until all availablepower is Champine and I found out in the '69 FAI Semi. It 18 best
being used for speed or maximum climb angle, up to the to have a lower pitch prop than you think you will need in
limit of power available. Note the performance curve: the Cat. III site. This prop is reserve and can salvage

something from a weak motor stick or give your climb a big
STALL SPEED shot in the arm. .

.t MAX. LEVEL SPEED

$ ONE-MINUTE HLG FLIGHTS

¢ LANDING SPEED by Dan Belieff
x

S The following items will help you approach your first
= “One Minute" with an indoor glider.
ee

2 eee Model Construction: Use a Sweepette tobegin with, unless
experience has proved this is not "your" glider. (Somea BEST GLIiDE ANGLE
people just don’t "match up" with some designs.) Build it
to about 19 grams with a good smooth finish, Use 10# fish

° AirspEeED INCREASING ——————»
line on the leading edge to minimize damage from hitting

*—— ANGLE OF ATTACH INCREASING obstructions if you throw too hard. Use Tite-Bond white
Glue on the tail joints and finger grip, with Ambroid for

How do we make these flight changes in practice? On wing Joints. Build the fuselage from slightly lighter
a full size airplane we pull back on the stick or set the than medium hard balsa, but leave the tall boom thicker to
trim tabs to increase angle of attack. On a model we use reduce whip and flex. Any tail flexing or boom whip cuts

negative stabilizer angle. It is possible to trim a model down on altitude, so this is an important point.
so it will not climb at all under full power if you raise

.

the stab trailing edge enough. Similarly, positive stab Basicadjustments: Use rudder only for turn if possible.
angles will cause the model to dive in under full power. Taper the rudder in cross section, but leave it just thick
Thus we can control climb angle and speed independent of enough in the middle to cut down on flex. Using rudcer
the wing section used. Another factor complicates the instead of stab tilt for turn allows a gradually widening
application of these principles: prop pitch angle. Props turn on the way down. With the wide turn, there will be

can stall just as wings do, except at lower speeds due to little bank and more lift. All other adjustments should

@ lower reynolds number. -High pitch props cannot tolerate be the minimum needed for good recovery.
slow models climbing at a high angle (flying on the back
side of the power curve, so to speak) as well as can lower Warmup: Use an old, well-trimmed glider to locate the

pitch props. Therefore I would recommend lower pitch right spot on the floor to launch from, and mark the spot.
props on thick wing sections when flown in hangars. If Use this spot throughout the contest unless the drift pat-
the pitch is already low, then the poor climb is probably tern changes, since this will minimize collisions with ob-
due to poor trim or CG too far aft.

a ~ stacles. You can now use full launches with the new ale
most~-trimmed model without collecting so many “dinks" in

Returning to the column again, the observed superior ite leading edge. There is no way to estimate how much —

cruise performance with thicker sections agrees very well time is lost from rough leading edges!
with results from my glide studies. Sections with 4%,
5.5% and 7% camber were carefully tested at reynolds num- Training: The arm is important, but almost anyone who can

bers comparable to indoor models in level, climbing and get 50 seconds outdoors in dead air can get one minute in-
descending flight. In all cases, the 7% section was doors. In reality, you need to throw enough 80 you don t

superior to the others when trimmed for minimum sinking hurt your arm at a meet, and to retain control. Good con-

speed. Therefore, the thinner sections should climb slow- trol for indoor launches is essential - there aren't any
er at any given airspeed. There is an adverse positive thermals to make up for lost altitude!

Iisiansetinatieotescameemimeineenamnemnenmenanatamneeananttetntaadientenennsaeininamameeaneaannninnnanindiananeaieananaaeneatiiteamiatnninnaniniaitaseetieniaaiaianansennacanenoniiimataibiatsiammenianiieaneniitiieianiiadieteasbteiitebaieaiatanadaeiataaeetaemadiacneetniasenemaaeemeneeemeeeemnemenmemenenannmnentenmmeemnnneimnnemeneneiemnenele
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itor: Bud Tenny: O° Ri 9080NEWS and VIEWS 6£ditor: Bud Tenny: Box 545+ Richardson, Texas:7
TAT: on ae

eet Gan menune ca
who knowsor thinks he isqualifiedand has not received

_
MHHHNATIONALINDOORMODELAIRPLANESOCIETY+*## notificationofthisfromAMA HQ should call Bud Tenny at

.
a 214-235-4035 as soon as possible for emergency verifica-

NewMembers! tion of your status. It ia important to call, since time
:

for mail deliveriestomost parte of the country would be
JOHN ANDBERG, 18600 Montpere Way, Saratoga, Cal. 95070 doubtful (except for Detroit, assuming their June 19-20

ee . be date holds) in the time before Semi flying begins.
Change Of Address

- Sane
, Preliminary Program Report

TIBOR GALL, 302 Springvale, San Antonio, Tex. 78227
a

ae
62 Open fliers and 2 Juniors entered the program by

Help Wanted! the deadline of May 15, 1971. Of these, 60 have qualified
-

to enter the Semi-Finals. The higher percentage of quali-
New member John Andberg (address above) would like to fiers is due mostly to the provision which permits either

contact clubs and fliers in his area. John calls himself a high scoreor high standing to count.
a "beginning beginner", but he is enthusiasticand without
doubt is a willing student for any who will help hin.

| Entry in the Finals can reach as high as 42, provided
all Local qualifiers enter a Semi-Final, and all Semi

‘71 Nats qualifiers enter the Finals. This may pose some problems
i So a at the Finals, but this is the reason for a two-day meet

The following information appearedinthe Mid-April at the Finals.
Competition News: 7 :

.

. :
/ ;

A final reminder: fliers who qualified via a Local
,

Qual. Trials must notify the first runner-up immediatelyindoorEvents... .... senses ce if you decide not to enter a Semi-Final. Those who quali-
The International Amphitheatre (4300 S. Halstead St. fied in a contest do not have to notify anyone, but it -

Chicago) has been approved as the site for Indoor Events. | Would be appreciated if any such flier cculd notify Bud
of the 1971 Nats -- Monday and Tuesday as per the schedule emmy, Box 545, Richardson, Texas 75080 if he resigns. o

.  pubdlished in the March CN. The facility is a Cat. II
a , oe ws ee

:

site, 87' ceiling. The floor area is 283' x 123', . Qualification Trial Results
oo

Special arrangements have been made to permit advance CHICAGO LOCAL QUAL. TRIALS, May 2, 1971, 25' ceiling uf
entrants (those who postmarked Nats entry forms to AMA HQ Four entrants, three qualifiers °

no later than June 21) to register and have certain prob-~ Howard Haupt 8343 10:48 19331 oe
“wn. lems taken care of at the International Amphitheatre, as Charlie Sotich 93:21 93:02 18323 ee

! : follows. Late entries may only be made at Glenview NAS Dave Linstrum 5:36 3351 9:27 .
and on Monday only. —

DETROIT LOCAL QUAL. TRIALS, May 9, 1971, 65' ceiling :
Hondey, s1st20, Jan teneon a

Five entrants, four qualifiers uO moe ~
a. Nats Registration (officially check in, obtain Dick Kowalski 23359 24333 48:32

Nats identification and contestant information kit). This Al Rohrbaugh 20:55 20325 '

44330
is necessary before any official flying takes place. Ed Stoll 21337

— 18332 40:09
Ron Plotzke 17230 15:27 33305

b. Housing Priority. For those who have such prior- sO

ity, it may be claimed. Qualifiers Via Contests

c. Navy Meals. Tickets for same may be purchased.
: Time Top Time %

d. Add Events. These may be entered and paid for. ‘GeorgeBatiuk 8:25 8325 100
e. Entry Discrepancies. Any money or entry form Stan Chilton 5:14 5314 100

problems, indicated by "report to desk P" notation on Bob Cowley © 1433361 18:18.1 79
entry form.— wees

: - Bill Gibbons 4300+ 4300+ 100
Erwin Rodemsky 27356 27:56 100

Tuedsay, July 27, 9 am to noon Fudo Takagi 22:07 27:56 79
ae Nats Registration only, as "a" above. No housing,

meals or event additions can be taken care of at the In- QualifiersViaWaiver
door site on Tuesday.

b. Event discrepancies, as "e" above. Dan Belieff

Nats Event Schedule
-

Team Selection Trials Schedule
,

Monday, July 26 - Indoor HLG, Indoor Scale, PennyPlane. CALIFORNIA - Santa Ana. West Coast Semi-Finals, June 13,
Schedule for presenting scale models will be published 1971, 9 am to9 pm. Two hour roundswill be flown, with
as soon as it is known; it will be early due to the model weights checked before each flight. Nat Antonioli,
need for proper judging. 3559 Chasewood Dr., San Diego, Cal. 92111.

Tuesday, July 27 ~ All indoor rubber events.

_

Note: Nats Entry Blanks are available from AMA HQ3 send COLORADO - Denver. Denver Semi-Finals, June 19, 1971,
a stamped, self-addressed’ envelope with your request. 8 am to 6 pm, Hinkley High School Gym, Aurora, Colo. Six

So
7 % hour rounds. 32' ceiling with 25' clear: floor 130' x

' FAI INDOOR REPORT
~ : 140',. Gym will open at 7 am on June 19 and will be open

a - Friday evening June 18 for test flying. Ted Gonzoph,
/

Finals Site Chosen| 12996 East 2nd Ave., Aurora, Colo. 80010.

The 1971 IndoorTeam SelectionFinals will be held at MICHIGAN - Detroit. Northern Semi-Finals, June 19-20,
‘Santa Ana MCAS, August 28-29, 1971. Contest procedure, 1971. Michigan State Fair Coliseum; one-half of site will
flying times and all details not specifically spelled out be obstructed to 32’ and will be available for testing,
py the Team Selection Program Rules (Nov. '70 INAV, Nov. full 65' ceiling other side. Three 165 minute rounds be-

—_ "70 CN, Feb. '71 AAM) will be announced as soon as these ginning at 10 am, 1 pm and 4 pm on June 19; rounds begin
# :

_

have been decided, In addition, copies of these rules and at 9 am, 12 noon and 3 pm on June 20. Due to costs of re-
all other pertinent information will be sent to all qual- moving and replacing valances from active end of site, all -

ifiers who make it through the Semi-Final Trials. entrants will be asked to contribute $2 above the normal
entry fee. Paul Crowley, 32604 Tecla Dr., Warren, Mich.

Qualification Credentials 48093 ph. 313-294-0266.

Some initial delay in dispatching verification of
— NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst. Eastern Semi-Finals, June 13,

their status to Local qualifiershasbeen néted. Anyone 1971. C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, N. J. 07066.



OKLAHOMA - Tulsa. Southern Semi-Finals, June 13, 1971, at STATE OF THE ART
-John Mabee Gym, University of Tulsa. Due to a rental fee

re ; oo

,

being charged, fliers will be asked to make a donation in As will be seenelsewhere,Dick Kowalski topped other
addition to the entry fee. Details of rounds, flying time Detroit Local qualifiers and set two probable records in
and ground rules will be furnished to Texas, Oklahoma, the May 9 Detroit Local Qual. Trials. The model he used.
Kansas and Missouri qualifiers; others who plan to attend 4s shown on the plan page and is interesting in that Dick
this Semi should contact Bud Tenny, Box 545, Richardson, departed from his recent design and construction practice —

Texas 75080 ph. 214-235-4035 to receive this info. and still achieved excellent performance.

CONTEST CALENDAR These departures are: no stressed wing structure, no
taut film, and low aspect ratio wings. As usual, the

MARYLAND - College Park. Third Annual Eastern Indoor model is the reault of considerable glide testing which
Championships, sponsored by the D. C. Maxecutors at the revealed the following: .

Cole Field House of the University of Maryland. HG, :
—

Easy B, Paper Stick, Indoor Stick, Indoor Scale and Unor- 1. Slack covering gave no worse sinking speed than tight
thodox Aircraft, Contact Tom Vallee, 444 Henryton Soe, film, and in some cases gave improved sinking speed. This
Laurel, Md. 20810 for info and rules for Unorthodox Air- Dick is unable to explain yet, but he feels that wrinkles
craft and Easy B. in the film may serve as turbulators which tend to reduce

drag (and decrease sinking speed).
NEW JERSEY - Lakehurst. Indoor contest at Hangar #5,
July 3-4, 1971. C. V. Russo, 143 Willow Way, Clark, N. J. 2. 7%" chord seems to be optimum for the span and weight

limitations involved, based on analysis of tests on chords
NEW YORK ~- Hauppauge. Indoor sessions at Hauppauge Middle ranging from 7" to 10", even though lighter wing loadings
School Auditorium, 6:30 pm to 10 pm, June 10 and June 24, result from wider chords.
1971. Bob Sylvia, 28 Holiday Park Dr., Hauppauge, N. Y.

. 3. 40% tailplane area gives reduction in sinking speed
INDOOR ELSEWHERE over the 33-37% often used. Larger stabs would give more

performance, but structural considerations dictatedthis
Ove Pettersson and some friends have been pushing hard limit.

datedbackto 1953" with5103being the top time,aea Dick's decision for slack film reinforced theearlier4 . decision to bypass the considerable design developmentrecent contest which was covered by television, fourteen
inifliers entered four events in the 33! ceiling site. The time inherent in stressed structures. By combining these

events were; FAI (65 cm), 35 cm microfilm, 25 Ores (Pen~ features, he saved considerable building time. In summary
nyPlane rules except the 35 Ores coin wei he 2.2 g) and

Dick said, "It seems almost ironic that the model's pro-
HLG. Partial results:

& “© & Portions and general configuration have evolved into what°

appears to be very much like my SLI-FAI design of 1961.
FAI It makes a guy wonder why he spent nearly 10 years learn-
Ove Pettersson 8:07 9328 17335 ing about and investigg ting theory that tells him his best
Peter Porho 5:39 5:40 11:09 guess was pretty good?

The two record flights were made under the altitude of2o_¢m 55', without touching anything. No particular effort wasLennart Flodstrom 2233 2:27 5300 made to limit climb. The prop was a progressive flaring
250 (so-called) type very similar to the Kalina design shown
soores .

. 4 in Dec. '68 INAV. Currently the ship flies in about 16!P. Linden 2210 233 4344 diameter circles with extreme wing twist and tail tilt.S- 0. Liden 1:55 1358 3353 Dick thinks the model has some way to go before it wiil

HLG be finely trimmed for maximum duration, since it has only
L.Widh- .

£18 20 £38
been flown at two sessions. Basic trim on the model was “—

0 G. Olof : 8 ‘ 8 e3 , set up equivalent to 0% margin as computed for the CMOS
+ ae Yiorsson #1 31 33 chart below.

New Swedish Records (set after contest) ‘

.FAI - 10:53, Ove Pettersson 4
.35 em - 4:27, Lennart Flodstrom

HLG ~- 0:20, Lennart Widh>
13

NIMAS POSTAL MEET -

; ol en
Entry in the Postal this year was slightly higher than a.

last year, with all the increase in Easy B. Otherwise, aclthe entry was almost identical in number to 1970. The two aayPennyPlane entries are included, even though five entries =
were requested to hold an event. The two Junior Easy B oO eentries become the new Top Junior listing, and the top ten “14 Kewalski 71 FAI
Open Easy B fliers become the new Top Ten Easy B. w

JUNIOR EASY B Time/ceiling Fudge Adj. Time
:

:

1. Danny Aggers 4312.5/24' 1.22 5:07.8 >
2. Jimmy Clem 6226/58' «78 5:01.22

OPEN easy ee 9248.6/20" 6
: 7 8 0 Wo O12 13 4

° ° a 348. 0 1.33 1330
.

2, Hal Crane 9:11.8/20! 1.33 12313.8 . X-NOSETOC.G: “

3. Richard Hardcastle 11:23.6/31' 1.04 12:06
4, Clarence Mather 8:41.0/22.3' 1626  10356.4 IHLG ~- NATS STRATEGY
5. Fudo Takagi 8212.0/22 ,3' 1.26 10:19.8 So .

6. Fred Harlow 63:42.0/20' 1033 8354.6 py The Observer
7. Chet Bukowski 7:08.0/25' 1019 8329.4
8. Richard Sherman 5:29.0/25' 1.19 62318 When talking about HLG flying, we must define what
9. Don Chancey 8:19.5/58! 078 6329.4 ceiling height is under discussion. Therearereally five

10. Jim Clem. 8:15.0/58' 078 6326.4 different areas: 10-20', 20=35', 35-50', 50-90" and 90+'.
11. Charles Learoyd 5:06.0/25' 1219 6:04,2 Let's pass the first three which offer competition and en-
12. Mike Fedor 7245.0/58' 78 6:03 joyment and go to the higher ceilings.

JUNIOR HLG (25' ceiling) ,

Take the Nats for example: If you are there, what do
1. Danny Aggers 52.0/24' 1.04 54.1 you want to do? Have fun or win? Better to havefun win~

. ning! Let's say you want to place in the Nats in open ine
QPENHLG door hand launch glider ~ you can if you follow these sim-
1, Richard Sherman 54.0/25' 1.0 54.0 ple instructions.
2. Ed Winter 37.27/25! 1.0 37.7
3. Charles Learoyd 351/25! 1.0 35.01 Forget the airplane for a moment - get in shape your- —_

self. All the fliers who make top times at the Nats have
OPEN PENNYPLANE* had their arms in good shape regardless of what shape the
1. Clarence Mather ~~ 4:40/22,.3! 1.26 5352.8 rest of them is in.

-

2. Bruce Cronhite 3.48/22,3' 1.26 4:474
Getting in shape can mean doing push-ups, tying your

*These PennyPlane flights were made with a "no touch" rule arm to a tree with a rubber band, or throwing rocks. The
which was an original part of the Aeronut rules. most logical idea is to throw outdoor gliders; make some

,

heavy clunk and throw it every chance you get all winter.

oosete DEN EEENS AT TRE TT ERA HHO TIMPORO ORE RNTPO OH PNNSHOUR OP OR SASERRE ap-Nntennt wenn etna eR USNOHROP hm Cen GtaneMeannREeNNCbNtiihGa NRNH
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Now that you're inshape, let's assume you are at the
Nats with six super-flams, In the morning when flying HINTS AND KINKS

: starts, 150 guys rush out and start taking official a

ights. Don't do it; the floor is pure bedlam. Even if
i g.wet .

°

your ship got up and locked in, its times would be torn up ThreeBuilding Hints

by the turbulent air that reaches as high as 20' above the DaPon
: " ve Linstrum suggests a handy source for small ms

tho ee toe peer is the sound of smashing gliders and building weights: Get some used linotype slugs, saw off.ota
Ps the 89 face Tyo" van remaining slug into pieces

: about 3/16" x 1/2" x 3/4", Finally, glue small piecessmooth natea arto & comer and get the glide slow and '

of garnet paper to the weights to keep them from slipping
roles around on the board (lead is slick when sawed).

About two hours after official flying begins, all the
outdoor gliders will be broken and the casual fliers have Lino TyPE oe OFF

thrown out their arms. Now you can work on your pattern, S6UG all, pace (°°

fake At easy to avoid throwing out your arm or breaking Eg Cur
your models. Find a spot and launch direction that will (NTO

get you up and recover without snaring any hanging junk. SMALL WEIGHTS
, :

Also find a place where there is lift. Are there thermals
indoors? You bet! If the site has windows where the

.

”

afternoon sun hits the floor, get there. Otherwise stay Paul Crowley suggests this method for making matened
near the center.. .

.

: '
. “gets of tapered spars: If the spars are to be dounle

tapered, first sand one taper into the sheet of baisa,
Now it should be near the end of the flying time and then use a gage like that shown below to line up tne

the air should be smooth and the floor free of bodies. straight edge to the proper distances from the edve of
Begin about an hour béfore the end of official flying and the balsa. The gage shown makes spars which taper from
take official flights; get some friends to keep the clydes 040" wide to .030" wide. ,

away from your ship as it nears the floor. The event is :
won or lost in the last 6' of glide, and people frown if
you clobber anyone who gets in front of your ship.

:

Finally, consider the ship itself. If you have some
objection to flying Sweepettes, get a Zaic Year Book and 3 z o °

‘

plagerize. High ceiling gliders are creatures of evolu- ° > 8 $
tion, so. radical departures from the norm will likely be gf 7” 7

. ° FRAICHEFREE
a waste of time and wood. _ .

7

So there you are, If this all seems harsh, remember
: that you are there to win, not play.

If you happen to have some balsa strippers around,
(Ed. note: The above came in earlier this year, and they can be used in place of the gage chown above to mare

was signed with the note "Information from six Nats". who tapered spars. Taper the balsa sheet just as outlined 2

the author is is open to speculation, but we have our above, then make a short cut with strippers of the prover
suspicions!) .

.

size at each end. In the example sketched below, the
-: . .desired spar tapers from -040" to .030", so make a short a

, cut with a .040" stripper at the heavy end cf the wood
and a cut at the opposite end of the wood witn a .o70"

.

. stripper. Now, notch from the edge of the spar down to -—™

. the stripper slot so that spar dimensions are clearly
.

. defined, place the wood on a dark background, and 4 )ig:| :

.
the straight edge with the bottom of the notch to cut tne

aN spar. This gives spars with a bevel on the end wnich
/

helps you to orient the spars properly when splicing.
.

o
§

. to
me

.

.
.

.

HEY Kid. CLOSE THE Book. O40 .030

BEFORE SOMETHING... tC FigsT, MAKE SEcowD, CUT A

A CUT WITH THE SMALL NOTCH TO

- PROPER STRIPPER MAME THE cuT
/

.
oo ~y . EASY TO SEE.

, -
| |

HAPPENS “spare wee .
OT

BALSA STRIPPER p oo

.

Tne vay '64 INAV featured a balsa stripper by Bill
,

SLIDER (MAHOGANY)
' Atwood waich used micrometer heads to position the

/straignt edge with excellent accuracy. The one shown be- Ruesek Banos Horn

how, Gesigned by Hewitt Phillips, is also capable of Good CLAMP TO PLATEN

accuracy. It sacrifices the nicroneter meadout for ee a PLATEN . ft CLAMP
S-scortant feature of using materials likely to be on né —— iit. QJ

, in moet nodeler's worksnops. Bob Champine built one, and Y _t
CESS Se

suciests that a net2l insert be used as bearing surface UE SSSS DS  ooonmagws =
for tne adfustment screws. Use care in constructing this MM LLL LLLLLLETTE EEE )
strizper and it will give excellent results; tne most im-

Base- 3x 3B" BALSA
.

portant iter in wee construction is the fit between the Rai- BAasswoop
slider end the rail it slides on,

,
,

,

’ pn ,

PLATEN of. Cur Ssor To FIT BLADE
of

:

. BASE CE LZ ¢
" a a. 4

Raia a oe .

Saw SLot To 9 if oe. 9
. oot a

—

~ Par Rate © ae a SS
.

.

5
ao” o” ty ota

: @ Got rn ae ec oe

ot
en ov ex ’ eo” ’ex a

. - +++ @ ------ ‘

. aor
[eee AosusT B&Lave EXPOSURE To

|

RueBER BANOS (EACH END HOLD PLATEN TO BASE
.

" Suir Woed BEIVG BTRIPPED

eaeanteaterdantecetacean iene meena aieeemeeeeemateo tenement ame eeetneeetneeeeeateaeaeenidnitnneteinsameeememnnememennenineeemnnen!
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NEWS and VIEWS Editor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas-75080
SPECIAL NATS INFORMATION

.

FURNISHED BY AMA HEADQUARTERS
; ;

-

.

_

- LAST MINUTE CHANGE FORNATS INDOORSITE: ~~ ‘TWO OTHERNOTES SHOULD BE MADE BY THOSE CONCERNED: =~

The Nate Indoor site has been changed from the Chicago ‘The name of the Washington Park Armory has been chang-
Ampitheater to the Washington Park Armory (same site as ed since last year -- it 1s now known as the Brig. Gen.
used for last year's Nats.) Richard L. Jones Armory. But it is st111 in the same

.
a place! The address is 5200 8. Cottage Grove Ave., on the

This is the solution to a panic situation which devel- SE side of Chicago.
oped in mid-July ~- we found out that the Ampitheater man- .

.agement had booked a closed-circuit TV show for Nats Mon- The ceiling is practically the same ~ about 90 feet.
day. This would have prevented use of the site on both

.Indoor days, due to thousands of chairs being involved, Note further that there is a bad traffic situation in
covering the entire floor area, the Chicago area. Edens and Dan Ryan Expressways are un-

der repair, Extra time (lots) should be allowed for driv-
Quick action, however, by Nats Free Flight Director ing to the Armory.

_ _ asPete Sotich, of Chicago, saved the day. With the help of
the Navy he was able to arrange a switch to the Armory all fliers except those making official flights. Finalused for last year's events. Thus, the original Nats In- | details will appear in the contestant packets, if thisdoor schedule will be maintained as published -~ only the plan is adopted.location will be different.

_ .
ae

#*e*NATIONAL INDOOR MODEL ATRP : CIETY #s0s
International Postal Challenge

John Malkin, Upper Hutt, New Zealand, has issued aNew Members! postal challenge to any other clubs who wish to accept his
offer made in behalf of the Wellington Club. Their siteJAMES CUCCI, JR., 61 Blackstone Rd., Attleboro, MA. 02703 45 26', and they wish to fly Easy 3 and HLG. StandardRICHARD DOIG, 2370 Hammond Lake Dr., Pontiac, Mich. 48053 NIMAS fudge factor is acceptable for Easy B, and somethingEDDIE SAULTS, OCLA Box 3251, Chickasha, Okla. 73018 may have to be worked out on HLG. ‘They suggest three man |
teams for each event, with no limit on teams entered, "putHonoraryMembers contest to be determined by club with smallest number of 4

teams. This 1s not clear, so those interested may want :

MARTIN SHEPHERD, Southbourne Hilliers Close, Sutton, to inquire into the meaning. John mentioned dates (theiri Courtenay, Bershire, England| sessions) of Aug. 29 andOct. 31, 1971. John's addressDARRYL WHITE, 2 Ryan Street, Rutherford 2320, N.S.W. is 51 Clyma St., Upper Hutt, New Zealand. Use air mail,Australia since seamail is very slow!

Change of Address FAI INDOOR REPORT 6
BOB CLEMENS, 95 Shoreway Dr., Rochester, N. Y. 14612 AModern Fable :

An_Apology Once upon a time, long, long ago, some exceedingly wise
Elders of AMA noted that Princesa in charge of FAI ProgramsThis issue is late, and is likely to be somewhat ab- had a tendency to become embroiled in Controversy. Inbreviated, for reasons you can guess a8 you read of some their Wisdom, they established several Wise and Properfew erises which have plagued us lately! Edictsa to prevent the People from Uprising.

Further, the May issue had an error in the presenta- Unfortunately, the Seribe's paper supply was exhaustedtion of Clarence Mather's biplane. The stability margin at a crucial time and the wisest Rule of all had to be
was really +13%; anyone who wishes to have a revised CMOS transcribed on the back of a torn and tattered envelope.

_diagram may have one by sending a stamped envelope with The Town Crier, upon receiving these commandments, failedthe request. to examine the envelope and used it as a taper to light
his torch. Thus the Rule was lost to sight and no oneFAI FFDeadlineNear ever heard of 1t; nor was it posted for those who would
read it.

Dave Linstrum, FAI FF Chairman, has asked that this
reminder be made: the deadline for FAI FF qualification In their wisdom, the Elders had designed the Rule "to 3is August 1, 1971. :

prevent the Princes of the Programs from becoming unpopu- alar with their subjects." Alas! Without the envelope :PennyPlaneKits! (long since turned to ashes), these same Princes knew not
the Rule. Thus it came to pass that a Prince made some :This 1s probably too late (see above) but: The Chicago decisions based on honorable and historical Precedent, but :

Aeronuts, who will sponsorPennyPlane at the 1971 Nats, not conforming to the Rule.
jntend to Produce a limited number ef kits for Sotich's
DUFFER DIP" (see VTO, June '71 MAN). These kits are free

_

As could be predicted, when the decisions were hard and ito those who declare an intent to fly them at the Nats. both ‘sides had nearly equal merit, the people rose up inWhen kits are exhausted, plans will be sent, Send your anger. Some were reasonable, and presented Fair and Rea-request for a kit along with a declaration of intent and soned Arguments; others raged and frothed at the Mouth,
:40¢ in stamps to: PennyPlane Kit, 672 Plum Grove Circle, making Exceeding Foolish and Inflammatory Charges. All :Buffalo Grove, Ill. 60090. this took place at the jith hour, mind you - and Something

.

: Had To Be Done.
,

More Nats Info
‘

. : ‘Thus it came to pass, months after the appropriate .The Nats Entry Blank listed Indoor HLG and Scale as_ time to apply the accumulated Wisdom of The Elders, one
being held 9 am to 9 pm; the listing 1a identical to lest Elder finally remembered the Rule. A Royal Edict was senton —syear, including a typographical error in some outdoor forth, commanding the Prince to Cease And Desist. The
events! Anyway, 4s last year, HLG will be from9 am to Elder had no Helpful Suggestions to relieve the situation
3 pm, with Scale from 3 pm to 9 pm. A special program and Placate The People, for yea and verily the people wereof alternating test flying and official flying is under half for and half against the Prince's Decisons. And the

;
consideration; providing certain administrative problems Prince was sorely vexed and perplexed, for he had labored

, can be worked out, it may be used. The reason for trying long and mightily against Great Odds that his Programi this approach is to completely clear the flight area of should bear Good Fruit.

re ng ma emtneeratemmmmenrintt-—vernin eee OTSO/TTUSSI



Anatomy of @ Decision
4, John English 8:49 13235 22334 904;1964 (apparently, no exact date 1s available) Several 3: Robert DunhamIT gle 12:59 22317 sipolicies were set forth for operation of FAI Programs, - Jim Clem 20610329 16:37 7

probably by AMA's Executive Council. The best-known of
these policies 1s a prohibition of program Chairmen from East Coast Semi-Finals, June 13, 1971, Lakehurst #5
competing in their own programs. For the purpose of this 13 entrants, 9 qualifiers

;report, the most important policy can be stated approxie 1. Bob Champine 30 356 33232 64:28 100% otsmately thus: "FAI Finals sites shall be central in loca~ 2. 8. Cannizzo . 30:20 31:52 62312. 96% ztion, unless approved by a majority of the Finalists, or 36 Ce Ve. Russo 31331 30325 61:56 95% -*unless approved by the Executive Director, the President's 4, Bob Platt .. 30322 29:49 60311 93%FAI Program Delegate and the AMA-FAI Coordinator." Such 5e Hal Crane 29:16 30:02 59:18 92%
an approximation must be made because the policy has never 6. Ron Ganser 25325 29:06 54331 85%
been published anywhere, and has never been given to any 7o Emanuel Radoff 26:17 27237 53:54 83%member of any Indoor Committee until July 3, 1971. S: vonnTriolo 26206 26350 22136 B14«Tom Vallee 3 : 3
Dec. '70 England's offer to host '72 WCh at Cardington 10. Ernie Kopecky 24320 Bhi3D 48352 Te

;was accepted tentatively by CIAM. As a result, it was 11. John Kukon 20338 23346 44:24 69%
decided that a hangar would be the most appropriate site 12. Dan Belieffr 14:38 13:53 28:35 ALG
for the U. 8. Finals. The reason is that every. year since 13. Fred Harlow 18:20 18:20 28%1963 (the first unified Finals) the Finals site matche
the expected WCh site as closely as possible. The sole Detroit Semi-Finals, June 19, 1971 State Fair Coliseum
exception was 1966, but the Team was chosen before the Eight entrants, five qualifiers
WCh site was shifted to Debrecen, Hungary. 4° Bae Reaeert 50th baie0 qed? 30
Apr. '72 A request was made to contacts at both Santa Ana 3. Ed Stoll 21307 213232 42339 90%andLakehurst to determine if either or both hangars would 4e Ron boeen® Aeite erat 39316 B34be available in August. then pongo 28112 __17403 __ ie one
May 15, 1971 End of program registration and qualifica- Te Howard Haupt 16:58 19351 36:49 78%
tion. At this time it was determined that the geographi- 8. Rol Anderson 15:55 12323 28:18 60%
cal distribution of qualifiers was essentially equal w Denver Semi-Finals, June 19, 1971 Hinkley High School Gymrespect to the hangars. That is, 48.5% of the qualifiers Six entrants, five qualifiers a yes y
lived within 1400 miles of Santa Ana, while 51.5% lived

1. Ted Gonzoph 11:25 12:13 23:38 100%within 1400 miles of Lakehurst. 2. George Batiuk, Jr. 10:07 11:23 21:30 §©91%
° 1 Bl 0:34 10: 2130 OoMay 28, '71 (approx.) Available dates were received for i: Sean cheenee "Bik9 hee Ant: ang |both hangars. After careful consideration of all factors, 5. Ed Collins O81 10:2 19:42 BYSanta Ana was chosen on the basis it is the best site and
» George Batiuk, Sr. 2:34 6:51 9:25 homost likely to have good conditions.

June 3, 1971 INAV sent to printer containing announcement RECORDS? MAYBE!
of Finals site; mail distribution should have been comn~-

ae

plete by June 8, 1971. The June issue should have listed some of these marks,
and some of them have already been approved.Mid June '71 Choice of Santa Ana hotly debated at Detroit

and Lakehurst Semi-Finals. Pressure brought to bear on Open Cat. III Cabin ~ 29:22, Bob Randolph 5/16/71Chairman and AMA Hq. A poll of the Indoor Committee at
the request of Detroit area yielded narrow margin of sup- Sr. AMA Cat. III FAI - 27:16, Linda Randolph 6/13/71port for Santa Ana decision. Sr. Cat. III Indoor Stick - 27:16, Linda Randolph 6/13/71
July 3, 1971 Chairman receives "cease and desist" order

en

_ az.
.

based on previously unknown "established policy". Open AMA Cat. III FAI ~ 33:32, Bob Champine 6/13/71
' Sr. AMA Cat. I FAI - 12:59, Robert Dunham II 6/13/71a eae Chairman's answer received by Worth, Patton

Sr. Cat. I Indoor Stick - 12:59, Robert Dunham II, 6/13/61

July 12, 1971 Worth, Patton and Hill propose use of three %Pr- AMA Cat. II FAI - 18:36, Tom Sova 6/19/71
Finals sites; Santa Ana, Lakehurst and Nats. :

Open FAI Cat. IV FAI - 33:57, Ron Plotzke 7/4/71
July 14, 1971 Above proposal withdrawn due to impossibly

.short time to notify Finalistswho might want to compete Almost Records:
at Nats. Acceptance was gaine or airman’s proposa °

t a ht 45:50 at thtake poll of Finalists in full compliance with 1964 policy. Sante aneBeni Pinales clth ttoseine, treecla nee quality
July 16, 1971 Poll form sent to all Finalists regardless as an AMA record and Byeeeore Bec ente not in-~Finals.: effect. Also, a Cat. or ecord needs to exceof whether they had resigned after Semi-Fin e 46:35 to satisfy the 2% requirement.
Aug.6, 1971 Deadline for return of poll. Results of

xe's "300" de a hit at the Lakehurst Jul ‘4poll will be strictly followed; a 60% majority 1s neces~ bach, ge it turned 4is10 after landing on an obstruction.sary for adoption of any proposal to adopt a new site or The mark Ron was after was Kopecky's 43:42, set at Santanew program philosophy for this year. Ana in 1963; this is a new absolute high time at an AKC= onue

hurst hangar. 2 } 4g FALResults FromSemi-Finala AN Ahew
CONTEST CALENDAR pact \4 OFWest Coast Semi-Finals, June 13, 1971 Santa Ana Hangar

13 entrants, 10 qualifiers MARYLAND - College Park. Third Annual Eastern Indoor
Championships, sponsored by the D.C. Maxecutors at the1. Bud Romak 33:07 30:40 64:34 100% Cole Field House of the University of Maryland. HLG,2. Erwin Rodemsky 31325 32350 » 64215 98% Easy B, Paper Stick, Indoor Stick, Indoor Scale and Unor~3e Larry Cailliau 29:40 33305 62 245 95% thodox Aircraft. Contact Tom Vallee, 444 Henryton So.,4. Bob Gibbs 27303 31359 29302 90% Laurel, Md. 20810 301-498-0790 for more info and rules2° Bob Randolph 27345 29241 57 126 88% for Easy B and Unorthodox Aircraft.6. Clarence Mather 26225 27:02 3pieT reTe Paul Allen 2 127 25:50 5431 STATE OF THE ART8. Linda Randolph 273216 26:49 54:05 84% Eh Sentero ioe

9- Carl Rambo 25346 26 303 51:49 80% Jiri Kalina's 1970 World Champion model was chosen as10. Joe Bilgri 26:44 25300 1241 80 the NFFS Top Ten Indoor model, and full size plans are or11. Fudo Takagi 25:1 24238 AT356 TA will be available from NFFS for the model. Due to the12. Warren Williams 18:57 23301 41358 65% press of time, only the plan as drawn by Clarence Mather15. Larry Parsons no time will appear in this issue. Clarence has compiled a very
Tulsa Semi-Finals, June 13, 1971 John MaBee Gym 30'10" comprehensive study on Jiri's model (he traded models with

a,Six entrants, five qualifiers Jiri at the '70 WCh), which will be presented either in
;1. Paul Tryon 12:19 12:38 24:57 100% August or September.

2. Dick Ganslen 12:41 11:59 24540 98%
3. Bob Dunham 12:00 11349 23349 95%
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NEWS and VIEWS itor: Bud Tenny- Box 545- Richardson, Texas- 75080
' Indoor Stick Paper Stick Indoor Cabin Indoor HLG -

:
: Junicr Junior Junior :

Junior _

1. Gerry Geraghty '153:43.0 1. Gregory Simon 13:05.6 1%. Gregory Simon 113:41.8 1. Gerry Geraghty 109.8 -
_

 @. Gregory Simon - 13:12.4 2. Gerry Geraghty 10:58.2 2. Barry Pailet 6:35.0 2, Brian Pardue 99.2
3. Bryan Baetens 10:07.0 3. Bryan Baetens 9:55.4 3. Patrick Wood 5335.0 3. Robert Hayes 97.8 ~

4, Patrick Wood 9:42.2 4, Bruce Pailet 9:29.4 4, William Schlarb 4333.8 4. Gregory Simon 95.4 ;

5. William Schlarb 8:54.2 5. Barry Pailet 8:48.8 5. Bruce Pailet 3:38.45. William Schlarb 54.06. Bruce Pailet 3:51.0 6. Chris Clemens 8:30.0 6. William Wood 3:01.c 6. Ricky Myers 81.8 es

7. Barry Pailet 3:35.0 7. Scott Wisniewski 83:21, 7. jdJohn Comerford 80.2 oS8. Fritz Curth 8:20.2 8. Keith Gordy 79.0‘

9. Patrick Wood 7322.4 9. Bryan Baetens 77.6 a10. Andy Tomasch 6:30.2 ,

10. Larry McFarland 74.8

Senior ©

-

Senior
| Senior. ' Senior

1. Ronny Ganser 24:19.0 1. Tom Sova 17310.4 1%. Ronny Ganser 15323.0 1. Marty Thompson 127.2 .

2. Bobby Dunham 18:41.4 2. Bobby Dunham 13:23.6 2. Tom Sova 14:57.0 2, Bobby Dunham 124.4
3. Tom Sova 18:31.8 3. Ronny Ganser 12:40.6 3. Bobby Dunham 11:20.0 3, George Pharr IV 115.8 us

.

.
4. Dale Hacker 14341.6 4, William Shailor 11:17.2 4, Michael Kuehne 9:26.4 4, Peter Lewis 105.4
Se William Shailor 14:11.3 5S. Jim Haught 10:47.6 5. Michael Wood

___

4:36.42 Lee Cleveland 105.4 -6. Jim Haught 11:20.0 6. Michael Kuehne 10:09.4 « vim Haught 0:06. 3s Ronny Ganser 105.0 wo
7. Jeff Annis 10:39.2 7. David Kummerow 5332.0 ~

. Charles Weise Sz.C oy8. Steve Bandt 6:13.4 8. Larry Reimer 2312.0 7. William Shailor $1.0 :
. 9. Richard Doig 0:12.2 9. Richard Doig 0231.2 .

8&8. Danry Bartley 90.2 me
. 10. Jeff Annis 0:0¢9.0 9. Bobby Hanford 29.6 en

Open Open Open
, Oren ue

1. Jim Richmond 33:354.C 1. Jim Richmond 21:37.0 1. Ron Plotzke 23:03.6 1. Rudy Kluiber 124,¢ oS2. Ron Plotzke 29:43.4 2. Ed Stoll 19:32.0 2, Al Rohrbaugh 21:58.0 2. Bucky Servaites 121.2 oe
3. Ed Stoll 27:25.0 3. Hardy Brodersen 19:18.0 3. Jim Richmond 21:37.2 3. Vie Cunnyngham 11926 eo4. Charlie Sotich  27:04.0 4, Al Rohrbaugh 19:04.6 4. Bob Randolph 203:27.2 4, Terry Kuenne 11€.6 .5. Dan Belieff ___26:49.C 5. Larry Cailliau 18:04.0 2: Wayne Zink 18:57.4 5S. Bob Hanford 114.4

a Cc. Bucky Servaites 26330.6 « Bob Randolph 17326.8 « Bucky Servaites 78:04.8 6. Donald Wright 114.C
hn ; 7. Dick Hardcastle

 25:36.8
7. Joseph Sova 16:42.8 7. Charlie Sotich 17:33.0 7. Dan Beiieff 111.26 oo

oe - 8. Bob Randolph 23:33.0 8. Dick Hardcastle 16:43.8 8. Ron Ganser 15:00.0 8. Don Chancey 111.C a~ ‘

9. Al Rohrbaugh 22:52.9 9. Rolland Anderson 15:46€.C °9. Joseph Sova 12:45.2 9. Robert Watson 109.6 .
a 10. Dennis Jaecks 22:19.6 10. Dennis Jaecks 15323.4 10. Dick Mathis 1C7.C Me

. THE NATS STORY ,

. . :
/

:

- each event this year, which bears testimony that his new oe
The Indoor Nats was a mixture of new and old, with Job in North Carolina is keeping him busy. Perhaps air-

.

.

about the same entry, higher average performance, and a line transportation rather than neglect was the problem, "3
new look in a couple of areas. HLG, Scale and PennyPlane but Jim found the need for model repairs the hard way - in Oo
were all flown the first day this year, leaving rubber flight. He used up two Stick flights making official test

ms

fliers an extra day to observe if they desired. Another flights on his new one gram model before winning Stick ainnovation was in HLG - test flying and official flying with the old standby FAI model. The "flying cardtable" es
were separated into half-hour periods, except that any (my name for it - Jim only smiles) one gram model shows

_

a
contestant who wished to fly official flights during a very good Cat. II potential and looks like the more io

test flying session was permitted to "at his own risk". famous Richmond FAI in flight - if you ignore the wide %.The experiment wcrked well enough that those who were wing.
/ whstill around tc de polled after HLG was over voted to aeretain the idea. It was established that only fliers who New records were the order of the day in Cabin, but

;
ae

,

carried a blue streamer were permitted to be on the floor the simple announcement of Ron Plotzxe's record in the oSduring an "official" session; most of the few violators RECORDS? MAYBE! column fails to tell the story. At the ~~

Hb_

weren't ina position to see the admittedly inadequate beginning, Jim Richmond's '70 Nats flight of 20:25.2 was BSsign which proclaimed which session was in effect. It still standing. About 2 pm, Bob Randolph nudged this up ysis expected that next time a flashing light or blinker to 20:27.2. Jim abandoned his rlanned 4:50 pm flight home oe
will be used to denote official flying sessions, and this and did 21:37.2. This still stood when he left, but Ron osshould minimize the communications problem. Plotzke soon logged 21:55, only to be squeezed out by Al wo

. _Rohrbaugh's 7 pm flight of 21:58. Ron looked at the score :
_

It is difficult to keep track of who flies which model and wandered off muttering something about "have to get it me
design, but it has been reported that Sweepettes and out again", His response was decisive - 22:03.6. Al had o

Sweepette derivatives won most of the HLG places. Except already left for home, but he (along with Randolph, Rich- .

for ist in Junior and Open, the average performance was mond and Plotzke) will get a record certificate to show. ohigher across the board in HLG. Junior and Senior times that he did set the record.
, ,

-
were new records, “hile Rudy Kluiber improved 10 seconds ,

.

s

from last year to win Ist with a time still short of the In closing, it 1s important to mention the superb Navy
.197C winning time. An interesting sidelight - Scale jud- crew work during both long, long days (12 hour sessions, _

ging was going on in a corner of the site. When asked if not counting travel to and from Glenview NAS), and willing oestray gliders were causing a problem, George Pharr (one of and capable assistance from Major Persons who was in 2
: the judges) said, "Oh no. We just catch them like this!" charge of the Armory. Also, Jim Perdue served well and os

To demonstrate, he made a clapping motion’as if to catch - faithfully as second in command; Lee Cleveland and George ae
a mosquito! Pickel "kept the books" during HLG, so that the results

o

were mostly up to date as the event closed out.
Both days, traffic problems’due to Chicago freeway —

repairs caused late arrivals; it seemed to be worse on the Indoor Scale was ably and calmly run by Ralph Keunz, ._ second day. Very few fliers were in evidence until later, George Pharr and other members of the Cloudbusters club.
—

“

: i /

. but there never seemed to be much aerial congestion. Ex- Scale entry was lower than last year, but there really
. cept for 1st in Open Stick and Paper Stick, the average = §were more entries than appear in the results below. All

performance was again higher. Since Jim Richmond did it Nats scores are figured only through fifth place, and I .

again with the same models as last year, these two times simply ran out of time before getting Scale results pulled
were about the same. It took Jim a few more flights in pelow fifth. (cont. on pe 4} ~
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PennyPlane entry was increased by about 50% this year,
and performance took a real jump. In fact, 7th place this Bottom Row

year would have won it last year! Considering that the Left - Robert Dunham II with 3rd place Paper Stick model.
‘no touch" rule was in effect, one could envision Penny~ Center - Eric Dyer, age 7, fires away in HLG.
Plane almost challenging Paper Stick, except that a 6" x Right - Greg Simon with 2nd place Indoor Stick model.
18" wing might be more than 100 sq. in. area and not eli-
gible for Paper Stick. It was reported that one Penny- **¥ONATIONAL INDOOR MODELAIRPLANE SOCIETY**## _Plane did over 13 minutes, but it touched at least oncz.

‘ New Members! '

PennyPlane Indoor Scale
—

ROIE R. BLACK, 89 Oak Forest Pk., Blacksburg, Va. 24060
Junior Junior MARSHALL 8. ELLIS, MD, 1612 Anne Dr., Clarkedale Miss.

~~

38614
1. Scott Wisniewski 6:09.0 1. Gregory Simon 121.5 ROBERT LEISHMAN, 167 Goldenridge Dr., Levittown, Pa. 19054
2. Bryan Baetens 5:38.0 2. Scott Wisniewski 93.0 ROGER W. TAYLOR, 3568 Fireway Dr., San Diego, Cal. 92111
3. Tim Noonan 5:32.0 3. Barry Pailet 92.0 ALLAN B. VOLLMER, 1608 South Ave., Stratford, Ct. 06497
4. Chris Clemens 4:13.0 4. Bruce Pailet 88 .0
5. Gregory Simon 4313.0 5- Patrick Wood 80.0 Change OfAddress
6. Fritz Curth 2:56.0
7. Jenny Linstrum 0:37.0 Dave Linstrum has moved again; his new address is
8. Mindy Linstrum 0:05.0 5840 Danforth Ct., Hanover Park, Ill. 60163. New phone

Senior number: 312-837-2295.
Qpen eo

1. Mark Kummerow 138.5 Corrections!
1. Dennis Jaecks 11221.0 2, Brian Webster 119.0
@. Dick Hardeastie 10:09.0 4, William Shatlor 118.5 The July RECORDS? MAYBE! column contained at least two
3. Larry Cailliau 9355.0 4, Michael Kuehne 118.0 errors. First, Tom Sova was listed as setting Junior
4, Ron Plotzke 9:47.0 5, Paul Tobie 105.0 records - Tom is a Senior this year. Second, at least
5. Rolland Andreson 9:42.0 three readers wrote to point out that Plotzke's 41:10 is
6. Mathew Turck 9:09,0 not a new high time for Lakehurst. Plotzke did 42:53 with
7. Paul Crowley 9:07.20 a"300" at the '69 Nats, and Richmond did 41:45 at the '69
8. Hank De Kat 8340.0 Open FAI Finals at Lakehurst. So much for a muddled memory!

. 9. Otto Curth 8:10.0
10. Charlie Sotich 8305.0 1, Bucky Servaites 176.375 New Publications
11. Don Wright 7341.0 2, Charles Markos 159.75 °

,

12. Gordon Wisniewski 7:26.0 3, Charlie Sotich 159.3275 From a correspondence standpoint, John Malkin has been
1%, Rolfe Gregory 6:55.0 4. Frederick Stark 153.0

 & Slacker. One reason: "Airfoil Sections"; a compilation
Jim Noonan 6:55.0 5, Ron Martelet 148.5 of useful airfoil sections for all model types. The book

14, Paul Shatlor 6253.0 contains over 300 sections, plus a well-stated disserta-
14, Ken Kraemer 6:26.0 tion on airfoil plotting. The book is available in the

U. S. for $1.80, and agents will be given 4 special price
on orders for 50 or more. John's address is 51 Clyma St.,

THE NATS PICTURE STORY Upper Hutt, New Zealand.

This year's photos are from three sources; U. S. Navy FAI INDOORREPORT(PH1 John Tharp), Ron Plotzke and Bob Clemens. All the
photos on page 3 are official Navy photos, plus the one of Program Questionaire Results

|Martelet's scale model on page 2. Other photos on page 2 BN ISIS IS roe

as marked, Twenty-five questionaires of the thirty-six sent to
|

.

FAI Finalists (and '70 Team members) were returned and ne
Page Two gave the following results: :

1. A unified Finals site should be ised.
;Left Column (counting down) 2. The Finals site should be similar to the Woh

_

oo
1. Bob Randolph poses his Cabin model with retracting site expected to be used.

,

gear. Model handles well, and gear retracts under 3. Questions 1 & 2 served to confirm that a single
pull from single strand of stretched monifilament. hangar site (WCh is expected to be in Cardington)
(Clemens) will be used; the choice was Santa Ana by 14-10

. ée. dim Richmond inspects Randolph's V-tail, V-dihedral margin. (One Finalist voted for both sites.)
"D" Stick, while Al Rohrbaugh (background) watches
his model in flight. (Clemens) As a result of the questionaire results, Declaration

3. Ron Martelet's 1911 Cessna, which won the Bill Hannan of Intent forms were sent to allFinalists, specifying
craftsmanship award for Peanut Scale.(Clemens) Santa Ana as a site on the expected date of Sept. 25-26,

4, Flotzke photo of Plotzke's ist place Cabin model. 1971. Return of these forms will enable alternates to be
notified if primary Finalists resign.

Center Column
1. Dale Hacker helps Al Rohrbaugh untangle Al's model FinalsSiteConfirmed

from balloon string. (Clemens)
2. Randolph and his V-tail Paper Stick model. (Plotzke) The expected date of Sept. 25-26, 1971 has been con-

' 3. AMA Scale models awaiting Sudging. (Clemens) firmed since the Declaration formswere sent out. Efforts
4, Al Rohrbaugh prepares to hook up motor to his Paper to provide extra test flying at the site yleided permis-

Stick model. (Plotzke) sion for test flying from 4 pm to 10 om on Sept. 24, in
addition to test flying early on Sept. 25. Tentative

Right Column planning suggests that two rounds willbe flownonSept.
1. Andy Tomasch (with model) prepares a flight in Junior 25, and four on Sept. 26. Special plans for housing are

Paper Stick. It is Andy's first model (Bandersnap) being worked on, and plans are being made for a banquet
and his first contest. Andy's father and brother Greg Sept. 26 after flying ceases. Additionally, it 1s itxely
watch in backzgrcund. (Clemens) that a bull session get-together can be held Sert. 25.

&e Ed Stoll and Indoor Stick entry. (Plotzke)
3. A. Re Koehler checks over Ron Martelet's controversial Special Mailing!

Pilatus Porter, (Navy)
4, Dennis Jaecks with winning PennyPlane model. 17%" It 4s quite possible that fliers other than Finalists

prop on 18" span works well for him! (Plotzke) will desire to attend the Finals to help and ‘or watch.
.

All who would appreciate advance information on arrange-
Page Three (Ail U. S. Navy Photos) ments and possibilities should drop a line to Bud fenny,

Box 545, Richardson, Texas 75080. Those who make such
TOP Row requests will be included in any special mailings to the
Left - Patrick Wood with his Paper Stick model. Pat hag Finalists; the mailings will detail final arrangements as

flown several Nats before, placed in top 5 in two they are formulated.
events this year.

Right ~- Ron Fictzke patches the wing on his 2nd place RECORDS? MAYBE?!
Indoor Stick model. ,

Ss

1971 Indoor Nats, Chieago, Ill.; July 26-27) 1971 Cat. II
Center Row Brig. Gen. Richard L. Jones Armory - 9C' ceiling ~—

Left - Jeff Annis with his Paper Stick model. Junior HLG ~ 1:49.8, Gerry Geraghty :

Center - Bill Shailor, age 15, flies his Indoor Stick in Senior HLG - 2:07.2, Marty Thompsonhis sixth Nats. Senior Indoor Stick - 24:19.0, Ronny Ganser
‘

Right - Jim Richmond's "flying cardtable" - one gram, 10" Senior Paper Stick ~- 17:10.4, Tom Sova
chord FAI with 20" diameter prop. Model showed about Junior Indoor Cabin - 11:41.8, Gregory Simon
30 minute potential in Cat. II and flew very smoothly. Senior Indoor Cabin - 15:23.0, Ronny Ganser

Open Indoor Cabin - 23:03.6, Ron Plotzke

RR TTLIE LETT IIII YTTIE TCLSONOCOCO TOA NITTT CTETE ATAPERTE SESEEAIY AY RVRWEEE HELIN IS SREER SOPRAIEDOR RRNESCINteR arpertmennideratbuteacipmantntueennantriutertevaniieeipiihssistecotsefse.og ee Be
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A_TIME FOR REFLECTION

We are finishing the most turbulent FAI Team Selection questionaire failed to satisfy a small minority, a second
Program in history. It is now time to consider matters questionaire was circulated. The second poll allowedwhich will affect AMA's participation in future World choices of Finals dates which were only 16 days removed
Championships, and even whether effective participation is from the receipt of final results! At this point, the 7possible. Precedents established in this program raise AMA President decided the arrangements announced below.
serious doubts whether anyone would agree to be Chairman

-until several matters of authority are settled. It has By virtue of the Committee's ready access to AMA HQ, "s
. been clearly demonstrated that an appointed Chairman has and their total lack of accountability, FAI Programs are -

no real authority over his program, regardless of offictal whatever the whim of the Committee dictates them to be.
policy established by the Executive Council. Thus, a Chairman is superfluous, and it is unlikely that

. anyone would undertake the job.
These policies were announced in the Oct. '64 Model

*Aviation, and have been updated in recent years. In stark From the standpoint of future program participants, 1t
,contrast, there appears to be no public record of any FAI would seem foolhardy to invest time and money in a program .

Executive Committee before 1967, when such a Committee which can be changed on a whim, with little or no notice. me

with only advisory powers was created. With neither Chairman nor participants, future programs Lh
cannot exist. ~During the 1971 Indoor Program, a group calling itself :

the FAI Executive Committee and claiming to have been es-
All those who are interested in FAI Indoor Programs

should write or call their District VP (see listing intablished in 1964 committed some almost incomprehensible
he followi tlone:actions which greatly disrupted the Program continuity. Model Aviation) requesting the following actions: :

There could be little complaint if actions of the FAI 1. Publication of all AMA policy regarding FAI Programs.
Executive Committee had been consistent with past policy,

:

or had followed established guidelines. However, this 2. Publication of the duties and full definition of the :

group blundered twice so badly that their motives and authority of Program Chairmen.
eecollective common sense must be questioned. In July, ™

rather than following their own policy which required a 3. Clarification of the status and authority of any FAI
-poll of Finalists, they decreed that the Finals would be Executive Committee and any other group having author- oesplit into three sections including a flyoff at the Nats. ity over FAI Programs.
.' Since the Nats were then only 12 days away, the entire

f"™ Program collapsed almost immediately. The Committee then 4, Change the make-up of the Committee from all-eastern
backed down and allowed the questionaire to be sent; they R/C fliers to include membership of R/C, U/C and FF or ,stipulated the content and formatofthis questionaire and Indoor fliers, plus membership for Program Chairmen -approved the final wording before releasing it. When this during their tenure.

© is.
. a _ a i" oa initalcl SES Lgecct Seanah Se eteSSehSSSt a a OSSPU SesBie GNIS 2: 5

ee eae ve “Colo. 80210 for $3.50 1f you are a member of both AMA and ,

.

NATIONALINDOOR MODEL AIRPLANESOCIETY: NFFS; for others the cost is $4.50. This book is a must
AnApology for 411 serious FF fliers! :,

This issue is late and abbreviated (again!), and from FAI INDOOR REPORT
the looks of my briefcase, I owe the whole world a letter, . .
It simply is not possible to wrap up a Team Selection Pro- Team Selection Finals
gram twice in little over a month, plus organize another

;Finals with less than 15 days notice, and do much else. Much has happened since the Sept. issue came out. On “
Future issues may be late, but I can guarrantee the same Aug. 28, the FAI Executive Committee issued another poll
reasons will not be the cause! The time is past when I to Finalists, stating that the July poll had not beenwill volunteer to chair the program; without considerable decisive. By Sept. 9, the new poll results were in, but

/reform I shall not participate in future programs at all, again were not conclusive. To save the Program from fur- .

The assorted stupidities which passed for official action ther delay, the AMA President declared the following: .during the latter part of the '71 program must never be
allowed again, or the U. S. will never have an effective 1. The Finals will be held jointly at Santa Ana and Lake-team selection program. hurst on Sept. 25-26, 1971.

A Problem Solved 2. Finalists may fly at either meet but not both.

Several issues ago, a plea was made for someone to 3. Finalists (listed below) only and '70 Team members aremake available good spacers for the Bilgri-type strippers eligible; no alternates will be qualified.
built by Bob Dunham. Ted Gonzoph has suggested that lead
spacers used by print shops are a good solution. These 4. Team membership shall be the winning flier at each
are lead slabs cut flat, and come in sizes called "points" site, plus that flier whose score is the highest per-at about .015"per point. With 1,2,3,4,6 & 8 point sizes centage of the winning time at that site.
available, quite a range of accurate and repeatable cuts
can be made. Ted has reported his method in detail, and Because of the radical departure from established pro-
this will be presented as soon as it can be worked up. cedures, President John Clemens also declared that these

actions were not to be considered precedents.Covering Brush
_

t
°

Stephen Fauble has found that artist's pin striping
cp's for the Finals:

brushes are superior for Bilgri style covering. e ne
point is easily controlled, but the brush holds an extra Bone gene BillBieneamount of water. These brushes are scarce, but Steve has 6612 Barnhurst Dr. 5131 Mass. Ave. NW~~ located a source and can furnish them for $1.50 each. If San Diego, Cal. 92117 Washington, D. C. 20005you're interested, drop him a line at 741 N. Jefferson 4a27Bo37

DOO

REO °

714-278-3779 301-229-8696Ave., Dixon, Ill. 61021.
Listing of Finalists

.‘ NFFS Symposium Report
The following list represents the only fliers to be

Each year, inspection of the Symposium Report of the eligible to enter the Finals:
NFFS reveals a dedication to the Free Flight cause which

©

is wide in scope and thorough in application. This is Romak Rodemsky Cailliau
also true of the Fourth Annual Report, which is now avail- Gibbs Bob Randolph Mather
able from Annie Gieskieng, 1333 S. FranklinSt.,Denver, Allen Linda Randolph Rambo 3G &
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Bilgri Tryon Ganslen Due to drafty conditions, I have flown the model only
Dunham Dunham II English a few times under low power. Extra wing incidence was
Champine Cannizzo

°

Russo needed, probably due to the stick brace wire lengthening
Platt Crane Ganser in warm air, When Jiri flies the model, it climbs at aRadoff Triolo Vallee shallow angle, moving fairly fast. After one or two cir-
Hulbert Kowalski Stoll cles the climb angle seems to increase. Here, I'll spec~
Plotzke Cowley Gonzoph ulate a bit. With the forward balance point the mode? |Batiuk, Jr. Blubaugh Chilton needs considerable incidence, which should produce / .

Collins Andrews Richmond up tendency. The downthrust helps to control this, -«

I believe Jiri adjusts the stick brace wire to allow some,

RECORDS? MAYBE! bending under full power. At any rate, the model climbs
OT

rapidly and smoothly, yet retains a slow cruise and des-
SANTA ANA RECORD TRIALS, Aug. 28-29, 1971, Cat. III cent. Low model weight helps, and Jiri uses motors with

Santa Ana MCAS weight 1.2 to 1.5 times the model weight to give a low
‘ Senior HL Stick - 28:31.8, Bill Gibbs total weight.

Senior AMA Cat. III FAI - 28:31.8, Bill Gibbs
Open FAI Cat. IV FAI - 35:42, Bud Romak EUROPEANCONTESTS
Open AMA Cat. III FAI ~ 35:42, Bud Romak

POLAND
STATE OF THE ART

Indoor contest at Halaludowa (site) in Wroclaw, May '71
The following remarks by Clarence Mather were promised

as a supplement to the plan of Kalina's salt mine model in 1. Stefan Bombol 48319
the July '71 issue. I asked Clarence to analyze the model 2. Edward Clapala 47348
(he traded with Jiri after the '70 WCh) and here is his 3« dreneusz Pucelko 45315
response. 4, Stan Zurad 40336

5. vderzy Kaczorek 37231
;

Kalina presents himself as a beginner in micro~-models,
and his experience dates back only a few years. He gives ROMANIA
the U. S. teams credit for his knowledge, and he obviously , "has learned well. (Ed. note: Jiri's 4th place at Debrecen Indoor 71°, international meet at Slanic-Prahova, May
in 1966 showed such good promise that one might think Jiri 9-11, 1971, (salt mine), 65 cm. span, no weight limit.
is quite modest.)

1. J. Kalina Czech 36:52 35332 72324
The model I have is one of Jiri's salt mine specials, 2. KK. Rybecky Czech 32324 33:57 66:21

but it is very similar to his warm air models and has the 36 O. Hints Romania 33:50 31.358 65348
same shape and dimensions as were revealed in the Dec. '68 ‘4+ As Ree Hungary 31314 31306 62320
issue of INAV. The basic design features (short stick and 93+ E. Chlubny Czech 29:41 30:25 60:06
boom, large stab and rear fin) give the look of Bilgri 6. E. Holtier Romania 28:29 30351 59320
designs - which are far from extinct and compete well. 7s A. Moraru Romania 30:05 28:53 58:58

8. Z. Ocsody Hungary 30:11 28:44 58:52
Jiri's workmanship is of high order. Surface outlines 9+ Ge Buzady Hungary 28:35 28:07 56:42

are graceful curves and the wood is evenly cut. No excess 10. A. Egri Hungary 28319 27315 55:34
glue is visible on the straight motor tube and boom, and
the seams are almost invisible. The metallic blue wing Team Standings: 1. Czechoslovakia 198351
film and gold to silver tail film is slack, but not flop- é€. Romania #1 180 204
py.» Weight is .020 oz., but the model is fairly rigid. 3. Hungary 174236 0All wood is clear white and apparently high quality. . _.... 40. Romania #2

. 154201. 4It should be noted that the Hungarian team was ¢. 3
I must digress a bit. One reason given for one gram one gram models, and that their team total and Andras nee's

models was scarcity of indoor wood in Europe; which seemed total exceed their totals from the '70 WCh!
to be belied by the many light and strong European models.
Such good wood is obtained by searching through outdoor HUNGARY

/

wood stocks for quality wood; it is then sanded to indoor
4 Sizes! Consequently, it takes many hours to get the wood Hungarian indoor meet, Politechnical University in Buda-
: to a usable thickness. Also, some wood was donated by pest, 14.9 m site, one gram models.

a ak il w Gi wa .
Bud Romak, Joe Bilgri, Lew Gitlo nd possibly others

1. Ze Ocsoay 22:40 25119 47259
The model is balanced at 50% with the large salt mine 2. A. Egri 22 344 22246 45:30

"gumma" (rubber). Because of the short coupling, the 3. R. Kreisz 20314 21313 41:27
stab carries a larger load than might be expected. Even 4. G. Buzady 22345 18:19 41304
80, Richmond's models load the stab even more than does ~ 5. G. Varszegi 18:29 18:47 37316
wats model.

Budapest Championship, Politechnical University in Buda-
The airfoils are thin - 3/16" for a 5.8" chord, with pest, 14.9 m site, one gram models.

high point at about 40%. The 5.3" center stab rib has
oAonly 1/8" camber, In flight the film billows up a little ie A. Ree 2950 25237 73 %0to give a slightly thicker section. Jiri's warm air mod- 5 Re Berk once Shae etels have about 1/32" thicker airfoils than this model.

4: G. Varszegi 18:44 17:03 35244
The left wing is half an inch longer than the right,

with .4" washin; more than on the ware air models. This CZECHOSLOVAKIA
holds the model in a tight climbing turn under the power . _4burst; no fin offset is necessary. The tips are unbraced, qneerns tions’ raOTon heesumable 6B on are eelany 10aand the center panel has double bracing. At Rome ('68

:

1971. No word on rules, p y ’ .

WCh), Jiri used picket fence bracing, but not for the mine.
. . .Several thin balsa posts are placed between the wire and 3° a chiatry gzecn Zoi47 223i) oe tan

trailing edge to stiffen the spars. 3. J. dirasky Czech 20317 28350 58:07
Stab tilt is about 1", with no wire bracing and the. 4. R. Cerny Czech e206 setae 2213

stab has 0° incidence relative to the motor stick. The 2° De Chiubna Czech ori oEtO8 23it3only bracing is small wood pieces to the boom from both « %T. Weiger zec : ; ‘t 7. R. CzechowskiCzech 24;00 26:00 50:00leading and trailing edges. The stab has 1/8" washin,
8 K. Rybecky Czech 22316 26145 49:01but this may be warps due to age.
9. G. Buzady Hungary 23:22 22:13 45235

The 1/4" diameter motor stick has a single wire brace 10. L. Koutny Czech 25349 19335 453224
supported by a center postand the wing sockets, which

appear to be formed of thin wood. The double thrust bear- BASIC ADJUSTMENT TECHNIQUES FOR LOW CEILING GLIDERS. -

_

: ing has some downthrust and left thrust; the stick brace
wire wraps around the front of the bearing. by Norm Ingersoll

The 17 x 31.5 prop has symmetrical outlines with Just (Ed. Note: The following has been reprinted from the
over 14" width; the airfoil has 1/16" camber, The small Feb. '62 issue of Chuck Borneman's newsletter, published
spar is not overly flexible, indicating strong wood. Jiri by the Kokomo Knights of the Round Circle.)
uses this prop design only in the cold air of the salt
mine. Under high torque the blades appear to flare to It 18 assumed that you are flying a model of the cor-
lower pitch, giving a rapid climb - 180' in about six min-  yect size and weight for your particular site. The most
utes. The prop then reverts to normal pitch for slow RPM important single factor that will be stressed will be the
cruise and descent. direction of your adjustments. There are many trims pose

;

sible with a particular glider which will produce pleasing



a
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flight patterns and reasonable duration there is onla .
:

y 4, Your throwing fingers for dryness; the launch area andmodel naar that. will yield maximum performancé from your your shoes for solid footing. .monte nd you should seek this through sequential ad juste 5. Your throwing arm for looseness.

. vA Before leaving for the flying site, construct the de-
Atver the fitght, check:

eo the feasse in Fig. 1, to establish and check the CG. Mark 1. The CG of the model, if 1t colloded with an obstruc-
f wine eh ” at positions of 50, 55, 60 and 65% of the tion during the flight. The clay may have been loston chord from the leading edge. The final CG of most or deformed, changing the CG.Gliders f1 it

oall with
own with 0-0 degrees incidence settings will 2. Points 2 and 3 of the pre-fight checklist.

a at
within this range. Select one of these positions aseet arting point and trim with hand glides. At this stage, Now, an important point. If the first flight was poor,

:
@ circle at about 1/2 to 2/3 the narrow dimension, resist the temptation to throw immediately for a secondusing rudder tab.

attempt. Relax and think before trying again. Develop a
routine and pace your attempts.

THE LAB

Electronic/Mechanical Rubber Testing
Long-time readers of INAV know of my interest in rub-

ber testing and evaluation. Below you will find a generalblock diagram of a semi-automatic rubber tester which will
measure two or three test parameters Simultaneously and
print the results in a format shown below. Measurements

Fic. 1 gre made without stopping the test, which was deemed verySe mportant for accurate torque testing. The chart below is
turns vs. torque data from the 8th windup on a 14.5" (new)the testingvrogeamoor snath bee Dy holed Pans, through loop of .081 x .046 pirelli. The chart is read thus:

’ y holding at onelables such ae qeenteee Coote concentrated on oraer var- ist line - test and motor identification; total turns. of your time shou espent oeveloping a launch technique. Under low ceilings, end thru 4th lines - torque readings at one minute inter-streng of arm is not a factor. You should work toward vals, with motor hooked to torquemeter and unwinding(1) obtaining ran seaghtunder enecoiling, (2) snooth motor turned off.
° o reduce strees on eg er, consis-tency and (4) ability to throw as well under pressure as Test results - each line 1s alternate turns/torque readingsin practice. The vertical, over-the-shoulder launch is beginning with full 1600 turns. ‘Turns column showsrecommended as being the easiest and most reliable method turns unwound (direct reading), and torque columnsof throwing toward a specific spot. record a number proportional to torque. For example,the circled reading represents 10 turns unwound (1590Once the launch is under some semblence of control, turns left) and .504 inch-oz torque.Crone Kens On, the branestion and Slide circle. Start

Initial f the test ts tod h int° g e circle by a ng minute amounts of clay on the n al purpose o e tester is to do researc ntooutbeard tip. Try to attain flat turns: severe banking pirelli, looking for a definitive rubber quality test to ;turns in the glide cut the duration considerably. Take enable us to sort rubber quickly. Perhaps a second testfull advantage of the hall by setting the largest glide can be developed to identify super-good rubber from merelyvr" circle possible, consistent with a full altitude launch, excellent rubber without taking as much time at Richmond's
: Perfect transition, of course, is.a must. The tip weight test. More will be reported on this tester later, os

\ used to open the Bride circle will assist in this. Keep
aiancing forces with launch angle, rudder tab and out-

. Me gyre BSboard tip weight until the glider rolls smoothly off the AOR PM
.

co

:top without an excess of speed during the first glide
.

ren, eet rent aes cee a aRenn
he agiSater -

_

turn. Some fliers use warps to assist this. Maren “eee

ins
.

During the adjustment period, try to determine the
’

obest spot on the floor for launching to accomodate your i le
pattern. Once this has been done, mark the spot to elim~ } 7inate guesswork when you go out for the first official MS, CAMAE Tf oem .attempt. Move the mark as needed, if the drift changes. t :

From the floor it is difficult to determine just how i
close your roll-out is to the ceiling. Your rate of sink Dene weak

pasis fairly consistent, so select several points on the side “TELE UYPR . LEGAL,
of the building (see Fig. 2). Duration checks at P-1 will

mca ae

go escomet
,help tell you whether you are throwing higher or lower. De TS

,
Press AsAdditional checks at other points will verify the one at ,

Toe Een
aeP-1. If you are throwing too close, you won't need any be'
oe

marks to tell you!
TEST 0062 MOTOR SC AUN SIX PLUS Two 1969 TURNS

Pod) Skew 2202 9597 ONE MINUTE ~

—— 2902 2592 Two MINUTES
:

Sie ———— 2292 2587 THERE MINUTFS
|

ed ie —_——- 2000 2585 1d D204)422d dhoo d3354 DULS DdKD dhe me

FIG. 2. 2059 8396 2060 2573 2370 aoe: ae O521 netted a
— 0189 0528 0119 0321 2120 931: le 0535 i de > :

t til you are
0159 02385 0162 0237 2170 d275 2158 deso 0190 debe sContinue refining the overall pattern until y 2220 2267 2210 026d 0220 2252 D230 ALI de4d BELO

.satisfied that the model has reached peak performance. If 225 D246 2260 V241 D27D 2239 028d D257 9290 92356
you started with a forward CG, try moving 1t aft by small

2322 0231 2319 2231 2529 2257 2353 2239 D340 dead
~

increments. Use a stopwatch to check the duration change 3359 DE32 D362 Died 237d Dez 0380 Dees 999) deco
with each new adjustment tried - don't depend on feel. Q4D2 O222 D410 B29S Y42d 4210 D430 D212 D44D D208

|Try a series of flights with each new adjustment before D450 202 9469 D202 B47 0193 2439 S242 D492 0191 :returning to the old one or going to a different one. $592 2192 2519 9189 2522 3134 2532 9179 354v vidi
.Always remember the previous setting so you can return to

2552 2175 B562 J172 2572 D1SS 258) D162 290 D1E6 .

it if necessary - this 1s what is meant by direction. Keep 2699 2160 9619 152 2620 D155 2639 153 Bokd 2154
an eye open for the "big flight" - a sudden, substantial 3652 9149 2662 9153 2672 D151 2632 D152 2692 9153~~ jump in performance. There is very little luck involved 970% @152 9719 S148 9729 Diss 2739 2152-a74D Bi46 .

4n indoor HLG, so stay with this adjustment until the new 2752 2145 2762 2142 277% D143 2789 2158 9792 2138standard can be obtained consistently. Before throwing Q3O@ 32135 819 2134 @823 |i4e D659 D130 @342 D129for an official flight, check the following: 2859 9132 2862 2129 2879 2123 2832 2125 9892 2123 i

. 2909 9123 B91 BlLS5 9920 B127 93930 2114 B40 2117 .1. Areas of turbulence in the building - watch other 9952 O109 0969 9119 9970 2127 3589 2194 2999 9239
models in flight for signs of this.

.

1200 @289 1312 2267 1920 2055 1239 2038 1249 2025 |@. |3 the model tor cleanliness; remove the dirt with tissue 1goa agis rT on T TFT T T T T
. or worn 400 sandpaper. “ptosis meme side |

.
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| NEWS and VIEWS £ditor: Bud Tenny Box 545-Ripardson, Texas- 75080
SANTA ANA FINALS

.

LAXEYURST FINALS

;
Se

1. Joe Bilgri 30:38 31:22 17:00 34:18 30:55 34:20 68:38 1. Pete Andrews 24:38 33:05 19PO 0 27:43 20:1/ du:4
. { 2. 3ud Romak 15:07 32:35 21:39 18:30 34:05 34:18 68:23 2. Sal Cannizzo 2:37 «9:23 28 21:17 27:55 20:09 60:32

. 3. Ron Plotzke D355 33:03 8:54 29:44 34:38 7:09 67:41 3. Bd Stoll 25134 53:51 1B4 18:29 0:15 16:55 59:25

;
oo 4. Paul Allen 19:21 27:21 27:16 32:33 12:33 32:36 65:09 4, Bob Platt 31:33 9-9322 2 14:30 22:17 27:30 59:04

- 5. 30b Randolph 0:02 30:09 «7:54 32:33 32:01 31:18 64:34 5. Dick Kowalski 24:35 27:54 291 0 20:59 7:14 57:29

6. Larry Cailliau 0:05" 32:57 14:59 30:45 25:13 27:37 63:42 6. John Triolo 0:48 28:25 11:33 22:18 26:11 54:36
|

(. Clarence Mather 29:18 30:47 29:07 14:01 29:33 11:48 60:20 7. Ce Ve Russo 24:23 14:34 185 0 = 25:54 = 0211 5u:17 ;

! 8. Carl Rambo 29:51 27:32 26:45 7:07 29:45 9:55 59:36 8. Jim Richmond 24:19 0:18 203 21:43 0:20 C:13 47:27

9. Bob Gibbs 26:47 24:47 27:53 13:15 31:19 27:40 59:22 9. Bill Hulbert O 24:04 1BL 13:31 21:39 5:39 45:41

.

‘

10. Srwin Rodemsky 30:04 6:13 26:11 16:02 12:25 6:50 58:15 10. Tom Vallee (20:16 18:52 168 0 0 0 38:06
; 11. Ted Gonzoph 26:45 0 0:06 15:41 25:00 0 53:43 11. Bob Cowley 0 11:40 184 0 0 0 23:3C

|
_

42. Manny Radoff 15:31 0 9 0 0 C 15:40
FAI INDOOR REPORT

:

“

four minutes to a seemingly cfmanding lead over Cailliau| Qualifier Decals Available and Plotzke.
/

. This year, as in recent years past, the National Free Round 5 began the final s.ke-out, with Plotzke andLe ’ Flight Society has furnished special decals for qualifiers Romak moving into 1st and 2ndffRandclph uppéd nis total
: wn in the indoor program. Three levels of decals are avail- by two minutes and still dropfR from 4th to Sth, andC ? able-Qualifier, Semi-Finalist and Team. Those who were

_ Mather deadstickedinto6ta ffh his Stn place.1 eligible to enter a Semi-Finals get Qualifier decals, andthose who made it through the Semi-Finals get both Q and Long-standing advice to i:fbor fliers is "Don't countCo
,

S decals. Team members get all three types of decals. Joe out until he puts his modfJf away." This held true in
ce Round 6 - Joe duplicated his [Evious high time to comeThese decals will be sent out - eventually. If you back to first place. Romak's lose association with Joe

; want them sooner, send me a self-addressed envelope and
seems to have given him the si trait - he also came upé

.

I'll gladly send the decals sooner. with another high time for a [bse second that was a realc
s cliff-hanger. fairly close tBhe floor, and only seconds| i972TeamChosen | - behind Joe's total, Bud's modffdrcpped one end of the

oe
. nest motor and stalled to the floc:§5 seconds short of a tie.{ The results above, separated into two Finals, do not This nosed out Plotzke at the Bst minute, in a photo-: tell the whole story. According to John Clemens’ decision, finish that excited everyone.

"

the winner of each Eipels would win a Team berth, along ,

with the flier whosétime was the highest percentage of Gene Bach of the San Dies Prbiteers CD'ed the neete

2. of S Dre 2

.

the winning time at his site. The computation is: with able assistance from oth@Orbiteers and nenbers of
fl ' a the Thermal Thumbers. One otifP helper of note added an= ' Bilert 68:38 Andrews 60246 international flavor - the Surly session was visited by;

; Romak
9G

125 Cannizzo 0332 Gordon Burford of Australia wif"nappened" to be passing
.

:

. . _

~ 8 eee oy

. _
by. Gordon was one of the indbr pioneers in Australia‘ 68:23/68238 = .9963 oe 60:32/60:48 = .9956 and has been instrumental in ping indoor flying off to

Thus, the 1972 Team will consist of Bilgri, Romak ang 7 Tecent revival tnere. ;

Andrews, subject to their confirmation on intent to com-
,

oo pete in’the 1972 World Championship. THE LAKEHURS #INALS

,
AG

oe The Lakehurst session had Rather problems compounded
:

THE SANTA ANA FINALS
by unscheduled door openings. Bt least two fliers made

]

comparison between the existimfconditions and the salt
. untilgene Pera enels pegan with test flying from 4 pn nine conditions of the '70 WC In fact, with drizzling '

but n k h
Ys vept. - Later flying was planned, rain outside and lights along fhe walls, a similardown- |;

; made the a tof. Met Wee tae ttoh wast! Ery Rodemsky draft in the center of the harfr gave credence to the: the meet bypostinga Socomee, thebest conditions of comparison. The original sch@ple called for three rounds
unown, this is ¢ Se : es ght. So far as is each day, but a 5:30 pz door dpning‘onSaturday cancelled’ 6 18 the Longest one gram flight ever made. the third round until Sunday.

Local weather conditions had been good at Santa Ana
t

“only
; yy An analysis of the action flows that really only six. meet, thie’ changed te 700een of 85° or more. During the fliers wereever in contentiorBither day. At the end of

-  Angs’in the hans eg

at enoneYY winds. Small open- Round 2, Ed Stoll was leading nd led until Round 5. Tne| tor ert od hennenae® at ground level also contributed other Round 2 placings were (iforder) Andrews, Kowalski,
u tabl zed turbulente, Overall, the drift patterns were Cannizzo and Platt. In Round §Cannizzo moved into 2néanesee e and unpredictable and several models were lost and remained there the rest offfhe day, and Richmond made

_ the theawlth ecosee scheduled two rounds. Bilgri led 5th place. This order (Stoll ffannizzo, Andrews, Kowal-aa (57313) Ron Ploteke's33005 by Mather (60:05) and Rambo  §k4, Richmond) held until RourS when Platt madé it back& . /

° °

Sa
203 was the best single flight. to 5th and Andrews and Canniz@both posted new times to

:

. reach ist and 2nd. The ly dinge in Round was that: conditions improved Sunday, but drift was still very Platt pushed into 4th, very ¢ eto the top three. Inwich a etable. Ron Plotzke again had high time of the day view of the conditions, it is Ife to say that any of thetet $ model similarto Rodemsky's, but another strong top five could have wound up aftop. This is not to takeonde chore edby settling onto a beam leaving him 57 sec~ anything from Andrews, who hadfop equipment and flew "to: ° nning« the end of Round 3, Rodemsky the hilt" every flight and who consistency was as gcodmoved into third platé, but no one else made significant as anyone'sgains. Bilgri's Round 4 flight advanced his score nearly
y . ConT. P4)

.

: tnd, :
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Jim Richmond's past record compared with the results 'NIMAS AWARDS - A system of awards for flights which mayat this meet raises the question of "What happened?" Jim not exceed existing AMA Records, but exceed establish-
analyzed it this way: "It was a combination of underdevel- ed goals for specified awards according to the follow-
oped plane design, lack of testing, poor flying conditions _

ing tables: ~

nore

and terrible luck." :

7

Indoor Stick (Any class indoor model, single flighr**
Jim didn't lose from lack of trying. He had two 9" Se

me

eo
, :

chord models, a 10" chord model (see Aug. '71 INAV for OPEN AWARD CAT. I. CAT. II CAT. a.

picture), the '7l Nats winner ballasted to one gram and Silver 10300 oS 20:00 28:00
his paper ship. Structural problems in the turbulence Gold 12:30 25:00 35:00
was a problem with the wide models, but the terrible luck Diamond 15300 30:00

=,
42300

came in Round 4 as he lost a rear hook (first ever) and
.

,

then the model; followed in Round 5 by a broken motor JR. AWARD
which destroyed the Nats winning model. Silver 7330 15:00; 21300

ne Gold
,

9:30 18:45 - 26:50
Kowalski and Stoll flew models similar to Dick's Cat. Diamond 99215— 22:30 “

313230
II record holder (June '71 INAV), but with enlarged props

_

,

se ”

(diameter and blade area). In fact, big props seem to be Indoor HLG (Best single flight of nine)
part of the answer for one gram models; Andrews flew small ,

:

props until Round 5 whenhefound a 20".x 30" prop climbed OPEN AWARD CAT. I CAT. II”: CAT. III
the modél better. Cannizzo's models were well constructed Silver

—

0:24 =~ 0:45 2, 03:55
but entirely conventional with the usual thin airfoils Gold 0:30 0355 1305
usually deemed necessary. In contrast, Andrews used a 7% Diamond 0:36 1305 — 1315
airfoil like Kowalski's. oS ‘

JR. AWARD.
reEastern fliers owe special thanks to Bill Bigge, who Silver |. 0:18 . 0:54. 0:41

agreed to CD the Eastern Finals with about 15 days notice,
| Gold’ 0222.5 O41 0:49

and to John and Patti Jo Thornhill for their help. Many Diamond 0:27- 0:49 0:56
.

others helped to time, but we have not received word on
,

‘

. :
,

who these were. Nonetheless, our thanks to them also! NIMAS Awards are made to NIMAS membérs who request
the awards and submit the application. In general,

| . .the flights must meet AMA Rules. Award flights can be
.

#HHHNATIONAL INDOOR MODEL AIRPLANE SOCIETY*+###
/

‘made under the supervision of an AMA CD or can be reg-
:

:

:

ular. flights in an AMA contest. Application can be
,

.

'

New Members! made for flights made in the past (for example, '71
:

‘ Nats flights), or application forms can be obtained
ARTHUR BLAKE, 612 Sutton Dr., San Antonio, Tex. 76228 in advance of attempts to win the awards.

Family Memberships CONTEST CALENDAR and CONTEST RESULTS - CD's can furnish
j

, , advance information.on planned contests or flying
EDWARD R. & ROBERT M. BLAKE, 612 Sutton Dr., San Antonio, sessions for announcementin CALENDAR, and the neet

os
. Texas 76228 results will beannounced on a space-available basis
came let a _

Af furnished. ;
oo

Combined Issue
~ oo Se ,

A LOOK’AT YESTERYEAR - This appears on an occasional basis
' This combined issue is a last resort to try to catch and can be any item reminiscentof Indoor history or

up to a more normal and useful production schedule. Once model design, ne

we got behind, things snowballed until something had to
—give. In recent weeks, an unexpected trip and an abcessed CHANGE OF PACE - This is an occasional item, reporting —~tooth added to the problems. So, it is hoped that the unusual or experimental models, usually "fun" typeDecember issue will be back on schedule (approx. 10th of models or similar projects.

: the month), with your deadline for material to make any
particular issue to be the 5th of that month. The annual STATE OF THE ART -.This is usually a monthly feature, afinancial report will be in the December issue.

|

' report of a record holding model in’ most cases. Some
: .

, subjects have been specialized models such as Bob
- INAVColumns

a

Larsh's "Bunker Hill" and Meredith Chamberlain's
-

. "Stompette 16", which were gliders especially for low
Indoor News has a number of columns which depend upon

. .
Cat. II sites of about 45' height. .

Please give fullthe readers to furnish the contents. These columns are; / size outlines on HLG, plus weights and construction
.

information for unusual details. For rubber models,RECORDS? MAYBE! - This is a listing of records which have a three-view with dimensions, weights and full size
been applied for. Fliers (or CD's) who make applica~ airfoil and prop blade outlines area minimum. Manytion for AMA indoor records should send INAV the info readers also request spar sizes if possible.
about the record. Cfficial AMA Records are listed 7

oo

,

perlodically 1n COMPETITION NEWSLETTER, but INAV can
©

SPECIAL NOTE: although it is possible for me te use
offer an unofficial listing which helps us keep up full size plans of rubber models or crude sketches or low
with the records as they happen. contrast pencil drawings, items which have to be traced or

. . re-drawn (worse - full size drawings which have to be
TOP TEN EASY B and TOP TEN CEILING DCDGERS ~ These are ‘scaled down, then traced) take extra preparation time and

monthly listings of a friendly rivalry between NIMAS are sometimes lost in the mail or delayed considerably bymembers. Times are submitted along with ceiling the extra preparation time. In other words, the infor-
heights of the site where the flight was made. NIMAS mation in any form is welcome, but camera-ready drawings“Fudge Factors" are applied to equate the times to a are preferred.,

35' ceiling, and the times are then ranked according
to the adjusted times. The EASY B listing begins anew

, ma LEN:each year with the winners from the NIMAS Annual Pos~
.

.

CONTEST CALEKDAR

tal Contest, but the CEILING DODGERS listing runs con- MARYLAND - Silver Spring. Indoor sessions at 4
.

tinuously. Fliers submit times and "bunp” their way— School, 1501 Randolph Ra, Silver Spring. Contact Jennonto the list or up the line in ratings as their times Thornhill, Route 1, Mt. Airy, Md. 21771 for dates and
mprove. Rules for TOP TEN events: timea of sessions.
1. Flights must conform to AMA regulations, except
that FAI type ceiling measure can be used. MASSACHUSETTS - M.I.T. Indoor sessions at MIT Armor

ee 2. Submit ceiling height with flight times. corner of Vassar St. and Mass. Ave, Cambridge, Mass. Nov.3. No entry fee required, open to all fliers. 13, Dec. 4, Jan. 8, Feb. 26, March 11, 3 pm to 6 pm. Con-4, Easy B models shall conform to AMA Rules, plus test April 8, 1972,1 pm to 8 pm. Ray Harlan, 15 Happy
paper covering, solid stick and boom, no bracing. Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass., ph. 358-4013.

, 5. CEILING DCDGER models can be any AMA indoor model. oe -

- Object 1s to record the highest time without touching 2OP TENEASYB
the ceiling. Estimate maximum altitude achieved and oo
submit this with flight time and ceiling height. OPEN Time/Ceiling ~ fuses Score

- © 35

PCSTAL CONTESTS - Postal contests are arranged between 1. Bob Platt 598 6/20! 1.33 786°"
clubs or individuals with pre~arranged events and 2. Hal Crane 551.8/20' 1.33 733.
rules. Contest results reported to INAV. Groups who 3. Dick Hardcastle 683.6/31'« 1.04 726
wish to issue a challenge can do so in INAV or arrange 4. Clarence Mather 521.0/22.3' 1.26 656.4
event on their own. 5. Fudo Takagi 492.0/22.3' 1.26 619.8

. 6. Fred Harlow . 402,0/20! 1.33 534.6

a neittaeehanenteateneaccenaeiniiencamteninieneiieebtedie ane a inenonidtetneneinmcenaenenninteneecondeeeneh entdadaaginee danemeinnnamemenemmnnnenmneemeramentnmammenenmnmenmnenmnemintenenemnmmemennneEnannnRtiamenmessmeeoaneeasainma nnaararasdaseneramannaunsasasnaneaneeaaennanniemenusemusea TEL LaanREE OE



OEaESee,

7. Chet Bukowski ©428.0/25' 1.19 309 +4 UESTIONS AND ANSWERS
* a 29.0/2 . 1.5: Don Chaneey " 3e3 eee 13 339°4 This column has been an occasional feature in INAV

10. Jim Clem 495 .0/58' 278 386.0 since very early in the life of NIMAS. In general, any
question on indoor topics is eligible; the answers are

ns, Top Juniors solicited from one or more fliers or else your editor
i fields the question.

.

. ers 252 .5/24' 1,22 07.83 Jiney a ryt 78 20173 43. Is quarter grain wood structurally better for IHLG
wings than straight grain wood?

.

TOP TEN CEILING DODGERS
"Ron Wittman offers the following comments: Generally

Time/Ceiling Fudge Est. Score
| quarter grain wood is stronger in that it has a better

(to 35') Altitude resistance to warps. It will hold its shape better and
1. Stan Chilton 1115/35! 1.00 33! 1115 longer; thus the airfoil stays flatter and doesn't have
2. Tom Vallee 810/20! 1.33 19! 1077.3 the tendency to accrue undercamber as will straight grain
3, Hal Crane 682/20! 1.33 19° 907 wood.
4, Dick Hardcastle 602/23' 1.23 22.5! 743

;5S. Hewitt Phillips 528.2/20' 1.33 15° 712.5 Quarter grain is also stiffer and won't flex as much
6. Howard Haupt 456/22! 1.26 15! 575 on hard launches (wing flex cuts altitude). It also does
7. Harry Cook 474/26! 1.16 24! 546.5 not require as much sealer as straight grain wood to give
8. Jim Davidson 280/13 1.64 9' 459 a drag-free finish. Straight grain wood absorbs more

9. Richard Sironen 308/37! 2972 33 396.6 sealer, besides taking more to fill the long grain holes!
° 1 '

e 1 °
‘ 6 e10. Roger Schroeder = 259.5/15 1.00 309 709«9 I use quarter grain wood exe lugtvely in my gliders,

even for the fuselage, which is hard C-to-quarter grain.THEPICTURESTORY It is usually the weight of the very flaky cut that makes
it more desirable, but another important factor is thatPage @ - SantaAnaFinals. Large pix by courtesy of USMC it can be sanded thinner and still have adequate strength,Base Public Relations; small photos by Joan Rodemsky. since the straight grain wood requires thickness for its
strength. I never check wood for strength, since I'veFirst column:

. never thrown the wings off a glider. However, low ceiling
g&, .Top - Bob Randolph's wide chord, V-~Tail FAI goes off on
gliders might require more concern

official flight. 44, What is usually done to increase duration of indoor
gliders when the model weight is matched to the ceilingCenter - Larry Cailliau repairs one of his models. and to the contestant's arm. That is, on the nardest
tnrow the model does not hit the ceiling but lighter wingsBottom left - Paul Allen prepares to make an official. have broken.

Bottom right - Carl Rambo retrieves his model after flight. ‘Ron Wittman comments: "I wish there was a stocx answer
‘to that one! However, I'll comment on things I've tried.

Second column: Many combinations of things need to be tried, but first
: try trim, provided the finish cannot be izproved.

: Top - Joe Bilgri prepares to hook up for flight.
1. Bring the glider to zero-zero incidence and balance 7

Top center - Clarence Mather and The Bipe, for proper CG location. 7

fro _.... Bottom center- Erv Rodemsky's model 2. Gently increase incidence as you aaxe flights until
é Base aS a FRNARe btmbey awa Bbw oo

me ae the glider upsets easily or even stalls.
Bottom - Ron Plotzke's model.

.

3. At this point it gets touchy or even monotonous, but
Page 3 - Lakehurst Finals. All pix by Ernie Kopecky. increase nose weight to remove the stall. This will :

=. ; increase altitude gained also. If the airfoil wasn't
Top left - Bill Bigge (CD) and Chief Helper - Patti Jo working to its potential the time will increae. Note

Thornhill. the weight of the glider and the time as each change
is made and the airfoil works harder. keep adding

Top right - Pete Andrews and "windy weather" model flown weight and incidence until times start to decrease,
on Sunday. then go back to the best weight with the nighest time, .

Row 2 left - Ed Stoll winding on torquemeter. 4, Open up the turn as much as possible and start checx- .
, ing for warps, since warps cost 4 chunk of time!

Row 2 right - Sal Cannizzo assembles a model.
:

5. In final trim (up to 100') there should be no appreci-Row 3 left - Bob Platt unpacking models. able loss of altitude in transition (3" to 12" max), :

Row 3 right - Dick Kowalski plans strategy. One evening Bill and Bob Gibbs and I were flying in a
20' ceiling gym; we started experimenting with my record -

Bottom left - Richmond with 9" chord model. Cat. I Tara 16. We kept adding nose weight and increasing os

f :
.

.

.
incidence to find out how much we could work the airfoil. :Bottom right - Tom Vallee, wound for bear, hooks up. Bear in mind that this glider was flying well enough to
set the record and seemed as if it didn't need any improve- —.

CONTEST RESULTS ment! This glider could easily reach the 29'11" ceiling *

as at Wilmington, so adding weight seemed contrary.
D. C. MAXECUTERS EAST COAST INDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS « Cole

‘ we
Fieldhouse, Maryland University - 98' ceiling Times started improving to a consistent 30-32 seconds

_and there were a few 34 second flights timed by Bill. We a
Indoor Stick Paper Stick never told anyone about these times, but 34 seconds under n
GC. V. Russo 25:08.0 Joe Sova 18:59.4 20' isn't too bad, is it?

-John Triolo 24:54.6 Pete Andrews 18:36.2 , :
Tom Sova’ 24313.0 Tom Sova 1724707 When we tried this on Bill's glider, the same results

,

Pete Andrews 24308.0 ,

were achieved. If I remember right, his old glidergotto ,

Hal Crane 23:51.5 28 seconds, so trim is all-important. Finally, other
7things such as turbulators can be tried.

Junior Easy B Sr.-Open Easy B ,

Jerry Haynes 5346.8 Rolfe Gregory 11:36.2 The next thing 1s to match the glider's components -

John Roman 4:28.3 Hal Crane 11:36.2 stab to wing, airfoil and moment arm. Larger stabs give
Mike Parykaza 2:00.8 Joe Sova 11204.5 better recovery, but make a glider fly slower and poss- :

Tom Sova 10:12.8 ibly decrease airfoil efficiency.

Juntor HLG Sr.-Open HLG Smaller stabs are harder to trim for recovery but will
rn Rich Persh 73.5 Ron Ganser, Jr. 119.4 fly the glider faster and let the airfoil work. Don't

Dan Aggers 69.6 Dan Belieff 106.6 hold the airfoil back; check it out. It's the jackpot!
Jerry Haynes 60.0 George Rivers 99.0

It took years to design my glider and match the com-
.

Indoor Scale Peanut Scale ponents. I'll bet most glider fliers can't tell you why
DonGarofalow Don Garofalow the moment arm is so many inches or why the stab has a

A
Rolfe Gregory Dan Srull certain area. ‘Because it looks good’ won't get it!
Dan Srull George Rivers Keep the rudder as small as possible or eliminate it if

gee possible."

poeGEae “

sneer event ,
.
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NEWS and VIEWS £ditor: Bud Tenny Box 545+ Richardson, Texas- 75080
*HHHNATIONAL INDOORMODEL AIRPLANESOCIETY+##%# Please give your comments before Jan. 5, 1972. Those

who renew can vote for #1 by including the extra amount.New Members!
Back to this year; the costs break down as follows:W. RALPH DODSWORTH, 437 Ave. U South, Saskatoon,

Sask., Canada Printing + office supplies $405 .32ANTHONY J. ITALIANO, 1655 Revere Dr., Brookfield, Wis. Newsletter postage 301.8153005 Correspondence postage 102.19
9909.42

A Goof

'
Each issue requires about 50 hours of my time, and

Last month's photos included one of Patty Thornhill, another 15 hours shared by the family and volunteer con-but we called her Patti. That's not right - and we apol- tributorse and draftsmen. All correspondence and nember
ogize. Patty is a hard worker and a nice person, however services take extra time in addition to the 65 hours per
you spell the name, but now the record is straight. month. Incoming mail totalled 747 pieces, while outgoing

mail amounted to 1011 pieces.
: Junior NIMAS Awards

.

: SPECIAL INTERNATIONAL ISSUE
Silver Cat. I HLG Award - 0:21.2, Bruce Pailet

This issue is dedicated to all our friends outside theGold Cat. I HLG Award - 0:23.8, Bruce Pailet limits of the North American continent. Cver the years,Indoor has become an international friendship, and these
Plans Wanted many friends are vaiued year ‘round even when not special-

: ly mentioned.
Usually, our overseas correspondents keep us up to

date on what is being flown in the various countries. We FAI INDOOR REPORT ‘

are quite low on model plans, probably because most fliers
are still refining their one gram designs. So, any plans 1972 World Championship
reflecting present one gram trends in the rest of the .

world would be most welcome! Late word from the CIAM meeting confirms that England “i
will host the 1972 Indoor World Champs, at Cardington on a

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year}! dates to be announced later. More details as available. .

a... a mae en ~— ~
oe ee wa Se ,

Se “oo, ' Greeting cards are beginning to arrive from all over Team Confirmation -the world. I am very grateful for these good wishes and
wish I could respond to all of them. Since I can't, I All three members of the '72 U. S. Team have confirmed os
want to wish each of you the best for this season and for their intent to compete. That makes it official - the °

the coming year. Team will be Pete Andrews, Joe Bilgri and Bud Romak.
/

Financial Report CONTEST CALENDAR

This issue simultaneously finishes the tenth year of ILLINOIS ~ Chicago.
;

7
publication of INAV and is the first issue of a new year. Dec. 19, 1971 - Delta Dart doubleheader - stock models for
Cur average circulation jumped from 289 per month to 322 Juniors, and "souped up for "Experts". Grove Jr. High
per month, an increase of over 11%. This increase of cir- School, Elk Grove Village, Ill. Dave Linstrum, 5840 Dan-
culation helped absorb the 10% increase of overall cost forth Ct., Hanover Fark, I11l. 60103

/

which came from a 25% increase in postal rates. However, Jan. 30, 1971 - HLG & PennyPlane - Forest View High School
total expenses of $809.52 and total income of $766.49 Girl's Gym, Arlington Hts., Ill. Pete Sotich, 3851 West
leave a 1971 deficit of $43.03. Over the past ten years, 62nd Pl., Chicago, I11. 60629
this is the picture: Feb. 20, 1972 - HLG & PennyPlane - Forest View righ School

Girl's Gym, Arlington Hts., Ill. Pete Sotich, CD.
Year Surplus Deficit March '72 and April '72 - Cat. II contest - Brig, Gen.
1962 90.00 (est.) R. L. Jones Armory, Chicago, Ill. Pete Sotich, CD.
1963 , 51.57
1964 23.95 KANSAS ~ Olathe
1965 13356 Annual Winged Motors indoor meet, Feb. 19, 1972 at
1966 36.88 Millbrook Jr. High, Park & Waters Sts., Olathe, Kansas.
1967 34.53 Jr. Rubber, HLG, Easy B, Indoor Scale. Roger Schroder,
1968 57.20 4111 W. 98th St., Overland Park, Kansas 66207. A special
1969 27.12 invitation 1s issued to Dick Hardcastle and other St.
1970 19.84 Louis fliers - "We do not plan to allow Dick to take all
1971 23:03 the trophies home again this year!!

199.52 195.1
: MARYLAND - Silver Spring.

t 1 0 Lonhe ten-year average comes out pretty well for a non- Indoor sessions at JFK HighSchool, 1901 Randolph Rd.,profit organization! However, the trend has been for low- Silver Spring, Md. Contact John Thornhill, Route 1, Mt.
er and lower deficits as costs rise. At this point, we're Airy, Md. 21771 for dates and times of sessions.
at a decision point - raise prices, cut costs, or both.

.

In times past, we had an advisory group; it has been sev- MASS door poseione at MIT Armory, Vassar St. at Mass.
eral years since this group has been polled. So, guidance

Ave., Cambridge, Mass. Jan. 8, Feb. 26, Mar. 11, 3 pm to
from the readers is in order to decide between these three

6 pa, Contest April 8; 1972, 1 pm to 8 pm. Ray Harlan,alternatives: 15 Happy Hollow Rd., Wayland, Mass. ph. 358-4013.
1. Raise membership dues by 25¢ per year. For those wno

xEW YORK - Long Islandon customarilypaywith Caen, nie poeetme Cat. I Record Trials (tentative) in March, 1972; an-
,

. ‘
6 P °

nual LIAMAC Indoor Meet at Cantiague Park, Hicksville,
2, Gombine at least three issues, which saves approxi- L. I., Nets, April 30, oT) Visas Pailet, 50 Emerson Rd.,
mately $90 worth of postage. An extra page of coverage per Brookville, Glen Head, N. Yr. .

combined issue (5 pages) would cost about $18 per year,
TEXAS - Ft. Worth/Dallasfor a net saving of about #70 per year. Dallas Aeromodelers 4{ndoor contest, Dec. ers om at

: d Recreation Center, Dallas, 7 pm to pm.
>» Eliminate all photographs and publish six three-page Samuel GranReeves and six normal issues (approx. $70 saving.) No-Touch indoor duration, HLG, Indoor Scale

Tee
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STATE OF THE ART A_LOOKATYESTERYEAR
This month there is a dual offering - Boyd Felstead's A good many years ago (like 1941 and later), the pop- “—

one gram design represents the Australian continent for ularity of indoor flying had declined until not much cov-
,

this International Issue, and Dennis Jaeck's PennyPlane ia erage was generated by regular model magazines. A labor
both a Nats winner and an outstanding design in this new of love by Walter Erbach and Curtis Janke resulted in the
model class, publication of the KOTDE Journal.

The most outstanding aspect of Boyd's model is the The Journal was to be the official publication of an
geodetic-type wing and stab layout. The truss ribs have organization proposed in the first issue - Knights of The
lower camber than the main ribs, and presumably are in Double Ellipse. Vol. 1, No. 1 was dated Dec. 1941, and
tension. No flight information is available, unless Boyd contained an editorial proposing the KOTDE as a measure to
sent this during the summer and it got misplaced. help give indoor modeling a voice and a rallying point.

Also presented were results from a Chicago contest, plans
Dennis Jaecks started with a good plan layout, added from Erbach's Fuselage model which had set a new record in

a unique trim/puilding philosophy, and created a very the St. Louis Arena during the Mississippi Valley meet on
stable and capable winner. Of course, the wide wing is Aug. 16, 1941, a humorous story, a "hints" column, a con-
almost a must for the relatively heavy PennyPlane fornula, test calendar, and an article on microfilm props.
to give a reasonable wing loading. Low wing loading per-
mits a lower flight velocity for lower RPM; this low RPM It is fitting that, on this 30th anniversary of KOTDE
tendency is then enhanced by the large prop. The model founding, that we say a word of thanks to Walter and Cur-
design formula also restricts model length, so the high tis for their efforts to preserve Indoor. The Journal was
aspect ratio stab effectively increases the tail moment whimsical, witty, informative, sometimes controversial,
arm. Dennis comments on the model: and doubtless welcome to indoor fliers of the day who had

no other forum.
"My design objectives are simple: build a light model

to allow for nose weight ballast, which gives maximum wing HINTS AND KINKS
and stab separation for good stability. The model is very :

stable which helps me space it between lamps, etc. The Glider Sanding Jiglarge prop permits using big motors = .100" rubber is the OT
largest I have seen used at the Nats and this may only be The sketch below details a sanding jig for HLG wings
a start to the right combination. The prop outline can be which was built by Bob Dunham from a design by fellow Glue
reccgnized as Jim Richmond's FAI pattern. I like the tis- Debber John English. John's jig was made from wood, but
sue tube prop hub as it allows easy blade alignment. I

|

Bob found plexiglas to be an improvement. The jig is for
set up one blade and glue it, then test fly and adjust the wings with straight trailing edge like the Sweepette, and
second blade until the wobble is gone. Then I glue this makes it simple to produce an even airfoil by allowing the
second blade in place (thin glue at the edge of the socket sanding block to ride on the edges of the jig.is all it takes).

The end stops keep the wing tight from end to end, and
“Unfortunately, when I had the chance at the Nats to a shorter wing is wedged in place by removable fillers.

try other airfoils, I didn't. I had some 6% and 7% are Different wing thicknesses can be accomodated by shinming
airfoils built up also. Using the no-touch rule would from the bottom, but care must be used to avoid sanding
have made a fair test to see which is better. I don't the trailing edge too thin. The wing leading edge can be
know how much can be learned from PennyPlane, but it finished easily and quickly after removing the blank from
should show some benefits in FAI one gram design. Opti-+- the jig. —!~
mum PennyPlane chord has not been determined , but CharlieSotich reported that 6" worked best for him. An excellent sanding block for use anywhere is made

by using contact cement to hold the sandpaper on 3" x 6"
10 plexiglas. This makes a rigid and perfectiy flat sanding

Wf, block; two such blocks with a different grade of sandpaper
on each face gives all grits needed to finish a wing.

.

9 Lf End Lube Mess!

a
8 +4% 0% Wayne Zink suggests that rubber lube can be kept ina9 15 ec nasal mist spray bottle (Dristan). All you need to

w 7 . do is remove the siphon tube and wash the bottle, and you
< have a handy dispenser for rubber lube. Be sure to mark
2 7 the contents on the outside - this is a must for any drug
oO WY, container used for another purpose!
-
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